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FOREWORD 

The Awwa Research Foundation is a nonprofit corporation that is dedicated to the 
implementation of a research effort to help utilities respond to regulatory requirements and 
traditional high priority concerns of the industry.  The research agenda is developed through a 
process of consultation with subscribers and drinking water professionals.  Under the umbrella of 
a Strategic Research Plan, the Research Advisory Council prioritizes the suggested projects 
based upon current and future needs, applicability, and past work; the recommendations are 
forwarded to the Board of Trustees for final selection.  The foundation also sponsors research 
projects through the unsolicited proposal process; the Collaborative Research, Research 
Applications, and Traditional Collaboration programs; and various joint research efforts with 
organizations such as the Environmental Protection Agency, Bureau of Reclamation, and the 
Association of California Water Agencies. 

This publication is the result of one of these sponsored studies, and it is hoped that its 
findings will be applied in communities throughout the world.  The following report serves not 
only as a means of communicating the results of the water industry’s centralized research 
program but also as a tool to enlist the further support of the nonmember utilities and individuals. 

Projects are managed closely from their inception to the final report by the foundation’s 
staff and large cadre of volunteers who willingly contribute their time and expenses.  The 
foundation serves a planning and management function and awards contracts to other institutions 
such as water utilities, universities, and engineering firms.  The funding for this research effort 
comes primarily from the Subscription Program, through which water utilities subscribe to the 
research program and make an annual payment proportionate to the volume of water they deliver 
and consultants and manufacturers subscribe based on their annual billings.  The program offers 
a cost-effective and fair method for funding research in the public interest. 

A broad spectrum of water supply issues is addressed by the foundation’s research 
agenda: resources, treatment and operations, distribution and storage, water quality and analysis, 
toxicology, economics, and management.  The ultimate purpose of the coordination effort is to 
assist water suppliers to provide the highest possible quality of water economically and reliably. 

The true benefits are realized when the results are implemented at the utility level.  The 
foundation’s trustees are pleased to offer this publication as a contribution toward that end. 

 
 
 

Walter J. Bishop      Robert C. Renner, P.E. 
Chair, Board of Trustees     Executive Director 
Awwa Research Foundation     Awwa Research Foundation 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

The primary goals of AwwaRF report Leakage Management Technologies were to: 
 
• Review proactive leakage management technologies used internationally, with focus 

on the United Kingdom (UK). 
• Assess the applicability of these technologies to North American water utilities and 

select the most suitable technologies for pilot installations in participating utilities. 
• Provide guidance on how to practically and cost-effectively apply these technologies 

to North American water utilities, based on the above research and hands on 
installation of promising techniques in controlled pilot areas. 

 
The tools and guidelines developed in this project will be beneficial to a variety of users, 

including: 
 
• Industry Wide: Private and Public Utilities, Consultants, and Contractors 
• General Utility Management 
• Commercial Management 
• Engineering Level 
 
Benefits of leakage management are: 
 
• Most effective and economic way of reducing level of losses from distribution system 
• Improves public health protection 
• Increases the level of service provided to customers through increased reliability of 

water supplies 
• Leakage recovery often stands as the best source for new water resources for systems 

facing water supply shortage 
• Reduced pressure on water resources and therefore environmental improvement 
• Deferment of capital expenditure on water resources and supply schemes  
• Improved public perception of water companies 
• Applying best leakage management practice reduces liability to water supplier 
 

APPROACH 

The research team worked with one Canadian and nine U.S. utilities, representing large 
and small, public and private utilities from a variety of geographic regions.  Participating utilities 
were grouped into two categories, Level 1 utilities and Level 2 utilities depending upon their 
level of participation in the project.  All of the Level 1 and Level 2 utilities provided the 
researchers information about their current leakage management practices and their system 
characteristics, whereas only the Level 2 utilities participated in the detailed pilot testing of 
promising leakage management technologies.  
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The first phase of this project was to describe leak management approaches used 
internationally and in North America.  Data and information on successful leakage management 
technologies used in England, Wales and Germany was collected and assessed.  Information 
about current North American leak management programs was collected through a survey of the 
ten participating North American utilities and review of the AWWA WATER:\STATS (2002) 
Distribution Survey database.  The regulatory structures for controlling leakage in England, 
Wales, Germany, and the U.S. were assessed for general comparison.  The information and data 
gathering phase concluded with a literature review. 

The assessment phase identified the most promising leakage management technologies 
for pilot testing in North America.  The procedures of these leakage management technologies 
were broken down into their component parts and analyzed.  Adaptations to the procedures were 
developed, where necessary, to enable the implementation and testing of the technologies in 
North America. 

The most promising leakage management technologies were implemented and tested at 
seven pilot sites (or utilities).  Pilot testing started in spring 2005 and was completed in May 
2006.  This report provides guidelines and tools on how to successfully apply the selected 
leakage management technologies based upon the pilot test results. 

The report also provides an approach and a guideline for utilities to determine the most 
cost effective real loss reduction strategy by analyzing the costs and benefits of each of the 
possible real loss reduction strategies and thereby determining the Economic Level of Leakage 
(ELL). Methodologies are reviewed for determining the optimum level of each of the different 
strategies, taking account of the water resource situation of the utility in order to calculate the 
ELL. The determination of the ELL is a complex series of calculations that is most easily 
undertaken using commercially available software. The determination of the ELL using the 
different methodologies is illustrated by using suitable software to assess the ELLs of four of the 
participating Level 2 utilities and developing the appropriate leakage management strategies for 
each of them. 

SUMMARY OF CURRENT LEAKAGE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AND 
REGULATIONS 

In North America, leakage management programs are not pervasive, even though leakage 
can be reduced with some simple starting points, resulting in multiple benefits to the drinking 
water utility.  Governments in North America are expressing interest in this area, by mandating 
water audits and other initiatives to improve long-term water sustainability via better water 
supply efficiency.  North American utilities can benefit from international experience in leakage 
management and a great starting point is to follow the International Water Association (IWA) 
standards, as recommended by the American Water Works Association (AWWA) Water Loss 
Control Committee (WLCC) and IWA.  Through applying best management practice in water 
loss control England, Wales and Germany have achieved significant reduction in water losses, 
deferred capital expenditure on new water resources and supply schemes, improved the service 
level and public health protection and improved the efficiency of distribution system operation. 

Currently, the U.S. water industry has no uniform regulatory structure in place, mostly 
due to the highly fragmented ownership and regulation of the U.S. water industry.  Existing U.S. 
regulations are simple and typically of poor precision.  Validation of the water loss performance 
of drinking water utilities is rarely conducted and the most commonly used water loss 
performance indicator (percentage ratio of water losses in relation to the total system supply) is 
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highly unreliable and, therefore, inappropriate.  As a result the majority of U.S. water utilities 
only apply reactive leakage management practices.  However, recently, several very positive 
initiatives took place and there is increasing attention on improving water supply efficiency: 

 
• The AWWA WLCC recommended both the IWA Water Balance and the IWA 

Performance Indicators (including the Infrastructure Leakage Index) in their 
Committee Report (Kunkel et al, 2003) as the current industry best practice for 
assessing water losses. 

• In 2003, the Texas State Legislature passed house bill 3338, which includes in its 
language a requirement for drinking water utilities to submit a water audit every five 
years.  The Texas Water Development Board (TWDB) was charged to identify the 
method to be used for these water audits and has established the method developed by 
IWA. 

• A number of other water oversight agencies, including the California Urban Water 
Conservation Council (CUWCC), California Public Utilities Commission, Delaware 
River Basin Commission (DRBC), Washington State, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and 
New Mexico are reviewing state standards and regulations, statutes and water plans 
for opportunities to improve long-term water sustainability via better water supply 
efficiency. 

• The AWWA WLCC is rewriting the AWWA M36 Manual of Water Supply 
Practices, Water Audits and Leak Detection, to reflect the developments in the use of 
water audits, as well as leakage management and assessment.  The new AWWA M36 
manual is scheduled for publication on January 31st 2008. 

• In early 2006, a free introductory software developed by the AWWA WLCC became 
available.  The software includes a Water Balance and Performance Indicators, based 
on the AWWA approved standard water audit methodology and performance 
indicators.  The software can be downloaded from the AWWA web page. 

 
England, Wales, and Germany have undergone similar transitions in terms of establishing 

uniform and unambiguous guidelines and regulations in the past.  They are now world leaders in 
leakage management, demonstrating that uniform methods of water loss assessment using 
appropriate performance indicators, as well as having meaningful regulatory structures, build the 
basis for successful management and control of water losses.  Based on the review of 
successfully applied leakage management practices in England, Wales, and Germany, the 
following key components of a successful leakage reduction strategy were identified: 

 
• Periodic assessment of leakage levels through water audits (top down approach) and 

field measurements (bottom up approach).  
• Improved Business Focus: Dedicating more utility resources to leakage detection and 

increase management accountability. 
• Data Quality: Improved confidence in system input volumes, residential and non-

residential consumption volumes, and leakage information resulting in improved 
confidence in calculated water loss volumes and performance indicators and 
improved prioritization of leak detection efforts. 
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• Network Zoning and Establishment of District Metered Area (DMA): Subdividing the 
distribution network into small, manageable hydraulically discrete areas which are 
supplied through one of several monitored inflow points. 

• Pressure Management: Installation of simple or complex pressure reducing schemes 
to control excess pressure in the network. 

• Reduced Response Times to Leaks: Improvement of response times to leaks that have 
been reported or actively detected. 

• Dealing with Customer Side Leakage: Reduction in the average response time to 
repair of customer leakage. 

• Improved Detection Effort: Transition from passive leakage control (where leak 
location takes place after a leak has been reported to the water utility) to proactive 
leakage control (where leak location takes place before the leak is reported) so as to 
reduce the backlog of hidden leaks. 

• Asset Management and Refurbishment: Optimized infrastructure replacement 
program to ensure infrastructure failure rates are controlled at an optimum level.  
Good asset management also considers leakage management objectives when 
planning network extensions.  Leakage Management is seen as an effective tool for 
asset management.  In most cases, pipes leak for a significant time period before they 
fail.  Effective leak detection can avoid catastrophic failures.  Leak detection paired 
with good leakage management provides a true picture of the structural integrity of 
the distribution system under operating conditions.  The renewal and replacement of 
the pipes can be planned based on the number of leaks/validated leak noises in the 
pipe rather than the age of the pipe. 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Several tools and methodologies were selected as suitable technologies to be examined 
for transferability to North America and were tested in the participating Level 2 utilities. This 
section highlights in a chronological order the tools and methodologies found to be feasible for a 
successful leakage management strategy in North America.  These are: 

 
• Standardized IWA Water Audit 
• District Metered Area (DMA) 
• Pressure Management  
• Improved Leak Detection Efforts 
 
Based upon these results of the research work and the field testing the findings and 

recommendations are as follows:  

1 – Water Audits - To Evaluate Your System Specific Water Losses 

The majority of Level 2 utilities conducted a full scale IWA standard water audit prior to 
testing any of the leakage management technologies, which was key to improving data quality.  
By assessing the data necessary for a water audit weak spots in terms of data quality were 
revealed (e.g. low confidence in accuracy of system input volumes, or customer meter accuracy, 
etc.).  Hence, measures were taken to improve the data quality, resulting in an improved 
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confidence in the audit results.  Conducting a water audit is the key starting point before 
embarking on any active leakage management activities. 

A water audit provides the utility with the necessary information about their level of 
losses and how far they can economically be reduced.  It is paramount that a utility first 
understands the nature and extent of its water losses in order to select the best water loss 
reduction strategy.  Investments in leak detection technologies, without a prior robust and 
detailed water audit probably augmented by trials of leakage management technologies and 
equipment, will definitely not result in the best benefit cost ratio for the utility.  

2 – DMA - An Effective Technology to Assess and Reduce the Volume of Real Losses  

In England, Wales, and Germany permanently monitored DMAs have proven to be the 
most effective way of reducing the duration of previously unreported leakage.  Continuous 
monitoring of night-time flow, which forms part of DMA management, facilitates the rapid 
identification of unreported breaks and provides the data required to make the most cost effective 
use of leak localization and pinpointing resources.  DMAs enable a water utility to identify and 
control their real losses within each DMA and subsequently for the utility as a whole, based on 
the level of leakage found to be economic for the utility. 

DMAs were successfully designed, implemented and operated in El Dorado Irrigation 
District (EID), Seattle Public Utilities (SPU), Halifax Regional Water Commission (HRWC), 
and Philadelphia Water Department (PWD).  

In general there are three key issues that need to be considered during the design phase of 
a DMA in North America (see chapter 5 for a detailed guidance on how to design a DMA).  The 
DMA has to meet design and fire flow requirements, must be metered in a practical and 
economic way, and must be designed to ensure that water quality is maintained.  In North 
America water mains are designed to meet fire flow requirements combined with maximum 
daily flow requirements.  As a result, transmission and distribution mains tend to have larger 
diameters than is common in England, Wales, and Germany.  These larger mains sizes result in 
low velocities during low demand periods, especially during night-time.  However, for the 
purpose of DMA measurements it is important to accurately measure the inflow to the DMA, 
making the proper selection, design and location of the DMA meter very important.  The general 
perception is that water quality problems may arise from creating DMAs and closing boundary 
valves. 

What Needs to be Done When Creating a DMA in North America 

Several design options to meet these requirements were tested in the Level 2 utilities.  
Multiple or redundant feeds have proven to be a successful method of designing DMAs, where 
only the lead feed (or feeds) is equipped with a DMA meter and the stand-by feed (or feeds) is 
equipped with a Pressure Reducing Valve (PRV) that only opens up in case of an emergency 
(e.g. fire flow).  The lead and stand-by feed can be located in the same chamber or at different 
feed points on the DMA boundaries. 

Another method of meeting the fire flow requirements whilst accurately measuring the 
DMA inflow is to use check valves or pilot-controlled hydraulic valves in place of closed-gate 
boundary valves.  When fire flows are required, the system pressure will drop within the DMA 
causing the check valve or hydraulic valve to open thereby introducing additional flow as 
required. 
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The trial work conducted in EID and SPU has shown that the easiest approach to create a 
DMA is to convert existing pressure control zones of a suitable size into permanent DMAs.  
Pressure control zones already have the characteristics of a DMA and the only necessary change 
is to provide proper DMA metering and monitoring.  In most cases the necessary investment is 
relatively small and, in addition, a change to the operation of the system is not required.  In both 
utilities a new technology, which adds flow metering capability to existing PRVs, was 
successfully tested. 

By utilizing adequately sized existing pressure control zones, the utility becomes 
accustomed to the new DMA technology.  However, it should be recognized that most pressure 
zones have more service connections than recommended for DMAs.  Therefore, in order to 
establish DMAs across a system, a utility should expect to design new DMAs as well as utilize 
suitably sized pressure zones.  The HRWC for example converted several large existing pressure 
zones into DMAs and subdivided them into smaller DMAs at a later stage. 

It is also feasible to create DMAs within open grid systems as found in North America, as 
was done in PWD and the HRWC.  By properly designing the inflow points to the DMAs (see 
DMA Meter Installation and Chamber Design) all network requirements can be met.  All DMAs 
trialed in this study were able to meet fire flow requirements and to accommodate the 
fluctuations in daily and seasonal demands, while providing accurate DMA flow measurements. 

Addressing Water Quality Considerations When Setting up DMA’s 

Water quality is a vital concern in drinking water provision, and many water utility 
managers hold the perception that the DMA requirement for closed valves increases the potential 
for stagnant water.  Often included in this perception is a sense that all distribution systems are 
currently well managed and maintain good water quality therefore, closing valves to create 
DMAs translates to a problem.  However, many North American distribution systems may 
already have water quality problems from the current maintenance activities like, passive valve 
maintenance practices without any ongoing valve inspection or exercising program or scheduled 
flushing program to maintain water quality.  Water quality problems can result from casual or 
reactive operations and maintenance practices, such as valves being inadvertently left closed.  
Water quality problems do not arise so much from closed valves, but from unintentionally closed 
valves that are not well managed.  In contrast, establishing DMAs may improve valve 
maintenance and water quality in many water utilities because, the DMA configuration is 
carefully planned and field measurements and monitoring (flow, pressure, water quality) are 
consistently employed.  In this way distribution system water quality monitoring and 
preservation stands to actually gain from the use of DMAs, as long as this technology is properly 
executed. 

PWD executed considerable testing for chlorine residual along the trial DMA boundary, 
and conducted multi-parameter testing for three sites within the DMA, before and after isolating 
the DMA.  The test data lead to the conclusion that the configuration of the DMA will not 
promote degradation of water quality.  In HWRC and EID the zones were already isolated not 
allowing for a comparison of water quality before and after isolation of the zone.  In both trial 
DMAs (HRWC and EID) a routine hydrant flushing program was already in place to prevent any 
water quality issues.  As a general guideline it can be said that careful water quality sampling 
should be undertaken before and after establishing a DMA and, if necessary, routine flushing and 
valve operation will have to be applied to prevent water quality issues. 
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Experience in the UK has shown that fears of deteriorating water quality as a result of the 
implementation of DMAs have, in general, not been realized. 

3 – Pressure Management - An Effective Technology for Real Loss Reduction 

Pressure management was identified as another successful leakage management tool in 
the review of international leakage management technologies.  The rate of water lost through 
leakage increases with increased pressure and it can therefore be concluded that pressure 
management can reduce leakage levels in most systems.  Pressure management, applied as a 
leakage management tool, reduces the flow rate of hidden breaks and background leakage (small 
leaks with flow rates too low to be detected by an active leak detection campaign).  It has also 
been shown to reduce short-term break frequency; although the long-term effect is less certain.  
Pressure management is the only real-loss management strategy, other than infrastructure 
replacement, that can reduce background leakage. 

In addition to the successful installation of DMAs, advanced pressure management (flow-
modulated pressure control) to control and manage leakage was trialed in EID and the HRWC.  
This type of control is achieved by controlling outlet pressure in relation to demand.  It was 
found that flow-modulated pressure control is ideal for areas with changing demand conditions, 
headloss and fire flow requirements, because it allows outlet pressure to increase or decrease 
according to demand.  In both utilities flow-modulated pressure control was applied over the 
duration of the study period and proved to be a successful leakage management tool.  The 
average zone pressure (AZP) was reduced during low demand periods and increased to the same 
levels as found during fixed outlet pressure control during high demand periods. 

In EID it was found to be a suitable pressure management tool for use on a very dynamic 
system with highly variable demand (peak demand changing by a factor of three to four).  As a 
result of the small size of the DMA and the conservative flow modulation profile used in EID, 
the volume of water saved over and above that of the fixed outlet control was hard to discern. 

In the HRWC the benefits of (1) fixed outlet pressure control compared to no pressure 
control and (2) flow-modulated pressure control compared to fixed outlet pressure control were 
assessed.  Replacing no pressure control with fixed outlet pressure control resulted in the biggest 
reduction of real losses.  Flow-modulated pressure control and fixed outlet pressure control 
produced similar results, however flow-modulated pressure control achieved further reduction of 
DMA system pressure during low demand periods achieving additional savings in real losses.  
From the work conducted in the HRWC it appears that another significant benefit of flow 
modulated pressure control was a reduction in total number of breaks in the trial area. 

4 – Additive Benefits of DMAs and Pressure Management 

In the HRWC, it was found that the reduction in pressure had no discernable impact on 
customer consumption, indicating that the majority of customer consumption was not pressure-
dependent.   

In the HRWC, the payback period for the 2 DMA chamber installations was calculated 
based on the savings achieved through pressure management, using both the retail cost and the 
production cost of water.  The DMA chambers represent most of the cost and have an estimated 
minimum life span of 50 years.  There is a short payback period (around three years) for the 
DMA chambers if the savings in real losses are valued at retail cost.  However, if the savings in 
real losses are valued at production cost (the production cost of water in the HRWC is among the 
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cheapest in North America), the payback period is between 12 and 15 years.  Either way (retail 
or production cost) it is still economical for the HRWC to install DMAs and conduct pressure 
management.  This cost benefit analysis only considered the direct savings from the reduction in 
real losses through pressure management and did not include other indirect tangible benefits such 
as the reduction in break frequency and the ability to reduce response time to new leaks through 
permanent DMA monitoring. 

The trial work in the HRWC where DMA flow and pressure data is available through 
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), confirmed the benefit of continuous DMA 
monitoring to reduce the run time of newly occurred leaks.  EID, SPU and PWD successfully 
managed to remove all or the majority of leakage backlog in the trial DMAs by switching from 
passive to proactive leakage control.   

5 – Leak Detection - Important Considerations in Order to Select the Right Tools 

It is important to determine the level of real losses occurring in a distribution system prior 
to investing in leak detection technologies.  The next step is to assess the nature of the real 
losses, the nature of the water system, its geography, infrastructure material, age and condition, 
and to understand where the majority of real losses occur and why. 

Leak detection equipment is available in a wide range of technologies, prices and 
capabilities, therefore a good understanding of the nature of the real losses will enable the water 
utility to select the appropriate leak detection technology and methodology.  Even highly 
sophisticated and expensive leak detection technologies should not be seen as a general remedy 
for a leakage problem if the utility has not yet understood the extent and nature of their real 
losses.  Especially in the case of significant capital investments in expensive leak detection 
technologies, it is recommended that sound benefit/cost analysis build the basis for such 
investment decisions. 

This project evaluated the efficiency of comprehensive leak detection (listens to all 
available fittings on the mains and service connections and pin-points leaks) compared to the use 
of leak noise loggers at one utility, DWU.  However, the HRWC is constantly evaluating new 
leak detection equipment and therefore provided their results from a comparison of leak noise 
loggers and comprehensive leak detection.  In order to augment the available test results, UK 
literature and industry contacts were used to get an overview of the UK experience in using leak 
noise loggers.  It was found that that no general statement can be given as to whether leak noise 
loggers are more effective or less effective than comprehensive leak detection.  However, there 
are some findings that were consistent: 

 
• Noise loggers have a clear disadvantage in detecting leaks on plastic main 

materials, which can be picked up by amplified listening equipment and ground 
microphones. 

• The spacing recommended by the manufacturer tends to be optimistic.  Generally 
it is necessary to significantly reduce the spacing of noise loggers to achieve the 
same results as through a comprehensive leak detection exercise. 

• Noise loggers have a clear advantage in detecting leaks in areas with a high level 
of ambient noise (e.g. busy downtown areas), or difficult to sound areas where it 
would be necessary to conduct leak detection during the night hours.  
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• The HRWC and Bristol Water plc both concluded that temporary deployment of 
noise loggers instead of comprehensive leak detection by skilled teams is not cost 
effective for them.  However, noise loggers are seen as beneficial to facilitate the 
work where appropriate. 

• The general experience of many UK companies is that the temporary deployment 
of noise loggers, especially in low leakage areas, helps to reduce the time required 
to conduct a DMA survey resulting in cost savings. 

 
The findings outlined above clearly demonstrate that it is necessary to assess the 

effectiveness and cost benefit of noise loggers on a utility to utility base and many times on an 
area to area base.  Therefore, each utility should undertake detailed trials to assess where noise 
loggers are a useful tool for their leak detection efforts, as they are definitely not a general 
remedy for reducing real losses.  It is important that the utility has a detailed understanding of the 
nature of the leakage problem in order to select a combination of the most effective leak 
detection/water loss reduction tools available. 

Conclusion 

A detailed assessment of the existing leakage levels through a water audit and 
determining the economic level of leakage are prerequisites to design the most efficient and cost 
effective water loss reduction strategy.  Through the trial work carried out, the leakage 
management technologies of DMAs and pressure management were successfully implemented in 
the participating utilities.  It can be concluded that, by following the methodologies outlined in 
detail in chapter 5 of this report, both technologies can be successfully applied by most North 
American utilities.  The trialed leakage management technologies will be of significant benefit to 
North American utilities in helping them to assess, control, and reduce the level of real losses in 
their water supply and distribution networks. 

An analysis of the ELL is a key component in determining a leakage reduction strategy, 
because decisions on undertaking leakage reduction work and on how low to reduce leakage are 
ultimately economic decisions.  A holistic approach to the determination of the ELL is advocated 
considering all available real loss reduction strategies.  It is recognized that initially utilities will 
not be able to determine a robust ELL, so a practical approach is provided using a flow chart to 
guide utilities along the steps that will help them initially reduce losses, while moving towards 
the ELL.  It is also recognized that the determination of the ELL is a complex set of calculations 
and is most easily undertaken using commercially available software.  The ELL has been 
assessed for four of the participating utilities using appropriate methodologies and suitable 
software.  These examples clearly highlight how the optimum leakage management strategy for 
the utility is developed through undertaking the ELL analysis. 

FUTURE RESEARCH 

The efficiency of a few alternative leak survey tools (noise loggers and comprehensive 
leak detection) have been briefly evaluated in one of the participating utilities in this project. 
However, there is a wide range of technologies available in the marketplace and utilities 
currently have little independent data available to help them decide the most appropriate 
technology for the characteristics of their particular distribution system.  In the absence of such 
information, utilities are purchasing equipment based on manufacturer’s claims and marketing.  
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A project is therefore proposed to fully evaluate a broad range of technologies for leak detection, 
localization and pinpointing on a variety of different distribution systems with different 
characteristics. 

The infrastructure condition factor (ICF) of a system determines the volume of 
background losses and is therefore the key factor in determining the minimum level of real losses 
that can be achieved through leak detection and repair.  Therefore, a good understanding of the 
ICF of the background leakage component is fundamental.  In the Unavoidable Annual Real 
Loss (UARL) calculations, the background leakage component is the dominant factor.  Methods 
of determining the ICF have been considered in this project, from which it is clear that the 
determination of the ICF is not straight forward or very accurate with current methodologies.  
Further research is therefore proposed to investigate the development of an improved 
methodology for determining the ICF. 

The values used in the formulae to calculate the UARL have been based on analysis of 
data sets from international utilities with best practice leak management methodologies with 
leakage levels close to or at the unavoidable level of leakage.  Results to date indicate that these 
values are probably appropriate for North American distribution systems.  However, no research 
work has been undertaken to confirm that these are appropriate values for North American 
systems.  A project is therefore proposed to research this important question. 

It is also recommended to collect pressure:break frequency data for North America.  An 
international data set of pressure:break frequency is available, with over 110 data sets from 
around the world and only one of which is from North America.  Since the economic 
implications of understanding this relationship are potentially very significant, it is viewed as 
highly important that appropriate data is gathered and analyzed for North America.  

This project has identified the need for software to calculate the ELL, but there is 
currently no freeware software to support this analysis so utilities have to use commercially 
available software.  There is also no commercially available software to support the least cost 
planning approach available that works in US units and is designed for the North American 
market.  For these reasons, a project is proposed to develop a free and user-friendly software for 
the ELL analysis in the North American market. 
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CHAPTER 1    
INTRODUCTION 

BACKGROUND 

In recent years, water and energy conservation has become increasingly important for 
water utilities in North America.  Policy makers as well as utility managers realize that the 
reduction of water system leakage and unwanted demand is important from environmental, 
political and commercial points of view.  Similar developments took place in Europe some 
fifteen years ago. 

North American water utilities are under no or little regulatory pressure to control water 
leakage.  Therefore leakage management is generally limited to passive leakage control such as 
responding to visible leaks or auditing for water loss.   

Recent droughts and increasing competition over limited water resources has created 
political pressure to reduce water leakage.  Governing bodies have historically suggested 
conservation, but water rights issues could necessitate mandated leakage targets and proactive 
leakage management.  

Recently, many states began the process to adopt water resource allocation policies and 
programs, many of which include mandated efficiency components.  For example, the State of 
Florida will not issue new permits for ground water withdrawal until the utility can satisfactorily 
demonstrate “Unaccounted for Water (UfW)” of less than 10%1.  Thus, there is increased 
demand for effective and appropriate leakage management technologies in North America.  It is 
likely that many North American utilities will start to adopt “proactive” leakage and demand 
management policies in the near future. 

Losses from distribution networks can be effectively reduced and controlled in a 
sustainable manner.  The recovered losses can be viewed as an alternative major new source of 
water that will, in most cases, be more economic than developing expensive new water supplies 
(Fanner et al. 2006). 

New proactive leakage management methods and technologies are being implemented 
internationally and are proving to be successful in creating a structured means to control annual 
system leakage by responding to each leakage situation in an optimal time.  For example, the UK 
water industry has developed a range of sophisticated processes (e.g., standardized system 
auditing, component based leakage analysis, DMA monitoring and analysis, etc.) for proactive 
leakage control and rapid identification, location and repair of previously non-reported leaks.  
Leakage targets in the UK are now based on a comparative target setting approach. The water 
industry’s regulatory agency, the Office of Water Services (OFWAT), monitors the comparative 
performance of all water companies and uses this as a basis for setting targets.  These processes 
(all of which will be explained further on in this report) have allowed the U.K. water industry to 
achieve and sustain substantial reductions in water losses in an efficient and economic manner. 

With the recent and in some cases recurring drought situations in the southwest, midwest, 
and northeastern United States, water leakage is becoming a high priority public and political 
issue (as happened in the U.K. in the 1980s).  Additionally, it is likely that most water utilities 
could reduce their overall operating and maintenance costs to more efficient levels by investing 

                                                 
1 Northwest Florida Water Management District, Florida Administrative Code Chapter 40A-2, 2005 
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in proactive leakage control technologies, particularly for those that have high marginal costs of 
water. 

Good leakage management will prolong the useful life of existing water resources, 
treatment facilities, and distribution networks, in many cases allowing deferral of large sums of 
money previously allocated for new water resource schemes. 

This study identifies applicable international leakage management technologies and 
assess their transferability to North America.  This report will show that many proactive leakage 
management technologies are interchangeable between different types of water supply systems, 
although care needs to be taken that local conditions, hydraulics and regulations are respected. 

REPORT STRUCTURE 

This report is structured to take the reader through the various processes involved in 
identifying and assessing existing international leakage management technologies and testing 
their transferability to North America. 

Chapter 2 provides a review of North American and international (more specifically 
England, Wales, and Germany) leakage management regulations and technologies.  This chapter 
concludes by providing key components of a successful leakage reduction strategy and a 
summary table comparing general water industry characteristics, water loss assessment and 
leakage management performance indicators and leakage management practices in North 
America, England and Wales, and Germany. 

Chapter 3 discusses the most commonly and successfully applied analytical leakage 
management tools enabling a water utility to assess, calculate and monitor system leakage.  The 
concept of component based leakage analysis is explained, including examples of how to 
calculate background leakage and methods to assess the ICF.  The relation between pressure and 
leakage flow rate is explained and recently conducted research related to the relationship 
between break frequency and system pressure is presented.  This chapter also explains how to 
calculate the level of real losses from DMA night-time flow measurements. 

Chapter 4 provides a general overview of leak detection equipment and software 
currently available.  This chapter also explains the existing leak detection techniques, their 
applications, and manpower requirements.  This chapter concludes with the results from trials in 
participating Level 2 utilities where the effectiveness of leak detection technologies and 
techniques was compared.   

Chapter 5 discusses the DMA and pressure management technology in detail.  It provides 
guidance on how to design, create and establish a DMA by leading the reader through all 
necessary steps and measurements.  Examples of successful designs for DMA inflow chambers 
are also provided in this chapter.  In addition, the various types of pressure management and the 
results from testing advanced pressure management in Level 2 utilities are presented in this 
chapter. 

Chapter 6 discusses the importance of ELL in order to develop the most cost effective 
real loss management strategy. This chapter explains the concept of ELL, its characteristics, and 
different methodologies for determining the ELL, including current UK practice. Example ELL 
calculations are included for four of the Level 2 participating utilities. 

 
Appendix A contains the detailed results from the utility assessment conducted in all 

participating utilities. 
Appendix B presents the conducted literature review. 
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Appendix C provides a table summarizing the UK water utilities customer side leakage 
repair policy. 

Appendix D: presents detailed fact sheets about the tested leakage management 
technologies in each Level 2 utility. 

Appendix E contains the detailed results of the ELL analysis conducted in PWD and the 
HRWC. 
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CHAPTER 2    
REVIEW OF NORTH AMERICAN AND INTERNATIONAL LEAKAGE 

MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

LEAKAGE MANAGEMENT IN NORTH AMERICA 

A Introduction 

The project started by assessing and comparing U.S. leakage management practices and 
regulations, with practices and regulations from countries where leakage management is already 
successfully implemented (e.g. England, Wales, Germany, Canada, Australia, Japan, and South 
Africa).  The assessment of leakage management in North America focused on U.S. leakage 
management regulations and practices.  The information for this chapter was collected from 
literature reviews and surveys.  One of the key sources of information for the review of U.S. 
leakage management practices was the WATER:\STATS Distribution Survey, which was 
recently updated to include information on water loss management.  The research team accessed 
the information from the AwwaRF project #2811 Evaluating Water Loss and Planning Loss 
Reduction Strategies, where the WATER:\STATS database was reviewed in detail.  The 
AwwaRF report Evaluating Water Loss and Planning Loss Reduction Strategies, provides U.S. 
water utilities with recommended methods and tools to prepare an accurate water audit, to select 
appropriate loss related performance indicators, to evaluate the ELL, and to plan and implement 
water loss reduction programs.  

The second key source for the review of U.S. leakage management practices were ten 
water utilities participating in this research project.  The research team developed a utility 
questionnaire designed to gather pertinent information about each participating utility.  This 
questionnaire consisted of eight worksheets and 127 questions.  Detailed information on current 
leakage management practices of the participating utilities was collected and reviewed by the 
research team.  The information gathered from the participating utilities in conjunction with the 
information from the WATER;\STATS database was used to portray the current leakage 
management practices and regulations in the U.S.. 

Participating Utilities were divided into two groups, according to their level of 
participation.  Level 1 utilities provided information on their utility, their leakage management 
practices and participated in the review of the report.  Level 2 utilities participated in the testing 
of promising leakage management technologies, in addition to providing utility and leakage 
management information and reviewing the report.   

 
 
Level 1 Utilities: 
 
1. Arizona American Water Company (AAWC), Arizona 
2. Community Water Company of Green Valley (CWC), Green Valley, Arizona 
3. Metropolitan Domestic Water Improvement District (MDWID), Tucson, Arizona 
4. Birmingham Water Works and Sewer Board (BWWSB), Birmingham, Alabama 
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Level 2 Utilities: 
 
5. Dallas Water Utilities (DWU), Dallas, Texas 
6. El Dorado Irrigation District (EID), Placerville, California2 
7. Halifax Regional Water Commission (HRWC), Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada 
8. Philadelphia Water Department (PWD), Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
9. San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC), San Francisco, California 3 
10. Seattle Public Utilities (SPU), Seattle, Washington 
 
Table 2-1 and 2-2 provide general characteristics of the participating Level 1 and Level 2 

utilities.  
 

Table 2-1 
General characteristics – Level 1 utilities 

Level 1 Utilities AAWC CWC MDWID BWWSB 
State AZ AZ AZ AL 
Ownership Private Private Public Public 
Population served 3,450 15,800 44,000 675,000 
Total  # of 
connections 

1,380 8,250 15,316 233,000 

Average Annual 
Water Volume 
Delivered to 
Customers (mg and 
Mm3) 

121/05 767/2.9 2,928/11.1 36,955/139.9 

 
 

Table 2-2 
General characteristics – Level 2 utilities 

Level 2 Utilities DWU EID HRWC PWD SFPUC SPU 
State TX CA NS PA CA WA 
Ownership Public Public Public Public Public Public 
Population served 2,200,000 100,690 300,000 1,517,000 776,733 1,300,000
Total  # of 
connections 

316,875 34,863 73,650 475,273 172,424 187,585 

Average Annual 
Water Volume 
Delivered to 
Customers (mg 
and Mm3) 

154,200/ 
583.7 

10,108/
38.3 

11,474/ 
43.4 

98,623/ 
373.3 

26,402/ 
99.9 

50,000/ 
189.3 

                                                 
2 and 3 SFPUC and EID were not part of the original Level 2 utilities and had therefore no contract with 

AwwaRF. They separately contracted to WSO and were added to the Level 2 utilities. 
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Data collection was a substantial effort for many of the utilities, since some of the 
required information was not readily available in a structured and organized manner.  Larger 
utilities had to contact separate departments for each subject area of the questionnaire.  Some of 
the utilities were not able to answer all the questions and these cases are marked N/A.  Detailed 
results and analyses of the utility questionnaire can be found in Appendix A. 

B Current U.S. Regulations for Leakage Management 

The U.S. drinking water industry is highly fragmented, both in ownership and 
organizational oversight.  In the U.S. there are over 59,000 community water supply systems in 
operation.  Over 54,000 of the total are small community water systems. However, about 3,700, 
of the largest systems, serve about eighty percent of the country’s population.  Community water 
systems are operated either by municipal governments or profit-making private companies or by 
water authorities.  Some purveyors are identified as irrigation districts since their initial mission 
was to provide water for agriculture.  Some are large wholesalers providing bulk volumes to 
smaller suppliers, but the majority of water suppliers provide water strictly to retail distribution 
systems.  Several large private water companies own systems in a number of different states; yet 
the greatest number of systems are “small systems” supplying singular rural communities.  The 
regulatory structure varies from state-to-state, and water utilities usually fall under the auspices 
of two or more regulatory agencies that may include governmental environmental agencies, 
public utility commissions, river basin commissions, water management districts as well as one 
or more federal agencies.  Other important stakeholder organizations, such as county 
conservation districts, planning commissions and watershed associations may also be party to the 
input and discussion about water resources management (Kunkel 2005). 

Due to the current lack of standard reporting methods, it is difficult to quantify the 
amount of water lost in U.S. distribution systems.  One of the few sources available estimating 
the current level of water losses in the U.S. is the U.S. Geological Survey (United States 
Geological Survey, 1998).  This survey identifies 6 billion gallons per day as “public use and 
loss”, an amount of water sufficient to supply the ten largest cities in the U.S.  Due to a lack of 
standard reporting and accounting methods it is impossible for the U.S. Geological Survey to 
validate the accuracy of this amount of water or separate into real and apparent losses.  Similar to 
the absence of standard reporting and accounting methods and regulations, no national strategy 
exists to control and reduce these noteworthy losses. 

In 2001, AWWA’s comprehensive survey entitled “Survey of State Agency Water Loss 
Reporting Practices” reviewed state and regional water loss standards, policies and practices.  
The survey report concluded, that although there is a fair amount of state and regional water loss 
policy, the targets or standards set vary widely from agency to agency.  The project also 
confirmed that the structures in place to monitor drinking water supply efficiency are superficial 
in nature, of limited sophistication (in most cases “unaccounted for water” percentage is the sole 
performance indicator), and include scarcely any auditing or enforcement mechanism to validate 
the performance of drinking water utilities.  Further, the study identified that most agencies do 
not provide incentives for achieving required targets or impose enforcement action for failure to 
meet targets.  Moreover, the study identified a need to refine current definitions, measures and 
standards for evaluating water losses and proposed the establishment of a uniform system of 
water accounting, with valid and reliable data. 

Water accountability, a term broadly used in the U.S. to label a variety of activities that 
affect the delivery efficiency of water utilities, is a rather weak discipline due to inconsistent 
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terminologies, inappropriate and unreliable percentage measures used for expressing the level of 
water losses, and the fact that no national uniform agenda exists for the reduction of water lost 
from distribution networks. 

In addition to the review of regulations in the U.S., it was determined that regulations in 
Canada do not specifically address leakage management.  Nonetheless, the leakage problem is 
recognized in Canada through best practice documents developed by the National Research 
Council “InfraGuide” project and acknowledged in the May 2005 publication Watertight, the 
case for change in Ontario's water and wastewater sector. 

 
Over the past years, a combination of factors has highlighted the need for innovative 

water quantity policy structures in the U.S..  Examples of these factors are ongoing droughts, 
increasing populations in western states, expensive water recourses, and possible future 
regulations on the distribution system by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA).  
Here are some recent initiatives: 

 
• In 2001, AwwaRF’s Research Advisory Council funded project #2811 Evaluating 
Water Loss and Planning Loss Reduction Strategies to help refine water loss definitions, 
measures, and standards for North America.   
• The WLCC of the AWWA recommended both the IWA Water Balance and the IWA 
Performance Indicators (including the Infrastructure Leakage Index) in their Committee 
Report (Kunkel et al, 2003) as the current industry best practice for assessing water 
losses. 
• In 2003, the Texas State Legislature passed house bill 3338, which includes in its 
language a requirement for drinking water utilities to submit a water audit every five 
years.  The Texas Water Development Board (TWDB) was charged to identify the 
method to be used for these water audits and has established the method developed by 
IWA.   
• Other water oversight agencies also want to improve water supply efficiency and long 
term sustainability.  The following organizations are reviewing state regulations, statutes, 
and water plans, California Urban Water Conservation Council (CUWCC), California 
Public Utilities Commission, Delaware River Basin Commission (DRBC), and the states 
Washington, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and New Mexico. 
• The AWWA Water Loss Control Committee (WLCC) is rewriting the AWWA M36 
Manual of Water Supply Practices, Water Audits and Leak Detection, to reflect the 
developments in the use of water audits, as well as leakage management and assessment.  
The new AWWA M36 manual is scheduled for publication on January 31st 2007. 
• In early 2006, a free introductory software developed by the AWWA WLCC became 
available.  The software includes a Water Balance and Performance Indicators, based on 
the AWWA approved standard water audit methodology and performance indicators.  
The software can be downloaded from the AWWA web page. 

C Current Leakage Management Practices 

Recent water utilities’ promotions of water conservation and efficiency resulted in major 
advances in research, public education and water use practices, particularly increased installation 
of water efficient fixtures, better irrigation practices, and more climate appropriate landscaping.  
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However, water conservation in North America has largely focused on reducing customer 
demand conservation (Fanner et al. 2007).  A main responsibility of the water utility is to 
manage both the demand and supply of water responsibly and efficiently.  Conserving water 
supply, or put another way, accurate accounting and reducing water losses from the distribution 
system can provide real benefits.   

The consistent survey results from WATER:\STATS and ten utilities (Level 1 and Level 
2) show that North American utilities do not actively manage or accurately audit the water use 
and losses with the exemption of the HRWC.  North American utilities typically use passive leak 
management approaches, such as respond to visible leaks.  Most utilities do have technologies to 
identify and locate leaks, but use them primarily to respond to reported leaks rather than find 
unreported leaks.  More advanced leak management like DMAs and advanced pressure 
management are scarcely used. 

Although performing water audits is common in North America, the methods, the 
expressions of water loss, or time intervals are not consistent.  Most utilities do not use the IWA 
standard method of water audits. Many audit methods leave ample room for inaccurate 
accounting and measures of performance.  In North America, water loss cannot be accurately 
compared between utilities because water loss is still commonly expressed as a percentage of 
system input volume, a practice that allows the denominator (the high per capita consumption of 
N. America) to minimize water loss.  For example, a standard US water utility with 10,000 
residents (no commercial or industrial customers) and an average per capita consumption of 400 
gal/cap/day has a total metered consumption of 1,460mg per year.  Assuming the utility has 170 
mg of real losses per year the utility has a total system input of 1,630mg per year.  The 
percentage loss figure for this utility is therefore 10%.   

If the same utility reduces the per capita consumption to 200 gal/cap/day, through 
demand side conservation the total yearly metered consumption is reduced to 730mg.  With no 
reduction in real losses the total system input is therefore reduced to 900mg per year, which 
results in a percentage loss figure of 19%.  This simple example explains why expressing water 
losses as a percentage of system input volume is a poor performance indicator.  

 
 
North American utility with typical per capita consumption of 400gal/cap/day 
Total system input volume:     1630mg 
Total consumption volume:    1460mg 
Total Losses:      170mg 
Percentage of Losses as % system input volume: 170mg/1630mg = 10% 
 

 
Same North American utility in with per capita consumption of 200gal/cap/day: 
Total system input volume:     900mg 
Total consumption volume:    730mg 
Total Losses:      170mg 
Percentage of Losses as % system input volume: 170mg/900mg = 19% 
 
 
In the beginning of the project, only the HRWC and PWD used the AWWA 

recommended, IWA standardized water audit format.  Once EID and SFPUC were introduced to 
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the IWA standardized water audit format, it was adopted by these utilities.  HWRC has 
permanent DMAs installed in the entire distribution system and PWD uses five temporary 
DMAs.  Only the HRWC applies advanced pressure management.  Thus, it appears that a 
uniform standard for evaluating distribution network losses would benefit North American 
utilities as it has benefited utilities in the UK and Germany. 

INTERNATIONAL LEAKAGE MANAGEMENT 

D Introduction 

It is the goal of this research study to assess well-established, as well as new, proactive 
leakage management methods and techniques which are internationally implemented.  As 
mentioned earlier, the UK water industry, for example, has developed a range of sophisticated 
processes for proactive leakage control and rapid identification, location and repair of previously 
unreported leaks.  Proactive leakage control that incorporates best practice for leakage 
management is also applied in other countries, such as Germany, Japan, South Africa, Australia 
and increasingly in Canada.  The authors of this report approached water industry contacts in 
Japan and South Africa to collect general information about leakage management practices and 
regulations.  Unfortunately no data or information was received.   

This chapter, therefore, presents current leakage management regulations and practices 
from the UK and Germany.  In addition a brief overview of the Australian leakage management 
practices and regulations are provided at the end of this chapter.  The information for this chapter 
was gathered through extensive literature review and international water industry contacts. 

E UK - Leakage Management 

Water service provision in the UK is divided into four distinct regions. In England, all 
water services are provided by fully privatized companies that operate on a “for-profit” business 
basis.  In Wales, all water services are provided by Dwr Cymru, a single “not for profit” private 
company.  In Scotland, all water services are provided by a single state-owned authority, Scottish 
Water and in Northern Ireland, all water services are provided by an executive agency of the UK 
government.  In this section of the report, the discussion of the UK water industry refers only to 
the region of England and Wales as they have the most structured regulations in the UK. 

Water loss management, which for many decades had a rather low priority in the UK, has 
become one of the major operational tasks of water utilities in recent years.  Enormous efforts 
were undertaken during the last 12 years.  Most of the state-of-the art leakage management 
concepts, strategies, equipment, and analysis tools were developed in the UK. 

These substantial efforts and the achieved reduction of water losses since 1994 are 
largely a result of meeting regulatory pressure and reporting requirements.  Regulation of the 
water industry in England and Wales is probably the most structured in the world.  The water 
companies of England and Wales now have a detailed understanding of the components of losses 
and the necessary technology for measuring them.  All water companies are now “transparent” in 
calculating and publicizing accurate figures for losses and comparisons between companies can 
be made in a meaningful and fair way.  Nowadays, most utilities in England and Wales claim 
that they have reduced their leakage levels down to the ELL - or at least that they will reach the 
ELL soon.  The ELL is the point when the total cost of leakage is at a minimum.  The total cost 
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of leakage includes the cost assigned to the water lost through leakage plus the operational 
maintenance costs associated with finding and repairing leaks. 

ACurrent Regulations for Leakage Management 

The water supply industry in England and Wales was privatized in 1989.  Ten large 
regional water supply and sewerage companies were formed which, together with 16 existing 
statutory water supply only companies (serving small regional areas) cover the entire supply of 
England and Wales.  All these companies are regulated under the 1991 Water Act. 

The two main water industry regulators, OFWAT and the Environment Agency (EA), 
have put increasing pressure on water companies to reduce losses in their networks.  In 
particular, OFWAT introduced a strict reporting procedure, where each water company is 
required to submit a detailed annual report on the volume of water supplied, consumed, and lost 
in each component part of the network, using a water balance that is cross checked through the 
results from night flow analysis.  OFWAT uses this information to assess the performance of 
each water utility, to set performance targets and to make inter-company comparisons, using 
each company’s performance as a measure of its efficiency.  OFWAT sets a mandatory leakage 
target for each water utility in ML/d, which must be achieved by the utility to avoid sanctions. 

OFWAT analyzes companies’ water balance components and reports losses as: 
 
• Distribution Losses, expressed in ML/d, liters/property/day, and m3 /km/day 
• Supply Pipe (Service line)Losses4, expressed in ML/d and liters/property/day; and 
• Total Leakage, expressed in ML/d, liters/property/day, and m3/km/day (which is the 

sum of the two components) 
 
In 1997, OFWAT set the industry the medium term objective of achieving the ELL by 

2002/03.  The industry responded positively and made rapid and significant reductions in the 
volume of water lost to leakage.  The majority of companies now report leakage levels against 
and in line with targets they have set themselves based on their own economic analyses.  Figure 
2-1 shows leakage levels for the last twelve years from 1994/95 until 2005/06. 

Total leakage in England and Wales has fallen from 1,350 mgd (5,112 ML/d) in 1994/95 
to 856 mgd (3,243 ML/d) in 2000/01 a reduction of 37%.  The amount of water saved (nearly 
528 mgd (2,000 ML/d) is enough to supply the daily needs of more than 12 million people. 

2001/02 saw the first rise in the industry-wide leakage figures since 1994/95.  This was 
mainly driven by the fact that leakage levels at Thames Water have continued to increase against 
the general downwards trend for all other England and Wales companies.  The increase at 
Thames Water is mainly due to increases in underlying leakage levels and only partly due to 
improved reporting methodology and an improved water balance.  2002/03 has also seen a rise in 
reported leakage, this time driven by the second largest company, Severn Trent Water.  
However, Severn Trent believes this to be largely an apparent increase rather than a real one 
because of a more accurate assessment of its leakage estimate.  OFWAT has commissioned an 
independent investigation into the robustness of Severn Trent Water's substantially revised 
figures.  Discounting the leakage figures of Thames and Severn Trent from the industry totals 

                                                 
4 In England and Wales, supply pipe refers to the section of the service line that lies on the customers’ 

property. It does not include the section of service line that is in the public highway or sidewalk as this is included in 
the distribution losses 
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(see Figure 2-1) it can be seen that there were steady annual reductions since 1994/95, including 
a 16 mgd (60 ML/d) reduction in 2002/03. 
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Source: OFWAT, compiled from annual leakage reports 

Figure 2-1 Leakage in England and Wales (1994 to 2006) 
 
 
In 1976, the first research programs were launched to improve leakage management.  

Since then it took about twenty years of research and discussion before OFWAT set mandatory 
leakage targets in 1998.  The main driving forces for improving water loss management, 
effectively reducing the level of distribution water losses, and achieving an economically 
optimum point of water losses were: 

 
• Business interest - lost water is lost revenue 
• Increasing demand 
• Development of new water sources was becoming increasingly difficult 
(environmental restrictions) and costly. 
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Presumably these forces would not have been strong enough to reduce leakage so notably 
if not for a number of external pressures: 

 
• Droughts and water shortages 
• Environmental damages (over extraction/withdrawal from sources waters) 
• Customer perception 
• Media interest 
• Regulatory constraints; and, 
• Mandatory leakage targets. 
 
The assessment, reporting and management of water losses is highly regulated in England 

and Wales with clear definitions, measures and standards for evaluating water losses and a 
uniform system of water accounting.  This system allows the two main water industry regulators 
to monitor and compare the performance of water utilities in England and Wales and to set 
meaningful performance and efficiency targets.  Those targets are driven by an economic 
optimum level of leakage developed for each utility. 

In 1997, Yorkshire Water was the first water utility that provided OFWAT with an 
assessment of its ELL.  Since then, all utilities have submitted updated ELL appraisals at least 
once every two years.  OFWAT has assessed these ELL appraisals according to the following 
eight criteria. 

 
• Methodology 
• Data quality 
• Breadth of analysis 
• Water balance 
• Consistency with supply/demand balance 
• Zonal appraisal 
• Sensitivity analysis 
• Comparative analysis 
 
OFWAT sets each utility’s leakage target (until 2010) based upon the assessment of the 

utility’s ELL appraisals.  OFWAT expects companies to closely monitor their ELL on an annual 
basis but will not expect another formal submission from them until the next periodic review of 
water rates, unless there is a change to the supply/demand circumstances of the utility. 

BCurrent Leakage Management Practices 

In England and Wales the last 15 to 20 years have seen major developments and 
advances in understanding the interaction between the four fundamental leakage management 
activities – infrastructure management, pressure management, active leakage control, and the 
speed and quality of repairs.  Alongside these improvements, the understanding and assessment 
of the economic component of leakage management have experienced major advances and 
developments. 

The establishment of a detailed and uniform way of assessing the current level of losses 
(apparent and real losses) and determining an economically justifiable level of leakage, form the 
basis for developing leakage management strategies in the UK. 
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Evaluating the wide range of leakage management practices available and used in the 
UK, several key elements of leakage management practices have been identified: 

 
• Improved business focus – Prior to the introduction of the improved leakage 

reduction strategies, leakage detection was normally carried out as one of the functions of 
multi-skilled inspectors.  Apart from detecting leaks, they also investigated customer 
complaints.  To improve focus on leakage detection, many water utilities started to split the 
two activities and the associated resource, thereby creating teams solely dedicated to leak 
detection.  Management reporting was also changed accordingly.  In addition a range of key 
performance measures and targets were instituted for each part of the business.  Only 
measures and targets appropriate for that section were used.  For example, response times 
were used for the repair section of the utility, excess leakage levels used for the detection 
sections, operability for the controllers, and operating pressure for the asset managers.  

• Data quality – Another important aspect of improving leakage management in the 
UK was realizing that data quality needs to be high and robust.  Distribution systems have 
been investigated and audited to ensure high data quality.  The audits have included aspects 
such as: 

 
- Accuracy of system input metering 
- DMA definition, sizing and integrity (boundaries) 
- DMA data on property counts, mains length and pressure 
- Industrial night use allowances 
- DMA meter sizing 
- Customer meter audit 
- Service reservoir overflow and leakage 
- Pressure monitoring point audit 
- Fire main and operational use audit 
- Assessment of potential for (further) pressure control 
 

• Routine calculation of Water Loss Levels and Performance Indicators – The 
routine calculation of standardized water balances and performance indicators supported by 
zonal night flow analysis build the bases for defining intervention measures. 

• Network Zoning and establishment of District Metered Areas – In order to 
effectively manage leakage, it is important to know where and when leaks occur and to be 
able to quantify losses.  Consequently water utilities in England and Wales had split their 
distribution networks in hundreds (the small utilities) or thousands (the large ones) of DMAs.  
The concept of DMA management was first introduced to the water industry in England and 
Wales in the early 1980s, in UK Report 26 (see literature review).  Since Report 26 was first 
published, the water industry in England and Wales has done considerable work to improve 
the understanding of leakage by DMA management.  The industry’s research group UK 
Water Industry Research (UKWIR) has produced the following collaborative documents 
(with the exception of the first two listed documents published by the Water Research Centre 
– WRc) dealing with key issues affecting DMA leakage management within the UK water 
industry: 

 
- WRc – Managing Leakage Series - Interpreting Measured Night Flows (1994) 
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- WRc – Managing Leakage series - Using Night Flow Data (1994) 
- Manual of DMA Practice (1999) 
- Leakage Estimation from Night Flow Analysis (1999) 
- The Natural Rate of Rise in Leakage (1999) 
- Estimating Legitimate Non-Household Night Use Allowances (1999) 
- Household Night Consumption (2002) 
- Service Pipe Leakage (2003) 
- Background Leakage (2003) 

 
The concept of the establishment and operation of a DMA is further explained in more 

detail in Chapter 5. 
 
• Pressure Management - The most efficient and effective way of reducing leakage is 

to control pressure.  Reduction of pressure will reduce background leakage, the break rate on 
main and service connections and of course the flow rate from any leak.  The savings are 
therefore significant, which became even more obvious as the understanding of the pressure-
leakage relationship was further improved.  Apart from fixed outlet pressure control which 
provides the biggest water loss savings over no pressure control, advance pressure 
management (further pressure reduction during periods of low demand and excessive 
pressure) is used as a means for further water loss savings in areas where it is found to be 
feasible and economically justifiable (see Chapter 5 - Pressure Management as Leakage 
Management Tool). 

• Reduced response times to repair leaks - The response time to repair a leak is 
measured from the time the leak is located by Field Operations until the time the repair is 
carried out.  Average response times have improved notably over the last ten years as targets 
for leak repair times were notably reduced by the water utilities.  Response times are 
currently maintained at around two to three days for main breaks and leaks on 
communication pipes (the company side of the service connection).  Repair times for leaks 
on the private part of the service connection (called supply pipe in the UK, the length of 
service connection on private land, e.g. between the curb-stop and the customer meter) are 
significantly longer.  The achievement of faster response times is limited by the need to give 
warning to customers about shutoffs.  Advanced notice to sensitive customers, such as food 
producers, livestock premises and schools, orders required from the fire department and also 
the requirements of the Road and Street Works Act, which requires additional warning to 
Local Authorities for working in certain streets, can limit the minimum response time.  

• Dealing with customer side leakage – Since a significant proportion of leakage can 
occur on customers’ supply pipes, effective management of customer leakage is an essential 
element of an integrated leakage strategy.  This was found to be particularly important in the 
UK where the majority of domestic premises are not metered or where meters are often 
located inside buildings.  The first step was to improve monitoring and management of 
customer leakage.  Repairs on the customer supply pipe are the responsibility of the customer 
and the water utility could only send letters requesting the customer to repair the leak.  The 
“old” policy of relying on customers to repair customer side leaks (backed up by threat of 
legal action for failing) led to extended repair times.  However, as the severity of the drought 
continued into 1996, OFWAT required that UK water utilities offer a free repair service.  
These new policies can only be justified economically when there is no customer meter in 
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place or when the customer meter is located inside the house (i.e. after the leak).  In recent 
years, water companies have become aware that these free repairs are not always justified 
economically, and that free supply pipe renewals are rarely economic.  Many companies now 
have adopted a policy of providing only one free repair per customer, and free renewals are 
generally no longer offered.  Instead, if several bursts have occurred on the same supply pipe, 
or if the supply pipe is found to be in poor condition, then the customer is encouraged to 
accept a subsidized renewal.  In this case the charge to the customer is reduced by the cost of 
a repair.  A table detailing the policies applied for customer side leak repairs at each UK 
water company can be found in Appendix C. 

• Improved detection effort – Comprehensive training programs were developed with 
the sole purpose of increasing the skill level of leakage inspectors.  This measure, in 
conjunction with continuously improved leak detection equipment, more effective survey 
methods using several methods in combination, and the development of performance 
indicators for leakage control, has improved the overall detection effectiveness.  Two reports 
have been published by the UKWIR titled Background Leakage and Cost Effective Leakage 
Survey Practice highlighting these new improved leak detection technologies methods and 
practices. 

• Asset management and refurbishment – Although utilities have widely varying 
approaches to the replacement of infrastructure, the general objective of network replacement 
programs in well-run efficient water companies is to maintain the average age of the pipe 
network at a level that causes the fewest problems associated with system failure, and at the 
same time maximizing the asset life.  The main reasons for pipe replacement in the UK are to 
avoid: 

 
- Excessive corrosion of iron pipes leading to discoloration of water, 
- High break rates leading to an unacceptable frequency of service interruptions, 

and 
- Poor hydraulic performance leading to low pressure. 

 
For decades, investment in infrastructure replacement in England and Wales was too low and 
thus, there was (is) the need to accelerate the rate of replacement in order to ensure that the 
age of the pipelines is not extended beyond their accepted normal working life.  Failure to do 
so will result in increased failure rates, water quality problems, and hydraulic problems in the 
future combined with various problems associated with increased leakage levels.  
Infrastructure replacement is the most expensive component of Active Leakage Control (and 
has no short-term impact on leakage levels), and thus proper targeting of the investments is 
essential.  The pipe age is only one of several criteria and the oldest pipes in the system are 
not necessarily the weakest!  With the development of the Geographical Information Systems 
(GIS) the decision-making process became easier since all important criteria for pipeline 
replacement could be taken into account at the same time: 
 

- Break frequency 
- Break locations 
- Age 
- Structural condition of pipe 
- Discoloration of water, caused by corrosion of iron pipes 
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- Condition of joints (e.g. old lead joints) 
- Hydraulic performance of pipes 
- Risk assessment 
- Location of pipeline (traffic) 
- Hydraulic importance of pipeline 
- Excessive operating pressure 
- Soil type 
- Need for increased hydraulic capacity 

 
In addition to the above the UK water industry realized that in order to achieve 

sustainable results, a program of focused refurbishment of assets has to be included.  This also 
includes proper planning of new sections of the distribution network.  New sections of the 
network are already subdivided into DMAs and are equipped with the necessary flow meters to 
monitor the inflow.   

Data from UK water companies shows that between 50% and 80% of total losses from 
unreported breaks is due to mains breaks. Although the numbers of unreported service line 
breaks is greater than the numbers of unreported mains breaks, the water lost from the latter is 
normally several times greater.  However, many companies have also found that renewal of 
mains does not always produce reductions in leakage unless the communication pipes (the 
company side of the service connection) are also renewed.  

F Germany – Leakage Management 

In Germany, leakage management was never as much of an issue as in England and 
Wales.  The infrastructure is in relatively good condition, preventive maintenance is done 
excessively, and a very large investment has been made since World War II to renew, 
rehabilitate and extend the distribution networks.  Leak detection is done as a routine 
maintenance, mostly by calling in contractors.  The existing strict guidelines and ambitious 
performance targets are driven by hygienic, sufficiency of supply, safety, and environmental 
reasons5.  Economic aspects of water loss reduction are only considered if the level of water 
losses is very high, which is in stark contrast to the philosophy of the privatized English water 
industry where leakage targets are based on economic optimal leakage levels. 

ACurrent Regulations for Leakage Management 

The German water market is dominated by a multitude of small and medium-sized 
enterprises and municipal companies, which are run in different legal forms.  International 
companies only play a minor role.  “By virtue of the federal and state law, municipalities are free 
to choose the organizational form of their water supply and wastewater disposal system.  “The 
municipalities may decide for themselves, …, if and to what degree they want to privatize or 
not” (BMU 2001).  The most common forms are: “Municipal department, municipal utility, 
municipal company, joint venture, operator model and management and service contract” (BMU 
2001).  At present, there are approximately 5,260 water supply enterprises in Germany, a similar 

                                                 
5 A significant part of this chapter is based on Liemberger R. 2005. Striving for world class performance – 

an analysis of the new German water loss reduction guidelines in conference proceedings of Efficient 2005 Santiago, 
Chile 
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picture to the North American water market, where also a large number of water utilities with a 
variety of legal forms exist. 

 
In 2003, new national guidelines for the German water supply sector, entitled W 392 – 

Network inspection and water loss – activities, procedures and assessments were published.  
These guidelines cover the following aspects of distribution network management: 

 
• Assessment and analysis of the system condition 
• Calculation and analysis of water losses 
• Water loss reduction measures 
 
In principle, these guidelines may also be used for regional water schemes (bulk 

suppliers), raw water systems and industrial (company) distribution systems. 
Following the W 392 guidelines, German water utilities pursue a comprehensive 

maintenance strategy which includes asset management as well.  Distribution network 
maintenance in Germany comprises regular inspections of the system and its components, 
preventive and corrective maintenance, and repair and rehabilitation.  A very interesting aspect 
of the maintenance activities in German water utilities is that the planning and construction phase 
already has to include effective maintenance strategies.  The establishment of DMAs during the 
construction phase of network extensions and installation of bulk meters on transmission mains 
to detect large leaks as soon as possible, form part of the maintenance strategies. 

The German guidelines stress the need for comprehensive metering of production, 
distribution, and all aspects of consumption in order to be able to monitor real loss levels as 
accurately as possible.  German regulations require water utilities to conduct a water audit with 
exact definitions of each component of the water balance, on an annual basis.  The recommended 
format of the water balance is in accordance with the IWA recommendations from the IWA 
Manual of Best Practice (Alegre et al. 2000). 

The W 392 guidelines from 2003 discourage the use of percentages as a real loss 
indicator and reinforce the message by the following explanation: Expressing real losses as a 
percentage of the system input volume is unsuitable as a technical performance indicator since it 
does not reflect any of the influencing factors.  Systems with higher system input volumes (e.g. 
urban systems) will automatically have an (apparently) lower level of water losses if expressed in 
percentages.  Systems with low water consumption (e.g. rural systems) will show high 
percentage figures of real losses.  Therefore, comparisons using percentages will always favor 
systems with high system input (DVGW 2003). 

The German association for the Gas and Water Sector has issued guidelines for real loss 
levels.  Following common German practice, the recommended technical performance indicator 
is expressed in volume per length of main [m3/km/h].  Presumably, it was not possible to reach 
consensus in the German water industry to follow international best practice and express real 
losses per service connection rather than by length of mains.  In order to deal with this obviously 
problematic indicator (losses/km), different targets are recommended for systems with different 
connection density. 
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Table 2-3 
W 392 Guidelines for real loss levels in 3 different categories of utilities 

Network Structure Level of Real Losses 
[m3/km/h] Area 1 

(urban, large cities) 
Area 2 
(urban) 

Area 3 
(rural) 

Low < 0.10 < 0.07 < 0.05 
Medium 0.10 - 0.20 0.07 - 0.15 0.05 - 0.10 
High > 0.20 > 0.15 > 0.10 

Network Structure Level of Real Losses 
[gallons/mile/day] Area 1 

(urban, large cities) 
Area 2 
(urban) 

Area 3 
(rural) 

Low < 1020 < 714 < 510 
Medium 1020 – 2040 714 - 1531 510 - 1020 
High > 2040 > 1531 > 1020 

Source: Adapted from DVGW Arbeitsblatt W392 
 
 
The German performance indicators are based on the following definitions: 
 
• Low level of real losses: Per the German definition to be considered as unavoidable 
real losses. 
• Medium level of real losses: The real losses should not exceed the upper range given 
in this category meaning they should not be more than two times the unavoidable real 
losses. 
• High level of real losses: Real losses at these levels require special attention. Efforts 
and loss reduction measures need to be taken. 
 
The German National Report on Water Loss Management and Techniques (Weimer D. 

2001) provides the necessary background information for the interpretation of the real loss 
values in Table 2-3: 

 
1. Operating pressures in Germany are at an average of 30 mH (42.7 psi) 
2. Connection density which formed the basis for the recommendations: 

- Area 1: > 40 connections per km mains (equal to > 64.4 per mile of mains) 
- Area 2: 25 - 40 per km (40.2 - 64.4 per mile of mains) 
- Area 3: < 25 per km (<40.2 per mile of mains) 

 
Using this information, the values of Table 2-3 can be expressed in liters/connection/day 

or in gallons/connection/day (see Table 2-4): 
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Table 2-4 
The W 392 leakage level guidelines  

Network Structure Level of Real Losses 
[liters/connection/day]   Area 1 

(urban, large cities) 
Area 2 
(urban) 

Area 3 
(rural) 

Connection Density used 
for calculation 

>40 25-40 <25 

Low < 48 < 45 < 48 
Medium 48 – 96 45 - 96 48 - 96 
High > 96 > 96 > 96 

Network Structure Level of Real Losses 
[gallons/connection/day] Area 1 

(urban, large cities) 
Area 2 
(urban) 

Area 3 
(rural) 

Connection Density used 
for calculation 

>64.4 40.2-64.4 <40.2 

Low < 12.7 < 11.8 < 12.7 
Medium 12.7 - 25.4 11.8 - 25.4 12.7 - 25.4 
High > 25.4 > 25.4 > 25.4 

Source: Adapted from DVGW Arbeitsblatt W392 
 
 
Using the Infrastructure Leakage Index (ILI) formula in Equation 2.1 for Unavoidable 

Real Losses (see Chapter 3 Calculation of the Infrastructure Leakage Index (ILI)) 
 

UARL = (18*Lm + 0.8*Nc + 25*Lp) * P  (2.1) 
 
Assuming Lp (total length of private pipe, curb- stop to customer meter) zero for 

Area 1 and 2 (as predominately the case in German urban situations) and five meters in rural 
situations (Area 3), the German targets translate into the following ILI values (see Table 2-5): 

 
 

Table 2-5 
The W 392 leakage level guidelines interpreted by using the ILI 

Network Structure Level of Real Losses 
[ILI] Area 1 

(urban, large cities) 
Area 2 
(urban) 

Area 3 
(rural) 

Low < 1.38 < 1.17 < 0.97 
Medium 1.38 - 2.76 1.17 - 2.50 1.05 - 2.11 
High > 2.76 > 2.50 > 1.95 

Source: Adapted from DVGW Arbeitsblatt W392 
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By analyzing the German water loss level guidelines in this manner, it becomes apparent 
how ambitious those guidelines are.  They reflect the generally good condition of German 
distribution systems and the excellent maintenance and asset management efforts.  Similar 
(especially the low values) leakage levels in UK distribution networks are only achievable with 
complex and sophisticated leakage management strategies (especially small DMAs and advanced 
pressure management). 

These German real loss guidelines are of special interest when comparing them to the 
situation in North America and the AWWA real loss level recommendation.  The AWWA Water 
Loss Control Committee Report recommends ILIs between 1 and 8.  For utilities with very 
limited or expensive resources an ILI between one and three is recommended because of 
economic, ecologic and security in supply reasons.  ILIs greater than three are considered high in 
Germany while according to the AWWA Water Loss Control Committee recommendations they 
are appropriate for water utilities where water resources are believed to be sufficient to meet 
long-term needs. ILIs greater than five are appropriate for water utilities where water resources 
are plentiful, reliable and easily extracted.  This difference is partly due to the different average 
infrastructure quality and water production cost between Germany and North America, but also 
tends to indicate that the current AWWA Water Loss Control Committee guidelines are 
generous. 

BCurrent Leakage Management Practices 

Even though German water utilities have the luxury of relatively young infrastructure and 
well-maintained distribution networks they need to apply elaborate leakage management 
practices in order to meet the real loss targets and performance levels set by the German water 
industry. 

Evaluating the wide range of leakage management practices available and used in 
Germany, several key elements of leakage management practices have been identified.  These 
leakage management practices are very similar to those used in the UK.  Hence, only a list of 
leakage management practices used in Germany is given (further explanations are only provided 
if the practice was not already described in the section on UK leakage management practices or 
if the practice differs from the UK): 

 
• Improved Business Focus 
• Data Quality 
• Regular calculation of Water Loss Levels (Water Audit) and Performance 

Indicators - as found in the UK, the calculation of water loss levels is used to monitor its 
trend and for technical and economical assessments. 

• Network Zoning and establishment of DMA – in Germany the distribution network 
is typically subdivided into small discrete areas of 2.5 to 20 miles (4 to 30km) of the total 
length of network.  

• Pressure Management 
• Zero Inflow Measurements - This method is widely practiced in Germany and other 

continental European countries and is based on the fact that if an area is small enough, even 
during daytime there will be extremely short periods where the consumption is zero.  Small 
network sections of pipe length between 0.6 miles and 6 miles maximum (1 to 10 km) are 
valved off and supplied with a bypass (fire hoses) from a hydrant outside the area to a 
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hydrant inside the area.  The inflow to the area is measured by very accurate mobile flow 
meters and is monitored at a very high recording resolution (flow values recorded every 
second).  If the inflow to the area never drops down to zero it indicates the existence of a 
leak.  The suggested minimum duration for these measurements is 20 minutes.  This is an 
effective method for networks with a relatively high fire hydrant connection density and well 
functioning valves.  However, this method is not deemed applicable to North America since 
it is very labor intensive. 

• Improved Detection Effort 
• Asset Management and Refurbishment - Leakage Management is seen as an 

effective tool for asset management.  In most cases, pipes leak for a significant time period 
before they fail.  Effective leak detection can avoid catastrophic failures.  Leak detection 
paired with good leakage management provides a true picture of the structural integrity of the 
distribution system under operating conditions.  The renewal and replacement of the pipes 
can be planned based on the number of leaks/validated leak noises in the pipe rather than the 
age of the pipe.  Other key benefits of leakage management and effective leak detection are: 
 

- Improved or enhanced maintenance and capital planning 
- Identifies urgent repair and replacement needs 
- Updates the system condition inventory 
- Facilitates strategic planning and cost-effective asset management programs 
- Shows due diligence 
- Provides input to design standards and construction specifications 
- Improves asset planning and prioritization of non-critical mains 
- Facilitates risk management of critical mains 
- Allows lifetime prediction of water assets for asset management 
- Provides feedback on manufacturing and installation problems 
 

G Australia – Leakage Management 

Due to a limited response from Australian water industry contacts and a limited amount 
of literature found, this section only provides a general picture of the Australian water market.  
The Australian Water Industry consists of some 300 Water Utilities.  The Water Services 
Association of Australia (WSAA) represents the Urban Water Industry, and has twenty members 
that provide services to 60% of the population.  Another 70 Utilities service 20% of the 
population, and the remainder (around 200) serve the remaining 20% of the population (Fantozzi 
et al. 2006).  Most authorities/utilities are publicly owned in Australia and many are still overtly 
part of Government or Local Governments.  

Much of Australia has suffered long and severe droughts over the past five years, and 
water loss management has gained a high priority nationally.  Therefore, the Australian water 
industry has seen some major steps in terms of leakage management regulations and practices, 
over the past several years. 

The IWA Standard Water Balance has been adopted by all of the key associations in 
Australia; nationally by the WSAA, and on State basis by organizations such as the Queensland 
Water Directorate, the New South Wales Water Directorate, etc.. 

Water regulation is largely handled on a state basis in Australia and therefore no uniform 
approach exists across Australia (there are seven States or Territories in Australia).  However, 
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regulators of several leading states have set new standards that are likely to be adopted by the 
other states in one form or another.  Two examples for states that have set standards are 
Queensland and Victoria. 

 
Queensland: The State Government Regulator, the Department of Natural Resources and 

Mines, requires the water utilities to prepare a System Leakage Management Plan.  Such a plan 
has to: 

• Determine and report on system losses using IWA methodology and terminology  
• Outline the method used to identify losses and establish cost-effectiveness  
• Identify measures to reduce losses  
• Outline cost-benefit analyses of the implementation of these measures  
• Detail a plan to implement the measures that are cost effective  
 
One further notable aspect is that in Queensland, the Water Act 2000 has specified that 

financial benefit: cost calculations relating to leakage management initiatives must be based on 
the retail price of water (Fantozzi et al. 2004). 

 
Victoria: The State Government Regulator, the Essential Services Commission, requires 

all water utilities to prepare annual returns regarding business performance.  In 2003 and 2004 
they were also required to prepare water balances.  For the 2005 returns, water utilities will be 
required to calculate the ILI using the international methodologies developed by the Water Loss 
Task Force. 

Leakage management technologies applied in Australia include pressure management, 
DMA’s, and active leakage control.  An important factor contributing to the promotion of 
leakage management technologies in Australia is the fact that Wide Bay Water Corporation 
(WBWC), a local government owned corporation in Queensland, has developed a training 
centre, and has run numerous workshops and training sessions in Australia for more than 50 
Water Utilities.  WBWC has also developed a series of 10 manuals Managing and Reducing 
Losses from Water Distribution Systems (Waldron et al. 2004).  A review of these manuals is 
included in the literature review in Appendix B. 

SUMMARY 

Currently, the U.S. water industry has no uniform regulatory structure for the assessment, 
benchmarking and management of water losses, which is mostly due to the fact that the U.S. 
water industry is highly fragmented in terms of both ownership and regulatory bodies that 
oversee them.  The structures in place to monitor drinking water efficiency are rather simple and 
at times of poor precision.  Furthermore, auditing or enforcement to validate the water loss 
management performance of drinking water utilities is rare.  Most agencies do not provide 
incentives for achieving required targets or impose enforcement action for failure to meet targets.  
The most commonly used water loss performance indicator is a percentage ratio of water losses 
in relation to the total system supply, which is a highly unreliable and inappropriate indicator.  It 
is felt that the current regulatory structure, the lack of a uniform water loss assessment, the lack 
of meaningful performance indicators and poor enforcement from the governing agencies are the 
main reasons why the majority of U.S. water utilities only apply reactive leakage management 
practices. 
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Analyzing the regulatory structures and applied leakage management practices of the UK 
and Germany, two worldwide leading countries in leakage management, provided good 
background for considering possible strategies for improving leakage management practices in 
North American utilities needing to develop successful and sustainable control of distribution 
system water losses.  The water loss targets set for the German water industry are very ambitious 
and it is interesting to observe that for the most part those targets are not driven by economic 
reasons but by sufficiency of supply, safety, hygienic, and environmental reasons.  It is likely 
that for many German water utilities the set targets are below the economic optimum.  The UK 
on the other hand sets all water loss targets based on sound economic models determining the 
optimum level of leakage.   

The UK, Germany and Australia to some extent, demonstrate that unambiguous and 
enforced standards as well as uniform methods of water loss assessment in connection with 
meaningful performance indicators, build the basis for a successful water loss management 
strategy. 

In addition to the above mentioned reasons for differences in leakage management in 
each country it is necessary to mention that there are other factors influencing the focus on 
leakage management in a given country.  Influencing factors are: differences in geography, 
population, climate, source of water supply, quality of water supply, energy sources and costs, 
population density, miles of water main, miles of service connections, fire protection 
requirements, distributed utility ownership, multiple agency regulations, and economy of scale 
between the UK, Germany, and North America.  All of these factors have contributed to the 
North American lack of focus or need for more aggressive water loss management to date.  Only 
recent drought, resource scarcity, infrastructure aging, and water conservation issues have 
attracted more attention to the need to standardize water loss definitions, methodologies, and 
management technologies and economics. 

A comparison of water loss management methods and regulatory structures in the U.S., 
England and Wales, and Germany is given in Table 2-6. 
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Table 2-6 
Comparison of general characteristics, water loss assessment and leakage management 

performance indicators and leakage management practices in North America, England and 
Wales and Germany 6 

Parameter U.S. England and Wales Germany 
General characteristics  
Number of Water Suppliers More than 59,000 23 More than 5,000 
Legal form of Water 
Suppliers 

Great majority public Private Great majority public 

Per-capita consumption 100 to 200 gal/capita/day 
(376 to 752 
liters/capita/day) 

38 gal/capita/day 
(145 liters/capita/day) 

34 gal/capita/day 
(130 liters/capita/day) 

Service density 70 to 100 con/mile 
(44 to 63 con/km) 

40 to 150 con/mile 
(25 to 94 con/km) 

40 to 150 con/mile 
(25 to 94 con/km) 

Pressure ~71 psi (50 mH) ~71 psi (50 mH) ~ 43 psi (30 mH) 
Proportion of metered 
residential customers 

95 to 100 % 5 to 60 % 95 to 100% 

Break rate 250 breaks/1000 miles/yr 
(156 breaks/1000 km/yr) 

350 breaks/1000 miles/yr 
(219 breaks/1000 km/yr 

not collected 

Real losses 75 gal/connection/day 
(282 
liters/connection/day) 

30 gal/connection/day 
(113 
liters/connection/day) 

19 gal/connection/day7 
(71 
liters/connection/day) 

Water Loss Assessment and Leakage Management Performance Indicators 
Water Audit formats AWWA Manual M36 

and custom audits, 
IWA/AWWA 
recommended Audit 
used rarely 

Standardized Water 
Audit comparable to 
IWA/AWWA 
recommended audit 
format 

Standardized Water 
Audit in accordance with 
IWA/AWWA 
recommended audit 
format  

Use of Audits Overall very limited. 
Required only by certain 
states 

Required for all water 
utilities by regulator 

Required for all water 
utilities  

Implications of Water Audit 
results 

Rather limited overall, 
varies by state 

Serve as basis for setting 
leakage management and 
performance targets 

Serve as basis for setting 
leakage management and 
performance targets 

Leakage management 
performance indicators 

% of system input 
volume is mostly used, 
although has proven to 
be unreliable indicator 

Volumetric and financial 
indicators used in 
accordance with IWA 
recommendations 

Volumetric performance 
indicators used 

Water loss standards Limited in extent, detail, 
and, where mandated, 
level of enforcement; 
regulations vary widely 
at the state, regional, and 
local levels 

Extensive and detailed: 
uniformly enforced by 
central government 
regulator 

Extensive and detailed 
standards – details about 
enforcement not 
available  

          (continued) 
 
 
                                                 
6Basic data was taken and amended from Thornton J. 2002. Water Loss Control Manual. McGraw Hill, to 

create 
Table 2-6. 
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Table 2-6 (Continued) 
Parameter U.S. England and Wales Germany 
Leakage Management Practices 
District Metered Areas Generally not used to a 

wide extent 
A well established and 
required practice 

A well established and 
required practice 

Pressure Management  Standard pressure 
management is prevalent 
– advanced pressure 
management used rarely 

Standard and advanced 
pressure management is 
used, a standard 
component of leakage 
management  

Standard and advanced 
pressure management is 
used, a standard 
component of leakage 
management 

Repair of customer service 
connections 

Usually responsibility of 
customer 

Company-paid or 
subsidized for first or 
subsequent leaks 

NA 

Reduced response time to 
leaks 

Varies greatly from 
utility to utility 

Main component of 
leakage management 
practice 

Main component of 
leakage management 
practice 

Use of leak detection 
equipment  

Only a small number of 
utilities has necessary 
technology to effectively 
detect leaks 

All utilities are equipped 
with necessary leak 
detection technology to 
meet set performance 
targets 

Leak detection 
technology used as 
necessary to meet targets 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 

H Key Components of a Successful Leakage Reduction Strategy 

Based on the review of successfully applied leakage management practices in the 
England, Wales and Germany the following key components of a successful leakage reduction 
strategy were identified.  Some of those strategies and the related techniques were tested in the 
participating utilities for their transferability to North America (see Chapter 5). 

AImproved Business Focus 

Dedication of more utility resources to leakage detection and change in reporting lines to 
increase management accountability. 

BData Quality 

Improved confidence in system input volumes, residential and non-residential 
consumption figures and leakage information to improve confidence in calculated water loss 
figures and performance indicators and improve prioritization of leak detection efforts. 

CNetwork Zoning and Establishment of DMAs 

Subdividing the distribution network into small, manageable hydraulically discrete areas. 
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DPressure Management 

Installation of simple or complex pressure reducing schemes to control excess pressure in 
the network. 

EReduced Response Times to Leaks 

Improvement of response times to leaks that have been reported or actively detected. 

FDealing with Customer Side Leakage 

Reduction in the average response time to repair of customer leakage. 

GImproved Detection Effort 

Transmission from a passive leakage control (leak location after a leak has been reported 
to the water utility) to a proactive leakage control policy to reduce the backlog of hidden leaks. 

HAsset Management and Refurbishment 

Optimized infrastructure replacement program to keep the age of the infrastructure at an 
optimum.  Good asset management considers leakage management as part of the asset 
management process. 
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CHAPTER 3    
PRESENT ANALYTICAL METHODS AND TOOLS 

INTRODUCTION 

Over the past 25 years, many analytical methods and tools have been developed enabling 
a water utility to assess, calculate, and monitor system leakage.  The following sections of this 
chapter present the most commonly and successfully applied analytical tools. 

COMPONENT BASED LEAKAGE ANALYSIS 

Between 1991 and 1994 a systematic approach to modeling real losses was developed by 
Allan Lambert and published the first time in April 1994, in the Journal of the Institution of 
Water and Environmental Management (Lambert 1994).  This concept recognizes that the annual 
volume of real losses consists of numerous leakage events, where each individual loss volume is 
influenced by flow rate and duration leak run time before it is repaired.  A component based 
leakage analysis breaks leakage down into three categories: 

 
• Background Leakage (undetectable): small flow rate, continuously running 
• Reported Breaks: high flow rate, relatively short duration 
• Unreported Breaks: moderate flow rates, the run time depends on the intervention 
policy 
 
The concept is called “Bursts (=breaks) And Background Estimates (BABE)” and is 

designed from the outset to: 
 
• Use logical and individual assumptions which are combined systematically, using 
appropriate software; 
• Be internationally applicable; 
• Be capable of customization or adaptation to model any individual water distribution 
system and its leakage characteristics.  
 

The models that were developed based on this concept calculating a loss value for each 
component of the distribution system (mains, service connections in the street, service 
connections after the edge of the street, service reservoirs) using the parameters in Table 3-1. 
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Table 3-1 
Parameters required for calculation of components of annual real losses 

Component of 
Infrastructure 

Background 
Leakage 

Reported Breaks Unreported Breaks 

Mains Length 
Pressure 
Min loss rate/mile* 

Number/year 
Pressure 
Average flow rate* 
Average duration 

Number/year 
Pressure 
Average flow rate* 
Average duration 

Service reservoirs Leakage through 
structure 

Reported overflows: 
Flow rates, duration 

Unreported 
overflows 
Flow rates, duration 

Service connections, 
main to edge of 
street 

Number 
Pressure 
Min loss rate/mile* 

Number/year 
Pressure 
Average flow rate* 
Average duration 

Number/year 
Pressure 
Average flow rate* 
Average duration 

Service connections, 
after edge of street 

Number 
Pressure 
Min loss rate/mile* 

Number/year 
Pressure 
Average flow rate* 
Average duration 

Number/year 
Pressure 
Average flow rate* 
Average duration 

Source: Lambert et al.1999 
* At a standard pressure 
 
 
Since the initial use of component analysis, the basic programs have undergone 

significant further development, since they have been progressively adapted to incorporate valid 
technical advances that have been made internationally in the leakage management sector.  For 
example, in 1994 the concepts used for modeling pressure reduction and management were 
substantially enhanced by the work of John May on Fixed and Variable Area Discharge paths 
(FAVAD).  The BABE and FAVAD concepts and the software developed from them are 
valuable management tools, assisting water companies to improve their technical and financial 
credit-worthiness by providing the key to effective active leakage control.  

Both concepts assist in strategic assessments, in leakage management operations and 
planning and design: 

 
• At a strategic level – to derive a water balance and to determine an economically 
justifiable program of leakage control 
• At a planning level – to phase network restructuring and rehabilitation programs 
• At planning, design, and operational levels – to progressively manage operating 
pressures to optimum levels  
• At a managerial level – to set leakage management performance criteria for both 
water supply entities and for private operation of systems by private sector 
concessionaires and management contractors 
• At an operational level – to plan, prioritize and manage a leakage monitoring, control, 
and repair program to locate and repair unreported leaks and breaks 
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The concepts and programs were first calibrated for UK conditions and are now widely 
used in various forms by UK water utilities.  The same modeling concepts and techniques are 
now also applied internationally, after having undergone further adaptations to suit different 
local operating environments. 

A Calculation of Average Zone Pressure (AZP) 

The AZP is the average pressure that any leak within a distribution zone will experience.  
AZP can be used to determine the average flow rate for a given type of leak within a distribution 
zone.  AZP is therefore a key parameter in real loss analysis.  This section describes, in brief, a 
simplified calculation of AZP for a single distribution zone. 

 
1. Calculate the weighted average ground level of a clearly defined component of the 
infrastructure, for example, service connections, hydrants or valves.  A simplified method 
for this calculation is to use contour maps and count the number of service connections in 
each contour band.  Table 3-2 provides an example of the calculated weighted average 
ground level for a zone using this method. 
 

Table 3-2 
Example calculation of weighted ground level 

Contour Band (feet) Number of service 
connections 

Contour Band times Number 
of service connections 

55 23 1,265 
60 41 2,400 
65 58 3,770 
70 28 1,960 
75 12 900 

Total 162 10,295 
   

                 Weighted average ground level = 10,295/162 = 63.55 feet 
 
 
2. Identify a convenient pressure measurement point with the same ground level as the 
weighted average ground level.  This point will be known as the Average Zone Pressure 
Point (AZP Point).  It will typically be near the center of the zone.  
3. Measure pressure at the AZP Point for a minimum of a 24-hour period. 
4. The measured pressure at the AZP point should then be averaged over a 24-hour 
period.  The 24-hour average value is then known as the AZP. 
 
The night pressure at the AZP Point is usually referred to as Average Zone Night 

Pressure (AZNP).  It is an essential component in the analysis of night flow data.  To obtain 
average pressure for an entire system, it is preferable to use the weighted average of AZP for all 
the individual zones within that system.  Where Network Analysis models are available, the 
calculation of AZP for individual zones or for the whole system can be derived on modeled node 
point data, weighted by the number of connections allocated to the node. 
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B Infrastructure Condition Factor (ICF)8 

One of the most significant factors affecting the level of leakage in a water distribution 
network is the general condition of the mains and service pipes.  The condition of the 
infrastructure is something that is inherited from previous generations, and it cannot be improved 
significantly without major capital investment in renewal and refurbishment works (Farley and 
Trow 2003).  The condition of the infrastructure in terms of its effect on the level of background 
leakage is referred to as the ICF.  The ICF is the ratio between actual background leakage and 
the unavoidable amount of background leakage.  Every system (even newly commissioned parts 
of the distribution system) has a certain level of background leakage, which is unavoidable.  
Background leakage by definition can not be detected by traditional acoustic leak detection 
techniques. 

 
ICF = lowest achieved leakage rate in a DMA / Unavoidable Background Leakage in 

DMA 
 
There are a couple of different ways to determine the ICF.  The ICF can be calculated by 

assessing the level of background leakage in a sample of DMAs, by conducting a thorough leak 
detection and repair campaign, removing all undetected breaks (preferably the leak detection and 
repair should be repeated with little time between the two campaigns).  After all breaks have 
been removed and repaired, the remaining losses in the DMA are due to background losses 
(which represent the lowest achieved leakage rate in the DMA).  The ratio between the actual 
background losses in the DMA and the unavoidable background losses is the ICF for this 
particular DMA (for values to calculate the unavoidable background leakage see Table 3-3).  
This is one method of calculating the ICF factor based on actual field measurements.  In this 
way, a data set of ICF values for different areas of the distribution network (in terms of pipe age, 
material, average sector pressure, etc) can be collected.  This data set of ICF values can then be 
used when calculating recoverable losses and background losses for new DMA measurements or 
for calculating an average ICF for the entire distribution system.  ICF values may vary 
considerably from DMA to DMA.  Therefore, it is important to have a large enough sample of 
DMA-based ICF values for calculating an average system-wide ICF.   

Another possibility to assess the ICF of a DMA is by conducting a N1 step test (see 
Estimation and Calculation of N1 Factor – Pressure Step Test).  N1 step tests are an important 
part of leakage assessment technologies used throughout the world.  However, it is necessary to 
mention that this methodology is not a proven methodology for determining background leakage 
in the UK.  The only proven methodology in the UK, where the vast majority of distribution 
networks are subdivided into permanently monitored DMAs, is by repeated leak detection and 
repair until the minimum level of leakage is achieved, which is due to background leakage. 

The ICF is an indicator used to describe the condition of the infrastructure and only 
relates to the level of background losses.  Whereas the ILI is an indicator that describes how 
effectively a water utility controls their level of real losses, and background losses are only one 
out of three components responsible for the level of real losses in a distribution system.  

                                                 
8 The definition of the ICF in this report is based on the IWA WLTF definition, which is not equivalent to 

the UK definition.  Further more it is important to notice, that the concept of the ICF, as explained and used in this 
report, is not related in any way to the concept of the Infrastructure Condition Rating (ICR) used in asset 
management. 
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However, both indicators are dimensionless and describe the ratio between the existing 
conditions and the best possible conditions (lowest level of background losses for the ICF or 
lowest level of real losses for the ILI). 

C Background Losses  

Background losses are individual events (small leaks and weeping joints, etc.) with flow 
rates too low to be detected by traditional acoustic leak detection techniques.  They will continue 
to flow unless either detected by chance or until they gradually worsen to a point where they can 
be detected.  The level of background leakage tends to increase with increasing age of the 
network and is higher for systems operated at higher pressure.  The type of pipe materials and 
jointing techniques are also factors contributing to the level of background losses.  Managing and 
reducing pressure is an effective option for reducing background losses in well maintained 
systems.  In most cases, it is also a lower cost option than the alternative of infrastructure 
replacement.  

Table 3-3 provides the recommended standard background leakage rates per psi of 
pressure used to calculate the unavoidable background leakage for a system or part of a system.  
The values are based on international data from analysis of night flows after all detectable leaks 
and breaks have been located and repaired.  The values also relate to normal distribution systems 
in good condition.  These values can be used to calculate the level of background leakage 
expected as a minimum and are assigned an Infrastructure Condition Factor (ICF) of 1.0. 

 
 

Table 3-3 
Unavoidable background leakage rates  

Infrastructure Component Background Leakage 
at ICF=1.0 Units 

Mains 2.87 gallons per mile of mains per day per psi 
of pressure 

Service Connection – main to 
curb-stop 0.11 gallons per service connection per day 

per psi of pressure 
Service Connection – curb-stop 
to customer meter 4.78 gallons per mile of service connection per 

day per psi of pressure 

Infrastructure Component Background Leakage 
at ICF=1.0 Units  

Mains 9.6 liter per kilometer of mains per day per 
meter of pressure 

Service Connection – main to 
curb-stop 0.6 liter per service connection per day per 

meter of pressure 
Service Connection – curb-stop 
to customer meter 16 liter per kilometer of service connection 

per day per meter of pressure 
Source: Lambert et al. 1999 
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AFAVAD Principles 

Understanding the relation between pressure and leakage is paramount for any real loss 
analysis.  The theories described in this section provide the necessary background for component 
analysis of background leakage, real loss analysis based on zonal measurements and real losses 
from reported and unreported breaks. 

The physical principles of energy conservation dictate that velocity through an individual 
orifice will vary with the square root of the pressure.  This implies that a 10% change in pressure 
will produce only a 5% change in the velocity of a leak as it flows through a hole in the pipe.  
However, carefully controlled tests on subsections of distribution systems in Japan and the UK 
showed that instantaneous leakage rates in individual distribution districts are much more 
sensitive to changes in pressure than predicted by the square root relationship.  In 1994, John 
May’s theory of fixed and variable area of discharge demonstrated that the cross sectional area of 
certain types of leakage paths, such as holes, breaks in pipes, joints and fittings could also vary 
with pressure, while the velocity of flow continued to vary in proportion to the square root of 
pressure (Lambert, Myers, Trow 1998). 

The hydraulic equation for flow rate (L) through a hole of area (A) subject to pressure (P) 
is: 

   L = Cd x A x (2gP)0.5    
 
Where L = Flow rate 

Cd  = Discharge coefficient  
 A = Area 

g  = Acceleration due to gravity 
P = Pressure 

 
However, for some types of individual leakage paths, Cd and A (and the effective area 

Cd x A) can be pressure-dependent.  This is the basis of the FAVAD concept (May 1994).  For 
practical predictions of the pressure: leakage rate relationships, the best practice equation is: 

 
L varies with PN1   and     L1/L0 = (P1/P0)N1    

 
N1 represents the power-law relationship between flow and pressure, taking into account 

the pressure dependency of discharge coefficient and cross-sectional area.  It is important to note 
that it is the ratio of pressures (P1/P0), and not the difference in pressures, that is influential in 
this predictive equation.  The value of the exponent N1 may vary from 0.5 for “Fixed Area” 
leaks to 1.5 or more for “Variable Area” leaks where effective area (CdxA) varies with pressure.  
In general, large leaks from metal pipes have N1 exponents close to 0.5.  On the other hand, 
small “background” leaks at joints and fittings, and large leaks from flexible non-metal pipes, 
usually have N1 exponents close to 1.5 or more. N1 values of up to 2.5 have been observed in 
some breaks on plastic main materials. Consequently, while the N1 exponent may be anywhere 
between 0.5 and 2.5 for individual small zones, the average pressure-leakage rate relationship for 
large systems with mixed pipe materials is usually close to linear (N1 = 1.0).  Figure 3-1 depicts 
pressure-leakage relation ship curves for systems or individual zones with various N1 factors. 
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Figure 3-1 Ratio of pressures 
 
 
Analysis in 2001, of apparently diverse research data from Japan and the UK indicated 

that N1 typically has a value in the range of 1.0 to 1.15 for large distribution systems containing 
mixtures of pipe materials.  It was found that this value is common in many countries.  The N1 
value can, however, vary widely from DMA to DMA across any given network.  In the absence 
of specific DMA data, it is recommended that a value of N1 = 1.0 is used for individual DMAs.  
For larger networks a default value of N1 = 1.0 is sometimes used in absence of specific N1 data. 

BEstimation and Calculation of N1 Factor – Pressure Step Test 

By conducting a Pressure Step Test in a hydraulically discrete DMA the leakage-pressure 
relationship for the section of network within the DMA can be calculated.  Leakage and pressure 
are closely linked.  Modeling the relationship between leakage and pressure using basic 
hydraulic principles rather than empirical formulae enables a more robust analysis of leakage.  

The velocity of water escaping from a hole in pipe is governed by the standard velocity-
head hydraulic equation as follows: 

 
   v = ( 2 g P )0.5    
 
where: v represents the velocity of water through an individual leak, 
 g represents acceleration due to gravity 

P represents the pressure that the individual leak is subject to 
and 0.5 is the square-root power law exponent for the relationship. 
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Also, it is known that the flow rate for water escaping from a hole in the pipe is governed 
by the cross-sectional area of the hole and a discharge coefficient as follows: 

 
   QL = v Cd A   
 
where QL represents the leakage flow rate for an individual leak, 
 v represents the velocity of water through the leak, 
  A represents the cross-sectional area of the leak 
 Cd represents the discharge coefficient, 
and by substitution 
   QL = Cd A ( 2 g P )0.5   
 
It is also known that both Cd and A can vary with pressure.  The discharge coefficient, 

Cd, is variable with very small leaks such as found in small corrosion holes.  The cross-sectional 
area, A, is also variable with leaks at joints and splits in plastic pipes where an increase in 
pressure causes an increase in the cross-sectional area of the leak.  So while the simple form of 
the equation above indicates that leakage flow rate, Q, is proportional to pressure to the power 
0.5, it is possible that it can actually be proportional to pressure to the power 1.5.  The simple 
form of the equation is therefore modified as follows: 

 
   QL = ( Cd A 2 g P )N1   
 
For fixed size holes, such as breaks, N1 will be 0.5 (square root relationship) while for 

variable sized holes, such as background leakage at joints and splits in plastic pipes, N1 will be 
1.5.  In any distribution network there will be a combination of fixed and variable area discharge 
paths and this combination will change from one distribution system to another and even within 
a distribution system. 

During the N1 test, the supply pressure in a discrete distribution zone is reduced either by 
throttling a valve, or by operating a PRV, or even by controlling a suitable pump in a pumping 
station, near to the zone inlet point.  Normally two or three pressure reductions can be achieved 
during the two- to three- hour period of constant minimum night flow.  After the consumption 
starts to rise due to the consumer demand, it is not possible to continue with the pressure step-test 
since it is not possible to accurately predict the influence of pressure on the consumer demand.  
The reduction in flow into the zone and change in pressure at the average zone point are 
recorded.  By allowing for legitimate night use, the Total Leakage Flow Rate is obtained.  By 
using the equation below, it is possible to calculate the Effective Leakage Area as follows: 

 
   ΣCdA = ΣQL / ( 2 g P )0.5    
 
where: ΣCdA is the Effective Leakage Area 
 and ΣQL  is the Total Leakage Flow Rate 
 
If all the leaks in the zone were of a fixed size (as in breaks) then the Effective Leakage 

Area would be constant from one pressure setting to the next.  This scenario is represented in 
Figure 3-2 where the plot of effective leakage area against pressure results in a horizontal line.  
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If the Effective Leakage Area reduces with reducing pressure, then some of the leaks are 
of variable size (as in background leakage).  This scenario is represented in Figure 3-3 where the 
plot of effective leakage area against pressure results in a sloping line that passes through the 
zero point of both the x-axis and y-axis. 
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Figure 3-2 Pressure step results – fixed area leakage 
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Figure 3-3 Pressure step results – variable area leakage 
 
 
The data from a step test is then analyzed to determine the effective area of leakage in the 

zone and to compare the change in effective area caused by the change in pressure.  From this 
comparison, it is possible to determine the N1 value and to determine the ratio of fixed size holes 
(breaks) and variable sized holes (normally background leakage), although this could include 
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breaks in plastic pipework.  By plotting the Average Zone Pressure against the Effective Leakage 
Area, the slope of the line gives the N1 value, and the intercept on the Y axis gives the Effective 
Area of the fixed size holes (Breaks).  This can then be used to determine the ratio of fixed sized 
holes (Breaks) to variable sized holes (Background leakage) at the initial pressure at the start of 
the test (see Figure 3-4).  

The equation used to calculate the N1 value based on the changes in AZP pressure and 
physical losses in the DMA is as follows: 

 
N1= log (L1/L0) / log (P1/P0)     

 
Using the results from the first pressure step in Figure 3-4 the N1 value calculates as: 

 
N1 = log (14.53/15.27) / log (69.80/73.64) = 0.92   

 
 

Zone Ref. Date 24-May-02
Zone Name

Domestic Properties 8199 nr
Non-Domestic Properties 1 nr

Total Properties 8200 nr
Connections 8200 nr

Mains Length 78.60 miles
Connection Density 104 per mile
Domestic Night Use 0.74 gall/conn/hr

1.68 gall/s
Non-Domestic Night Use 216.8 gall/conn/hr

0.06 gall/s
Total Assessed Night Use 1.74 gall/s

Time Start Time End
Average 

Zone 
Pressure

Total Inflow Physical 
Losses

Calculated Values of N1 for Physical 
Losses

(hr) (hr) (PSI) (gall/s) (gall/s) Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3
Start 2:00 2:10 73.64 17.01 15.27

Step 1 0:00 2:31 69.80 16.28 14.53 0.92
Step 2 2:50 3:00 65.04 15.31 13.57 0.95 0.97
Step 3 3:13 3:23 57.25 14.72 12.98 0.65 0.57 0.35
Step 4 3:34 3:44 53.95 14.27 12.53 0.64 0.58 0.43 0.60
Step 5

AVERAGE N1= 0.66

IF
Intercept = 2.42 inch2

Average Zone Pressure = 73.64 PSI
Physical Losses = 15.27 gall/s

THEN
Breaks = 13.14 gall/s

Background Leakage = 2.12 gall/s

Pressure Step Test
Zone:  - 
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Figure 3-4 Example of pressure step test result (N1 Step Test spread sheet used by WSO to 
calculate N1 values based on pressure step test results)  
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By knowing the actual amount of background leakage in a DMA it is also possible to 
calculate the ICF factor by dividing by the unavoidable background leakage as mentioned 
already.  However, it is important to consider that this technique was developed for 
predominately metallic systems.  Tests conducted on North American systems where the 
majority of the network was non metallic show that at least some of the potentially recoverable 
break volume was responding to a variable area power as opposed to a fixed area power.  This 
made estimation of the ICF using traditional regression methods unsuitable.  Therefore it is 
recommended to use the N1 step test to calculate the ICF value only in systems where the 
network is predominately metallic, or if applied in mixed systems it is necessary to bear in mind 
that the results may overestimate the amount of background leaks. 

CNew Developments – Understanding Pressure and its Impact on Leakage and Break 
Frequencies  

Since N1 step tests are not often done, the IWA Water Loss Task Force – Pressure 
Management Team has been developing and testing a new method to at least systematically 
estimate N1, drawing on test results from around the globe (U.S, Australia, UK, Malta, and 
South Africa).  This method uses the ILI as a measure of the system leakage level, and the 
percentage of detectable real losses occurring on rigid pipe materials (mains and services) as a 
secondary parameter.  This prediction method is shown in Figure 3-5.  The upper line in Figure 
3-5 for 100% flexible pipe materials (p = 0%) is assumed to be constant at 1.5, independent of 
the ILI.  The lower line for 100% rigid pipe materials was calculated assuming N1 = 1.5 for 
unavoidable background leakage for infrastructure in good condition, and N1 = 0.5 for detectable 
leaks in rigid pipes.  Intermediate lines are based on the empirical Equation 3.1: 

 
N1 = 1.5 – (1 – 0.65/ILI) x p/100    (3.1) 

 
So if ILI = 1.3 and p = 43%, the predicted N1 is around 1.3 (Thornton J., Lambert A., 

2005). 
 

 
Source: Thornton and Lambert 2005 

Figure 3-5 Predicting N1 using ILI and % of detectable real losses on rigid pipes 
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Predicted N1 values (using the method in Figure 3-5) were comparable actual test results 
from N1 step tests, see Table 3-4. 

 

Table 3-4 
Comparison of predicted power law exponents with test data, using equation (11) 

Power Law N1 Country ILI p % 
Predicted From Test 

Australia 1.3 43% 1.29 1.33 
U.S.A. 3.0 27% 1.29 1.33 
U.S.A. 5.5 99% 0.63 0.67 
U.S.A. 12.0 100% 0.55 0.60 

Source: Thornton and Lambert 2005 
 
 
However, the number of tests where actual comparisons have been made is limited and 

further research will be necessary to verify the accuracy and limitations of this method.  
Nevertheless, it is an interesting and promising development in the field of predicting N1. 

Apart from developments in predicting the N1factor, there have also been efforts to better 
understand the relationship between pressure and break frequency.  Pressure management is 
becoming increasingly popular in the UK, Germany, and Australia and other parts of the world, 
mainly because of benefits in reduction of leakage and in particular in reduction of background 
losses.  Studies conducted over the past couple of years indicate that one of the biggest benefits 
of pressure management, namely a significant reduction in break frequency, is often overlooked.  
Most practitioners believe that break frequencies are related to pressure but there have been 
limited studies into this relationship and, because of this, it is less well understood.  To 
investigate this topic, an analysis has been carried out to determine whether or not a general 
correlation exists between the reduction in pressure and the change in break frequency (Pearson 
et al. 2005). 

It was found that break frequencies can vary significantly in pipe materials and in 
different countries.  Unfortunately, it has not been general practice in such studies to relate break 
frequencies to pressure.  Table 3-5 shows an analysis of break frequencies produced from a study 
carried out by a UK research program (WaterUK 2000) 
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Table 3-5 
Break frequencies of different pipe systems in different countries (no/100km/yr or 

no/62miles/year) 

 UK Canada West 
Germany 

East 
Germany 

Australia Bulgaria 

AC 11.5 7.3 6 34 8.4 141 
CI 20.4 39.0 19 41 22.3 101 
DI 4.7 9.7 2  1.6  
PE 3.1  10.3 74   
PVC 9.4 1.2 6 14 9.0  
Steel 12.5  21 74 9.8 93 

Source: Pearson et al. 2005 
 
 
As a result of factors like quality of the pipe material, traffic load, depth of installation, 

age, ground conductions and movement, ambience and water temperature, and quality of 
installation the failure frequency of a distribution system at any time will vary significantly in 
different parts of the network.  Figure 3-6 shows a typical distribution of break frequencies 
across a network.  This shows (for example) that only 1% of the network fails at a frequency of 4 
failures/km/year (2.5 failures/mile/year) or more, and 10% of the network fails at the frequency 
of 2 failure/km/year (1.2 failures/mile/year). 

 
 

 
Source: Pearson et al. 2005 

Figure 3-6 Distribution of mains failure frequencies across a distribution network (from 
Sofia, Bulgaria) 
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Research in several UK DMAs has shown that pressure control can result in significant 
reduction of break frequencies.  Figure 3-7 depicts the break history in a DMA where a PRV was 
installed and the average network pressure was reduced by 71 psi (50 mH).  The graph is a 
histogram of the number of breaks each month split between main breaks, company service pipe 
breaks and customer supply breaks (Pearson and Trow 2005). 

 
 

 
Source: Pearson et al. 2005 

Figure 3-7 Break history on district metered area 
 
 
The question is however, if the change in break frequencies can be predicted.  So far only 

limited research has been conducted.  In the 1990s Lambert (2001) and Farley and Trow (2003) 
suggested that change in break frequency could be related to the change in pressure to a power.  
This index has been referred to as N2.  Thus: 

 
B1/B0 = (P1/P0)N2    

 
where:  B1 = the break frequency after pressure reduction 
 B0 = the break frequency before pressure reduction 

P1 = the pressure after pressure reduction 
 P0 = the pressure before pressure reduction 
 N2 = the power relationship 
 
Recent limited studies in the UK (UKWIR 2003) on large grouped data sets recommend 

that a square root relationship between break frequencies and pressure can be used as a 
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pessimistic , worst case prediction for the effect of pressure management, knowing that the actual 
results are likely to be better, due to the stabilizing effect of pressure management. 

In the study conducted by Pearson et al. (2005) a number of utilities from around the 
globe made data available.  These were: 

 
Bristol Water, UK  United Utilities, UK 
SMAT, Italy   Umbra Acque, Italy 
Sabesp, Brazil   Gold Coast Water, Australia 
 

N2 values for 50 sites, where historic break and pressure data was available and where 
pressure management has been introduced, have been calculated.  The calculated values varied 
from 0.2 to 8.5 for main breaks and from 0.2 to 12 for service pipe breaks.  These values are in 
the same range as N2 values calculated by Thornton and Lambert (2005) on a different limited 
data set.  Thornton and Lambert (2005) suggested that the N2 value could be anywhere between 
0.5 and 6.5.  However, in 2006 the IWA Water Loss Task Force Pressure Management Team 
concluded that the ‘N2’ exponent approach is not appropriate for this relationship.  A Power 
Point presentation, outlining a more appropriate conceptual approach (see Figure 5-18), was 
circulated to all IWA Water Loss Task Force Members, and an update report with 
pressure:breaks data from 110 systems in 10 countries was published in December 2006 
(Thornton & Lambert, 2006). 

The effect of pressure management on break frequencies is clearly an important aspect of 
leakage management that needs more research to better predict the potential savings in water 
losses that could accrue from break reduction due to pressure management. 

DNight- Day Factor (NDF) 

When leakage figures are based on minimum night-time flow measurements (see 
Minimum Night-Time Flow Analysis), the real loss value measured in gph has to be converted 
into an average volume for the day, which can then be compared to the real loss value of the 
annual water balance calculation (Farley and Trow 2003). 

Pressure in a water distribution system varies with demands throughout the day.  For 
systems served by gravity from reservoirs, pressure is normally highest at night, between 02:00 
am and 04:00 am, when consumption is at its lowest.  Pressure is lowest when consumption is 
highest, generally around the principal meal times as shown in Figure 3-8. 
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Figure 3-8 24-hour flow and pressure profile 
 
 
The fact that leakage rates vary in response to variations in average pressure over 24 

hours is not widely recognized.  Accordingly it is often incorrectly assumed that the daily 
leakage rate (in gallons/hour) is equal to the rate measured at night.  The minimum flow, 
measured over one hour during the night when flow is at its lowest, is used as the initial basis for 
calculating losses from the system.  If pressure is highest at that time, the daily loss rate (in 
gallons/hour) is calculated by multiplying the night loss rate by a “night day factor” of less than 
1.0. 

If the AZP pressure over the hour of minimum real losses at night (Lmin) is Pmin, and 
the AZP pressures corresponding to the hourly series of real losses L1 (00 to 01hrs), L2 (01 to 02 
hrs) etc, are P1, P2, etc, then using the FAVAD equation, leakage rate varies with Pressure to the 
power of N1, and the daily real losses Ld are made up of 24 hourly components as follows: 

 
Ld = Lmin(P1/24*Pmin)N1 + Lmin(P2/24*Pmin) N1 + .....  + Lmin(P24/24*Pmin) N1 
 
or Ld = Lmin{(P1/24*Pmin) N1 + (P2/24*Pmin) N1 + .....  + (P24/24*Pmin) N1} 
 
But the daily real losses Ld also equal Lmin x NDF, 
 
so the NDF must equal to { P1/24*Pmin) N1 + (P2/24*Pmin) N1 + ..  + (P24/24*Pmin) N1} 
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Next it is necessary to assign a value to the exponent N1.  The value of the FAVAD 
exponent N1 for the pressure-leakage relationships in individual DMAs is usually between 0.5 
and 1.5.  This is because background leakage and detectable leaks (reported and unreported) 
from non-metal pipes have N1 values close to 1.5, and their flow rates are quite sensitive to 
changes in pressure.  In contrast, detectable leaks (reported and unreported) from metal pipes 
usually have N1 values close to 0.5, and their flow rates are less sensitive to pressure. 

For large systems with mixed pipe materials, the overall N1 value is often quite close to 
1.0, and if this assumption is made, then the equation for NDF simplifies to 

 
     NDF = {P1/24*Pmin) + (P2/24*Pmin) + .....  + (P24/24*Pmin) } 
 
   =  {P1 + P2  + P3 + P4 +.....  + P24)/24*Pmin 
 
   =  {P1 + P2  + P3 + P4 +.....  + P24)/24*Pmin  
 
Since the AZP can vary on different days of the week, as well as seasonally, the NDF 

also varies accordingly.  In order to derive a meaningful Night-Day Factor for annual 
calculations of real losses from night flows, in a gravity supplied system, the 24-hour profile of 
average zone pressure needs to be measured over at least a weekly cycle, and preferably at 
different times of the year.  The NDF can be calculated from a 24-hour pressure profile without 
knowledge of the inflows.  Thus the measurements of 24-hour AZP pressure profiles do not 
necessarily have to be accompanied by night flow measurements. 

Where direct pumping or flow modulated pressure management is in operation, even 
more 24 hour AZP profiles may be needed, and if night pressure at the time of minimum inflow 
is less than pressure during the rest of the day, then the NDF will greater than 1.0.  The NDF is 
an important parameter in relating night leakage rates to average daily leakage rates, and vice 
versa. 

D Calculation of Real Losses Through Zone Measurements 

Inflow measurements to a hydraulically discrete part of the system provide the most 
useful set of data for the quantification of real losses.  This methodology of assessing the real 
losses at zonal levels requires permanent or temporary measurement of the total inflow to the 
zone and the pressure at the average pressure point of the zone.  Another important factor 
necessary to assess prior to calculating the real losses from minimum night-time flow analysis is 
the minimum night-time consumption from residential and non-residential customers (see 
Assessing Residential and Non-residential Minimum Night ).  The method described below is 
ideal for the quantification of real losses at the zonal level. 

AMinimum Night-Time Flow Analysis 

In systems where DMAs are not established, areas of the distribution network have to be 
selected which can be temporarily isolated and supplied only from one or two inflow points.  If it 
is intended to assess the level of real losses through minimum night-time flow analysis for the 
entire system, then suitable areas should be selected in various parts of the distribution system, 
with the objective of obtaining a representative sample of the system.  In these areas, 24 hour 
inflow measurements will be conducted with permanent or portable flow measurement devices 
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(for example clamp-on ultrasonic flow meters or insertion probes).  In addition to the inflow 
measurements, pressure measurements at the zone inlet point(s), and at the average zone pressure 
point need to be taken. 

All relevant data on the zone should be collected in order to carry out the Night-Time 
Flow Analysis.  Data required is: 

 
• Length of mains 
• Number of service connections 
• Number of household properties 
• Number and types of non-household properties 
 
During the minimum night-time flow (MNF) period authorized consumption (legitimate 

night-time consumption) is at a minimum and therefore leakage is at its maximum percentage of 
the total demand in a DMA.  In urban situations, this period usually occurs between 2am and 
4am.  The leakage flow rate during the MNF period is calculated by subtracting the amount of 
legitimate night-time consumption within the DMA from the total inflow during the minimum -
time flow.  The resultant leakage flow rate during the MNF period is known as the Net Night-
time Flow (NNF). 

 
NNF = MNF – Legitimate Night-Time Consumption 

 
The NNF is mostly composed of real losses from the distribution network and the service 

connection up to the customer meter.  It may also include leakage on the customer side of the 
meter and consumption through unauthorized connections. 

 
Legitimate night-time consumption from customers is normally composed of three 

elements: 
• Exceptional night use 
• Non-household night use 
• Household night use 
 
The daily level of real losses obtained from the minimum night-time flow analysis can be 

determined by applying the FAVAD principles (see FAVAD ) and simulating leakage over the 
full 24h period (see Figure 3-9). 
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Figure 3-9 24-hour leakage modeling based on minimum night flow analysis 
 
 
In order to establish the NNF, the following components of legitimate night-time 

consumption have to be assessed and calculated: 
Exceptional Night Use: Some public, commercial, industrial and agricultural customers 

will have significant water use during the night-time period due to the nature of their business 
processes.  Such uses can be large in relation to the minimum night flow into the zone.  These 
customers have to be identified through discussions with local operational staff and analysis of 
consumption data from the billing system.  Where a customer in a zone is thought to have a 
significant night use, consumption readings or recordings of this customer need to be taken 
during the MNF measurement in order to accurately deduct this component of legitimate 
consumption from the total inflow. 

Non-household Night Use: Non-household customers who are not identified as 
exceptional night users may, nevertheless, use some water at night, for example in automatic 
flushing urinals.  Some allowance for such kind of night use has to be made according to the type 
of industry based data obtained from similar supply systems etc..  Where necessary, this data can 
be supplemented by local short-term logging of specific customer meters. 

Household Night Use: Household customers will also use some water during the 
minimum night-time flow period.  This usage will typically include toilet flushing, automatic 
washing machines, time-programmed dishwashers, and outdoor irrigation.  Ideally, some 
temporary measurements of typical household customers for the selected DMA will be 
conducted in order to determine an appropriate level of household night water use.  Household 
night water use can be determined through manual meter readings during the minimum night-
time consumption period or through deployment of loggers recording the household night use.  
Alternatively, data from the literature can be used. If there is significant night-time irrigation use 
at certain times during the year, this type of analysis is best undertaken during periods of no 
irrigation. 
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E Calculation of Real Losses From Reported and Unreported Breaks 

As part of a component based analysis of real losses the amount of real losses caused by 
reported and unreported breaks has to be assessed.  The definition for reported and unreported 
breaks is as follows: 

Reported Breaks are those events brought to the attention of the water utility by the 
general public or the water utility's own staff. However, reported breaks are only found by 
chance once they surface or in case they cause a disruption in supply or some other kind of 
nuisance in supply. A break or a leak that, under urban conditions, manifests itself at the surface 
will normally be reported to the water utility whether or not it causes nuisance such as flooding. 

Unreported Breaks are those located by leak detection teams as part of their normal 
everyday active leakage control duties.  These breaks would go undetected without some form of 
active leakage control. 

 
After collecting the annual numbers of reported breaks on mains, service connections, 

hydrants and valves the respective flow rates and durations by infrastructure type have to be 
established. 

 
The break duration can be split in three elements – time needed for: 
 
• Awareness 
• Location 
• Repair 
 
Awareness Duration: covers the period from the occurrence of a leak until the water 

utility becomes aware of the leak.  The awareness duration for reported breaks is generally very 
short. In most cases in urban areas, it takes not more than 24 hours until the break is reported to 
the utility.  The situation is quite different in respect to unreported breaks, which by definition 
are breaks detected by active leakage control methods.  The awareness duration depends on the 
intervention policy implemented by the utility.  If, for example, regular sounding is used and the 
entire system is surveyed once a year, the average awareness duration for unreported breaks will 
be 183 days.  If the entire system is sounded twice a year, the average awareness duration will be 
90 days. 

Location Duration: covers the period from first being aware that a leak exists until the 
time that the exact leak location is pin-pointed.  The location duration for reported leaks is short, 
since most are visible at the surface and require minimal pin-pointing with leak locating 
equipment.  The location duration of unreported breaks depends on the intervention policy used 
by the utility.  If regular sounding is done, location duration equals zero – since the inspector 
knows where the leak is as soon as he is aware of it.  If regular night flow monitoring is done, the 
utility might very quickly be aware that there is a new leak in a certain area, but it might take a 
while until the leakage level in the DMA rises to the threshold which triggers a leak survey to 
locate it and the other leaks in the DMA. 

Repair Duration: covers the time after the exact location of the leak was determined 
until the leak was repaired or shut off. The repair duration depends on the utility’s repair policy 
and capacity.  Leaks on mains are often repaired within 24 hours but small leaks on service 
connections are most likely repaired within 7 days. 
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The amount of water lost through breaks on an annual basis is a function of three main 
factors: (1) the number of breaks of each component type that occur each year, (2) the amount of 
time each break will run from occurring until being repaired, and (3) the flow rate associated 
with each type of break. Knowing the number of reported and unreported breaks and their 
average awareness-location and repair times, the amount of real losses caused by reported and 
unreported leaks can be calculated as in the example for reported mains breaks given below: 

Real Losses from reported main breaks = Number of reported main breaks * Flow rate 
for reported main breaks9 * Sum of Awareness-Location-Repair time 

F Calculation of Real Losses From Leaking and Overflowing Storage Tanks 

This component of real losses has to be assessed on a case by case basis.  Plant operators 
are usually aware of problems with overflowing storage tanks.  In this case, hourly flow rates and 
typical daily event durations have to be assessed.  Old storage tanks may leak, and if this is 
suspected, level drop tests should be undertaken to quantify the daily leakage rate of such 
structures. It is good practice to take storage tanks out of service every few years for cleaning, 
inspection and maintenance. If this work is undertaken, it is a simple matter to undertake a drop 
test to quantify tank leakage before the tank is drained down. 

G Calculation of Excess Losses 

Once all the components mentioned above (background losses, losses from reported and 
unreported breaks, and losses from leaking and overflowing storage tanks) are quantified, the 
Excess Losses10 can be calculated: 

 
Excess Losses = Real Losses from Annual Water Balance – Known Real Loss 
Components 
 
In case this equation results in a negative value for excess losses, the assumptions for the 

real loss component analysis have to be checked (for example leak durations) and if necessary 
corrected.  If the value is still negative, then it is likely that the other components of the Annual 
Water Balance are erroneous (for example, underestimated system input volume or 
overestimated apparent losses), and all Annual Water Balance components should be checked. 

H Calculation of the Infrastructure Leakage Index (ILI) 

The ILI is a relatively new, but very useful performance indicator, which is included in 
the International Water Association “Best Practice” as a Level 3 (Detailed) Performance 
Indicator for Operational Management of Real Losses (Alegre et al. 2000).  The ILI is a 
dimensionless ratio between the Current Annual Real Losses (CARL) and the Unavoidable 
Annual Real Losses (UARL) for a given system.  

 
ILI = CARL/UARL 

                                                 
9 Based on individually assessed or commonly used leak flow rates at standard pressure, corrected for 

actual average zone or system pressure 
10 The volume of Excess Losses represents the quantity of water lost by leaks that are not being detected 

and repaired with the current leakage control policy. 
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Figure 3-10 depicts the 4 methods to control the Current Annual Real Losses and the fact 

that every distribution network has a certain amount of Unavoidable Annual Real Losses. 
 
 

 
 
Source: Adapted from IWA WLTF  

Figure 3-10 The UARL and the four basic methods of managing real losses 
 
 
It is a well known fact among leakage practitioners that real losses cannot be eliminated 

completely, and even in newly commissioned distribution networks, there is a minimum level of 
leakage.  The volume of Unavoidable Annual Real Losses (UARL) - the lowest technically 
achievable annual Real Losses for a well-maintained and well-managed system at the current 
pressure – is represented by the smaller inner rectangle.  The larger rectangle represents the 
Current Annual Real Losses (CARL) and the ratio between the large rectangle and the small 
rectangle represents the ILI. 

Equations for calculating UARL for individual systems were developed and tested by the 
IWA Water Losses Task Force (Lambert et al. 1999), allowing for: 

 
• Background leakage – small leaks with flow rates too low for sonic detection if non-
visible 
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• Reported leaks and breaks – based on frequencies, typical flow rates, target average 
durations 
• Unreported leaks and breaks – based on frequencies, typical flow rates, target average 
durations 
• Pressure:leakage rate relationships (a linear relationship being assumed for most large 
systems) 

 
The equation used for calculating UARL is based on clearly stated auditable assumptions 

for background losses, for frequencies and durations of the different types of leaks, and their 
typical flow rates related to pressure (Table 3-6). The UARL equation requires data on four key 
system-specific factors: 

 
• Length of mains 
• Number of service connections 
• Location of customer meter on service connection (relative to property line, or curb-
stop in North America) 
• Average operating pressure (when system pressurized) 
 

Table 3-6 
Standard unit values used for the calculation of unavoidable annual real losses, UARL  

Infrastructure 
Component 

Background 
Leakage 

Reported 
Leaks 
and 
Breaks 

Unreported 
Leaks and 
Breaks 

UARL 
total 

Units 

Mains 2.87 1.75 0.77 5.4 gal/mile of main/day/psi 
Service 
connections main 
to curb stop 

0.112 0.007 0.030 0.15 gal/service 
connection/day/psi 

Service 
connections curb 
stop to meter 

4.78 0.57 2.12 7.5 gal/mile of service 
connection/day/psi 

Infrastructure 
Component 

Background 
Leakage 

Reported 
Leaks 
and 
Breaks 

Unreported 
Leaks and 
Breaks 

UARL 
total 

Units 

Mains 9.6 5.8 2.6 18 liters/km of 
mains/day/meter of 
pressure 

Service 
connections main 
to curb stop 

0.6 0.04 0.016 0.80 liters/service 
connection/day/meter of 
pressure 

Service 
connections curb 
stop to meter 

16 1.9 7.1 25 liters/km of service 
connection/day/meter of 
pressure 

Source: Adapted from IWA/Aqua 48 
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The UARL calculation should only be used for systems with: 
 
• Lm*20 + Nc >3000 (in Lm in km) or Lm*32 + Nc >3000 (if Lm in miles) 

where:  Lm = length of mains  
Nc = number of service connections 

• Density of connections greater than 32 per mile of mains (20 per km of mains) 
• Average operating pressure more than 36 psi (25 mH) 
 
The ILI is an indicator of how effectively a water utility controls the level of real losses 

by utilizing the four leakage management methods depicted in Figure 3-10.  Well managed 
systems are expected to have low values of the ILI – close to 1 in the best cases – while systems 
with infrastructure management deficiencies will present higher values.  A low ILI value may, 
however, not be economically justifiable for water supply systems with cheap, plentiful sources 
of water. It is thought that only those water utilities where water is very expensive to produce, 
water resources are limited, or both, will be able to economical justify the investment needed to 
attain a low ILI value close to 1.  
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CHAPTER 4    
LEAK DETECTION EQUIPMENT, TECHNIQUES AND RECENT 

DEVELOPMENTS 

EQUIPMENT AND SOFWARE 

A Introduction 

A common perception is that the largest volume of real losses arises from large main 
breaks and catastrophic main failures due to of their dramatic impact on the network and high 
flow rates.  Analyses have shown that in well managed systems, the majority of real losses are 
caused by background leakage, long running unreported leaks (largely on service lines), and 
reported leaks where the repair is delayed by the water utility for some reason.  Therefore, to 
control the level of real losses, active leakage control is one of the most important means 
available.  In order to locate unreported leaks and breaks, it is necessary to conduct leak 
detection surveys using leak detection equipment.  Since leaks and breaks are not evenly spread 
throughout the distribution system installation of DMAs provide the possibility to monitor and 
analyze the leakage level in discrete sections of the distribution system. This facilitates the 
prioritization of the DMAs for leak detection survey according to the level of leakage in each 
DMA, hence optimizing the utilization of the available leak detection resources. 

This section provides a general overview of types of leak detection equipment and 
methods11.  Acoustic leak detection methods are based on the fact that water under pressure 
escaping from an orifice produces an audible noise in a narrow frequency band.  The leak noise 
is conducted through both the pipe wall and the water within the pipeline.  It has a consistent 
level, which differentiates it from variable background noise and the sound of normal water use.  
However, not all leaks produce a detectable noise and in such cases different detection 
techniques need to be employed. 

It is important to determine the level of real losses occurring in a distribution system prior 
to investing in leak detection technologies.  The next step is to assess the nature of the real 
losses, the water system, its geography, infrastructure material, age and condition, and, to 
understand where the majority of real losses occur and why.  Since leak detection equipment is 
available in a wide range of technologies, prices and capabilities a good understanding of the 
nature of the real losses will enable the water utility to select the appropriate leak detection 
technology and methodology.  Even highly sophisticated and expensive leak detection 
technologies should not be seen as general remedy for a leakage problem if the utility has not yet 
understood the real extent and nature of their real losses.  Especially in the case of significant 
capital investments in expensive leak detection technologies, it is recommended that sound cost- 
benefit analysis build the basis for such investment decisions. 

B Listening Devices 

Listening devices include a wide range of equipment currently available.  Mechanical and 
electronic listening sticks or rods need to be placed on pipe fittings, hydrants or service 
connections to detect the sound produced by the leak.  Mechanical and electronic geophones are 

                                                 
11 The leak detection equipment and technologies presented in this section provide a broad overview.  

Equipment and techniques available are not limited to those mentioned in this section. 
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used to listen for leaks from the surface.  Modern electronic devices have signal amplifiers and 
noise filters to attenuate the leak noise signal.  However, the most important factor for success in 
using listening devices is that the leak detection engineer has good hearing, is well trained and is 
experienced in interpreting the sounds picked up by the device. 

C Leak Noise Correlators 

A leak noise correlator typically consists of a receiver unit and two sensors equipped with 
a radio transmitter.  The sensors are placed on valves or hydrants on each side of the suspected 
leak.  The sensors pick up the leak sound from the water main or pipe being tested.  The leak 
sound travels along the pipe with a constant velocity depending on the pipe diameter and pipe 
material.  The leak noise will first arrive at the sensor closer to the leak.  The correlator uses the 
time difference between the two arrival times, information about the pipe material and size, and 
the distance between the two sensors to calculate the location of the leak. 

D Leak Noise Loggers 

Noise loggers are installed at fittings and programmed to automatically turn on at night to 
monitor system noise and listen for signs of leakage.  The usual logging period is two hours, 
typically starting from 02:00am.  Night-time logging has the dual benefits of increased intensity 
of leak noise due to higher pressures and the absence of interfering ambient or consumption 
sound.  Leak noise loggers can be installed permanently or be moved from location to location 
depending on the leakage management practice of the utility.  Unlike listening sticks and leak 
noise correlators, noise loggers do not pin-point the location of a leak.  Leak noise loggers only 
give an indication that there is a leak present within the vicinity of the logger. 

E Tracer Gas Technique 

This “non-acoustic” technique inserts water insoluble gas such as helium or hydrogen 
into an isolated segment of a water pipe.  The gas escapes at the leak and permeates to the 
surface where it can be detected by using a highly sensitive gas detector.  For large main 
applications the tracer gas is usually mixed with compressed air to reduce the cost of the test.  
The predominant application of this technique in North America is on transmission mains. 

F Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) 

Another “non-acoustic” technique for leak detection is GPR.  GPR identifies water leaks 
by 1) detecting cavities created around the pipe by a leak, 2) detecting the presence of water from 
the leak, or 3) observation of disturbed ground caused by the leak.  This technology is generally 
found to be expensive and therefore not commonly used. 
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G New Developments for Leak Detection Equipment12 

The development of leak detection equipment is a very dynamic field.  Over the past 
years several interesting and sometimes unconventional technologies have been developed.  Only 
a few of these technologies are presented in this section.  The sector of leakage management 
software is also in constant search for improvements and two new examples of new leakage 
management software are presented in the section about new developments for leakage 
management software. 

ADigital Correlating Noise Loggers 

The recently developed technology of digitally correlating leak noise loggers, which 
combines acoustic noise logging and leak noise correlation (pinpointing the location of the leak) 
into one operation, improves the efficiency of leak detection.  This technology has the advantage 
of reducing the time between identifying a leak noise and pinpointing the leak location.  The 
loggers operate overnight, in a similar manner to conventional noise loggers.  However, it is still 
necessary to verify the exact location of the leak by using ground microphones before excavating 
for the leak repair. 

BLeak Detection on Transmission Mains 

Several interesting technologies have been developed over the last few years to detect 
leaks on transmission mains. The need for new technologies to detect leaks on transmission 
mains arose from the fact that earlier leak detection technologies could not detect leaks over long 
distances.  The problem was that the distance between fittings, which can be used as contact 
points for installation and sounding, was in most cases too far, as the noise generated by a leak 
weakens with increasing diameter and increasing distance from the leak.  Two recently 
developed technologies are described below. 

 
Sahara: A sensor on the end of a cable is inserted into the pressurized transmission main 

through a tapping point and the flow of water carries the sensor through the main and detects 
noise generated by leaks.  Once a suspected leak has been detected the sensor is stopped and the 
location of the leak is marked on the ground by a technician following the signal of the sensor 
above ground. 

 
Smart Ball: This technology uses a foam ball containing an aluminum core which 

houses the acoustic data acquisition system, power supply and others instruments.  The free 
swimming sensor travels through the transmission mains with the water flow and is deployed 
through existing ball or gate valves, without the necessity of tapping the main.  The location of 
the sensor and detected leaks is determined through transducers attached to pipe appurtenances 
while the sensor traverses the pipe using a proprietary method measuring the distance traveled 
through detectable pulses emitted by the Smart Ball.  However, based on results from several 
utilities where this technology was tested it appears that it is still (as of October 2006) in its 
prototype stages. 

                                                 
12 In this section, the authors of this report describe commercially available products.  The examples were 

chosen to demonstrate the developments in this part of the leakage management cycle.  However, this is not to be 
understood as a preference of the authors of this report for these products. 
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Fiber Optics: This acoustic monitoring system utilizes Acoustic Fiber Optics for 
managing and monitoring large-diameter pipe systems.  This system consists of a continuous 
acoustic optical fiber installed inside the pipeline.  Up to ten miles of fiber optic cable can be 
connected to a single proprietary optical processing and data acquisition system.  With 
permanent real-time acoustic monitoring, the pipeline network should only require dewatering if 
internal repairs or replacement is required. 

CLeak Noise Sounding Instruments Integrated into Distribution Network and Service 
Connections 

It is possible to use leak noise sounding devices which are an integrated part of the fixture 
of a service pipe.  This device listens for a constant noise and generates an alarm if a constant 
noise is detected.  This technology is usually linked to an Automated Meter Reading (AMR) 
system. 

This technology has been further developed to enable a water main to automatically 
detect a leak noise and forward the information to the operator. 

H New Developments for Leakage Management Software 

Leakage management technologies and practices are constantly improved along with the 
software supporting the practitioner.  The primary purpose of these leakage management 
software solutions is to rapidly collect all the data necessary to carry out leakage level 
calculations and then to report on the results of those calculations in a useable manner for the 
water utility.  They allow the normally time-consuming data collection and analysis work to be 
done quickly and efficiently in a consistent manner.  The frequent routine reporting of leakage 
levels allows for any rising trend in leakage to be more readily identified and allows the water 
utility to react more quickly than would otherwise be the case.  The software solutions therefore 
have the aim of reducing awareness time and facilitating a lower overall leakage level.  
However, it only becomes feasible to invest in these software packages when a utility has to deal 
with data from a significant amount of DMAs.  If a utility only has a few DMAs it’s more 
suitable to design in-house custom made spread sheets for the data analysis and management.  
Two examples of leakage management software are provided below.   

AAdviseIT Water Loss Management Software 

ABB, a group of companies supplying power and automation technologies to the 
international water industry, has recently developed proprietary software called “AdviseIT Water 
Loss Management” (WLM) that can be incorporated into a water utility’s SCADA system. 

The WLM software automatically performs water loss calculations based on the data 
acquired from field devices such as flow meters and pressure transmitters. Water losses are 
broken down into background losses and breaks components using the BABE methodology (as 
described in Chapter 3 under Component Based Leakage Analysis). It also provides for data 
batching and upload in order to reduce communication costs, through both GSM and PSTN 
communication systems. The WLM system allows for the integration of third party software 
such as SCADA system, CIS (Customer Information System), network simulation software, 
production data base or a geographical information system (GIS). 
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The software provides various user interfaces for moving between DMA, supply zone 
and utility levels. The user can assess the amount of water leakage in a DMA and evaluate the 
components of water leakage with the BABE method. The software performs comparisons of 
different baselines.  The approach is to archive real-time data of water leakage as well as 
computed values of water loss components for comparison purposes. 

 
The inputs for water leakage analysis include: 
• Infrastructure data for the DMA such as service connections, lengths of mains, length 
from service connection to edge-of-street, length from edge-of street to customer meter, 
and density of connections. 
• Awareness time for total leakage losses in a DMA which is configured in the system 
as a parameter. 
• Location and repair times for reported and unreported breaks. 

LMARS – Leakage Monitoring and Reporting System 

LMARS is an integrated leakage analysis solution developed by RPS Water Services.  
LMARS is used for primary reporting by several UK water companies.  The software is an all 
inclusive leakage monitoring package designed to use DMA meter data to determine optimum 
leakage levels and to compile leakage reports.  Reports are generated on different levels (from 
DMA to company level) and the software allows ranking the results for prioritizing work.   

Netbase 

On the data management side, Netbase is one of the most comprehensive information and 
applications systems for water networks.  Netbase, a proprietary software solution developed by 
Crowder Consulting of UK, is a comprehensive modular software for collecting, analyzing, and 
reporting on water network information.  All of the information and all the software applications 
for analyzing and reporting are contained in one system that comprises a number of software 
modules that are customized to meet the water utilities needs. The various modules that are 
available are summarized in Table 4-1. 
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Table 4-1 
Netbase application modules and related data sources 

Application Modules 
Data Source Flow & 

Pressure 
Leakage 

Management
Hydraulic 
Modeling Serviceability Pipe 

Performance 
Resource 

Management

SCADA       

Telemetry       

Logger Files       

Manual Readings       

Billing       

GIS       

Above Ground Assets       

Customer Contacts       

Job Management       

Water Quality       

 
 
To keep the Netbase description brief, only the two modules relevant for leakage 

management are described: 
Flow & Pressure: The Netbase flow and pressure module reads and displays data from 

different systems and formats.  Each meter, pressure and level monitoring site has a database 
record and paths, linking them to their source file locations on local and wide area networks.  
These locations may be on SCADA or in logger files with different proprietary formats.  The 
meters will be assigned as inlets or outlets to the network and the sectors within it.  Therefore the 
net flows as well as individual meter flows will be analyzed and displayed.  The flow and 
pressure summary data editor contains a simple form for entering and storing readings taken 
from supply and distribution meters.  The daily flows are automatically calculated and stored as 
summary data.  These can be viewed in graphical and tabular form. 

Leakage (and Network) Management: The Netbase leakage module is in fact the basis for 
network management.  It embodies international practice for determining losses and developing 
strategies to reduce losses.  It maintains the hierarchal structure of the network and the 
relationships between sectors and the infrastructure of pipes, customer connections, flows and 
pressures.  The attributes, consumptions and characteristics of the network, zones and DMAs are 
automatically analyzed from the network information.  The summary data of daily flows and 
night flows are combined with these details for determining water balance and losses. 
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LEAK DETECTION TECHNIQUES 

While the previous section has provided a general overview of different leak detection 
equipment technologies available, this section will present some of the most common techniques 
for leak detection.  The suitability to a water utility of a single leak detection technique or 
combination of techniques is subject to a number of factors. The economic value of water that is 
being lost through real losses will play an important role in determining the appropriate leak 
detection technology.  Water utilities with a high cost of water and large amounts of real loss 
may be able to justify the most costly techniques that might not be justified elsewhere. The 
chosen techniques must also take into account the nature of the water system, its geography, 
infrastructure material, age and condition. Most importantly, the ability and skill of the water 
utility personnel in the chosen techniques must also be considered and adequate training and 
supervision provided where necessary.  The use of DMA analysis has been described in previous 
sections and its application in the participating utilities will be described in Chapter 5.  The data 
and knowledge gathered from DMA analyses are a vital tool for efficient use of leak detection 
methodologies.  The ranges of available leak detection technologies, in conjunction with the leak 
detection methodologies form a tool kit for the leakage management practitioner.  Whichever 
technology and methodology a leak detection team is using, the confidence and experience with 
the equipment is the key to success in detecting leaks.   

The methodologies outlined below can be categorized into two distinct categories: 
 
• Methods for localizing leaks, which are those techniques that indicate the general 
vicinity of a leak and 
• Methods for pin-pointing a leak, which are those techniques that indicate the 
estimated position of a leak where excavation for repair will take place. 
 
 

Table 4-2 
Leak detection methodologies 

Category Technique 
Leak localization Visual survey 

Noise logger survey (temporary or permanent deployment) 
Step testing 
Leak noise mapping 

Leak pin-pointing  Acoustic survey-sounding 
• Comprehensive survey including leak noise correlation 

and ground microphones 
• General survey including leak noise correlation and 

ground microphones 
 
 
The methodologies mentioned in Table 4-2 are generally used in combination. Based on 

the nature of the area targeted for leak detection, a leak detection specialist will determine the 
most appropriate combination and sequence of methodologies. 
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I Visual Survey 

A visual survey is probably the most basic form of a leak survey.  The lines are surveyed 
by walking above the lines and looking for surfacing leaks (wet spots) or suspicious green 
growth patches above the water lines (especially in arid regions).  It is not the most sophisticated 
leak detection technology but still can be efficient for utilities which have suffered a lack of good 
maintenance.   

J Acoustic Survey - Sounding 

The acoustic survey is probably the most common and familiar leak detection 
methodology.  Different types of acoustic sounding equipment are used in two distinctly 
different methods.  A variety of leak noise detecting instruments can be used for an acoustic 
survey.  The frequency and the magnitude of noise generated by a leak varies with the type of 
leak, the pipe material and diameter, the ground conditions, and other factors making it important 
that the system is well understood in order to choose the proper equipment and sounding 
locations.  The leakage engineer needs to be trained to understand not only how to use the 
acoustic sounding equipment but also to understand its limitations.  A general guideline is that 
leak sound travels further distances on metallic pipes and lesser on plastic pipe material. 

AComprehensive Survey 

This survey method listens to all available fittings on the mains and service connections. 
In addition geophones and leak noise correlators might be used for pin-pointing the leak. Even 
though this leak detection method is time consuming it is the most effective way to detect all 
detectable leaks in the system, including service connection leaks. 

BGeneral Survey 

This survey method is often referred to as a hydrant survey in Canada and the U.S. even 
though many fittings (hydrants and mains valves) are listened to.  Hydrants can be found at more 
or less constant distances providing a good coverage of most areas. In addition geophones and 
leak noise correlators might be used for pin-pointing the leak. It is a time-saving leak detection 
methodology which has one shortfall.  Service line breaks, especially if the area mainly consists 
of non-metallic mains and service connections, are not likely to be detected by this survey type. 

K Step Testing 

Step testing involves isolating sections of main from the zone and the zone meter, which 
is recording the flow on a data logger or loggers.  Every time a section with a leak is isolated, a 
marked drop will be seen on the flow graph as shown in Figure 4-1.  This drop represents the 
leak volume, which represents valuable information for cost-benefit calculations and program 
tracking, and also saves time by directing leak pinpointing crews only to those sections of the 
water main where leakage has been proven to be occurring.  When undertaking step testing, it is 
very important to know who the customers are in the area and who cannot be isolated.  Step 
testing is usually carried out at night. 
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Source: Thornton, J. 2002. Water Loss Control Manual. Copyright © 2002 McGraw-Hill 

Figure 4-1 Example of a step test 
 
 
Step testing can be carried out in other forms too.  Many rural water systems do not have 

zones, but they do have sections of plastic pipe with not many fittings, in which it is often hard to 
find leaks.  One interesting way of setting these systems up for sustainable leakage management 
is to install measuring points in the system either permanently or temporarily.  These points are 
then analyzed at night, when there is very little use of water.  Any sections showing significant 
flow are marked as having leakage and intervention is scheduled.  This method saves costly 
surveys over miles and miles of water main that may not have any leakage and helps the operator 
to focus on the sections with significant leakage.  When the volume of leakage is known, the 
operator can justify higher levels of effort to locate the leak than he would be able to do if he 
were unsure about the existence of leakage.  In some cases, the cost of excavating additional test 
holes can be justified to track a leak when its volume is known.  If the operator is unsure that the 
leak is actually on that section he would not wish to spend the additional time and money 
(Thornton 2002). 

There is a fundamental problem with step tests which needs to be stated.  As each “step” 
is closed, the total flow into the zone is reduced.  This reduces the frictional headloss in the 
mains in the “open steps”, that is those steps that have not yet been isolated.  This in turn causes 
an increase in pressure in the open steps and, as a result of the direct relationship between 
leakage and pressure, causes an increase in the leakage rate in the open steps.  In theory the 
reduction in flow, seen when a step is closed, reflects the flow reduction caused by the closed 
step.  However, it is possible that the reduction in flow is less than it should be because of an 
increase in flow in the open steps, due to increasing pressure in the areas still supplied.  In worst 
case scenarios it is possible for the increase in flow in the open steps to completely mask the 
drop in flow when a step is closed.  This scenario is commonly found in zones where several 
leaks are present.  In these situations the presence of a leak in a step can be masked and because 
the leak pin-pointing crews are not directed into that step, the leak remains undetected.  To carry 
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out step tests, there is a need to operate a large number of valves and in general there is a 
reasonable chance of using valves that are not “shut-tight”.  If a step valve or circulating valve is 
not fully shut-tight, then the drop in flow will not be correct.  Therefore it is necessary to 
carefully evaluate if a step-test is the appropriate method to be used. 

L Noise Logger Survey 

Noise loggers are a relatively new technology compared to other acoustic leak detection 
instruments.  They have been used in various forms for about the last 10 years.  Noise loggers are 
installed on pipe fittings such as valves and hydrants through the use of a strong magnet.  They 
are programmed to listen for noise generated by leaks.  Noise loggers typically record at one 
second intervals over a period of two hours during the night, when background noise is likely to 
be lower.  By recording and analyzing the intensity and consistency of noise, each logger 
indicates the likely presence (or absence) of a leak.  Noise loggers can either be permanently 
installed in the distribution network, or temporarily for a user definable period (mostly one or 
two nights).  Noise loggers only indicate the presence of a leak and do not provide the exact 
location of the leak. Hence, it is necessary to follow up on an indicated leak with a pin-pointing 
exercise to exactly determine the location of the leak for excavation and repair. 

 
Permanent Installation: Noise loggers monitor the system continuously through out the 

year.  Every night the sensors will record and analyze the sound patterns and detect new evolving 
or preexisting leaks.  The sensors need to be deployed across the network at close enough 
intervals to ensure that any leak noise between two loggers can be detected.  The spacing 
depends on the material of mains and service lines.  The minimum spacing requirements 
provided by the manufacturers tend to be generally on the optimistic side.  The logged leak noise 
data is transmitted via a radio transceiver.  The data from the sensors is then gathered by drive by 
interrogators, meter readers during their normal routes or by AMR systems.  The software 
available with these kinds of systems allows detecting and locating leaks and integrating the 
information in distribution system maps on GIS.  

Covering the whole distribution system with permanent installations is a very expensive 
option at current unit prices.  So far, the authors of this report are not aware of any utility where 
such a capital investment would have been economically justified.  No companies in the UK 
have used these loggers for permanent installation.  However, they are commonly used locally on 
a campaign basis in difficult areas, where a number of repeated sweeps are necessary to reduce 
leakage gradually over a period of time.  In this case the loggers may be installed for several 
months, and a series of surveys is carried out, with leaks found being repaired between surveys, 
without the need for the loggers to be redeployed for each survey.  This method is often 
employed in areas of old mains in town centers. 

 
Temporary installation: The technical principles for a temporary installation are the same 

as for a permanent installation.  The general difference is that usually the acoustic sensors get 
installed in an area selected for survey for minimum 24 hours and usually not longer than a week 
before the data is downloaded.  After that the loggers are moved to another location within the 
survey area to get as much data as possible.  Temporary installation is much more cost effective 
than a permanent installation at the current unit prices. 
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M Leak Noise Mapping 

Noise mapping is an improved form of regular acoustic survey pioneered by the Halifax 
Regional Water Commission.  Locations for sounding are pre-determined (mainly hydrants), and 
the level and type of leak noise (reading taken from the leak detection equipment) is written 
down on a map.  In addition, the presence or absence of noise is entered into a spreadsheet with 
standardized information on date, location, general description, leakage inspector and noise 
sound legend.  The next step is to validate the recorded noise and document the results in the 
same spreadsheet.  This process is only completed when all recorded noises have been validated. 

The leakage manager can now easily control the work of the inspectors and can compare 
actual noise levels to previous ones and thus, easily identify areas where more detailed leak 
detection activities are needed.  This is a simple but very effective improvement of regular 
sounding surveys which can best be applied in distribution systems with a very high hydrant 
density where the sounding points can be identified easily (Fanner et al. 2007). 

N Summary of Leak Detection Techniques 

Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 summarize the specific characteristics of each leak detection 
technique mentioned in this chapter.  A detailed understanding of the nature of the leakage 
problem and understanding the advantages and disadvantages of equipment and techniques 
complemented by the availability of well trained leak detection personnel will guarantee a 
successful reduction and subsequently management of leakage levels. 

 
 

Table 4-3 
Leak detection techniques matrix part-one 

Technique Localization/ 
pin-pointing 

Used in 
combination 
with 

Type of leaks 
found 

Manpower 
intensive 

Well trained 
personnel 
required 

Visual survey Localization Pin-pointing 
technique 

Surfacing leaks No No 

Temporary 
noise logger  

Localization Pin-pointing 
technique 

Mostly mains 
leaks 

Moderate Moderate 

Permanent 
noise logger 

Localization Pin-pointing 
technique 

Mostly mains 
leaks 

Moderate Moderate 

Step testing Localization Pin-pointing 
technique 

Mains leaks  Yes  Yes 

General survey Localization 
and pin-
pointing 

Noise loggers 
and step testing 

Mostly mains 
leaks  

Moderate Yes 

Comprehensive 
survey 

Localization 
and pin-
pointing 

Noise loggers 
and step testing 

Mains and 
service line 
leaks 

Yes  Yes 

Leak noise 
mapping 

Localization 
and pin-
pointing 

Pin pointing 
technique 

Mains and 
service line 
leaks 

Yes Yes 
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Table 4-4 
Leak detection techniques matrix part-two 

Technique Impact on awareness 
duration  

Impact on location 
duration 

Most appropriate for 

Visual survey If it is the only technique applied, 
awareness times (AT) will be very 
long. 

Additional pin-pointing 
required.  Depends on 
availability of staff and the 
priority given to the leakage 
event. 

Initial run through in 
utilities with huge 
backlog of leaks and 
poor infrastructure. 

Temporary 
noise logger  

Positive impact on awareness 
time. Dependent upon frequency 
of area surveyed by temporary 
deployment of noise loggers e.g. 
average AT for an area covered 
once a year is 183 days, and for 
twice a year AT is reduced to 92 
days etc. 

Requires additional pin-
pointing.  Therefore highly 
dependent on availability of 
staff and priority given to the 
leakage event. 

Areas with high 
background noise and 
to avoid night work of 
leak detection crews. 

Permanent 
noise logger 

Reduces AT down to a couple of 
days - AT depends on how often 
noise logger data is retrieved, e.g. 
AT can be 1/2 day if noise logger 
data is transmitted or collected 
every day 

Requires additional pin-
pointing. Therefore depends 
on availability of staff and 
priority given to the leakage 
event. 

Due to high capital cost 
it is difficult to justify 
permanent installation. 

Step testing  Requires additional pin-
pointing. Therefore depends 
on availability of staff and 
priority given to the leakage 
event. 

Rural distribution 
networks with high level 
of excessive leakage.  

General survey AT depends on frequency of 
general survey.  

Leak is pin-pointed 
immediately after it is localized 
- very short location time. 

Areas where leaks 
occur mainly on the 
distribution network and 
the mains and services 
are of metallic material.  

Comprehensive 
survey 

AT depends on frequency of 
comprehensive survey.  

Leak is pin-pointed 
immediately after it is localized 
- very short location time. 

Areas where high level 
of service connections 
leaks exist and where a 
significant portion of non 
metallic pipework exists. 
Most appropriate 
technique to detect all 
leaks and remove the 
backlog of hidden leaks. 

Leak noise 
mapping 

Awareness time depends on 
frequency of surveys 

Leak is pin-pointed 
immediately after it is localized 
- very short location time – 
plus all other noise picked up 
during survey by equipment 
has to be noted down and 
followed up and verified.  

In areas with high 
density of fire hydrants.  
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O Leak Detection Field Results  

As part of this project a comparison of leak detection techniques was undertaken in DWU 
and SFPUC, comparing a comprehensive leak survey against a survey undertaken with leak 
noise loggers.  The goal of these tests was to evaluate the effectiveness and applicability of the 
two leak detection techniques in a fair and reproducible way, providing the same conditions for 
both techniques.  Since the HRWC is continuously testing and evaluating leak detection 
equipment, additional information from their evaluation of noise loggers is presented as well.  In 
addition literature and contacts in the UK water industry were used to provide some experiences 
from the UK, with regards to comparing comprehensive leak survey against a leak noise logger 
survey. 

 
DWU: From the study in DWU it appears that overall there is no mentionable difference 

between the time needed to conduct a comprehensive leak detection survey and time needed to 
conduct a leak survey using noise loggers.  In terms of effectiveness both techniques achieved 
very similar results.  However, it appeared that leak noise loggers are less effective in detecting 
leak noise generated by plastic pipe materials if deployed at the manufacturer recommended 
spacing.  On the other hand, leak noise loggers were more successful in detecting leaks in areas 
with a high level of ambience noise (e.g. busy downtown areas).  Comparing the cost associated 
with the two technologies is a rather complex task.  There will be a higher up front capital 
investment necessary to purchase a sufficient number of leak noise loggers.  The capital cost 
related to equipment necessary for comprehensive leak detection will be less.  However, on the 
other hand, the labor cost related to comprehensive leak detection will be higher as highly trained 
leak detection experts are necessary.  For the deployment of noise loggers, untrained staff can be 
used and only the pinpointing of leaks detected by noise loggers will require trained leak 
detection experts resulting in overall lower labor cost.  Appendix D provides a detailed 
description of the work conducted in DWU.   

 
SFPUC: The recently conducted IWA standard water balance confirmed that the system 

wide level of real losses in SFPUC is quite low, when seen in the North American context, with 
an ILI of 2.7.  It was therefore difficult for SFPUC to select an area with a guaranteed high 
amount of hidden leaks.  For budgetary reasons, the test area selected in SFPUC was small with 
only about 13 miles of mains and unfortunately no leak was detected in this area by either of the 
techniques.  Therefore, no comparison of the two techniques could be undertaken.  It is well 
known that leakage is not evenly spread over the distribution system due to factors such as age of 
the network, material of the mains and service connections, regional differences in system 
pressure, and ground conditions.  Hence, there will be areas with leakage levels lower than the 
system wide average and areas with leakage levels higher than the system wide average.  In 
general it can be said that the lower the leakage level is the less economic it becomes to conduct 
untargeted leak detection.  In the case of SFPUC, there is a business case to assess the real losses 
on a reservoir supply area basis to provide the necessary information for a targeted leak 
detection.  Findings from SFPUC fit well with the general guideline that in systems with already 
low leakage levels it is advisable to analyze system losses on a zonal (DMA) level or large 
macro zones level to determine those areas with higher levels of leakage.  This allows the utility 
to prioritize and target leak detection efforts. 
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HRWC: The HRWC has tested and evaluated the deployment of noise loggers in their 
system under various test conditions (plastic and metallic pipes) and applications.  The noise 
loggers were successful in detecting the known active leaks previously identified by the leak 
detection teams.  No new leaks or leak sounds were identified by the loggers.  Similar to other 
correlating devices, the accuracy varied from site to site and the leak location was confirmed 
with amplified listening equipment.  The loggers failed to identify the simulated leak on PVC 
which was easily detectable by surface sounding with amplified listening equipment and ground 
microphone. 

The noise loggers tested at the HRWC were very capable of detecting and recording leaks 
sounds on metallic pipe; in particular, with the advantage of “listening” during the quiet night 
period, however, the tests performed at the HRWC did not yield results as optimistic as the 
manufacturer claims.  Noise loggers would not be a cost effective tool for surveying at the 
HRWC.  The HRWC leak detection teams can sound 150-200 contact points during every shift, 
recording all leaks sounds on system maps.  Obvious leaks can be pinpointed and marked for 
excavation during each shift, therefore reducing leak run time, where noise loggers require 
further pinpointing of all identified leaks.  With eight loggers, it would take more that three years 
to survey the complete distribution system.  The HRWC’s leak detection teams can survey the 
complete system within four weeks.  Increasing the number of loggers would decrease the survey 
time, however, it quickly becomes cost prohibitive. 

Loggers would be valuable in busy downtown, commercial or industrial areas that require 
sounding during the night, or any area that cannot be accessed by leak detection personnel during 
the night.  In these cases, loggers would be deployed to identify if there is a need for further 
investigation.  Appendix D provides a detailed description of the work conducted in the HRWC. 

 
UK: In addition to the studies conducted in DWU, SFPUC and the HRWC, literature and 

contacts in the UK water industry were used to provide some experiences from the UK, with 
regards to comparing comprehensive leak survey against a leak noise logger survey.   

 
A study conducted by Bristol Water plc came to similar conclusions as what was found in 

the study conducted in DWU.  The study found that for Bristol Water – where leakage control is 
undertaken by skilled and well equipped leakage inspectors – acoustic loggers were not an 
economic option if deployed permanently into parts of the supply area.  It also found that if used 
as a temporary survey tool – where acoustic loggers are moved from area to area – they are not 
as cost effective as leakage inspectors who can undertake a survey in less time (Van der Kleij 
and Stephenson 2002).   

 
The UKWIR found in its research related to cost effective leakage survey practice, that it 

is evident that detection techniques are not used in isolation, but more commonly in 
combinations or particular sequences within a “bag of tools” available to the leakage inspector.  
The UK industry practice continues to be dominated by a sequence comprising of sounding (for 
leak location) followed by leak noise correlation (for pinpointing). Although temporary 
placement of acoustic noise loggers is also commonly used to augment leak location activities, 
the use of permanent acoustic logging and step-testing are less common (UKWIR, Cost Effective 
Leakage Survey Practice, 2004).   
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The general experience of most UK companies is that the temporary deployment of noise 
loggers, especially in low leakage areas, helps to reduce the time required to conduct a DMA 
survey resulting in cost savings.  Deployment and retrieval of noise loggers is not labor-
intensive, and often means that detailed follow-up leak location work is limited to a few specific 
locations within the DMA.  On the other hand, it is the general experience that in areas of plastic 
or other non metallic mains, noise loggers will often fail to detect small leaks or even large leaks 
with low noise levels.  It is also the understanding that in a small DMA it is often more cost-
effective to go straight to a detailed survey and in the case of a high leakage area, where there 
may be a large number of leaks, the follow-up leak detection work may still have to cover the 
whole DMA, and little advantage may be gained from the noise logger survey.  In other cases, on 
non-plastic mains, the use of noise loggers may depend on the nature of the recent trends in the 
night flows.  If the night flow has risen in one large step, or in a small number of significant 
steps, then the rise in leakage has been caused by a small number of significant leaks, and it is 
likely that noise loggers will detect all of these.  However, if the trend in night flows is a gradual 
rise caused by a large number of small leaks, then noise loggers may not detect all of these.  In 
this case it may be appropriate to use noise loggers on the first sweep, but if successive sweeps 
are required in order to bring leakage down to the target level, then the later sweeps should go 
straight to intensive surveying. 

 
Summarizing the results and experiences described in the previous paragraphs it can be 

said that leak noise loggers are not appropriate for use in all situations and are definitely not a 
general remedy for reducing real losses.  It is important that the utility has a detailed 
understanding of the nature of the leakage problem in order to select a combination of the most 
effective leak detection/water loss reduction tools available. 
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CHAPTER 5    
LEAKAGE MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGIES FOUND FEASIBLE FOR 

NORTH AMERICA AND THEIR TRIAL IN LEVEL 2 UTILITIES 

INTRODUCTION 

Chapter 2 of this report assessed the current best practice and strategies in leakage 
management technologies applied in England, Wales and Germany; where leakage management 
has reached very high standards.  One of the key strategies identified in this study is the use of 
DMAs and pressure management.  In England, Wales and Germany permanently monitored 
DMAs have proven to be the most effective way of reducing the duration of previously 
unreported leakage.  Continuous monitoring of night flows, which forms part of DMA 
management, facilitates the rapid identification of unreported breaks and provides the data 
required to make the most cost effective use of leak localization and pinpointing resources.  
Constantly monitored DMAs also provide the necessary data for accurate estimates of the ICF 
which is used to calculate background leakage volumes and assess infrastructure condition. 
Pressure management applied as a leakage management tool, helps in reducing the frequency of 
new breaks as well as reducing the flow rates of unidentified breaks and background leakage.  

This chapter will discuss how DMA and pressure management technologies can be 
transferred to North America.  Based on A Manual of DMA Practice published by the UK Water 
Industry Research Limited in 1999, general guidelines and design criteria related to DMAs will 
be given, and the necessary adaptations in order to transfer this technology to North America will 
be discussed.  This chapter will, furthermore, discuss the applicability of pressure management 
as a useful leakage management tool for utilities in North America and provide results and 
findings from trials where pressure management was applied in Level 2 utilities. 

USING A DISTRICT METERED AREA (DMA) AS A LEAKAGE MANAGEMENT 
TOOL 

The following sections will discuss all aspects involved in the design of a new DMA and 
assess what needs to be done to transfer this well established technology from the UK to North 
America.  In order to present and discuss the principles of designing a DMA, guidelines taken 
from A Manual of DMA Practice are presented, and the applicability of these guidelines for 
North America are discussed. 

A Principles of a DMA 

The technique of leakage monitoring requires the installation of flow meters at 
strategic points throughout the distribution system, with each meter recording flows 
into a discrete district which has a defined and permanent boundary.  Such a district 
is called a DMA.  The design of a leakage monitoring system has two aims: 
 
1. To divide the distribution network into a number of DMAs, each with a defined 
and permanent boundary, so that night flows into each DMA can be regularly 
monitored. This enables the presence of unreported breaks to be identified. 
2. To manage pressure in each DMA or group of DMAs, so that the whole network 
is operated at the optimum level of pressure. 
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It therefore follows that a leakage monitoring system will comprise a number of 
DMAs where flow is measured by permanently installed flow meters.  In some cases 
the flow meter installation will incorporate a pressure reducing valve (PRV). 
 
Depending on the characteristics of the network, a DMA will be (see Figure 5-1): 
 
• Supplied via single or multiple feeds; 
• A discrete area (i.e. no flow into an adjacent DMA) 
• An area which cascades into an adjacent DMA (UKWIR, A Manual of DMA 
Practice, 1999) 

 
 

 
Source: UK Water Industry Research Limited, A Manual of DMA Practice, UK 1999 

Figure 5-1 Typical metering hierarchy and DMA design options 
 
 
DMAs enable a water utility to determine the current level of leakage in each DMA and 

to consequently prioritize leak detection activities.  Monitoring the inflows to DMAs allows 
identification of the occurrence of new breaks as the minimum night flow increases.  This 
information enables a utility to intervene and repair the leaks once the optimum level of leakage 
is exceeded.  The goals for the design of a DMA in the UK are described above and are basically 
the same as for DMAs in North America.  However, there are fundamental differences between 
the designs of distribution systems in North America and the UK, which need to be taken into 
account when designing a DMA in North America: 
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• In North America, mains are sized to meet high fire flow requirements, whereas in the 
UK mains are designed to meet customer demands.  This results in larger main diameters 
in North America and, subsequently, lower velocities particularly during the minimum 
night flow period. 
• UK networks tend to be dendritic, or tree like, in design, whereas, North American 
networks tend to be grid systems.  This difference in network geometry means, in most 
instances, that the design of DMA boundaries is more complex in North America. 
 
In general, the characteristics of DMAs in North America will be very similar to the 

DMA characteristics in the UK.  However, it is likely that many DMAs will cascade into 
adjacent DMAs due to the grid network design, and it may be necessary to have multiple 
metered inflows and outflows for the DMAs.  Converting existing pressure zones into permanent 
DMAs will be a good starting point for many North American water utilities.  Although, existing 
pressure zones might be larger than recommended, they will enable the utility to get accustomed 
to the new technology with very little initial effort.  The HRWC converted several large existing 
pressure zones into DMAs and subdivided them into smaller DMAs at a later stage.   

Advanced pressure management may result in more complex designs in North America 
due to fire flow and insurance requirements.  The applicability of pressure management in North 
America is discussed in more detail later on in this report (see Pressure Management as a 
Leakage Management Tool). 

AResults from Level 2 Utilities 

DMAs were successfully implemented in EID, SPU and the HRWC.  PWD did not 
manage to entirely complete the installation of the DMA within the given project duration due to 
a very long procurement process.  However, the vast majority of the installation work was 
completed including; the design process, temporary establishment of the DMA, initial flow and 
pressure measurements, leak detection and repair, re-monitoring of flows and pressures, analysis 
of the ICF, pre- and post- water quality monitoring, construction main inflow chamber, DMA 
baseline measurements and pressure management analysis were completed successfully for 
PWD. 

In general, it can be said that the size of the main through which the DMA was supplied 
was a significant factor that required attention in all utilities, during the planning stage (discussed 
later on under DMA meter installation).  In the trial utilities the geometry of the networks did not 
result in a more complex design of the DMA boundaries. 

 

B DMA Design Criteria 

Several factors have to be taken into account when designing a DMA. These are: 
 

• The economic level of leakage or the economic intervention frequency 
• Size (geographical area and number of properties) 
• Type of consumers (industrial, multi family, single family, commercial etc) 
• Variation in ground elevation 
• Water quality considerations 
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• Targeted final leakage level 
• Minimum flow and pressure requirements for fire flow and insurance (especially in 
North America) 
• Looping and redundancy requirements (especially in North America) 
 
The following sections will discuss the most important design criteria in more detail.  

Minimum flow and pressure requirements for North America will be discussed in the section 
covering Pressure Management as a Leakage Management Tool. 

ADMA Size 

The DMA size is expressed in terms of number of properties or service connections.  
The size of a typical DMA in urban areas varies between 500 and 3,000 properties 
(Managing Leakage, Report J - Techniques, Technology and Training, 1994).  
However, some DMAs are smaller than 500 (for example in rural areas with a low 
service connection density) and others can be larger than 3,000 properties.  The size 
of an individual DMA will vary, depending on a number of local factors and system 
characteristics, such as: 
 
• The required economic level of leakage 
• Geographic/demographic factors (e.g. urban or rural, industrial areas) 
• Previous leakage control technique (e.g. in case there are old Pitometer districts) 
• Individual water company preference (e.g. discrimination of service pipe breaks, 
ease of location survey) 
• Hydraulic conditions (e.g. limitations of closing valves in the current network, 
and the need to maintain standards of service) 
• Minimum flow and pressure and fire flow requirements 
• Water quality issues 
• Location of residential meter 
• Natural boundaries 
• Practical constrains related to network layout 
 
DMAs in dense urban areas, e.g. inner cities, may be larger than 3,000 properties, 
because of the housing density.  In rural areas it is also difficult to lay down sizing 
guidelines, as rural DMAs may consist of a single village, or may encompass a 
cluster of villages (small number of properties but large geographical areas).  If a 
DMA is larger than 1,000 properties, it becomes difficult to discriminate small leaks 
(e.g. service pipe leaks) from night flow data, and location takes longer.  However, 
large DMAs can be divided into two or more smaller DMAs by temporarily closing 
valves so that each sub-area is fed in turn through the DMA meter for leak detection 
activities.  In this case, any extra valves required should be taken into account at the 
DMA design stage.  To give a general guide line DMAs can be grouped according to 
their size in three categories: 
- small: < 1000 properties 
- medium: 1000 - 3000 properties 
- large: 3000 – 5000 properties (UKWIR, A Manual of DMA Practice, 1999) 
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The best way to classify the size of DMAs is by using the number of service connections.  
Since the same number of service connections can represent very different areas, e.g. rural or 
urban, it is recommended to include information about the connection density, using the number 
of service connections per mile. 

In general it can be said that the smaller the DMA, the quicker new breaks will be 
identified (reduction in “awareness time”), the quicker breaks on small pipes can be identified 
(e.g. single service line breaks), the quicker breaks can be found (reduction in “location time”) 
allowing a lower leakage level to be maintained in the DMA.  As a result the cost for leak 
detection is less in smaller DMAs. 

A difference between the UK and North America influencing DMA design 
considerations is cost.  The need for multiple meter installations for many DMAs and the higher 
costs of meter installations in North America mean that the average cost of a DMA installation in 
North America is considerably higher than the average cost in the UK.  In the UK the pipe work 
does not need to be buried deep under ground and in many cases DMA meters can be installed 
on the main in simple manholes.  Design criteria for UK networks allow installation of DMA 
meters without bypasses.  When these higher costs are used in an ELL analysis, they will tend to 
increase the economic size of DMAs in North America.   

Results from Level 2 Utilities: 
The size of the DMAs installed in the Level 2 utilities for this project varied from utility 

to utility.  All utilities, except for PWD and the HRWC, selected existing pressure control areas 
to be converted into permanent DMAs.  Utilizing existing pressure control zones clearly 
facilitated the process of setting up a permanent DMA for the utilities.  Therefore the size of the 
DMA was not a primary concern during the design process apart from guaranteeing that the 
selected pressure control area had a reasonable number of service connections (in the range of 
500 to 3,000 service connection).  The DMA used in the HRWC was created from a lager DMA, 
which was subdivided into several smaller DMAs.  Table 5-1 provides the number of service 
connections and the connection density of the different DMAs installed in Level 2 utilities.  

 

Table 5-1 
Size of Level 2 DMAs 

Level 2 Utility EID SPU PWD HRWC 
Nr. of service 
connections 

444 1,276 2,101 3,158 

Connection 
density 

26/mile or 
18/km 

119/mile or 
74/km 

136/mile or 
80/km 

86/mile or 
54/km 

 
 
The DMA established in EID has a small number of service connections but covers a 

significant geographical area due to the rural character of this DMA.  All customers are metered 
in the above mentioned Level 2 utilities.  However, EID and SPU have their customer meters 
located close to the property boundary and PWD and the HRWC have their customer meters 
located inside the customer buildings or residences.  It was deemed not feasible to reduce the 
size of the DMAs in PWD and the HRWC since the current ELL does not justify such small 
DMAs. 
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BWater Quality Considerations 

Creating a DMA involves closing boundary valves.  This creates more dead-ends 
than would normally be found in a fully open system.  Consequently the potential for 
water quality degradation from flow disturbance (initially) and stagnation 
(eventually) may occur.  The greater number of valves in a DMA, the greater is the 
likelihood of this happening.  Conversely, the creation of DMAs allows the water 
utility to focus more specifically on valves, fire hydrants, pressure, and water quality 
than in a typical open system.  Many drinking water utilities neglect their valves and 
are hindered in times of emergency breaks by valves that operate stubbornly.  Good 
valve exercising and management practices can be incorporated into DMA efforts to 
provide proactive management of these often neglected assets.  Problems of persistent 
poor water quality can often be alleviated by a flushing program, starting at the 
design stage and at regular intervals afterwards.  Some companies in England and 
Wales have a standardized DMA boundary valve configuration which consists of two 
valves, one each side of a hydrant, or two hydrants, one each side of a valve, to help 
the flushing program. This also serves as a clear marker for boundary valve 
identification (UKWIR, A Manual of DMA Practice, 1999). 

 
Experience in the UK has shown that fears of deteriorating water quality as a result of the 

implementation of district metering have, in the main, not been realized.  District metering 
reduces the number of loops within a network, and creates a more dendritic “tree and branch” 
arrangement.  Consequently the potential for flow reversals, which often lead to discoloration 
problems, is reduced.  Therefore district metering can in some cases result in an improvement in 
water quality.  In specific locations where the increased number of dead ends has lead to poorer 
water quality, this can be controlled by regular flushing. 

 
Establishment of DMAs in North America offers the potential to both expose existing 

water quality deficiencies and develop means to incorporate water quality assurances into the 
design and operation of DMAs.  In a fully open grid network, there is a risk of unknown areas of 
poor water quality as a result of hydraulic “dead spots” within the network.  The establishment of 
DMAs creates uni-directional flow conditions which reduce this risk. Many North American 
drinking water utilities are only beginning to consider the variations in water quality existing in 
their water distribution systems.  Most systems do not undertake valve exercising or flushing 
programs.  Water quality is typically monitored only at locations required by government 
regulations. This approach usually provides insight to only a limited portion of the distribution 
system. 

The condition of water quality in the U.S. water distribution systems has only recently 
begun to draw regulatory interest.  In 2002, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), in 
association with distribution system experts, compiled current opinions regarding potential 
health risks that may be associated with distribution systems in "white papers" on nine 
distribution system issues.  The EPA has issued white papers on the following factors 
contributing to water quality degradation in distribution systems: 

 
1. Water age 
2. Poorly managed storage facilities 
3. Biofilms and microbial growth 
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4. Nitrification 
5. Cross-connections and backflow 
6. Intrusion 
7. Main replacement and maintenance 
8. Aging infrastructure 
9. Permeation and leaching 
 
The AWWA Standard for Distribution Systems Operation and Management 

(Accreditation) has developed recommended performance standards for water utility operators 
and managers.  The AWWA Standard breaks down requirements into three categories: water 
quality, distribution system management programs, and facility operations and maintenance.  
These requirements are shown in Table 5-2. 

 

Table 5-2 
Recommended requirements for distribution systems which also apply to considerations 

related to DMAs 

Requirement Recommendations to Maintain Distribution System Water Quality  
Water Quality 
(Monitoring) 

• Comply with regulatory requirements (local, state, provincial, 
federal and others) 

• Develop a sampling plan representative of entire distribution 
system 

• Identify sampling sites such as dead-ends, areas of low circulation, 
areas with high detention times, and finished water storage facilities 

• Maintain disinfectant residual, monitor heterotrophic plate count 
(HPC), and monitor for nitrification parameters (if chloramines are 
used) 

• Monitor disinfection byproducts (DBP) in suspected problem areas 
• Establish an internal corrosion monitoring and control program 
• Monitor aesthetic water quality parameters, such as color, taste, and 

odor 
• Develop and implement a systematic flushing program 

Distribution System 
Management 
Program 

• Maintain and monitor system pressure 
• Implement backflow prevention/ cross-connection control 
• Establish an external corrosion monitoring program 
• Review design of all construction projects to reduce the potential 

for water quality degradation (minimize dead ends, maintain pipe 
velocity) 

Facility Operations 
and Maintenance 

• Improve mixing and turnover in storage tanks to reduce water age 
• Establish minimum operating levels in treated water storage 

facilities to reduce water age 
• Decommission excess storage to reduce water age 
• Implement a treated water storage facility maintenance program 
• Establish a pipeline rehabilitation and replacement program 
• Disinfect storage facilities and all new or repaired lines 

Source: Adapted from ANSI/AWWA G200-04, 2004 
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Monitoring water quality at set points throughout the distributions system is necessary to 
assure that the water quality meets requirements of the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA).  
Under SDWA, EPA sets standards for drinking water quality and oversees the states, localities, 
and water suppliers who implement those standards. 

 
Current Regulations: 
 
• Surface Water Treatment Rule (SWTR) 
• Total Coliform Rule (TCR) 
• Lead and Copper Rule (LCR) 
• Stage 1 Disinfectant/Disinfection By-Products Rule (D/DBPR) 
• Future Regulations: 
• Stage 2 Disinfectant/Disinfection By-Products Rule (D/DBPR) 
 
The guidelines (see Table 5-2) outline the general approaches to prevent water quality 

problems in distribution systems.  However, it also shows that the water quality concerns which 
are commonly used as a reason not to isolate parts of the system are concerns that need to be 
addressed in an open system.  Nevertheless, it is evident that the correction of existing water 
quality deficiencies and maintenance of acceptable water quality should be part of the design 
criteria developed for the use of DMAs in the North American drinking water industry.  A sound 
valve exercising program and flushing program, which can be facilitated by locating the 
boundary near fire hydrants, are key measures to maintain good water quality in DMAs.  When 
the distribution system is extended it is even easier to address these issues in advance and plan 
the future DMA accordingly. 

Results from Level 2 Utilities: 
EID: The DMA was established in an existing pressure control zone requiring no 

changes in the operation of the zone.  No water quality sampling or monitoring was conducted.  
No additional flushing was conducted by EID other than the regular hydrant flushing.  No water 
quality problems were reported in the DMA over the entire period of the study. 

SPUC: Since the DMA boundaries were open during the majority of the project period, 
no statement about water quality issues can be made. 

PWD: PWD has maintained hundreds of closed valves in its water distribution system 
for many decades to serve as boundary valves creating its ten separate pressure zones.  These 
closed valves have been managed successfully without any chronic water quality problems, 
giving good evidence that further sectorization can be employed in the system.  Still, it is 
important that the quality of the water in the distribution system be carefully monitored and the 
DMA designed to maintain acceptable water quality conditions.  As part of the design process 
for the DMA, the PWD collected water quality data to define the baseline conditions in the 
distribution system prior to the installation of the DMA.  Water quality sampling and testing was 
also conducted during a lengthy trial period when the DMA was in place for several months.  By 
collecting and analyzing water quality data in both the “before” and “after” implementation 
modes, the PWD verified that adequate water quality should be maintained during the operation 
of the DMA, and that additional design features to preserve water quality are not needed.  The 
detailed results of these tests can be seen in Appendix D. 
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Two levels of water sampling and analysis were designated for the DMA, including: 
 

• Testing for chlorine residual on piping adjacent to the DMA boundary – both 
inside and outside of the DMA. 
• Multi-parameter testing at three key sites located within the DMA; two of which 
exist in the central area of the DMA and a third which exists at a location distant from 
the primary supply main. 

 
With considerable testing executed for chlorine residual along the DMA boundary, and 

multi-parameter testing conducted for three sites within the DMA, it was concluded that the 
configuration of the DMA will not promote degradation of water quality.  This conclusion was 
also supported by the fact that no pertinent water quality complaints were aired by customers 
during the multi-month trial of the DMA during early 2005. 

HRWC: The entire distribution network in the HRWC is subdivided into permanent 
DMAs.  Water quality standards are met through regular flushing programs and good DMA 
design.  The flushing programs are of the same magnitude as in open grid systems.  The sample 
points inside the DMA did not show any changes in water quality due to the work conducted 
during this project.  No complaints were received from the customers inside the DMA. 

C DMA Planning 

The next stage, after the general DMA design process is completed, is the planning and 
installation of the new DMA.  The tasks and procedures will be discussed and explained in the 
following section. 

 
The planning stage is the process of dividing the distribution system into suitably 
sized DMAs.  Outline planning is the first step, using small scale distribution mains 
maps to draw provisional DMA boundaries.  This task utilizes local knowledge of the 
network and hydraulic data (pressure and flow) to identify potential trouble spots, 
which could be made worse by closing in DMAs.  Where the DMA boundary crosses 
a main, a meter is installed (or a valve is closed) so that any flow at the boundary 
crossing, either into the DMA or out into an adjacent DMA, is continuously 
monitored.  This allows the net night flow to be calculated.  The net night flow, taken 
at a time when demand is at its lowest, provides the basis for the operation of the 
DMA, and helps to prioritize each DMA for leak detection and location activity. 
Property counts: Exact property counts are not necessary at the design stage, but are 
essential later when the system is operated, in order to calculate net night flows.  
Initially, sufficient accuracy is needed to enable a DMA size of between 500 and 
3,000 properties to be defined.  When a network model is used, the number of 
properties will have already been determined.  If not, the best source of property 
information is from GIS, billing records, zip-code information, municipal parcels or a 
street by street survey. 
Defining a boundary: The first task in the design of a DMA boundary is to study the 
area, using experience gained from existing practice and local knowledge, to identify 
any potential problem areas.  Examples of these are: areas of low pressure and areas 
where essential supplies must be maintained both of which may be adversely affected 
by installing flow meters, or by closing valves and diverting supply and therefore 
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increasing head loss.  A boundary should be designed not only to fit the broad design 
criteria for the DMA, but also to cross as few mains as possible.  The boundary 
should follow the “line of least resistance” by using natural geographic and 
hydraulic boundaries.  The aim is clearly to minimize the cost of installation, 
operation and maintenance.  Reference to the network model will define those mains 
where a closed valve may replace a meter.  Where possible, transmission mains and 
large distribution mains should be excluded from DMAs to avoid costly meter 
installations and, more importantly, to improve the accuracy of flow information.  
Where a large proportion of the flow entering a DMA passes out again to other parts 
of the system, the accuracy of the estimate of demand in that district is relatively 
poor.  This is because changes in inflow and outflow could imply large changes in 
DMA demand but in fact could be solely due to compounded errors in metering.  
Transmission mains and other large mains can be avoided by drawing adjacent DMA 
boundaries parallel to the main and metering the smaller distribution mains where 
they join the transmission main.  There will clearly be cases where this is uneconomic 
due to large numbers of smaller mains leaving the trunk main. 
The decision must then be made to: 
 
• Shut the small supplies, except for one feed, 
• Create a transmission main DMA 
• Exclude small sections of the system from the DMA system, and use mobile 
metering or non-metering methods of leak detection. 
 
Figure 5-2 shows the configuration of several DMA types within a “Water into Supply 
Zone” boundary; 
 
• A trunk main DMA (501D04) 
• A discrete DMA off a transmission main branch connection (501D03) 
• A cascading DMA (501D02/501D01) 
 
Selecting the meter site: A large scale plan (1:500 or 1:1250) should be used for site 
selection, so that details of the line of the main, the position of valves, bends, 
connections, and obstructions can be clearly seen.  Valves and bends can cause 
inaccuracies to the flow readings from some meters.  It is important to site such 
meters on a straight length of main, as free from obstructions (particularly bends) as 
possible.  Manufacturers’ recommendations on the number of pipe diameters between 
the meter and upstream/downstream obstructions should be followed.  If telemetry is 
to be considered, this stage can be used to co-ordinate the meter site with the 
positions of mains or Street light power points, and communication links, for future 
connection (UKWIR, A Manual of DMA Practice, 1999). 
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Source: UK Water Industry Research Limited 1999 

Figure 5-2 DMA configurations (reproduced by permission of South West Water Services 
Ltd) 

 
Comprehensive guidelines on planning a DMA in the UK have been detailed by UKWIR 

in A Manual of DMA Practice.  When planning a DMA in North America, the following points 
also need to be considered. 
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• Many North American utilities already have pressure control zones established.  It is, 
therefore, recommended to assess existing pressure control zones and closed valves 
related to pressure control zones and adapt those zones for DMA purposes, if of a suitable 
size.  Future DMAs should make use of existing pressure control zones, where possible. 
• DMAs should be designed in such a way that new boundary valves are located on 
smaller mains.  This will help to avoid the creation of dead ends in large pipes. 
• Closed PRVs and check valves can sometimes be used as boundary valves in place of 
closed gate valves, in order to provide fire flows, when required. 
• The location of large customers and customers who need special attention, like 
Hospitals, Schools, etc., needs to be assessed.  If a DMA includes numerous large 
customers and sensitive customers, special attention is necessary when selecting the 
inflow to the zone.  If it is not possible to meet flow and pressure requirements within the 
zone by supplying through only one single inflow, then it is necessary to design the DMA 
with two or more metered inflow points.   
• The HRWC utilizes the potential of large customers to reduce water quality problems 
and water circulation problems in DMAs wherever possible, by anticipating during the 
design phase of DMAs that large customers are located close to dead ends of the DMA.  
Large customers with significant consumption (ideally 24-hour consumption patterns) at 
dead ends will help to avoid water stagnation and water quality issues.  Large customers 
are monitored to be able to understand their typical consumption patterns.  In some cases 
(e.g. harbor) the customer consumption is monitored through SCADA to be able to 
conduct meaning full minimum night-time flow analysis.  
• Looping and redundancy requirements for the DMA should be assessed. 
• Future DMAs should be planned in such a way that transmission mains, service 
reservoirs, or tanks are not included in the DMA. 
• Minimum and maximum pressure at the critical zone point should be assessed based 
on existing practice and local knowledge and through measurements.  Knowledge of 
system operating pressures and hydraulic gradients under various demand conditions 
(diurnal and seasonal) is important for anticipating the effects of reduced main capacity 
on fire-fighting capability and normal service in areas of higher elevation prior to final 
implementation of the DMA.  Access to an appropriately representative computer-based 
hydraulic model of the proposed DMA and adjacent areas is helpful for this purpose.  
Most state regulatory agencies require purveyors to maintain a minimum of 20 psi (as 
recommended by the NFPA) at street level above the main under all conditions of flow.  
If the initial assessments show that the DMA cannot provide required fire flows or 
minimum pressure for fire sprinkler systems when supplied through one inflow, then it is 
necessary to revise the DMA planning and provide two, or, if necessary three inflows into 
the DMA.  If this is the case, ideally, a solution should be sought where only one inflow 
is equipped with a meter and the other inflow or inflows are equipped with sleeper PRVs, 
which open up only for a fire flow event.  However, all normal demand except for fire 
flows should be metered. 
• Fire flow requirements and minimum flow and pressure requirements for sprinkler 
systems should be assessed. 
• System changes required for DMA installation, like the number of new valves 
required, installation of meter point(s) and chamber(s), etc should be considered. 
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• The configuration of the distribution network pump system and location of pumping 
stations need to be carefully assessed and included in the planning stage. 
• When selecting the meter locations, it is necessary to consider the size of the “feeder 
main” through which the DMA will be supplied.  Distribution systems in North America 
are designed to cope with higher peak demands, due to fire flow requirements etc., than 
systems in the UK.  It is, therefore, more likely that the feeder mains in North America 
will have larger diameters than in many UK zones.  Feeder mains with larger diameters 
will experience very low flow velocities during the minimum night-time consumption 
period.  In many cases, those velocities might be below the accuracy limits of the flow 
meters that are to be installed.  The minimum night-time flow into the zone is the crucial 
information for DMA monitoring and analysis.  Therefore, it is important to locate feeder 
mains with a smaller diameter, which still can meet all necessary flow requirements or to 
install a bypass around a closed valve on which the DMA inflow meter is installed.  The 
installation of bypasses in the DMA inflow chamber will be discussed later in this report 
when discussing meter installations and construction of DMA inflow chambers. 
• A tapping point should be installed at the site where the future DMA meter will be 
situated prior to the meter installation. This tapping point provides the ability to measure 
the flow during the initial DMA tests by using an insertion flow meter.  The temporary 
flow measurements will provide useful information about the maximum and minimum 
flow ranges occurring in the DMA and enables the designer to make accurate predictions 
about the absolute maximum and minimum flow ranges that are expected over a year, 
which is vital information for the successful selection of a DMA meter.  Temporary flow 
measurement can also be conducted by using clamp-on ultrasonic flow meters, if an 
appropriate location for installation is available. 
• The availability of power at the potential meter location needs to be assessed and 
taken into consideration at the planning stage.  If power is not available, this will impact 
on the selection of appropriate equipment.  Optional power sources as for example solar 
panels with battery back up should be considered in case it is difficult to provide 
conventional power supply at the selected DMA chamber location. 
• The depth of the main, pipe material, pipe age and pipe condition needs to be 
assessed for the potential meter location. 
• For the future DMA meter chamber location(s) it is also necessary to assess 
accessibility, traffic conditions, and need for special permits or environmental 
assessments before carrying out construction work.  Also, the potential of conflict with 
other utilities e.g. electricity, cable etc. needs to be assessed. Most water utilities need to 
notify other utilities in advance of construction in order for them to mark where the 
underground assets are located (cables, pipes, culverts, etc.). 
 
Experience from England and Wales has shown that hydraulic network models provide a 

very powerful tool during the planning stage of a DMA.  These models are very effective and 
reliable tools to predict the effects on pressure and flow when changing system configuration to 
create DMAs.  From the experience the research team has gained so far in North America, it 
appears likely that only a few utilities in North America have fully calibrated all mains models in 
place.  Skeletal models which can be found in several North American utilities do not have a 
high enough resolution to provide the essential information on pressure and flow for DMA 
design.  Utilities which utilize main flushing models will likely have the necessary resolution.  In 
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many cases the installation of DMAs will have to be based on sound knowledge of the 
distribution system and on experimenting with valve closures while monitoring pressure and 
flow thoroughly. 

D Initial DMA Set Up and Testing 

Before undertaking any further construction work related to the DMA installation the 
following tests should be conducted to verify the integrity of the DMA and to gain all necessary 
data required to complete the installation of an operable DMA.  The DMA should be set up on a 
temporary basis by closing all boundary valves and supplying the DMA through the planned 
inflow points.  Figure 5-3 depicts the necessary steps of field testing prior to installing a 
permanent DMA.  All steps are explained in detail following Figure 5-3. 
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Figure 5-3 Steps of DMA testing 

 
 
 

DMA testing in North America 

Assess DMA pressure levels Verify all boundary valves are shut tight 

Install tapping point for following tests 

Perform pressure drop test. Assess 
pressure inside and outside the DMA and 
check if outside the boundaries responds 
to pressure drops inside the DMA (if test 
was not successful, it is necessary to 
verify zone boundaries

Set up DMA for DMA supply and 
pressure test and conduct the initial 
DMA supply and pressure test (if test 
was not successful, DMA design has to 
be reviewed) 

Measure inflow to DMA for several days 

Select DMA meter based on flow 
measurements 
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Pressure at the critical point and average zone pressure point should be monitored for 
several days before closing the boundary valves.  Pressure loggers should also be installed near 
critical customers in the DMA.  Comparing this data with the pressure values recorded after the 
DMA is isolated will give an indication whether the pressure is influenced by isolating the zone 
or not.  If a significant pressure reduction is seen, it may be necessary to rearrange the DMA 
design in order to provide sufficient pressure within the DMA. 

Prior to isolating the DMA, it is necessary to verify all boundary valves shut tight. 
Utilities might use different ways of conducting tests to confirm that valves are shut tight.  If a 
valve is identified as not shut tight, the boundary of the DMA may be moved to the next nearest 
valve or, alternatively, the valve may be changed out.  In order to obtain the most valuable 
information from the following tests, temporary flow measurements need to be taken utilizing 
the tapping installed on the main through which the DMA is supplied.  The flow meter used 
should have the capability to record accurately at low velocities. 

The next step is to set up the DMA by closing all boundary valves for the initial pressure 
tests.  The initial pressure test aims to assess the integrity of the DMA which is vital for the 
successful operation of a DMA.  This test is called a “pressure drop test”.  During this test the 
pressure is dropped within the DMA in various steps by operating the valve controlling the 
inflow to the future DMA.  Such tests should be conducted during the minimum night-time flow 
period (between 1 am and 4 am).  This period needs to be adjusted to any local differences in 
demand patterns.  The steps in pressure reduction should be in the range of 10 to 15 psi down to 
the pressure level where the minimum required pressure at the critical zone pressure point is set.  
In order to monitor if the DMA is hydraulically discrete or not, several pressure loggers need to 
be installed outside the DMA boundaries prior to the test.  These boundary loggers will record 
any change in pressure related to pressure drops created within the DMA in case the DMA is not 
hydraulically discrete.  In addition to the boundary loggers, it is also necessary to install loggers 
inside the DMA.   

If any of the pressures recorded by the boundary loggers have the same pattern as the 
pressures from loggers located inside the DMA it is obvious that the DMA is not hydraulically 
discrete, and an unidentified cross connection to adjacent areas exists.  Figure 5-4 gives an 
example of boundary logger locations and the location of the average zone pressure logger 
during a pressure drop test.  Boundary loggers were not placed outside the eastern boundary of 
this example DMA since the distribution network ends at the eastern boundary of the DMA. 
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Figure 5-4 Example of DMA with location of boundary loggers set up for pressure drop 
test 
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Figure 5-5 Unsuccessful pressure drop test 
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Figure 5-5 depicts an example of an unsuccessful pressure drop test.  The boundary 
logger PB 2 follows the same pressure patterns as the inlet and average pressure of the DMA.  In 
such a case, it is necessary to verify that the boundary logger is placed correctly outside the 
DMA boundaries and not accidentally inside the DMA boundaries.  If the location of the 
boundary logger is verified to be correct, it is necessary to investigate in more detail the reason 
why one or several loggers are reacting to pressure changes from inside the DMA.  The location 
of the responding boundary loggers will give an indication of where the DMA is not tight.  Based 
on this information it is required to verify that the maps used for the DMA design are up to date.  
It is quite common to find that some details on system maps are not fully up to date and for 
example new tie-ins have not been updated.  If the unaccounted tie-in to the DMA is identified 
and measures are taken to fully isolate the DMA from the rest of the distribution network, then 
the pressure drop test has to be repeated to verify the integrity of the DMA.  The pressure drop 
test explained above is an improved method over the drop test used in the UK.  In the UK the 
pressure at the AZP is dropped to zero for a short period of time, to verify that no unaccounted 
connections to the DMA exist.  

After verifying the integrity of the DMA, it is essential to confirm that the chosen feed to 
the DMA can meet peak demands.  Therefore, the DMA needs to be isolated in the morning 
hours before the morning peak demand period starts, and a “DMA supply and pressure test” 
needs to be conducted during the peak hour flow.  The utility should have a crew member at each 
critical zone point (highest elevation point, point furthest away from the sector inflow and if 
applicable, at critical customers) monitoring the pressure with a pressure gauge on a hydrant.  In 
addition to the crew members monitoring the pressure manually, it is also necessary to install 
pressure loggers at those locations.  A valve crew should be on site in order to immediately 
respond to any critical drop of pressure within the DMA.  If the pressure drops below normal 
levels and is likely to affect the supply, then the boundary valves need to be opened up 
immediately.  If this is the case, then the design of the DMA needs to be revised and a different 
feed into the zone has to be sought or an additional feed needs to be established.  Fire flow 
situations can be simulated during this test by opening up fire hydrants during the peak demand 
period which represents the most critical situation that can occur.  After the successful 
completion of these initial tests the total inflow to the DMA has to be monitored over several 
days under normal operation.  The inflow information will serve for the selection of an 
appropriate flow meter.  The next stage is the design of the meter chamber (see DMA Meter 
Installation). 

Site surveys for the planned DMA are necessary throughout the entire period of creating 
a new DMA.  It is recommended to visit the DMA at the beginning of the planning stage in order 
to understand the characteristics of the DMA.  After the initial pressure test is successfully 
completed it is necessary to verify the potential meter location selected during the planning 
phase.  It is at this stage when any mains records inaccuracies are identified and where essential 
information not recorded on the main maps is obtained.  In some cases congestion of 
underground utilities will cause a site to be unworkable and require either the meter location to 
be moved, or in extreme cases the boundary to be redesigned.  In the latter case it will be 
necessary to return to the DMA planning stage. 

AResults from Level 2 Utilities 

Only PWD created a DMA by isolating an area from the rest of the distribution system.  
EID and SPU utilized existing pressure control zones for the creation of their DMAs.  The 
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HRWC had already fully sub-divided the distribution network into permanent DMAs prior to the 
start of this project.  The main focus in the HRWC was, therefore, to select a DMA with 
sufficient levels of losses to allow testing of pressure management and DMA analysis tools.  The 
design phase was consequently, less time consuming in the case of EID, SPU and the HRWC.  
Temporary pressure and flow measurements were conducted in all utilities during the design 
phase of this project with the exception of the HRWC.  However, when the HRWC created the 
DMA the same planning and design steps as conducted by the other Level 2 utilities were 
followed.  Table 5-3 provides general information on the design phase for each Level 2 utility. 
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Table 5-3 
DMA design in Level 2 utilities 

Level 2 Utility EID SPU PWD HRWC 
Area selected for 
DMA 

Existing 
pressure 
control zone 

Existing 
pressure 
control zone 

DMA isolated from 
distribution system 

Existing DMA 

Initial flow and 
pressure 
measurements 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Initial flow 
measurement  

PRV flow 
meter 

Clamp on 
Ultrasonic 

Electromagnetic 
Insertion Flow meter 

Strap on 
ultrasonic 

Use of Hydraulic 
model  

No No  No Yes 

Special looping 
and redundancy 
requirement 

No No 2 inflows to the 
DMA 

2 inflows to the 
DMA 

Special 
customers in 
DMA (e.g. 
hospital, etc) 

No No Initial design 
included several 
retirement homes.  
Initial fire flow tests 
at retirement homes 
revealed insufficient 
flow and pressure. 
Therefore the second 
inflow location was 
redesigned to supply 
additional fire flow. 

No 

Test hold tight 
shut of boundary 
valves 

Yes  Yes Yes Yes 

Installation of 
new boundary 
valves or 
replacement of 
existing 
boundary valve 

No No Yes No 

Initial pressure 
drop test 

No since 
existing 
pressure 
control zone 
was used 

No since 
existing 
pressure 
control zone 
was used 

Yes Yes 
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In the case of PWD, all steps to plan and set up a DMA for temporary measurements and 
DMA proving were followed as outlined in the previous section.  Because of redundancy 
requirements, PWD decided to have two inflows to the DMA, and each future inflow location 
was equipped with a tapping point for initial flow measurements.  Measurements were made 
from each of the flow input points in order to ensure that either feed could provide adequate 
supply to the district.  The data from initial minimum night-time flow measurements in 
conjunction with drive-by interrogation of the AMR units in the zone (about 90% of all DMA 
customer meters are equipped with AMR) between 1am and 4am was used to calculate the 
existent level of real loses in the DMA.  The analysis revealed that more than 60% of the total 
volume supplied to the DMA over a day was due to real losses.  Later on, during the planning 
phase, fire flow tests were conducted as well.  These tests showed that with the current high level 
of leakage, it was not possible to provide sufficient flow and pressure at the critical zone points.  
It was, therefore, decided to redesign the DMA boundaries and conduct a comprehensive leak 
detection and repair campaign to reduce the level of real losses in the DMA.  After the leak 
detection and repair campaign was completed the minimum night-time flow measurements 
showed a reduction in real losses of approximately 50%.  The fire flow tests which followed the 
leak repair campaign were successful, and the DMA design was completed.  Removing a 
significant amount of the excess level of real losses meant that the inflow mains could be sized 
significantly smaller than with the original level of real losses in the DMA.  The planning phase 
in PWD has shown how important it is to conduct initial assessments of the real loss levels in a 
DMA in order to be able to design the DMA inflow points to an optimum.  

No initial pressure drop tests were conducted in EID and SPU since an existing pressure 
control zone was used to be converted into a DMA.  However, at a later stage various tests and 
calculations were conducted to prove the integrity of the DMAs (test will be mentioned later on 
in this report). 

Converting existing pressure control zones into permanent DMAs has proven to be a 
good option for the water utilities.  It has the advantage that very little or no rearrangement of the 
distribution network configuration is necessary and, in many cases, it is possible to use existing 
structures (PRV chambers) and convert them into DMA inflow chambers (see example from EID 
in Appendix A).  Utilizing existing pressure control zones has also the advantage that less time 
and money are necessary to create a permanent DMA. 

The HRWC experienced that in DMAs where multiple feeds are necessary, which occurs 
quite frequently in their system, it is possible to supply the DMA through multiple metered feeds 
on a daily basis, and only when more accurate inflow measurements for bottom up analysis 
related to target setting are needed, the supply is reduced to one single meter. 

E DMA Meter Installation and Chamber Design 

The selection and installation of the DMA meter (or meters) are key components when 
creating a new DMA.  There are several key issues related to DMA metering that need to be 
considered, such as the sizing of the meter, the ability of the meter to record accurately at 
maximum and minimum flow rates, and the necessity to meet peak demand and fire flow 
requirements.  Fire flow demands for a DMA are dependent upon the customer makeup, since 
fire flow requirements are different for residential customers and for example schools, industries, 
airports etc.  Seasonal fluctuations and demand changes are further issues that need to be 
considered when selecting the size of a DMA meter.  Significant seasonal changes in demand are 
mainly due to outdoor irrigation use.  The following section was adapted from UKWIR, A 
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Manual of DMA Practice (1999) to provide a general overview on the topic of DMA meter 
selection and installation. 

 
State of the art flow meter technology makes it possible to select a meter which can 
cope with peak daily flows and seasonal demand, and which can also accurately 
measure; 
- Night flows into a DMA 
- Night flows into sub-divisions of a DMA 
- The very low flows associated with step testing 
-  
The choice of meter size and type will depend on: 
- Size of main 
- Flow range 
- Reverse flow requirements 
- Accuracy and repeatability 
- Data communication requirements 
- Cost of the meter 
- Cost of ownership and maintenance requirements. 
- Company preference 
 
The flow range and accuracy requirements of the meter will depend on the mode of 
use.  Accuracy is also important if a DMA contains several meters, measuring flows 
into and out of the district, as compounded errors in flow calculations could result in 
misleading leakage levels. In this case meter repeatability is also important.  The new 
generation of meters - mechanical, electromagnetic, and ultrasonic - is capable of 
measuring accurately over the flow range required for DMA monitoring.  
Electromagnetic meters are being increasingly used, particularly where a full bore 
meter is necessary to overcome poor water quality, debris in the main etc..  Rules for 
meter sizing should take account of headloss, seasonal fluctuation and demand 
changes.  Where reverse flow has been encountered or is considered likely as a result 
of future operation a meter capable of measuring reverse flow will be necessary. 
Comparison of historical records will give an indication of seasonal differentials. 
In areas with existing high leakage future flow characteristics, particularly minimum 
flows, can be significantly different. Allowance should also be made for the lower 
flows likely after leaks have been found and repaired.  If a network model is used, this 
can be used to predict the flow range of the DMA meter, taking into account peak and 
seasonal demands and minimum night flows.  If a model is not available, a temporary 
insertion meter can be used to estimate the flow range, with some adjustment for 
seasonal and/or exceptional flows. 
If neither of these tools is available the flow range can be estimated from demand 
calculations, using, 
- Number of properties 
- Estimates of per capita household consumption (pcc), estimates of metered use, 
and estimates of exceptional use> 500 1/hour (for maximum flows) 
- Estimates of night use (for minimum flows) 
- Estimates of leakage (for minimum flows after leak repair) 
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Maximum flow = (no. households x pcc) + (no. non-households x average 
consumption) + exceptional use + estimated distribution losses 
 
Minimum flow = (no. households x night use) + (no. non-households x night use). + 
estimated distribution losses after repair 
 
The extent of the excavation and the installation design will be influenced by: 
- The type of meter selected, i.e. whether isolating valves or a strainer are 
necessary. 
- The size of the meter in relation to the size of the main - this will influence the 
degree of tapering necessary 
- Whether a bypass installation is required or not. 

 
For installation of most meters it will be necessary to install isolating valves 
upstream and downstream of the meter.  By careful choice of meter site, it may be 
possible to install the meter near to an existing valve, so that only one valve is 
necessary at the meter installation.  In areas with a history of dirty water problems, it 
may be necessary to include a strainer in the installation.  It is worthwhile to install 
an insertion meter tapping point upstream of the DMA meter to make flow 
verification easier.  Consideration should be given to positioning a shelf or bracket 
for a data logger near the top of the chamber.  At the installation stage it is 
worthwhile to bear in mind requirements for remote meter reading.  Provision can be 
made for telemetry housing or a small chamber adjacent to the main chamber to 
house a logger.  This is a useful modification when the meter chamber is situated in 
the highway, when meter reading may be hazardous, or when the chamber is 
inaccessible.  Figure 5-6 shows the layout of a typical meter installation and bypass 
and Table 5-4 the schedule of materials (UKWIR, A Manual of DMA Practice, 1999). 

 
In the UK all electronic equipment necessary for a DMA meter chamber is nowadays 

housed above ground, since a high failure rate of the electronic equipment was experienced, due 
to water intrusions in the chambers. 
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Source: UK Water Industry Research Limited 1999 

Figure 5-6 Meter and bypass installation as recommended in the UK 
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Table 5-4 
Schedule of materials needed for Meter and bypass installation 

 
Source: UK Water Industry Research Limited 1999 
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DMA meter installation in North America will be influenced by the same factors as in the 
UK.  However, there are several points that might need to be considered in addition to what was 
discussed in the previous paragraphs.  The following paragraphs outline different design and 
installation considerations applicable to North America. 

The Recommended Standards for Water Works (10 States Standards), published by the 
Water Supply Committee of the Great Lakes- Upper Mississippi River Board of State and 
Provincial Public Health and Environmental Managers, includes typical requirements for design 
of meter chambers that would be applicable to installations intended for DMA metering and 
pressure management.  The recommendations are as follows: 

 
The metering control point(s) should be easily accessible and secure for installation,  
protection, and inspection of the measuring and associated data logging equipment, 
whether it be of the permanent or portable insertion type (e.g. - insertion magnetic 
meter, turbine meter, magnetic full bore meter), or non-intrusive type (ultrasonic).  
They must also be located at a minimum distance from valves, fittings, meters and 
appurtenances that can disturb flow to the extent that measurements are inaccurate.  
Manufacturers’ recommendations should be followed in this regard.  Since most 
temporary measuring setups can be battery operated, power is desirable but not 
necessary.  For permanent installations, the availability of power might be necessary 
if telemetry, lighting, and environmental control for monitoring equipment are 
installed at the meter control point.  However, there are many options of metering, 
data storage and monitoring equipment, which are battery powered.  A bypass can be 
constructed to facilitate valve and meter change out and repair without disrupting 
supply.  Interference with other buried utilities should be identified and avoided if 
possible. 
Chambers, pits, or manholes containing valves, blow-offs, meters, or other such 
appurtenances to a distribution system, shall not be connected directly to any storm 
drain or sanitary sewer, nor shall any blow-offs or air relief valves be connected 
directly to any sewer.  Such chambers or pits shall be drained to the surface of the 
ground where they are not subject to flooding by surface water, or to absorption pits 
underground. 
Ideally, the ground surface above the chamber would be graded away from the entry 
point, but this may not always be possible.  The chamber should be installed on 
suitable bedding material and waterproofed.  Vehicle loadings must be considered for 
the chamber structure and access hatch, as appropriate.  The access hatch should be 
appropriately secured, and preferably located above control valves and meters to 
facilitate their installation and removal with lifting equipment.  Access ladders or 
stairs must be provided.  Suitable lighting, ventilation, temperature (freeze protection 
where appropriate) and humidity control is also required, requiring convenient 
access to utility power.  Telemetry equipment should be mounted above the chamber 
floor.  Consideration should be given to providing remote reading capability at 
adjacent locations outside the travel way if the chamber is installed within a 
roadway.  Pipe assemblies should include appropriate pipe supports and flexibility 
within the chamber for installation and removal of piping and metering equipment, 
and must include proper thrust restraint through use of flanged pipe inside the 
chamber and thrust blocks or other types of joint restraint outside the chamber.  In 
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addition appropriate measures should be taken to disinfect and pressure test all 
mains installed as a result of the metering and/or control point program.  Proximity 
to existing line valves may allow for reducing the cost of isolation valves needed to 
facilitate replacement of meters and control valves.  For some installations of 
temporary meters, it may be suitable to install the meter in an existing manhole 
through which the sector inflow or outflow pipe passes, provided there is safe and 
sufficient access and a place to house the associated data logging equipment.  Bypass 
arrangements are necessary to ensure that supply to the DMA can be maintained 
during maintenance of the metering and control equipment.  If no bypass is installed 
it is necessary that for maintenance on the metering and control equipment another 
feed to the DMA is opened (Water Supply Committee of the Great Lakes- Upper 
Mississippi River Board of State and Provincial Public Health and Environmental Managers 
2003). 

 
The selection of the appropriate meter size is a crucial task during the design process.  

Temporary flow measurements using strap on ultrasonic meters or insertion type meters  provide 
the possibility to measure the flow into the future DMA over several days.  Weekdays and 
weekends should be monitored in order to capture all possible flow ranges occurring over a 
week.  The recorded 24-hour flow patterns will provide a good indication of maximum and 
minimum flows occurring in the future DMA.  Seasonal changes in flow will be much more 
important in North America, especially in the hot and dry states of the U.S., than in the UK.  
Adjustments to the recorded flow values need to be made in order to account for seasonal 
variations in demand based on local knowledge of average peak hour ratios.  The insertion meter 
can also be used to measure potential fire flow demands by simulating such a situation through 
the opening of hydrants. 

A key issue is the assessment of the current proportion of leakage and the estimation of 
the future leakage level, since this will affect the future minimum night-time flow range.  By 
using the flow data recorded by the insertion meter and pressure data recorded at the average 
pressure point it is possible to conduct a first assessment of leakage levels in the future DMA.  
The decision as to what proportion of the calculated losses is recoverable leakage due to running 
reported and unreported leaks and what proportion of the losses is due to background losses 
(small leaks that are not detectable with sounding equipment) is important.  If a DMA has a high 
background leakage level and infrastructure replacement is not an option and pressure cannot be 
reduced then leakage levels will not drop below current background leakage levels.  Conversely 
if there is a low level of background leakage and most of the leakage is recoverable then flows 
could drop significantly below current levels.  In order to separate the background leakage from 
the rest it is necessary to estimate the ICF.  However, at this point in the DMA design, with no 
test data about the condition of the infrastructure in the DMA it is a difficult task to provide a 
solid number for the ICF. Methods available to estimate the ICF for any given DMA are: 

 
1. ICF based on system ILI: A quick first estimate of ICF can be taken from the ILI of 
the entire system. The ICF of the DMA can be assumed to have a similar value to the ILI. 
2. ICF based on initial sensitivity analysis: Undertake a sensitivity analysis which 
averages the two extremes of the ICF. A minimum ICF equals 1, where real losses are 
composed of the unavoidable background losses and recoverable losses. The maximum 
ICF happens when all leakage is background leakage. For example, if the maximum ICF 
is 6 and the minimum ICF is 1, then the average would be 3.5. 
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3. ICF based on comparable DMAs: Use ICFs determined for similar DMAs in the 
system. These DMAs should be similar in terms of main and service material, age, 
operating pressure and ground conditions. The ICFs (see Infrastructure Condition Factor 
(ICF)) should be based on field tests. 
4. ICF based on N1 step test: If the system is predominantly a rigid or metallic system, 
an N1 step test is a valuable tool to estimate the ICF value.  If the system is not 
predominantly rigid or metallic the principles behind the N1 step test and its calculations 
do not fully apply, and may result in an over estimation of the background leakage 
component (see Estimation and Calculation of N1 Factor – Pressure Step Test). 
5. ICF based on removal of all detectable leaks: Once the DMA has been installed, even 
on a temporary basis, and recoverable leakage has been identified and repaired, then the 
remaining background leakage level can be measured for future meter sizing and divided 
by the IWA background leakage component of the UARL to identify the ICF for future 
use. This latter option is by far the accurate of the five options mentioned. 
 
Some of these tasks were performed for the Level 2 participating utilities and are 

described in the following sections discussing the results from Level 2 utilities.  
The recommendations given for the UK are a good general guideline for the selection of 

meter size and type, considering maximum and minimum flows, headlosses, water quality, 
accuracy of different types of meters etc.   

Important issues are fire flow and minimum pressure requirements when planning the 
DMA meter installation.  These additional requirements might increase the complexity of the 
installation of permanent DMAs.  Trials in Level 2 utilities, however, prove that it is possible 
and feasible to install DMAs on a permanent basis.  The HRWC and the Pennsylvania American 
Water Company Wilkes-Barre/Scranton are examples of utilities with successful installations 
and designs of permanent DMAs.  

The HRWC uses two different types of DMA meter installation designs, depending on 
the requirements.  The first installation option has the DMA meter installed on a bypass, with a 
PRV for pressure management.  This allows the DMA meter to be installed on a smaller sized 
pipe where flow velocities will be higher, even during the minimum night flow period, 
guaranteeing accurate flow readings during the period when the inflow to the DMA is at its 
minimum.  The bypass will manage the daily flows and is sized to deal with the daily peak 
demands.  The existing inflow main, which is of larger size than the bypass, is equipped with a 
PRV, which is on standby and opens only in case of exceptional high flows e.g. fire flows.  The 
standby PRV is monitored, and an alarm is generated when the PRV opens for given reasons.  
This kind of DMA meter design provides all necessary safety requirements and allows accurate 
measurement of minimum flows into the DMA.  In general, each utility will have to assess the 
feasibility of installing a PRV on the bypass for pressure management purposes based on the 
ELL.  Nevertheless, it might be worth considering installing a PRV on the bypass as well, even if 
the ELL does not justify the extra cost.  The ELL might change over future years and the 
installation cost for an additional PRV after the meter chamber is completed might be much 
higher than PRV installation during the initial construction of the meter chamber.  Depending on 
the water quality and the type of meter used, the installation of strainers needs to be considered 
as well. 
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Source: Adapted from Halifax Regional Water Commission meter chamber design 2005 

Figure 5-7 Design concept for DMA meter installation based on meter chamber designs 
used in Halifax Regional Water Commission 

 
 
Figure 5-7 depicts the general design of a meter chamber where the meter is installed on a 

bypass.  Pressure management is applied through the combination of a PRV on the main line (for 
stand by purposes) and a PRV on the bypass (lead PRV controlling pressure in the DMA).  The 
HRWC design does not include a meter on the main supply line since it is only expected to 
provide supply in the event of fire flows.  The main line PRV is also linked to SCADA sending a 
signal in the event the PRV opens.  This event flag is used to ignore the metered data during the 
period of any exceptional demand (e.g. fire flow).  The construction cost for this design option is 
about $80,000 USD (based on the HRWC) which includes all costs related to the construction, 
purchase, and installation of equipment.  It is important to notice that prices may vary from 
utility to utility for similar installations depending on local conditions and requirements.  
Construction in the HRWC is undertaken by contractors, and installations are deep below ground 
with difficult ground conditions. 

The second DMA chamber installation option used in the HRWC is a more simple 
design.  In areas where no pressure management is applied, a simple meter vault as shown in 
Figure 5-8, installed on the main feed to the DMA, is used to monitor flow and pressure.  This is 
probably the most economic way for a DMA flow meter chamber installation, assuring that the 
minimum velocity expected can be accurately measured.  The calculated costs for this kind of 
installation (based on the HRWC records) are in the range of $20,000 USD.  This includes all 
costs covering earthwork and installation, electrical work, the manhole, SCADA and the flow 
meter. 
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Source: Adapted from Halifax Regional Water Commission meter chamber design 2005 

Figure 5-8 Simple DMA meter chamber design used in the HRWC 
 
 

AResults from Level 2 Utilities 

The methods of estimating ICF (see pages 95 and 96) in DMAs have been tested in the 
Level 2 utilities, and the following paragraphs describe the results.  Subsequent to the ICF 
results, the DMA chamber designs will be discussed for each utility. Table 5-5 provides a 
summary of results gained in the Level 2 utilities where these different methods of estimating the 
ICF factor were tested. 
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Table 5-5 
ICF estimation in Level 2 utilities 

Level 2 utility EID SPU HRWC PWD 
ICF based on 
system ILI 

2.3 1.5 
 

2.3  11.6 

ICF based on 
initial sensitivity 
analysis 

4.5 5 
 

6 13.2 

ICF from 
comparable DMAs  

NA NA NA NA 

N1 step test NA NA 2.3 13.6 
ICF based on 
removal of all 
detectable leaks 

8.3 
 

NA 10.5 10.7 

 
 
PWD: The ILI for the whole system is around 11.6.  If all things were equal using the 

rationale outlined on page 95 and 96 then as a first step the ICF might be estimated at around 
11.6 for the DMA.  A sensitivity analysis was undertaken for this DMA which showed the lower 
range to be an ICF of 1 and an upper range to be an ICF of 25.5.  The average of these two 
numbers would be an ICF of 13.2, which is of a similar order of magnitude to that of the ICF 
identified above.  A pressure step test was undertaken (see Figure 5-9) as described in Chapter 3.  
Background leakage was estimated at 27,670 gallons per hour, and the resultant ICF was 
calculated to be 13.6, again not dissimilar to the two results cited above. 
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Figure 5-9 N1 step test in DMA5 - PWD 
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Finally, temporary measurements were undertaken, and then all recoverable leaks were 
pinpointed and repaired, and minimum night –time flow into the DMA was re-measured.  Using 
this method the ICF was found to be 10.7, which again is a similar order of magnitude.  The 
breakdown of the components of consumption and recoverable and background leakage for 
PWD can be seen below in Figure 5-10.  It is clear to see from the different flow profiles how the 
meter should be sized for current and future situations of leakage flow.  From these analyses it 
appears that a significant amount of real losses in DMA 5 is due to background losses which can 
only be reduced through pressure management or infrastructure replacement. 

 
 

 

Figure 5-10 Background losses separated from components of consumption and 
recoverable loss in DMA 5 

 
 
EID: The estimated ICF values based on the system ILI and the initial sensitivity analysis 

lie in the same order of magnitude.  The ICF calculated after the leak detection and repair 
campaign was completed indicates a far higher ICF for the DMA.  It is felt that not all leaks have 
been detected in the DMA since it was hard or impossible to sound cross country mains, which 
would explain the high ICF. 

SPU: Only limited analysis with regards to ICF estimations were conducted in SPU since 
the DMA was not operational for the majority of the project duration due to system improvement 
projects in the DMA and in areas adjacent to the DMA. 

HRWC: Identical ICFs were estimated by the ILI method and the N1 step test.  
However, the sensitivity analysis and the ICF calculation after leaks have been detected and 
repaired indicate a far higher ICF.  The HRWC thinks that there are still some significant leaks 
running in the DMA that have not been identified during the leak detection campaigns.  A single 
leak on one of the DMAs large diameter transmission mains might account for about 176gpm 
(40m3/hr) according to the HRWC.  Therefore, it is thought that the current level of real losses is 
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due to background losses and removable losses. A more accurate ICF maybe estimated after all 
leaks are detected and repaired.  The work undertaken to determine the ICF in the DMAs has 
shown that all methods are relevant and useful.  However, it is important to understand the 
limitations of each of the methods, and it is advised to derive the ICF through several methods 
and to critically compare the results. Table 5-6 provides an overview of the various DMA meter 
chamber designs used in the Level 2 utilities.  

 

Table 5-6 
DMA meter chamber design in Level 2 utilities 

Level 2 Utility EID SPU PWD HRWC 
Number of DMA 
inflow chambers 
per DMA 

One One Two - second 
chamber only 
equipped with 
PRV  

Two  

Number of 
metered inflows 
per DMA 

One One One Two 

Adaptation of 
existing structure 
e.g. PRV station  

Yes No No No (constructed in 
2001) 

DMA meter 
installed on main 
or bypass 

Bypass Bypass Main Bypass 

Type of DMA 
meter  

Metering PRV Metering 
PRV  

Full bore Mag-
meter 

Full bore Mag-meter 

Size of meter 6in. (150mm) 6in. (150mm) 8in. (200mm) Both 6in. (150mm) 
PRVs installed 8in. (200mm) 

stand by and 
6in. (150mm) 
lead 

12in. 
(300mm) 
stand by and 
6in. (150mm) 
lead 

8in. (200mm) 
lead and in 
second inflow 
chamber 10in. 
(250mm) stand 
by 

Each of the two 
chambers has 
12in. (300mm) stand 
by and 
6in. (150mm) lead 

DMA chamber 
cost 

Existing 
chamber – cost 
to convert 
PRV into 
metering PRV 
$5,000 and 
cost for 
pressure 
management 
equipment 
$6,000 

Total cost for 
DMA 
chamber 
including all 
equipment, 
material and 
labor 
$85,000 

Total cost for 
two DMA 
chambers was 
$125,000 for 
construction 
and $49.000 
for material, 
resulting in a 
total cost of 
$174,000 
 

Total cost for DMA 
chamber including 
all equipment, 
material and labor 
$90,000. Chambers 
have to meet specific 
specs so no confined 
space entry is 
required and typical 
life cycle is 60-70 
years (typical 
chamber cost in the 
HRWC is $80,000) 
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EID: The topography of EID`s supply area is highly variable, which is why the 
distribution network is already subdivided in pressure control zones.  Standard fixed outlet 
pressure control using hydraulic PRV is already practiced on a regular basis in EID.  The area 
selected for conversion into a permanent DMA is called “North Shingle” and is fed through a 
single inflow point.  The selected area has significant differences in elevation.  The existing PRV 
station for North Shingle is equipped with an 8in. (200mm) main and an 8in. (200mm) PRV plus 
a 6in. (150mm) bypass with a 6in. (150mm) PRV.  In addition, there is a 2in. (50mm) PRV 
which was converted into a pressure relief valve designed to relieve pressure from the down 
stream side if the PRV station fails in the open position.  Calculations during the planning and 
design phase showed that the flow velocities to be expected during the minimum night-time flow 
period on the 8in. (200mm) main would have been too low, not allowing for accurate flow 
measurement.  Therefore, it was decided to convert the existing 6in. (150mm) PRV on the 
bypass into a “Metering PRV” (PRV capable of metering flow and controlling pressure at the 
same time).  The 8in. (200mm) main and PRV only serves for stand by purposes in case of an 
emergency or an increase in demand that can not be handled by the 6in. (150mm) bypass.  The 
accuracy of the metering PRV is quoted by the manufacturer at +/- 3% of span. Various PRV 
manufacturers offer such kits to convert PRVs into metering PRVs. 

 
SPU: SPU also selected an existing pressure control zone (Graham Hill) to be set up as a 

permanent DMA.  Similar to the DMA in EID, the DMA in SPU also shows significant changes 
of elevation within this district.  Graham Hill was originally supplied through a 20in. (500mm) 
main.  Since the size of the main supplying the pressure control zone was deemed too large for 
the needs of DMA flow measurements and pressure control, initial flow and pressure 
measurements were conducted to gather the necessary information for the design of a new DMA 
inflow chamber.  The results from these measurements and information about changes in demand 
between summer and winter, plus daily peak factors, facilitated calculating the appropriate size 
of feeder main for the new DMA inflow chamber.  Since the Graham Hill DMA is supplied from 
one feed, the inflow chamber was designed to include a 6in. (150mm) main equipped with a 
“Metering PRV” to accommodate the daily demand (both summer and winter demands) and a 
12in. (300mm) main equipped with a normal fixed outlet PRV as bypass, which provides a 
backup in case of fire flow or other emergencies. 

 
PWD: The area selected by PWD was not an existing pressure zone and was designed to 

be fed by two inflows (an 8in. (200mm) main and a 10in. (250mm) main).  The inflow points are 
located at the opposite ends of the DMA (called DMA5).  As already mentioned in this report 
initial measurements, analysis and tests revealed that the level of real losses existent in DMA5 
was too high to continue with the planning and design phase.  After removing a significant part 
of the excess losses the planning and design of DMA5 was completed.  DMA5 will be fed by 
two inflows with the 8in. (200mm) feed being the lead, equipped with a full bore 
electromagnetic flow meter and a 8in. PRV, and the 10in. feed only equipped with a 10in. PRV 
will provide a backup in case of fire flow or other emergencies.  The design of the DMA inflow 
chambers is different to the one in EID and SPU.  PWD decided to have the backup feed at the 
opposite end of the DMA and not in the same inflow chamber together with the lead feeder main 
in order to site it closer to the retirement homes which have the greatest fire flow demands in 
DMA5. 
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HRWC: The Dartmouth DMA selected for the trial in the HRWC was installed in 2001 
and therefore no design work was necessary during this project in order to create the DMA or to 
build the DMA inflow chambers.  The DMA has two feeds.  The two inflow chambers are 
identical in design and each contains a 6in. (150mm) bypass with a full bore electromagnetic 
flow meter and a 6in. PRV (lead PRV) and a 12in. (300mm) main only with a PRV (stand by) 
for backup purposes. 

 
Due to the typical design of distribution networks in North America, it appears that it is 

necessary to have one main feed plus one or two backup feeds in order to design a successful 
DMA.  These backup feeds can be located in the same DMA chamber or at different inflow 
points to the DMA.  The main feed, which will generally be smaller in diameter than the backup 
feed, is to be equipped with an appropriate flow meter and a PRV if pressure management is 
suitable.  The backup feed will be equipped with a PRV and will only open up if pressure drops 
below a set level, allowing for sufficient inflow to the DMA in case of emergency.  It appears 
that in many cases the easiest solution is to use existing pressure control stations, where the 
pressure zone is of a suitable size, and convert one of the bypass PRVs into a metering PRV and 
use the PRV on the main line for backup purposes.   

DMA chamber costs are higher in North America than the UK because bypasses and 
back up feeds are most likely necessary and mains are larger and usually buried deeper.  
However, the HRWC, where water is very cheap and the construction of DMA chambers is 
relatively expensive, still finds it economically justifiable to install DMAs because of all the 
benefits related to the operation of DMAs.   

It is recommended to verify the integrity of the DMA after it has been commissioned and 
before permanent DMA data monitoring. 

F DMA Data Monitoring 

Prior to discussing several options for DMA monitoring in North America, it is necessary 
to point out that the ELL is again one of the driving factors influencing which level of DMA 
monitoring and data transfer solution is feasible.  The ELL influences the optimum DMA size 
and which option of data monitoring and transmission should be used. 

In utilities where the cost of water is relatively low it is very likely that there is no 
financial interest in detecting small sized leaks instantly.  This means that it will not be necessary 
to have real time transmission of DMA data.  The data from the DMA might be transferred and 
analyzed once a week and, if several leaks occurred over this period, the minimum night flow 
might have reached the level of intervention and it is necessary to send a leak detection team into 
the DMA for survey.  However, there are several options available at which interval the DMA 
flow and pressure data can be transmitted to the leakage management team. 

 
Real time data transmission: A system providing real time data transmission is 

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA).  SCADA systems are common place in 
North American utilities to monitor and control pumping stations, remote treatment facilities, 
reservoir sites, pressure reducing chambers, etc.  In recent years, the role of SCADA has been 
expanded to include security, video transmission, water quality monitoring and more, which 
results in additional Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) providing real time data throughout the 
system.  If the DMA flow meter is connected to the SCADA system, real time monitoring of the 
inflow to the DMA is available.  This would enable a utility to respond immediately to a new 
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large break occurring.  Even if SCADA is used, most breaks will not be identified until the next 
minimum night-time flow period.  It is, therefore, not necessary to receive data for DMAs in real 
time.  The highest data collection frequency that can be economically justified is once per day, 
ideally early in the morning after the minimum night-time flow period.  Which type of leak can 
be picked up by the flow meter depends on the size of the DMA.  Monitoring the flow data of 
DMAs through the use of SCADA is the most expensive option to monitor DMAs.   

For instance, at the HRWC, over 80% of the DMA meters are at sites that previously had 
SCADA (pump stations, pressure control chambers, reservoir sites etc.).  In this case, there was 
minimal additional cost to add the flow data to the system, simply connecting to existing RTUs.  
For the remainder of the flow metering sites, it made sense to add additional RTUs, receiving the 
data in real time and storing it in a Data Historian.  The HRWC staff constructs the RTUs at a 
cost that is equivalent to the purchase price of a typical two channel logger equipped with 
cellular technology ($2,000).  Operational costs are minimal, flat rate agreements with the local 
power utility of $4.00 per month per RTU are the only ongoing costs.   

On the other hand, if in a utility, 80% of the meter sites do not have SCADA, and the 
utility does not have staff to construct the RTUs and do the necessary integration work, it may be 
more economical and practical to install loggers where no RTUs exist, providing flow and 
pressure are the only data required. 

In the UK, real time data acquisition is not commonly used for DMA monitoring.  DMA 
data is usually downloaded in the morning, through GSM telemetry for example, after the 
minimum night-time flow period to analyze for any increases in DMA inflow.  

In general, it can be said that one data collection solution would not fit all situations and 
it may not be appropriate, for the purpose of flow monitoring, to recommend “Real Time” 
SCADA over logged data or vise versa.  It may be that in many cases in North America, some 
combination of both would be the most practical solution, provided that good integration of data 
is achieved.   

Data transmission through GSM telemetry: Another option of monitoring the DMA flow 
and pressure data is by transmitting data through Global System for Mobile Communications 
(GSM) short message service (SMS).  Several manufacturers provide loggers able to transmit the 
recorded and logged flow and pressure values on a regular basis using SMS.  These loggers can 
transmit the data to a host computer on a daily, weekly or monthly basis.  The cost of installation 
for this option is very low.  However, it is necessary to assess the cost for the SMS messages 
since it depends on the mobile phone provider at which cost rate the service is provided.  Dial up 
connections using telephone lines or low power radio can be used as well for the transmission of 
flow and pressure data.  This option does not require power supply. 

Manual data downloading: Another option is to manually download the data recorded by 
the logger on a regular basis depending on the intervals set up as economically justifiable.  This 
option involves the lowest installation costs, but the operational costs are high, since the related 
manpower cost represents a significant factor. 

 
Each of the mentioned data monitoring options has a different installation and operating 

cost and different awareness times associated with it. 
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AResults from Level 2 Utilities 

Table 5-7 provides an overview of the various DMA data monitoring options used in the 
Level 2 utilities pilot installations, though it should be recognized that different options may 
have been adopted by EID and SPU if they implemented DMAs throughout their systems. 

 

Table 5-7 
DMA data monitoring in Level 2 utilities 

Level 2 Utility EID SPU PWD HRWC 
Data monitoring 
used  

Manual  Manual Will be through 
SCADA  

SCADA 

Frequency Data 
is collected  

No set interval 
generally every 2 
to 4 weeks 

No set interval 
generally every 
2 to 4 weeks  

To be determined Daily – and 
compared to 
previous 5 
night flows 

 
 
EID intended to utilize the option provided by the data logger manufacturer to retrieve 

data via SMS.  However, GSM coverage in the DMA is very limited and did not allow for this 
option.  SPU also collected the DMA data manually since the DMA had to be opened up for the 
majority of the project duration due to nearby system improvement projects.  The HRWC 
retrieves the DMA data through their SCADA system.  A routine was set up providing the 
leakage managers with the daily minimum night-time flows compared to the previous 5 days in 
order to immediately be aware of an increase in minimum night-time flows. 

G Managing a DMA 

To obtain the most benefit from establishing a DMA it is recommended to establish good 
data collection and data management for each DMA.  Good maintenance procedures for the 
DMA related equipment (e.g. flow meters, PRVs etc.) will help to obtain high quality DMA data. 

For each new DMA, a file should be established containing the following information: 
 

- Number of residential service connections 
- Number of Non-residential service connections 
- Location of sensitive customers, their contact person, their contact phone 

number, and notes on issues related to those customers 
- Population supplied in the DMA, if available 
- Number of hydrants and their elevations 
- Number of sprinkler systems 
- Maximum and minimum pressure of DMA 
- Location of average and critical pressure point 
- Results related to minimum night consumption analysis conducted in the 

DMA 
- Location of hydrants used for flushing 
- Data related to pressure management, if applied 
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- Leak detection and repair records 
- Exceptional night users, with typical night flow values 

 
It is good practice that for each new DMA a specific map is designed, for example, using 

a GIS system or any other mapping system used in the utility.  DMA maps should include the 
following information: 

 
- Mains with information about size 
- Location of service connections 
- Valves 
- Hydrants 
- Elevations/contours 
- DMA boundaries 
- Location of DMA meter/s and PRVs 
- Location of boundary valves (to be identified by a different color code) 
- Location of average sector pressure point and critical sector pressure point 
- Location of sensitive customers 
- Location of non-residential customers with significant consumption 
- Age of mains 
- Material of mains 

 
In addition to the detailed DMA maps, it is useful for the leakage detection team to have 

a map of the system showing the location of the respective DMA.  The files and maps for the 
DMA have to be updated regularly in order to keep track of new service connections or service 
connections that have been disconnected and any other changes relevant to the successful 
operation of the DMA. 

To successfully control leakage within a DMA, it is important to keep track of leakage 
management activities.  A map should be kept containing the location of detected and repaired 
leaks.  Leak repair records are very important for future leakage management decisions.  It is 
important that all records distinguish between reported and non-reported leaks and those records 
should include: 

 
- Date/time when leak was reported, pin-pointed, and repaired 
- Exact location of the leak 
- Cause and type of leak 
- Type of repair carried out 
- Material and size of pipe 

 
The integrity of the DMA is vital for the success of the leakage management efforts in the 

DMA.  Although the DMA boundaries are permanent as far as leakage monitoring and 
management is concerned, valves can of course be opened temporarily for operational purposes.  
If valves are operated, it is necessary that they are closed afterwards and that records are kept on 
the duration the valves were open.  This practice helps to avoid misidentification of an open 
boundary valve as a main break by the leakage management team.  Several additional points 
should be considered as well: 
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- DMA boundary valves should have color-coded valve box covers in order to 
be easily identified by all staff. 

- All field crews should be informed about DMA boundary valve locations and 
the importance of keeping these valves closed for the success of the DMA 
work. 

- DMA boundary valves should be operated only if it is really necessary. 
- The boundary valve status should be checked on a regular base. 

 
The accuracy of the DMA meter is another crucial point for the operation of a DMA.  

Information especially related to the DMA meter should also be summarized in a file, including 
the following: 

 
- Size, make, model and serial number of DMA meter 
- Date of installation of meter and PRV 
- Schedule for calibration and meter tests and results  
- PRV size and model 
- Operating parameters and settings 

 
Work that can also be summarized as DMA management is: 
 

- Recording and monitoring of flow and pressure values 
- Analyzing DMA data (see DMA analysis) 
- Pressure management, where applicable (see Pressure Management as a 

Leakage Management Tool) 
- Deployment of leak detection equipment and leak detection teams 
- Customer relations 

AResults from Level 2 Utilities 

The main issue found in the Level 2 utilities with regards to DMA data management was 
that only the HRWC and SPU have a GIS system in place able to provide detailed information 
about the DMA characteristics.  In the other utilities, old maps, in conjunction with billing data 
records, had to be used, resulting in a more time-consuming DMA data collection process.  GIS 
is becoming more and more used in water utilities throughout North America.  However, there 
are still a significant number of utilities relying on AutoCAD maps or maps created by similar 
programs which makes DMA data management more time-consuming and probably less 
accurate. 

H DMA Data Analysis 

The concept of DMA monitoring is to measure flow into a discrete area with a defined 
boundary at a time when demand is at its lowest.  The estimation of the real loss component 
during the minimum night-time flow (MNF) period is carried out by subtracting an assessed 
amount of legitimate night consumption for each of the customers connected to the mains in the 
DMA being studied.  The minimum night-time flow in urban situations, usually occurring 
between 02:00 am and 04:00 am, is the most meaningful piece of data as far as leakage levels are 
concerned.  During this period, authorized consumption is at a minimum and, therefore, leakage 
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is at its maximum percentage of the total inflow.  Where irrigation is responsible for a significant 
part of the demand during the minimum night-time flow period, the accuracy and the confidence 
in the calculated real loss figures will diminish.  The result obtained by subtracting the legitimate 
night use from the minimum night-time flow is known as the Net Night Flow (NNF) and 
provides an estimation of the volume of real losses during the MNF period, which then can be 
modulated over the whole 24-hour period.  The methodologies used to analyze the data recorded 
from the DMAs have been discussed in Chapter 3.  The following sections will discuss ways to 
assess the legitimate night-time consumption which is an important set of data for MNF analysis. 

AAssessing Residential and Non-residential Minimum Night Consumption 

The most important component of the MNF analysis is the legitimate night consumption.  
As mentioned before, in most situations the MNF will usually occur between around 02:00 am 
and 04:00 am.  This pattern of consumption is found around the world with some regional 
variances.  Utilities applying the new DMA methodology will have sufficient flow data from 
each DMA to accurately determine the time when the MNF occurs.  Significant differences in 
consumption patterns can be found between week days and weekends which have to be 
considered.  Another factor that might influence the hour when the MNF to the DMA occurs is 
outdoor use, especially irrigation. 

Night flow delivered to customer services can include the following components: 
 
• Background losses on the customer owned portion of service pipes 
• Losses from reported and unreported breaks on the customer owned portion of 
service pipes 
• Background losses from plumbing 
• Customer consumption – indoor and outdoor 

BResults from Studies on Residential and Non-residential Minimum Night Consumption 
Conducted in the UK 

The UK Managing Leakage Series provides details of assessed Night Use studies in the 
UK between 1991 and 1993.  These results are helpful in indicating the type of consumption 
pattern typically recorded for residential and non-residential customers.  Tests on 1,845 
households between 1991 and 1993 with recently installed external Class D meters (highest 
available accuracy class) show an average household night use of 1.6 L/prop/hr (0.423 
gal/prop/hr) over the 2-hour sampling periods.  More detailed analysis of 226 of these readings, 
grouped by range of use (see Figure 5-11), show that 49% of households register no night use, 
and 36% use less than 4 L/prop/hr (1.06 gal/prop/hr). 
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Source: WRc, Managing leakage series, UK 1994 

Figure 5-11 Customer Night Use – percentage of properties by consumption brackets 
 
 

 
Source: WRc, Managing leakage series, UK 1994 

Figure 5-12 Customer Night Use – active households 
 
 
The calculated contributions to average night flow from each use range (Figure 5-12). 

show that the 36% of active households using less than 4 L/prop/hr (1.06 gal/prop/hr), contribute 
less than 0.3 L/prop/hr (0.08 gal/prop/hr) to the overall average figure. 

Figure 5-12 clearly shows that a small percentage of active households using 4 L/prop/hr 
(1.06 gal/prop/hr) or more strongly influences the average household night use.  The average in a 
local DMA is very sensitive to small changes in the percentage of households with overnight use 
of automatic washing machines and dishwashers on low overnight electricity tariffs. 

Between 1991 and 1993, tests on 30 groups of households from six companies, covering 
6,207 households (taken outside the garden watering season) show that, after excluding a 
relatively small number of unsuspected unreported breaks on underground supply pipes, the 
average night flow delivered to households (standardized to 1 hr duration and 50 mH (71 psi) 
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AZNP) is 2.5 L/prop/hr (0.66 gal/prop/hr).  This 2.5 L/prop/hr (0.66 gal/prop/hr) consists of 
household night use and background losses on underground supply pipes and plumbing. 

Although references have been found relating to the influence of pressure on 24-hr 
average use by customers, the effect of pressure on night use in the UK is likely to be minor 
since most of the night use (toilets, washing machines) is for fixed-volume use.  Consequently, 
the household night use figures are assumed to be independent of pressure. 

Losses from a relatively small number of unreported breaks on underground supply pipes 
(as few as 2 per thousand properties per year) can constitute a significant and highly variable 
component of night flow delivered and annual water delivered.  The volume lost from a single 
break is the product of average flow rate times the duration. 

Break flow data collected show that service pipe breaks have a median (50 percentile) 
flow rate of 300 L/prop/hr (79.25 gal/prop/hr) at 50 mH (71 psi) AZP when located, and that a 
large proportion of supply pipe breaks may not be reported.  Only one such break on an 
underground supply pipe (equivalent to a large tap running fully open) will: 

 
• Increase the minimum night flow of a 1,000 property DMA by 0.3 L/prop/hr (0.08 
gal/prop/hr) 
• Lose 7.2 m3/day (1,902 gal/day) or (if allowed to run a year) around 2,628 m3/year 
(0.7 mg/year) (the annual consumption of 22 typical households) (WRc, Managing 
leakage series, UK 1994). 
 
A more recent study conducted by UKWIR between 1999 and 2001 showed that 

appropriate night consumption (which includes usage and plumbing losses) is different for each 
company and should be determined from local data.  However, this study has concluded that the 
average household night consumption derived from individual household monitors is between 
1.8 L/prop/hr (0.48 gal/prop/hr) and 2.5 L/prop/hr (0.66 gal/prop/hr).  These figures are higher 
than the average figures quoted in the Managing Leakage Series. 

Summarizing the results from the UK, it is of particular interest that a small group of 
customers with higher rates of night use account for a significant proportion of the overall 
average night use.  This fact, in conjunction with the influence of unreported service pipe breaks, 
introduces significant variability to the assessed night use depending on the sizes of samples 
taken.  Therefore, it is important that every utility assesses a representative sample of customers 
in order to derive statistically valid results for night consumption or night use.  Another 
important point highlighted by the latest UKWIR study is the need for a consistent approach to 
the analyses and statistics used. 

CAnalyzing Residential and Non-residential Minimum Night Consumption in North America 

Usually, it is not possible to monitor all metered customers (unless AMR can be used for 
this purpose); hence, allowances for the minimum night consumption of each customer group 
need to be made.  The first step is to identify the number of customers in each customer group. 
For example, how many customers are residential customers and how many are non-residential 
customers.  This information is generally obtained through the billing system.  The billing 
system gives also the possibility to split the customer information further into single residential, 
multi-residential and non-residential customers.  The non-residential customers can also be split 
into more detailed groups according to the billing system, for example industrial, governments, 
schools, church, construction meter, commercial units, apartment buildings, hotel, trailer court, 
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etc.  Many of the non-residential customers usually do not show significant consumption during 
the MNF period.  However, those non-residential and multi-residential customers which have 
significant consumption during the MNF period need to be monitored as accurately as possible, 
for example apartment complexes, hotels, hospitals etc. (these customers are generally referred 
to as exceptional night users).  Non-residential customers with significant minimum night 
consumption, especially industrial customers, can be identified using the billing system 
information and through local knowledge. 

In principle there are two ways to asses the amount of water consumed by customers 
during the MNF period. 

Data loggers to monitor the consumption registered by customer meters are one way of 
deriving a value for legitimate minimum night consumption.  A large enough sample of logged 
customer consumption has to be assessed to obtain statistically valid results.  However, various 
projects have shown that the deployment of loggers to derive consumption values for residential 
and non-residential customers is a very labor and time intensive process which only allows the 
assessment of a small sample of consumption figures.  The AwwaRF study Residential End Uses 
of Water Study mentions that, typically, 5 loggers could be installed per hour.  Data loggers are 
very useful to monitor exceptional night users during the MNF period. 

Another more time-efficient way to assess MNF consumption figures is by conducting 
manual meter readings.  A crew of 5 people can take readings of about 100 – 200 meters or even 
more between 02:00 am and 05:00 am, resulting in a much bigger sample than by using loggers.  
Three readings need to be taken at each meter.  The meter reader should make his first round of 
meter readings on a defined route, reading as many meters between 01:45 am and 02:15 am as 
possible.  Once this round has been completed, the meter reader starts at the start point of his 
route taking the second reading of the same meters between 02:45 am and 03:15 am.  The third 
round takes place between 03:45 am and 04:15 am.  This approach provides the leakage 
management team with three readings for each meter covering the consumption between 02:00 
am and 05:00 am.  This data set provides the necessary information to calculate average hourly 
consumption values for the minimum night flow period. 

In the UK a fourth reading is taken during the day, to identify stopped meters.  However, 
a proper functioning billing system should raise a flag for meters with consecutive zero readings.  
Therefore, it should not be necessary to carry out an additional reading during the day as the 
utility should already be aware of any stopped meter in the DMA. 

Residential Customers: 
The necessary number of residential customer meters to be monitored depends on how 

homogeneous the consumption of residential customers is expected to be.  It is necessary to 
assess the distribution of socio-economic groups within a DMA, since different consumption 
patterns and figures have to be expected for different types of housing.  When monitoring the 
residential meters, representative samples for each socio-economic group need to be taken. 

Non-residential Customers: 
Representative samples of minimum night consumption of non-residential customers 

need to be taken as well covering the different types of non-residential customers in the DMA.  
Customers in this category usually do not use significant quantities of water at night, except for 
flushing, tank filling, cooling towers and, in certain areas, for irrigation. Non-residential 
customers with limited MNF consumption are mainly hotels, offices and schools. 
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The AwwaRF project #90806, Commercial and Institutional End Uses of Water, has 
selected five typical categories which can be found in most utilities for further analysis of non-
residential customer consumption. These were: 

 
• Schools 
• Hotel/motels 
• Office buildings 
• Restaurants 
• Food stores 
 
For each category a representative sample should be monitored for a week in order to 

derive average values that can be used to calculate the MNF consumption for each group. 

Industrial or Significant Large Users: 
Large metered customers, in particular industrial users with significant consumption 

during the minimum night flow period, need to be monitored permanently during the MNF tests 
since they might be the biggest single influence on the minimum night flow calculations.  
Therefore, it is important to assess the MNF consumption of this customer group as accurately as 
possible.  Large industrial customers might not only show MNF consumption due to direct use 
but also due to indirect demand such as filling tanks or water use for cooling towers, for 
example.  

DResults from the AwwaRF Project #90781 Residential End Uses of Water and General 
Assumptions for North America 

The AwwaRF project #90781 Residential End Uses of Water (REUWS), has shown that 
the residential consumption has to be split into two main components; (1) Indoor use and (2) 
Outdoor use.  During this study it was found that the time pattern of overall residential water use 
followed a classic diurnal pattern with four distinct typical characteristics: 

 
• Lowest usage during the night (11 pm to 5 am) 
• Highest usage in the morning (5 am to 11 am) 
• Moderate usage during the midday (11 am to 6pm) 
• High evening usage (6 pm to 11 pm) 
 
Indoor and Outdoor use both follow diurnal patterns similar to the overall pattern, but 

with some important difference.  Outdoor use ramped up steeply at 5 am, several hours earlier 
than the morning increase for indoor use, which increased at 7 am. 
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Source: Mayer et al. 1999 

Figure 5-13 Hourly use pattern, averaged for all 12 study utilities of AwwaRF REUWS 
 
Figure 5-13 presents the hourly patterns for indoor, outdoor and total water use.  The 

curves were calculated by summing the volume of all water use events across all 12 study sites 
that began during each hour irrespective of the date.  The results and analysis of this study 
showed that the outdoor use rose dramatically at 5 am driven by automatic sprinkler systems 
which were programmed to begin watering in the early morning.  This fact needs to be 
considered when assessing the MNF consumption of residential customers and when 
determining average consumption values.  Utilities located in regions with high temperatures and 
little rain during the summer period will show residential MNF consumption patterns which are 
significantly influenced by outdoor usage due to irrigation.  
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Source: Mayer et al. 1999 

Figure 5-14 Indoor use pattern, averaged for all 12 study utilities of AwwaRF REUWS 
 
Figure 5-14 shows the disaggregated hourly indoor use patterns throughout the day.  

These curves represent the same total volume shown in the indoor use curve in Figure 5-13.  The 
only use occurring between 2 am and 5 am is toilet flushing and a small proportion of other 
domestic use.  

What was found in studies undertaken in the UK and other parts of Europe, is that in 
European urban situations, about 6% of the population will be active during the minimum night 
flow period.  This activity is typically to use a toilet and the water use is almost totally related to 
the flushing of toilet cisterns.  The AwwaRF REUWS has shown that in North America the 
residential indoor use during the MNF period is not predominantly due to toilet flushing.  There 
are other significant consumption components during this period of day that need to be 
considered such as dishwashers and washing machines (see Table 5-8). 
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Table 5-8 
Components of residential indoor night use 

Utility
Total Indoor 
gall/conn/hr

Toilet 
gall/conn/hr

Treatment 
gall/conn/hr

Residual 
gall/conn/hr Pressure (psi)

Denver CO 0.46 0.24 0.00 0.22 75
Boulder CO 0.49 0.20 0.00 0.29 120
San Diego CA 0.55 0.36 0.00 0.19 63
Eugene OR 0.63 0.38 0.00 0.24 60
Seattle WN 0.68 0.46 0.00 0.22 60
Tampa FL 0.79 0.40 0.00 0.39 43
Las Virgenes Valley CA 0.85 0.43 0.06 0.36 265
Lompoc CA 0.94 0.42 0.24 0.28 103
Tempe&Scottsdale AR 1.26 0.53 0.24 0.49 70
Phoenix OR 1.33 0.53 0.31 0.49 90
Walnut Valley CA 1.43 0.57 0.48 0.38 110
Waterloo Cambridge Ont 3.28 0.40 2.57 0.30 60
  
Mean 1.05 0.41 0.32 0.32 93  
Source: Data from Mayer et al. 1999 
 
 
Hence, estimating the residential indoor consumption during the minimum night flow 

period based on the percentage of active people and the size of toilet cisterns in North America 
does not appears to be the most feasible approach. 

The influence of pressure is minor, since most of the night use (toilets and washing 
machines, etc.) is for fixed sized volumes.  However, this applies to indoor usage only and does 
not apply to irrigation, plumbing losses and losses on the service lines as those are sensitive to 
pressure.  It is highly recommended that all utilities applying DMA based leakage management 
conduct studies on the residential and non-residential night consumption in order to derive the 
most accurate and viable results from their DMA analysis.  For MNF analysis using DMA flow 
and pressure measurements see Calculation of Real Losses Through Zone Measurements. 
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EResults from Level 2 Utilities 

Legitimate night-time consumption was assessed in different ways (based on local 
circumstances) for all Level 2 utilities with pilot DMAs (see Table 5-9). 

 

Table 5-9 
DMA data monitoring in Level 2 utilities 

Level 2 Utility EID SPU PWD HRWC 
Nr of service 
connections in 
DMA 

444 1,259 2,465 of which 
268 (non-water 
using) non-billed 
accounts 

3,158 

Residential 
customers 

443 1259 ~2,023 majority 

Non-residential 
customers 

1 17 
 

174 including 
some multi-story 
residences for 
elderly 

Small portion 

Industrial 
customers  

No No No No 

Exceptional 
night users 

No No No No 

Assessment of 
legitimate night 
consumption 

Manual meter 
reading during 
MNF period  

Manual meter 
reading during 
MNF period  

AMR reading 
during MNF 
period 

Based on % 
active people 
and toilet 
cistern size 

Sample size 51 116 2,005 NA 
Assessed 
legitimate night 
consumption 

1.65 gal/conn/hr 
(6.2 L/conn/hr) 

1.37 gal/conn/hr 
(5.20 L/conn/hr) 

4.7 gal/conn/hr 
(17.8 L/conn/hr) 

0.8 gal/conn/hr 
(3.02L/conn/hr)

 
 
EID: In EID, consumption during the MNF period for domestic customers was derived 

by manual customer meter readings.  The manual meter reading method involved reading a 
sample of 51 customer meters during the minimum night-time flow period.  Before the readings 
were taken, the different types of customers in the DMA were assessed (low, medium and high 
density residential). For each group, a representative number of meters to be read were selected, 
plus the only agricultural account located in the DMA was also selected to be read.  The 
calculated weighted average for minimum night consumption based on the meter readings was 
1.65 gal/ conn/hr (6.2 L/conn/hr).  This figure compares well to minimum night-time 
consumption assessed in other North American utilities during the same period of the year 
(March).  The MNF analysis calculated the daily volume of consumption in the DMA based on 
the MNF measurements and the assessed night-time consumption.  The calculated daily 
consumption from the MNF analysis was 258.20 gal/conn/day (977 L/conn/day).  This result had 
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a very good correlation with the average consumption for the same period based on the billing 
data. The average consumption for North Shingle based on billing data records was 269.04 
gal/conn/day (1,018 L/conn/day).  By the means of this comparison, it is possible to say that the 
confidence in the assessed night-time consumption and the results from the MNF analysis is very 
good. 

 
SPU: In SPU, night-time consumption during the MNF period for domestic customers 

was derived by manual customer meter readings.  The manual meter reading method involved 
reading a sample of 116 customer meters during the minimum night-time flow period (in August 
2005).  Before the readings were taken, the different types of customers in the DMA were 
assessed based on their socio-economic background.  For each group a representative sample of 
meters to be read was selected.  The calculated weighted average for minimum night-time 
consumption based on the meter readings was 1.37 gal/conn/hr (5.2 L/conn/hr), a night-time 
consumption figure very similar to the one assessed in EID.  No cross check against the 
consumption based on the billing data records could be undertaken since SPU did not provide the 
billing data records for the DMA accounts. 

 
PWD: Normally night-time consumption is estimated for various classes of consumers 

and extrapolated to provide estimated legitimate night consumption, as described for EID and 
SPU.  However, in the case of PWD, it was possible to undertake drive-by interrogation of the 
AMR units in the DMA in order to assess the legitimate night consumption.  On May 12, 2005, a 
full sweep of all AMR-capable accounts in the DMA was conducted around the 2 am hour, and a 
second meter reading sweep was conducted around the 4 am hour.  This method, was better than 
a complete estimate based on a few reads and statistical analysis, but was somewhat limited 
because only 2,005 of 2,197 meters were AMR capable. The accounts without AMR meters, 
including most large meter accounts were taken into account by making a simple adjustment to 
attempt to allow for the difference.  The average night-time consumption per account was 4.7 
gal/conn/hr (17.8 L/conn/hr).  The average consumption per customer is significantly higher than 
assessed for EID and SPUC.  The reason might be that for both DMAs in EID and SPU the 
majority of customers were residential with no apartment buildings and no or very little non-
residential customers.  The fact that the DMA in PWD contains several retirement homes and 
non-residential customers might explain why the average consumption per account is higher than 
in EID or SPU. 

 
HRWC: No night consumption readings could be taken in the HRWC (Dartmouth 

Central DMA) since customer meters are located inside the houses, and the outside or remote 
register is limited to a 1.1 gallons (4.2 liters) resolution at best.  Therefore, the official minimum 
night consumption values used by the HRWC have been used for further analysis (see Table 
5-10). 
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Table 5-10 
Assumption behind minimum night consumption values for domestic customers - HRWC 

US units Metric units
Household occupancy 3.00 persons per household 3.00 persons per household

Night toilet use 6.0% of persons, 03 to 04 hrs 6.0% of persons, 03 to 04 hrs
Average toilet cistern size 3.7 Gallons 14.0 liters

Average night toilet use 0.7 Gallons/houshold/hr 2.52 Liters/household/hr
Assume 1.0% of Household toilet cisterns leak 1.0% of Household toilet cisterns leak
Assume 2.5 Toilet cisterns per household 2.5 Toilet cisterns per household

Assume a leaking cistern runs at 2.6 Gallons/hr average 10.0 liters/hour average
Average toilet leakage 0.1 Gallons/household/hr 0.25 Liters/household/hr

Other household leakage after meter 0.1 Gallons/household/hr 0.25 Liters/household/hr
Ave. Household night consumption 0.8 Gallons/household/hr 3.02 Liters/household/hr

Ave. non-household night consumption 2.6 Gallons/non-household/hr 10.0 Liters/non-Household/hr  
 
 
In order to cross check if the night consumption values used for the MNF analysis are 

representative for the actual night consumption values of the Dartmouth Central DMA the 
following comparison was undertaken.  The average consumption per service connection in 
Dartmouth Central was calculated, based on the billing records for the three month billing period 
between October and December. On the other hand the average consumption per service 
connection based on the minimum night flow analysis conducted (using the official HRWC 
minimum night consumption values) between October and December was calculated as well.  
The difference between the consumption values based on the billing records and the minimum 
night flow analysis was only 3%.  Hence, the confidence related to the official minimum night-
time consumption values used in the HRWC is very good. 

 
Assessing the minimum night consumption for the MNF analysis is a critical part of the 

DMA analysis.  Different methods have been tried in the Level 2 utilities, all with satisfactory 
results.  If manual meter readings are taken, it is important that the sample size is large enough 
and that the sample is composed of a sufficient number of meters for each customer group.  
Residential customer meters need to be able to read the nearest hundredth of a cubic foot or tenth 
of a gallon, to be able to provide meaningful results for manual MNF meter readings.  It is 
advised to compare the calculated daily consumption per service connection from the MNF 
analysis against the average consumption per account based on the billing data records.  If a 
significant difference exists between the two consumption figures, it is recommended to increase 
the sample size of monitored meters and to repeat the manual meter readings.   

The AMR technology has proven to be a very useful tool for MNF analysis, since it 
allows monitoring virtually all accounts in a DMA, significantly increasing the confidence in the 
night consumption figures.  Although assessing the minimum night consumption based on the 
percentage of active people during the MNF period and the toilet cistern size is not 
recommended, in the first place there might be cases, as seen in the HRWC, where this is the 
only available approach.  If this is the case, it is paramount to assess the consumption of non-
residential, industrial or exceptional customers separately and with extra care. 
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PRESSURE MANAGEMENT AS A LEAKAGE MANAGEMENT TOOL 

Pressure management was identified as a successful short-, medium- and long-term 
leakage management tool in the review of international leakage management technologies 
undertaken by the consultant team for this project.  As system operating pressures are increased 
or decreased, the volume of annual real losses will increase or decrease proportionally as 
depicted in Figure 5-15. 

 
 

 
 
Source: IWA Water Loss Task Force  

Figure 5-15 Pressure management is one of the key tools available for real loss reduction 
 
 
Pressure management for leakage control, in its widest sense, can be defined as “The 

practice of managing system pressures to the optimum levels of service ensuring sufficient and 
efficient supply to legitimate uses and consumers, while reducing unnecessary or excess 
pressures, eliminating transients and faulty level controls all of which cause the distribution 
system to leak unnecessarily” (Thornton 2005). 
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Various tools are available for use within the pressure management tool box which 
include: 

 
• Implementation of controlled districts  
• Pressure sustaining or relief 
• Altitude and level control 
• Transient control 
• Pressure reduction 
 
The latter tool is probably the most widely used for leakage control and this report 

focuses on this tool. 
The objectives of pressure management for leakage control are two-fold: to reduce the 

frequency of new breaks within a water distribution system and to reduce the flow rates of those 
breaks and background leakage that cannot be avoided.  Pressure management is the only real 
loss control tool that can reduce background losses, except for infrastructure replacement (see 
Figure 5-16). 

 
 

 
Source: Tardelli 2005 

Figure 5-16 Pressure management can reduce all components of real loss volume 
 
 
Most water distribution systems are designed to provide a minimum working pressure at 

all points in the system throughout the day.  This means that the minimum pressure occurs at 
some critical point in the system, which is often the highest point in the system or the point 
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furthest from the point of supply.  Many water distribution systems experience significant 
fluctuations in demand throughout the day – peak consumption periods (morning and evening) 
coupled with off-peak periods of low demand (over night).  Some systems may also experience 
seasonal fluctuations caused by climatic factors that influence irrigation requirements or by 
vacation migration that can significantly influence the demand for extended periods.  As a result 
of this design methodology, most water distribution systems experience excess pressure during 
off-peak periods.  This is evident from the fact that major breaks tend to occur during the late 
evening and early morning hours when system pressures are at their highest.  The rate of water 
lost through leakage increases with increased pressure; it can therefore be concluded that leakage 
levels in most systems are higher than they should be during most of the time.  Therefore, if the 
excess pressure in a system can be reduced, then so too can leakage.  This is the basic philosophy 
governing pressure management in water distribution systems and is often referred to as 
advanced pressure management.  Pressure management is the most powerful of all real loss 
reduction techniques as it reduces both background losses and excess night flow (Fanner et al. 
2007). 

Even though pressure management is applied successfully in many countries to reduce 
and manage leakage, it is still a controversial subject for many utility managers, as pressure or 
lack of it is often perceived as an operational performance indicator by the public and by the 
press.  There are approximately 59,000 community water systems in operation in North America, 
most of which perform some kind of pressure management on a basic level through the use of 
booster stations, level controls and pressure zones.  Advanced pressure management may not be 
an appropriate leakage management tool for all of them, but it may prove to be very successful 
for many.  Pressure not only affects the leakage volume, but it can also have a significant impact 
on the frequency with which new leaks and breaks occur.  Recent examination of break records 
and pressure in places such as the UK, Australia and Brazil has shown that break frequency often 
reduces significantly with a reduction in system pressure (see New Developments – Estimating 
the N1 Factor and introducing N2 and N3). 

I Pressure Management and its Benefits in General 

In some countries – most notably Japan and the UK - it has been recognized for over 
twenty years that effective management of pressures is the essential foundation of effective 
leakage management (Thornton 2003).  Some of the most obvious benefits of pressure 
management are: 

 
• Reduce surges, new leak frequencies and natural rate of rise of leakage in order to 
extend infrastructure working life 
• Reduce flow rates and volumes from existing breaks and background losses 
• Water conservation 
• Efficient distribution of water 
• Deferral of costs to build new sources 
• Reduced hydraulic impact 
• Reduced customer complaints 
• Reduced energy cost 
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J Concerns That Need to be Addressed When Considering Pressure Management 

Pressure management has proven internationally to be a successful tool in reducing and 
controlling leakage in a sustainable manner.  However, aside from the public perception 
problems mentioned above, some utilities in North America are not comfortable with pressure 
management as a means of real loss control for some or all of the following technical and 
financial reasons, which need to be addressed prior to implementation of an advanced pressure 
management program: 

 
• Fire flows 
• Loss of revenues 
• Loss of hydraulic capacity and water quality 

AFire Flow Concerns: 

The provision of fire flows is a general concern in all North American water utilities and 
the idea of pressure management and/or isolating areas from the rest of the network with only 
one or two feeds does not always meet a high level of acceptance among utility managers.  These 
concerns need to be addressed and taken into account.  Pressure management areas can be 
designed with multiple feeds controlled by PRVs.  Therefore, if there is a fire, the system has 
sufficient hydraulic capacity to maintain pressure and flow for fire fighting, as required in the 
NFPA regulations.  The PRVs will automatically regulate pressure as determined by the demand 
requirement plus the minimum safe operating limit at residual conditions.  The NFPA basically 
states that systems should have an available residual pressure of 20 psi while the hydrant is 
flowing and 40 psi static head.  Obviously when setting up potential pressure control areas, these 
limits along with insurance regulations for the type of property should be taken into account 
(Thornton 1999). 

Minimum pressure requirements in North America for fire flow and sprinkler systems - 
legal and operational requirements 

The following sections discuss the pressure and flow requirements for fire fighting in 
North America.  Distribution systems serve to supply water to the consumer and must be 
designed in conjunction with all other elements of the system, including the supply source(s), 
treatment, pumping, and water storage.  Distribution systems may be single systems and dual 
systems.  Single systems serve a given community for all uses, whereas dual systems are 
designed using separate piping for potable water use and non-potable water use.  The latter type 
includes separate fire systems.  Single systems are much more common and, therefore, dual 
systems are not covered in depth.  This section will give a general overview of legal and general 
fire flow and pressure requirements. 

 
The three main goals of a potable water single distribution system are the following: 
 

• To deliver water to meet system demand. 
• To maintain acceptable pressure. 
• To maintain water quality. 
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Each goal is governed by several factors that vary depending on the needs and 
requirements of the utility and community, as well as local, state and federal agencies.  Each 
state has a set of guidelines for the construction of water systems.  One common set of guidelines 
that is used nationally is the Recommended Standards for Water Works, also known as the Ten 
States Standards.  The Ten States Standards is published by the Water Supply Committee of the 
Great Lakes- Upper Mississippi River Board of State and Provincial Public Health and 
Environmental Managers.  State guidelines provide guidance and minimum design criteria for 
the modification and construction of water systems.  Typical design criteria that would be 
covered in state guidelines are shown in Table 5-11. 

 

Table 5-11 
Distribution system goals and relevant design criteria 

Goal Design Criteria 
To deliver water to meet local and 
overall water system demand. 

• Peak hour demand  
• Maximum day demand  
• Fire protection (demand, storage) 
• Yield of supply/ treatment facilities 
• Flow equalization/ booster capacity 

To maintain acceptable pressure. • Fire protection 
• Minimum residual pressure 
• Maximum residual pressure 

To maintain water quality • Pipeline material and pipeline location, velocity 
• Minimize water age 

 
 
Water Demand: Sizing criteria for a distribution system is generally based on two sets 

of demand flows:  the peak hour flow and the maximum day flow.  Each demand flow is usually 
calculated for a given population for 20 years.  These two flows govern most other components 
in design, depending on whether or not fire protection is considered.   

 
Fire Protection: Fire protection will often govern many aspects of distribution system 

design, including flow, pressure, pipeline size and material, and storage.  The decision to provide 
fire protection is a decision that is made strictly by the governing body of a given community as 
there are no legal requirements which specify sizing distribution system components to handle 
fire flow.  Many communities choose to provide water for fire protection, although with smaller 
systems this undertaking may be prohibitively expensive since, unlike larger systems, fire 
protection for smaller systems can correspond to a significant increase in size of many 
components than would be necessary to just meet the delivery of potable water only (AWWA 
1998)  

Flow: There are three common methods proposed for determining how much water is 
enough to suppress a fire: the Insurance Services Office (ISO) Method, the Illinois Institute of 
Technology Research Institute (IITRI) method, and the Iowa State University (ISU) method. 
According to AWWA, the IITRI method generally yields the highest fire flow requirement.  The 
ISO and ISU methods generally parallel each other with the ISO usually being slightly higher.  
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The ISO method is different from the other two methods in that it incorporates the status of the 
fire department equipment, personnel experience, and other variables into its calculations. 

The Fire Suppression Rating Schedule is the manual the ISO uses in reviewing fire 
fighting capabilities of individual communities.  The schedule measures the major elements of a 
community’s fire suppression system and develops a grading called the Public Protection 
Classification (PPC).  Forty percent of the grading, on a scale from one to ten with one being 
superior, is based on the community’s water supply.  Grading is based on whether or not the 
community has sufficient water supply for fire suppression beyond daily maximum consumption.  
ISO surveys all components of the water supply system and observes fire-flow tests at 
representative locations (ISO, 2004).  Table 5-12 summarizes ISO’s methodology for evaluating 
a water supply. 

 

Table 5-12 
ISO evaluation criteria 

Criteria Determined by 
Evaluation Criteria for Water Supply Three main factors are considered by the ISO.  Each 

is analyzed according to applicable standards of the 
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) and 
American Water Works Association (AWWA) 
1. Capacity of the water supply 
2. Capacity of water mains or distribution system 
3. Distribution of hydrants 

Minimum Criteria (Class 8 or better) Must supply 250 gpm for at least 2 hours in addition 
to the maximum daily demand 

Systems Exceeding Minimum Criteria Calculation of the Needed Fire Flow (NFF) at 
selected locations by the ISO 
• Based on building area, construction, occupancy, 

and exposure 
• To get full credit, the water supply must be able 

to deliver water at 20 psi residual pressure at the 
specified flow rate and specified duration 

• NFFs range from 500 to 12,000 gpm 
Source: Adapted from ISO 2004 
 
 
The ISO method is the oldest method of the three.  It was first published in 1967 and 

evaluates the quantity of water required to extinguish a fire and the effects of various application 
rates and technique.  The IITRI technique was developed from a survey of 134 fires in the 
Chicago area.  Water application rates for the fires studied were calculated through knowledge of 
length and diameter of hose used and calculated nozzle pressure (AWWA M31 1998).   

NFPA Standard No. 13 defines required flows for buildings with sprinkler systems.  This 
flow consists of the flow required for sprinklers in addition to a hose-stream allowance or 500 
gpm - whichever is greater.  The selection of a pressure to be used for a sprinkler system depends 
on the level of risk that the owner is willing to accept and the amount of money the owner is 
willing to spend.  Minimum design requirements, as specified by the Great Lakes--Upper 
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Mississippi River Board of State and Provincial Public Health and Environmental Managers 
2003, are shown in Table 5-13. 

 

Table 5-13 
Sprinkler system requirements 

System Description 
Pipe Schedule Systems • Designed using a pipe-size table with 

corresponding maximum flow rates from NFPA 
Standard No. 13 

• Required flow 250-1,500 gpm 
• Required pressure 15 psi at the base of the 

sprinkler riser at the highest sprinkler 
• Duration of 30-120 minutes 

Hydraulically Calculated Systems • Designed using existing or designated water 
supply pressure and then calculating all water 
flow rates available for each size of piping in the 
system 

• Required flow 150 gpm + based on the 
occupancy and area of the largest room 

• Required pressure 7 psi minimum at every 
sprinkler 

• Duration of 30-120 minutes 
Source: Adapted from Great Lakes--Upper Mississippi River Board of State Public 

Health and Environmental Managers, 2003 
 
 
Most local building codes also call for installation of a standpipe.  NFPA Installation of 

Standpipe and Hose Systems No. 14 specify water requirements for standpipes as shown in 
Table 5-14. Class 1 systems are steel or concrete products storage, Class 2 systems include 
apartments, hotels, churches, offices, schools, and hospitals, and Class 3 systems include 
department stores, amusement parks, automobile sales, supermarkets, and theaters. In fully 
sprinklered buildings, the water supply must satisfy the more stringent demand, the sprinkler 
system or the standpipe (AWWA M31 1998). 

 

Table 5-14 
Standpipe requirements 

System Description 
Residual Pressure, Class 1, 2 and 3 65 psi at highest outlet 
First Standpipe, Class 1 and 3 500 gpm minimum 
First Standpipe, Class 2 100 gpm minimum 
Additional Standpipes 250 gpm minimum, 2,500 gpm maximum 

Source: Adapted from Great Lakes--Upper Mississippi River Board of State Public 
Health and Environmental Managers, 2003 
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Once a fire flow rate is determined, an appropriate duration of time over which the flow 
rate should be applied should be calculated.  The Uniform Fire Code (2000) provides fire flow 
durations to calculate a fire flow volume. Recommended fire flow durations are shown in Table 
5-15. 

 

Table 5-15 
Fire flow durations 

Required Fire Flow Duration 
2,500 gpm or less 2 hours 
3,000 gpm to 3,500 gpm 3 hours 

Source: AWWA Manual 31, Distribution System Requirements for Fire Protections, 
1998 

 
 
Additional Guidelines for Pressure and Velocity: In Modeling, Analysis, and Design 

of Water Distribution Systems, some general engineering guidelines are given for design water 
distribution systems.  Table 5-16 provides some engineering guidelines with respect to pressure 
and velocity that are commonly used in North America.   

 

Table 5-16 
Engineering standards 

Performance Criteria Standard 
Maximum Design Pressure • Approximately 90-110 psi 

• Most common pressure approximately 100 psi based on 
household appliance limitations (e.g. hot water heaters) 

• Some building codes assume a maximum pressure of 80 
psi 

Minimum Design Pressure • Approximately 40-50 psi 
• Most common design pressure is 40 psi 
• If household pressure is less than 40 psi, there could be 

noticeable pressure decreases when more than one 
household device is used 

Design Pressure Fluctuation • 20 psi or less 
Design Velocity  • 5 ft/s for pipelines 

• 15-20 ft/s for valves 
Source: Adapted from Cesario 1995 
 
 
The requirements provided in the previous sections plus local requirements of utilities 

and communities need to be followed.  However, it is important that water utilities do not reject 
pressure management for real loss management without evaluating the possibilities and benefits 
of this tool. 
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BLoss of Revenue: 

Systems with high leakage volumes or break frequencies will almost always see a 
positive benefit from pressure management, even when stacked against a potential loss of 
revenue, due to reduction of delivery pressure.  This is also true for systems with lower losses 
and high costs to produce or purchase water.  In situations where a loss of revenue can not be 
tolerated, pressure management can be limited to night-time hours, when legitimate consumption 
is at its lowest and system pressures are at their highest.   

Many systems in North America are undertaking water conservation programs.  The cost 
of these programs incorporates the cost of lost revenue, which almost always is less than the cost 
of a new water resource.  Pressure management can clearly assist a water conservation program 
by reducing distribution side losses and direct pressure water use.   

A large portion of indoor water use within a North American household is from the toilet; 
tank type toilets use a fixed volume, which does not change significantly when pressure is 
reduced.  Therefore this component of revenue will not change.  There are also many other fixed 
volume uses within a residence, such as a sink or bath tub which will not vary significantly with 
pressure (Thornton 1999). 

Loss of Hydraulic Capacity and Water Quality 
 
Pressure management or pressure reduction should be undertaken with extra care when 

dealing with large zones which may include storage or transmission mains which are responsible 
for transporting water from one part of the system to another.  A calibrated hydraulic model may 
be used to model the effects of pressure reduction on the system’s ability to transport water from 
one point to another and to fill storage.  As discussed earlier in this report in the DMA section 
care should be taken when closing in areas to not create dead ends and water quality problems.  

CResults from Level 2 Utilities 

Advanced pressure management was successfully applied in the trial DMAs established 
in EID, SPU and the HRWC.  In all three DMAs fixed outlet pressure control was already used 
as a standard pressure management tool by the utilities, prior to converting those areas into 
permanent DMAs.  All three DMAs have at least two feeds into the DMA, each equipped with a 
PRV.  The smaller feed serves as lead feed and is also controlling the pressure.  The larger feed 
serves as a back up for emergency situations.  Fire flow tests were conducted in all three DMAs.  
The fire flow tests in EID and SPU proved that the DMAs and the applied advanced pressure 
management are providing sufficient flow and pressure during emergency situations.  The fire 
flow test conducted in the HRWC revealed that the critical zone point is not able to provide the 
required fire flows.  This problem is not related to the pressure management or the fact that the 
area is isolated.  The test clearly showed that the PRV controlling the inflow to the DMA 
increased the inlet pressure and inflow to the DMA.  However, the HRWC explained that the 
mains in the area of the critical zone pressure point are of small diameter with significant 
deposits and encrustation resulting in a limited hydraulic capacity.  This problem is also found in 
other older network areas of the HRWC and is currently addressed through an infrastructure 
renewal program.  
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K Influence of Pressure on Leakage Flow Rates and Some Consumption Components 

In utilities where outdoor water use for irrigation forms a significant part of the utilities 
revenue, pressure reduction might be a more sensitive issue, as irrigation is a pressure sensitive 
component of the consumption and will be affected by pressure reduction along with running 
faucets and showers.  However, many of these utilities are located in areas where water is not a 
plentiful resource, and a certain reduction in irrigation water use might be considered as a 
conservation measure, even if it has impact on the company’s revenue. 

The influence of pressure on leakage flow rates, based on the theory and principles of the 
FAVAD analysis was already explained on page 34.  The N1 exponent for individual small 
systems can be calculated from an N1 step test where the inlet pressure to the area is reduced, 
and reductions in inflow rate and average zone pressure are measured (see Estimation and 
Calculation of N1 Factor – Pressure Step Test).  Practical guidance to predict N1 for different 
systems, given the current leakage rates and the pipe materials, is currently being tested by the 
IWA Water Loss Task Force (WLTF) pressure management team.  

Consumption consists of components with different N1 exponent values (more recently 
referred to as N3), ranging from 0 (pressure independent for example after a storage tank) to 0.5 
(open tap) or possibly higher (for sprinkler systems with numerous small orifices each equivalent 
to a ‘background leak’).  The FAVAD concept can be used to predict the effect of pressure 
management (at different times of day) on different elements of consumption.   

L Assessing the Potential for Leakage Reduction Through Pressure Reduction 

In order to properly assess if pressure reduction will be suitable for a particular system a 
series of tasks should be undertaken prior to implementation which usually includes the 
following: 

 
1. Desk top study to identify potential zones, installation points and issues 
2. Demand analysis to identify consumer types, control limitations and direct vs. 
indirect use 
3. Initial benefit to cost analysis   
4. Field measurements of flow and pressure (the latter usually at inlet, average zone 
point and critical node points) 
5. Modeling of potential benefits using specialized models 
6. Identification of correct control valves and control devices 
7. Modeling of correct control regimes to provide desired results 
8. Benefit to cost analysis 
 
Selecting the potential sub-sector or area for control: 
Normally, the first stages of selecting a sub-sector take place in the office by an 

inspection of plans to decide on a suitable area, where there is potentially high or excess 
pressure.  The area should be controllable.  In other words, it should either be isolated from the 
general system naturally or by a series of valve closures.  Several pressure reducing valves 
(PRVs) may be used if hydraulically necessary.  At this stage, it is especially helpful to have 
input from the water utility field staff who operate the system on a daily basis.  In many cases, 
they are aware of localized potential problems (such as low carrying capacity or partially closed 
valves), which need to be resolved prior to field measurements and analysis. 
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Demand analysis: 
A demand analysis should be undertaken to identify the types of consumers and 

consumption (indoor/outdoor residential, commercial, industrial, emergency etc.) in the potential 
sector and their specific requirements.  One of the main reasons for demand analysis is to 
determine the point at which pressure reductions, related to the demand portion of the sector 
consumption, are no longer beneficial.  During the demand analysis phase, particular care should 
be given to potential seasonal changes.  Seasonal changes usually have a big impact in tourist 
areas and in areas where irrigation is a significant component of the summer consumption 
pattern.  

 
Initial benefit to cost analysis: 
An initial estimated benefit to cost analysis should be performed at this stage using 

industry standard calculations to identify if there is any real potential for loss recovery.  Operator 
knowledge and preliminary estimations can be used at this stage, merely to justify continuing 
with the process. Later, a detailed benefit to cost analysis will be done using accurate field data.  
A potential loss in revenue should only be included in the calculation if water conservation is not 
being considered or undertaken. 

 
Field measurements: 
Once the initial work phase is completed, field measurements including recording of 

flow, pressure and consumption, need to be conducted.  Pressure should be recorded as a 
minimum at the entrance to the district, at the AZP and the critical point. These measurements 
will be used to identify the benefit of control, if reduction of leakage is a major determining 
factor for valve installation.  

 
Type of control, control limits and dimensioning: 
After the potential loss recovery and loss of revenue have been equated, the field data has 

to be analyzed to decide on the type of control, the control limits and the location and dimensions 
of the valve and bypass assembly.  This final decision will determine the cost of the installation. 

 
Final benefit to cost calculations: 
Once all of the determining factors have been identified, the potential cost of the program 

should be weighed against the potential benefit.  Usually, there are many intangible benefits to 
pressure management, where it is hard to fit a financial gain.  The utility should study these 
benefits and use them in the final decision making.  Often, the main component of benefit is the 
reduction of lost water at marginal cost.  Marginal cost is defined as the variable cost to produce 
the water.  Usually, power and chemicals are the main components.  However, if a system is 
approaching maximum capacity, then deferral (or avoided cost) of cost to build a new station or 
treatment plant can also be included.  Marginal cost may also be wholesale cost, where a utility 
purchases from another utility.  In the case that the utility is undertaking a conservation program, 
then the marginal cost may be that of the variable retail cost of water using the argument that any 
leakage volume reduced offsets the need for the same volume reduction of consumer demand.  
Therefore, the saved volume has a value equal to that of the saved retail value for the volume of 
water.  
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M Reducing Break Frequencies Through Pressure Management 

Calculations of the economic case for pressure management in the United Kingdom have 
traditionally been based only on the savings due to the predicted reduction of flow rates of 
existing leaks as discussed in the section above. An attempt to interpret statistical plots of 
average pressure against main break frequency for large numbers of District Metered Areas in 
the United Kingdom (UKWIR 2003) showed no clear relationships, although it was 
acknowledged that break frequencies usually reduced to some extent following pressure 
reduction. 

The most reliable results for this type of research are likely to be derived from analyses of 
'before' and 'after' break frequencies in individual systems in which pressure management has 
been implemented. Individual members of the IWA-WLTF Pressure Management Team were 
aware of cases where pressure management had produced immediate, significant and sustained 
reductions in new break frequencies. Figure 5-17 shows an example from UK (Pearson 2005) 
where the average pressure was reduced from 53 psi (38 mH) to 44 psi (31 mH) in early 2002, 
with an immediate reduction in new break frequency. 

 
 

 
Source: Garzon-Contreras F.,and J. Thornton, 2006 

Figure 5-17 A UK example of reduction in new break frequency following pressure 
management 

 
 
One of the most important factors to be investigated in pressure: break frequency 

relationships is the presence (or absence) of pressure transients (surges) caused by pumps 
stopping and starting, valving operations, tank filling and large consumer draw off etc.  These are 
only identified when pressures are measured at very short intervals, in the order of a second or 
less.   
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Given that breaks occur because of a combination of factors rather than any single 
influence, the IWA-WLTF Pressure Management Team is currently attempting to develop a 
diagram that will explain, conceptually, the relationship between pressure, break frequency and 
other factors. This is shown in Figure 5-18. 

 
 

 
Source: Thornton and Lambert, 2006 

Figure 5-18 Conceptual diagram of relationship between pressure, break frequency and 
other key factors 

 
 
As water pipes deteriorate through age (and possibly corrosion) and other local and 

seasonal factors, the pressure at which failure occurs gradually reduces until, at some point in 
time, break frequency starts to increase significantly. 

AResults from Level 2 Utilities 

Historic break data was only available from the HRWC DMA.  The HRWC DMA was 
under fixed outlet pressure control since its inception in 2001.  Flow modulated advanced 
pressure control was installed in September 2005, as part of this project.  When comparing the 
number of repaired breaks during FY05/06 and FY 04/05, it is necessary to point out that FY 
05/06 experienced a mild winter that contributed to a lower number of breaks over the entire 
distribution network.  While the rest of the distribution network experienced a reduction of 
breaks in the magnitude of 10% the Dartmouth Central DMA experienced a reduction of 33%.  
This clearly indicates a beneficial impact of the flow modulated advanced pressure control on the 
occurrence of new breaks. 
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N Selection of PRV and Control Systems (Thornton 2002) 

Pressure reduction can be undertaken using various methods.  The level of sophistication 
usually depends on the ELL and the ability of the utility to maintain the equipment.  Care should 
be taken when sizing the valve to check the potential head-loss through the valve assembly (gate-
valves, filter, meter, control-valve and pipe fittings), especially when the pressure during the 
peak hours is already low (as is often the case in systems with weak hydraulic capacity) and 
modulated control is only desired during off peak times.  If care is not taken, supply may be 
reduced during peak hours resulting in no water complaints.  The most common methods of 
pressure reduction are listed below: 

ASectorization: 

Sectorization is one of the most basic forms of pressure management, yet it is still very 
effective and is quite often to be found in use in North American utilities.  Sub-sectors are 
divided either naturally or by physical valving.  The sectors are usually quite large and often with 
multiple feeds.  Therefore, they do not usually develop localized hydraulic problems because of 
valve closures.  Systems with gravity feeds usually sectorize by ground level, as is the case at 
SFPUC, and systems with pumped feeds usually sectorize depending on the level of elevated 
tanks or storage. 

BPump Control: 

Many utilities use pump control as a method of controlling system pressure.  Pumps will 
be activated or de-activated depending upon system demand.  This method is effective if the 
reduced level of pumping (usually at night) can still maintain reservoir levels.  With recent 
energy conservation concerns, this methodology should be carefully reviewed as to the 
efficiency of energy use if the pump is not using a variable frequency drive but rather the 
operator is throttling an exit valve.  A good pump control scheme will incorporate a variable 
frequency drive to match output to the system demand and a slow start, slow stop valve on the 
outlet of the pump which minimizes surge to the system and reduces break frequencies. 

CThrottled System Valves: 

Many system operators recognize the need for reducing system pressure and partially 
close a gate or butterfly valve to create a head-loss and reduce pressure.  This method is not 
recommended, since the head-loss created will change as system demand changes.  At night 
when a distribution system needs the least pressure, the pressure will be higher, and during the 
day when the distribution system needs the most pressure to supply demand, the pressure will be 
lower creating what is often termed as an upside down zone or district.  

DFixed Outlet Hydraulic Control:  

Fixed outlet hydraulic pressure control is the traditional method of control and uses a 
basic hydraulically operated control valve.  This method is effective for areas with low head 
losses, low demands, which do not vary greatly due to seasonal changes and areas with uniform 
supply characteristics.  This type of control is quite common in North American utilities and was 
found to be in extensive use in EID and in the HRWC.  
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ETime-based Modulation:  

Pressure can be affected by using a controller with an internal timer.  Control is affected 
in time-bands in accordance with demand profiles.  This methodology is very effective for areas 
with stable demand profiles and head-losses and is usually used where cost is an issue, but 
advanced pressure management is desired.  Time-based modulation controllers can be supplied 
with or without data loggers and or remote links.  Some manufacturers connect the controller to 
the pilot valve and alter the set point of the pilot valve by introducing a force against the existing 
force of the pilot spring.  Other manufacturers use a timer and a solenoid valve to re-route 
control through preset pilots.  This type of control is not recommended for use as a sole means of 
advanced pressure control in North America since the timer will not respond to increased needs 
for emergency use.  It was, however, used in the HRWC to control a second valve into the DMA.  
The use of a time-based controller to control the second valve in a two valve supply ensures that 
pressure can be dropped below that of the fixed outlet pressure but the main valve, if it is on a 
flow-based modulation, will ensure additional supply for emergency demands if required. 

FFlow-based Dynamic Modulation:  

This is the best type of control for areas with changing conditions, head-loss, fire flow 
requirements and the need for advanced control.  This type of control is affected by controlling 
outlet pressure in relation to demand by connecting the controller to a metered signal output.  As 
flow or demand goes up the controller increases outlet pressure and as flow or demand goes 
down the controller reduces outlet pressure.  Modulation of outlet pressure (within 
predetermined maximum and minimum settings) is achieved by altering the force against the 
regular hydraulic pilot spring ensuring that if the controller fails the hydraulic pilot will return 
the valve to its highest hydraulic outlet pressure setting.  The controller is normally supplied with 
a local data logger and optional remote communications.  Flow-based pressure modulation fights 
the effect of head-loss in the system ensuring that critical points receive a smooth constant lower 
pressure as seen in Figure 5-19. 
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Source: Thornton et al. 2005 

Figure 5-19 Flow modulation reduces the effects of head-loss and smoothes pressure at 
weaker critical points in the system 

 
 
Component analysis shows that in many cases the smaller diameter mains and services 

(often found at the extremities and critical points of the system) have a higher break frequency 
than the larger diameter mains found at the entrance to most districts.  By reducing the effects of 
head loss and smoothening pressure at critical zone points, flow-based pressure control has the 
effect of reducing volumes of real loss and frequencies of new leaks.  

Care should be taken when selecting valve sizes so that the flow cannot fall below the 
minimum acceptable flow for the valve, after leakage has been reduced. If this happens, the 
valve may control erratically, as it is controlling at the almost closed position, therefore, any 
small modulation affects the flow and pressure more than when it is modulating at the nominal 
position. This may result in either higher maintenance costs or increased leakage.  In situations 
where a valve has to deal with both high and low flow conditions, it is often common to install a 
small bypass valve around the main control valve to ensure smooth hydraulic control. 

O Installation of Pressure Management Systems (Thornton 2002) 

PRVs have been used for many years to control the hydraulic condition of water systems.  
During the last few years, with advances in control technology, PRVs have become very efficient 
means of reducing system losses.  However, as we start to use more detailed control patterns and 
expect more efficient control, it is becoming more and more important to properly size the valve 
for the application and utilize SCADA for monitoring and possible control.  Once the valve has 
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been properly sized, the installation and type of control should be engineered to allow flexibility 
and easy ongoing maintenance, to ensure that the investment will continue to pay off in the 
medium to long term as well as a short-term immediate benefit. 

Proper installation and start up of the valve are critical for the ongoing life of the valve 
and ongoing control of the sector.  The valve should be installed with: 

 
• Bypass to allow future maintenance 
• Mainline filter to stop debris entering the valve (and meter if one is fitted) - if 

required 
• Meter with suitable pulse output (if flow modulated control is desired) 
• Secondary filter to protect the pilot assembly 
• Air valve to release air from the valve head if rotational supply is in place 
• Suitable gate-valves, for isolation of bypass and mainline  
• Ball valves for isolation of the pilot circuit 
• Inlet and outlet pressure gauges for quick visual monitoring of valve status 
 
The valve assembly should be housed in a secure environmental proof chamber, which 

allows safe access for maintenance and calibration. The valve may be installed on either the 
mainline or the bypass. Past practice has been to install on the mainline and put a bypass of 
smaller diameter around the valve. Today, it is common to install a bypass of smaller diameter 
and install the valve on the bypass to aid easy access and reduce traffic disruption by installing 
the valve in the footpath. If installed with a DMA meter, both can be installed on the same 
bypass. 

APressure Management Results from Level 2 Utilities 

Advanced pressure management was trialed in EID, SPU and the HRWC (see Table 
5-17).  All three utilities already applied fixed outlet pressure control in the areas converted into 
DMAs.  Therefore, flow-modulated pressure control was tested in order to evaluate the potential 
benefits of this technology over fixed outlet pressure control. 
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Table 5-17 
Pressure management trials in Level 2 utilities 

Level 2 utility EID SPU PWD HRWC 
Existing pressure 
control zone 

Yes Yes No Yes 

Historic pressure data 
available 

Yes No Yes Yes 

Initial pressure 
measurements  

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

PRV type Diaphragm 
style PRV 

Diaphragm 
style PRV 

Diaphragm 
style PRV 

Diaphragm style 
PRV 

Pressure control system  Flow 
modulated 
pressure 
control  

Flow 
modulated 
pressure 
control 

Fixed outlet 
pressure control 

Flow modulated 
pressure control 

Fire flow tests successful successful Not completed 
within project 
duration 

Partly successful 
since hydraulic 
capacity of 
network is 
insufficient 

Customer complaints  No No No No 
Reduction in real losses Yes NA Yes Yes 
Reduction in breaks  No historic 

data 
NA NA Yes 

Reduction in demand 
due to pressure control  

No NA No No 

 
 
EID: Fixed outlet pressure control was already applied in this area and therefore flow 

modulated pressure control was trialed.  The initial flow modulation profile used was set to 
reduce the outlet pressure by a maximum of 10 psi (7 mH), over the the initial fixed outlet 
pressure setting used by EID, if the inflow to the DMA was less than 140 gpm (8.8 L/sec).  If the 
inflow was higher than 250 gpm (15.8 L/sec) the outlet pressure would increase up to 70 psi (49 
mH), which was the initial fixed outlet pressure setting used by EID at this PRV station.  
Continuous flow and pressure monitoring has proven that the 6in. (150 mm) PRV is able to 
accommodate a significant increase in demand (between June and August the peak demand was 
three to four times higher than in April when the flow-modulation profile was set up), with no 
mentionable reduction in average zone pressure or critical zone pressure.  The comparison of 
hydraulic (fixed outlet) control with the initial flow-modulated pressure control revealed that the 
applied flow modulation profile was too conservative to see a mentionable reduction in real 
losses.  Nevertheless, it showed that flow modulated pressure control successfully reduced the 
AZP during low demand periods (compared to fixed outlet control) and increased the AZP 
during high demand periods to the same levels as found during fixed outlet control.  The 
performance of the flow-modulated pressure control built confidence in this type of pressure 
management within EID.  Therefore the project team decided to apply a more aggressive 
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modulation profile after the summer period (see Figure 5-20).  On August 29th, 2005, a new flow 
modulation profile was applied, further reducing the outlet pressure during minimum 
consumption periods by 10 psi (7 mH). 

 
 

 

Figure 5-20 EID flow modulation profiles 
 
 
The level of real losses at fixed outlet pressure control was compared to the level of real 

losses during flow-modulated pressure control (applying the new profile installed August 29th, 
2005) in an attempt to analyze the benefits of flow-modulated pressure control over fixed outlet 
pressure control for this DMA (see Table 5-18). 

 

Table 5-18 
Reduction in real losses EID 

Reduction in: Total savings comparing fixed 
outlet pressure control (Mar. 

8th) vs. flow modulated 
pressure control (Nov. 16th)  

Total savings comparing 
fixed outlet pressure control 

(Mar. 8th) vs. flow modulated 
pressure control (Nov. 16th) 

Total Inflow 0.016 mgd 62.4 m3 
Total Real Losses 37.24 gal/conn/d 141 L/conn/d 
Unavoidable 
Background Real 
Losses (ICF =1.0) 

6.20 gal/conn/d 23.5 L/conn/d 

Excess Real 
Losses 

31.08 gal/conn/d 117.5 L/conn/d 

Consumption 0.14 gal/conn/d 0.5 L/conn/d 
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Between March 8th, 2005, (fixed outlet pressure control) and November 16th, 2005, (flow 
modulated pressure control), two days with very similar consumption, the total real losses were 
reduced by 37.27gal/conn/day.  However, the savings in real losses were not only due to the 
applied flow-modulated pressure control but also resulted from the repairs of a 6 in. (150mm) 
main break and a 1 in. (25mm) service break.  The reduction of unavoidable background losses 
by 6.197 gal/conn/day is solely due to the applied flow-modulated pressure control.  The project 
team did not conduct a benefit to cost analysis since it was not possible to accurately assess the 
reduction in real losses directly related to flow-modulated pressure control.  

Conservative control profiles were used in EID to build confidence in the method, and, as 
a result, the volume of water saved over and above that of the fixed outlet control was hard to 
discern.  This is not a surprise considering that even at the maximum control the project team 
only reduced 20 psi (14 mH), which, when considered as a percentage of the AZP of 109 psi (77 
mH) is only 18%.  Furthermore, it should be mentioned that the benefits seen from pressure 
management (reduction in real losses) would have been much more in a DMA of larger size 

Flow-modulated pressure control was tested as an alternative to the existing fixed outlet 
pressure control currently utilized by EID.  It was found to be a suitable pressure management 
tool for use on a very dynamic system with demand changing by a factor of three to four, and 
EID is subsequently considering the application of this type of control in other areas, while 
continuing with this current DMA. 

 
SPU: An existing pressure control zone was converted to a permanent DMA.  The 

existing inflow main was too big for the purpose of DMA measurements and pressure control.  
Hence, a new inflow chamber was designed and constructed supplying the DMA through a 6in. 
(150mm) main equipped with a “Metering PRV” to accommodate the daily demand (both 
summer and winter demands) and a 12in. (300mm) main equipped with a normal fixed outlet 
PRV serving as a backup in case of fire flow or other emergencies.  After completion of the 
DMA chamber construction work the pressure control station was commissioned.  The 12in. 
(300 mm) valve was set at an outlet pressure of 120 psi (85 mH) and the 6in. (150 mm) valve 
was set at an outlet pressure of 132 psi (93 mH) allowing room for an initial conservative 
modulation of 10 psi (7 mH). 

In order to ensure smooth operation of the 12in. PRV on the bypass during fire flow 
demands and to ensure that the site could deliver sufficient water to meet any emergency, a fire 
flow test was undertaken.  Hydrants were selected around the district and turned on slowly to see 
when and how the 12in. valve responded.  All four hydrants were able to provide the necessary 
flows individually, and the installation was able to supply sufficient flow even when all four 
hydrants were flowing together.   

Because of system improvement projects in the DMA and adjacent to the DMA no 
further pressure management work or DMA analysis could be conducted.  However, this 
installation proves that it is possible to convert existing pressure control sites into DMAs and it is 
possible to meet fire flow demands in pressure controlled areas. 

 
PWD: The DMA was isolated from the distribution system and is supplied through a 

main inflow chamber (equipped with a flow meter and a PRV) and a stand by feed (only 
equipped with PRV).  Within the duration of this project only fixed outlet pressure control could 
be trialed as the procurement process took a significant amount of time.  The main inflow 
chamber was commission on October 17th, 2006.  New baseline measurements with no pressure 
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control were taken on October 17th, 2006 and the following days fixed outlet pressure control 
was trialed.  On October 18th, 2006 the outlet pressure was reduced by 20 psi (14 mH) and on 
October 19th, 2006 the outlet pressure was reduced by another 10 psi (7 mH) resulting in a total 
pressure reduction of 30 psi (21 mH) compared to no pressure control.  Figure 5-21 shows a 
comparison of recorded flow and pressure during the 3 control modes. 

 
 

DMA#5 Flow and AZP pressure @ no control - fixed outlet (20 psi reduction) - fixed outlet (30 
psi reduction)
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Figure 5-21 Flow and pressure recorded under no and fixed outlet pressure control - PWD 
 
 
By switching from no control to fixed outlet pressure control, a reasonable reduction in 

net night flow (= minimum night flow – night-time consumption) was achieved.  Another benefit 
that can be seen is the fact that the AZP was relatively stable over the entire day.  Pressure 
fluctuations due to high or low demands were reduced.  Furthermore it was noticed that pressure 
spikes, which were recorded through high frequency pressure logging during no pressure control, 
were eliminated by the fixed outlet pressure control.  The elimination of pressure spikes will 
definitely have a positive impact on the life span of the infrastructure.   

The consumption profiles of the three days were compared showing that they are very 
similar with no significant difference in consumption between the different control days.  This 
indicates that the majority of customer consumption is likely volume based.  Hence, pressure 
control has no mentionable impact on customer demand in this DMA.   
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By conducting MNF analysis, the level of real losses under each of the control modes 
(using the updated MNF consumption volumes) was calculated in order to be able to assess the 
reduction in real losses due to the different pressure control modes.  Updated MNF consumption 
volumes were collected on October 19th, 2006 by utilizing the AMR capabilities of the customer 
meters.  The average MNF consumption volume was similar to the one assessed on May 12th, 
2005, during the field measurements.   

Table 5-19 
PWD - Comparison of saving in real losses under different pressure control modes 

Reduction in: Total savings comparing no 
pressure control (Oct. 17th) vs. 
fixed outlet control (Oct. 18th 
with 20 psi reduction) 

Total savings comparing no 
pressure control (Oct. 17th) vs. 
fixed outlet control (Oct 19th 
with 30 psi reduction) 

Total Inflow 0.08 
295.23 

mgd 
m3/d 

0.10
363.36

mgd 
m3/d 

Total Real 
Losses 

36.20 
137.02 

gal/conn/d 
L/conn/d 

49.90
173.75

gal/conn/d 
L/conn/d 

Unavoidable 
Background 
Real Losses 
(ICF =1.0) 

3.20 
12.112 

gal/conn/d 
L/conn/d 

4.3
16.28

gal/conn/d 
L/conn/d 

Excess Real 
Losses 

33.00 
124.91 

gal/conn/d 
L/conn/d 

41.60
157.47

gal/conn/d 
L/conn/d 

Consumption -1.10 
-4.164 

gal/conn/d 
L/conn/d 

0.10
0.38

gal/conn/d 
L/conn/d 

Pressure 20 
14 

psi 
mH 

30
21

 

 
 
Based on 24 hours of measurement the savings realized by the fixed outlet control 

settings, relative to not having pressure control, are equal to approximately 0.08 mgd (295.23 m3) 
with a reduction of real losses of 36.20 gal/conn/day (137.02 L/conn/day).  These savings were 
achieved by reducing the outlet pressure by approximately 20 psi (14 mH).  By reducing the 
outlet pressure by another 10 psi a further reduction in real losses was achieved as can be seen in 
Table 5-19  Managing pressure provides a clear benefit over no pressure control resulting in a 
significant reduction of real looses. 

 
HRWC: In an existing DMA with fixed outlet pressure control the benefits of flow-

modulated pressure control over fixed outlet pressure control were tested.  Flow into the DMA is 
provided at two locations (DMA chambers).  Each DMA chamber is equipped with a 6in. (150 
mm) PRV (lead) and flow meter and a 12in. (300 mm) PRV (stand by).  In September 2005, 
flow-modulated pressure control was installed.  Initially it was planned to control pressure at 
both inflow points through flow modulation.  The project team did not achieve good results 
through flow-modulation from both inflow points, since one flow modulated unit was fighting 
the other, resulting in the two valves hunting each other, and it was, therefore, decided to control 
pressure only from one inflow point while the other inflow point served only for backup 
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purposes.  After operating the DMA for several months under flow-modulated pressure control, a 
three day trial (May 8th, 2006 to May 10th, 2006) was undertaken to compare the level of real 
losses under no pressure control, fixed outlet pressure control and flow modulated pressure 
control.  To record the situation under no pressure control it was necessary to temporarily 
increase the system pressures since pressure control was already installed prior to this study.  
Essentially, the controlling PRV was set such that it was fully open with only a minor difference 
(approximately 5 psi/ 3.5 mH) between inlet and outlet pressures due to head-loss across the 
valve.  The average pressure in the DMA was reduced by 11 psi (8 mH) between no pressure 
control and fixed outlet pressure control.  On May 10th, 2006 the flow-modulated pressure 
control was applied with the following settings:  

 
Pmax =  58.3 psi  or  41 mH 
Pmin =  44 psi  or  31 mH 
Fmax =  1,321 gpm or  300 m3/hour 
Fmin =  440.3 gpm or  100 m3/hour 
 
By comparing the results of the 3 types of pressure control (no pressure control, fixed 

outlet pressure control and flow-modulated pressure control), the benefits of fixed outlet pressure 
control and flow-modulated pressure control compared to no pressure control can be analyzed.  
Figure 5-22 shows a comparison of recorded flow and pressure during the 3 control modes. 

 
 

 

Figure 5-22 Flow and pressure recorded under no – fixed outlet and flow modulated 
pressure control - HRWC 
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By switching from no control to fixed outlet pressure control, a reasonable reduction in 
net night flow (= minimum night flow – night-time consumption) was achieved, even though the 
AZP was reduced only by 11 psi (8 mH).  Another benefit that can be seen is the fact that the 
AZP was relatively stable over the entire day.  Pressure fluctuations due to high or low demands 
were reduced.  Looking at the benefits of flow-modulated pressure control over fixed outlet 
pressure control, it can be seen that the AZP pressure was very similar to the AZP pressure 
during fixed outlet pressure control.  During the minimum night flow period, there was an 
additional pressure reduction achieved through flow-modulated pressure control which resulted 
in a further reduction of net night flow.  This control mode allows further reducing pressure 
during periods of low demand while providing sufficient pressure during periods of high 
demand. 

Comparing the consumption profiles shows that they are very similar with no significant 
difference in consumption between the different control days (see Figure 5-23).  The results 
suggest that the reduction in pressure has no mentionable impact on the customer consumption, 
which suggests that the majority of customer consumption is likely volume based. 

 
 

 

Figure 5-23 Consumption during no – fixed outlet and flow modulated pressure control - 
HRWC 
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By conducting MNF analysis, the level of real losses under each of the control modes 
(using the same MNF consumption volumes) was calculated in order to be able to assess the 
reduction in real losses due to the different pressure control modes.  

 

Table 5-20 
HRWC - Comparison of saving in real losses under different pressure control modes 

Reduction in: Total savings 
comparing no pressure 
control (May 8th) vs. 
fixed outlet pressure 
control (May 9th) 

Total savings comparing 
fixed outlet pressure 
control (May 9th) vs. flow 
modulated pressure 
control (May 10th)  

Total savings comparing 
no pressure control 
(May 8th) and flow 
modulated pressure 
control (May 10th) 

Total Inflow 0.11 
396.01 

mgd 
m3/d 

0.03
122.38

mgd 
m3/d 

0.14 
518.39 

mgd 
m3/d 

Total Real 
Losses 

44.77 
169.48 

gal/conn/d 
L/conn/d 

7.86
29.77

gal/conn/d 
L/conn/d 

52.63 
199.24 

gal/conn/d 
L/conn/d 

Unavoidable 
Background 
Real Losses 
(ICF =1.0) 

2.03 
7.67 

gal/conn/d 
L/conn/d 

1.25
4.73

gal/conn/d 
L/conn/d 

3.28 
12.40 

gal/conn/d 
L/conn/d 

Excess Real 
Losses 

42.75 
161.81 

gal/conn/d 
L/conn/d 

6.62
25.04

gal/conn/d 
L/conn/d 

49.36 
186.85 

gal/conn/d 
L/conn/d 

Consumption 11.64 
44.08 

gal/conn/d 
L/conn/d 

-2.37
-8.99

gal/conn/d 
L/conn/d 

9.27 
35.09 

gal/conn/d 
L/conn/d 

Pressure 11 
7.7 

psi 
mH 

5
3.5

psi 
mH 

16 
11.3 

psi 
mH 

 
 
Based on 24 hours of measurement the savings realized by the fixed outlet control 

settings, relative to not having pressure control, are equal to approximately 0.11 mgd (396.01 m3) 
with a reduction of real losses of 44.77 gal/conn/day (169.48 L/conn/day).  These savings were 
achieved by reducing pressures by approximately 11 psi (7.7 mH).  The savings achieved 
through flow-modulated pressure control over fixed outlet pressure control are in the range of an 
additional 7.86 gal/conn/day (29.77 L/conn/day).  A clear and significant benefit can be seen in 
managing pressure over no pressure control with the most significant reduction of real losses 
resulting from fixed outlet pressure control over no pressure control. 

SUMMARY 

This chapter discussed the transferability of DMAs and pressure management to North 
America and the results derived from testing these technologies in participating Level 2 utilities.  
Permanently monitored DMAs have proven internationally to be the most effective way of 
reducing the duration of previously unreported leakage.  It was found that the general guidelines 
and rules used in the UK for the design and installation of DMAs apply to North America as 
well.   
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However, several points require special attention when planning and designing DMAs in 
North America:  

 
• Necessary to meet flow requirements 
• Mains are of larger size, resulting in lower flow velocities  
• Network geometry is different – grid system 
 
The trials conducted in the participating utilities have shown that existing pressure 

control areas can easily be converted into permanent DMAs, if they are of an appropriate size.  
From these trials, it appears that converting suitably sized pressure control areas into DMAs 
allows the water utility to get familiar with the DMA concept, its implications, and benefits, 
without requiring mentionable changes to the operation of the system.  Nevertheless, in order to 
establish DMAs across the whole system, in most North American utilities it will be necessary to 
design and install new DMAs.  

The inflow point to the DMA is a critical part of a DMA and its design.  The most 
suitable design was found to be a main feed equipped with a bypass, where the bypass is 
equipped with the DMA meter and a PRV (if pressure management is suitable for the area).  The 
main feed is also equipped with a PRV, which only opens up in case of a fire flow or an 
exceptional demand situation.  This design allows supplying the DMA through a main of suitable 
size for DMA measurements and pressure management, while a larger main provides back up for 
emergency purposes.  The backup feed can either be in the same DMA inflow chamber or at a 
different boundary of the DMA, as for example in the DMA designed in PWD.  If an existing 
PRV is used as back up for emergency purposes, it is important to verify that the PRV is in good 
condition and able to respond in due time to drops in pressure inside the DMA.  Fire flows 
should be simulated to test the condition of the back up PRV.  

PWD successfully completed the planning and design phase for a DMA that was isolated 
from the open grid network.  The work conducted in PWD highlighted the importance of initial 
flow and pressure measurements to assess leakage levels before installing a DMA.  If an area has 
very high leakage levels, it is important to remove a significant portion of leakage to avoid over-
designing the DMA inflow chamber installations.   

EID and SPU successfully converted existing pressure control areas into DMAs and the 
HRWC already had the DMA installed since 2001.  The DMAs installed in the participating 
utilities were successfully operated, providing sufficient pressure and supply all times, even 
during simulated fire flow events.   

In addition to the installation of DMAs, flow-modulated pressure management, as a tool 
to control and manage leakage, was successfully trialed in EID and the HRWC.  In the HRWC it 
was possible to assess the benefits of fixed outlet pressure control over no pressure control. The 
results show that the step from no pressure control to fixed outlet pressure control achieves the 
biggest reduction of real losses.  The reduction of real loss through flow-modulated pressure 
control over fixed outlet pressure control is less.  However, the flow-modulated pressure control 
has achieved a further reduction of DMA system pressure during low demand periods resulting 
in an additional reduction of real losses compared to fixed outlet pressure control.  Another 
benefit of flow-modulated pressure control seen in the HRWC, is that the number of new breaks 
was reduced compared to the previous year, where only fixed outlet pressure control was 
applied.  Whether to choose fixed outlet pressure control or flow modulated pressure control has 
to be decided on a zone to zone basis. 
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Table 5-20 provides a comparison of reduction in real losses due to the trialed pressure 
management schemes.  By assigning a monetary value to the amount of water saved through 
pressure management, a benefit to cost analysis was undertaken, and the payback time for the 
DMA installations was calculated (see Table 5-21). 

 

Table 5-21 
Value of lost water saved through pressure control and payback period for Dartmouth 

Central DMA - HRWC 

marginal cost of water 0.242 $/Th gal 0.242 $/Th gal 0.242 $/Th gal
retail cost of water 0.989 $/Th gal 0.989 $/Th gal 0.989 $/Th gal

Total savings 51,606,044          gall/year 9,064,034      gall/year 60,670,078     gall/year

Total savings at retail cost/year 51,040.97            $ 8,964.79        $ 60,005.76       $
Total savings at marginal cost/year 12,470.50            $ 2,190.31        $ 14,660.81       $

Total for each option $176,751 $4,000 $180,751

Payback period at retail cost 3.5 years 0.4 years 3.0 years
Payback period at marginal cost 14.2 years 1.8 years 12.3 years

Cost for 2 DMA chambers, 
material, labor, PRVs and flow 
modulated pressure controller

Cost for flow modulated pressure 
controller 

Total savings in value of water 
saved through fixed outlet pressure 

control over no pressure control

Cost for 2 DMA chambers, 
material, labor and PRVs

Total savings in value of water saved 
through flow modulated pressure 
control over fixed outlet pressure 

control

Total savings in value of water 
saved through flow modulated 

pressure control over no 
pressure control

 
 
 
The savings in real losses were valued at the retail and marginal cost of water to present 

the opposite ends of the spectrum.  There is a short payback period for the construction cost of 
DMA chambers if the savings in real losses are valued at retail cost.  However, if the savings in 
real losses are valued at marginal cost, the payback period is only between 12 and 15 years.  
Considering that the DMA chambers, which represent most of the cost, should have a minimum 
life span of 50 years, it is economic for the HRWC to install DMAs and conduct pressure 
management even when valuing the savings in real losses at marginal cost.  It should be 
mentioned that marginal cost of water in the HRWC is among the cheapest in North America.  
Also important to mention is that this benefit to cost analysis is only looking at the benefits and 
savings in real losses though pressure management and does not include other benefits like the 
reduction in new breaks and the ability to control the real losses through permanent DMA 
monitoring.  

The same benefit to cost analysis was undertaken for PWD where only fixed outlet 
pressure control was applied.  The construction cost ($174,000 for material and construction) of 
the two DMA chambers in PWD was a similar order of magnitude as found in HRWC.  Using 
the retail cost of water to valuate the total savings, a payback period of 5.1 years was calculated.  
The DMA construction cost has a payback period of 30 years when valuing the total savings at 
the marginal cost of water.  This indicates that although the construction costs of DMA chambers 
in North America are significantly higher than in the UK it is still economically feasible to utilize 
DMAs where appropriate.  

Both DMAs and the advanced pressure management approach have proven to be suitable 
for North American utilities.  The DMA technology and advanced pressure management are 
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transferable to North America when taking local conditions into account during the planning 
phase.  

 
DMAs as a leakage management tool have numerous benefits: 

• It allows the water utility to actively manage and reduce the level of real losses to 
an optimum level 

• Reduce the awareness and location time of unreported leaks 
• Provide useful information about the system condition 
• Improves public health protection 
• Improves level of service provided to customers 
• DMAs can form an integral part of an asset management program 
• Reduces liability to the utility as it is able to demonstrate that best practice in 

terms of water loss reduction is applied 
• Helps avoid catastrophic pipe failures 
• Improves utilities public standing as utility is able to demonstrate that all is done 

to reduce water losses.  
• Leakage recovery often stands as the best source for new water resources for 

systems facing water supply shortage 
 
Pressure management through fixed outlet pressure control or flow modulated pressure 
control has shown the following benefits: 

• Fixed outlet pressure control over no pressure control provides the biggest savings 
in real losses due to a reduction in zone pressure 

• Flow modulated pressure control allows reduction of pressure during periods of 
low consumption (the additional real loss reduction compared to fixed outlet 
pressure control alone is not as significant as the real loss reduction achieved by 
fixed outlet pressure control compared to no pressure control). 

• There is evidence that pressure management leads to a short term reduction in the 
number of new breaks that occur. 

• Flow modulated pressure control has the potential for further reducing break 
frequencies compared to fixed outlet pressure control. 

• Pressure management is a very cost effective form of real loss reduction 
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CHAPTER 6    
DEVELOPING AN OPTIMAL LEAKAGE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 

INTRODUCTION 

In the previous chapters of this report, a range of advanced leakage management 
technologies and their applicability for use in North American systems have been reviewed and 
tested in the field.  These technologies include a range of leak detection technologies, pressure 
management and the use of DMAs.  A manager responsible for reducing leakage is therefore 
now faced with the question “Which of these leakage management options are the most 
appropriate for my system?”  

In order to answer this question, it is necessary to undertake an analysis of the ELL.  This 
analysis is a key component in determining a leakage reduction strategy, because decisions on 
undertaking leakage reduction work and on how low to reduce leakage are ultimately economic 
decisions.  The determination of the ELL is important to a utility because it enables the utility to 
improve operational efficiency by reducing unnecessary operating expenditure.  Most 
importantly, an economic analysis enables a utility to understand whether it is spending enough 
on reducing leakage and what the economic target level of leakage should be for the most cost 
effective operation.  The ELL analysis entails assessing the costs and benefits of implementing 
alternative appropriate leakage management options, and thereby determine the most cost 
effective, or optimal, leakage management strategy for the utility. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Adapted from IWA WLTF 

Figure 6-1 The four strategies for reducing real losses to the ELL  
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The ELL analysis should be a holistic analysis of each of the alternative strategies to 
reducing real losses, and it should consider all four of the IWA four arrows of basic strategies 
that can be used to reduce losses (see Figure 6-1).  Strategies that do not entail investment, such 
as active leakage control and improving the speed and quality of repairs should be considered in 
the economic short run, but strategies that entail significant investment, such as pressure 
management, the development of DMAs and infrastructure rehabilitation / renewal should be 
considered in the economic long run. 

Each of the four basic strategies for reducing real losses should be evaluated individually 
and each of these strategies will have a break even point, beyond which the value of the water 
saved, based on the marginal cost of production and distribution, does not justify further 
expenditure.  The ELL will not have been achieved until all four strategies have been 
implemented to their economically optimal level.  At this point, the four arrows will have 
“squeezed the box” representing the current volume of real losses in Figure 6-1 down to the 
economic level of real losses. 

If a utility has no supply demand problems and no plans to develop new resources, the 
ELL determined through this process would be the final answer.  However, if the utility has a 
tight supply/demand balance, after it has achieved this level of leakage, and is considering 
developing additional water resource schemes, it then has to decide whether to undertake further 
real loss reductions or other water conservation programs to defer construction of the new 
resource, or whether to proceed with construction.  It is in these circumstances that it is necessary 
to use the least cost planning methodology, which is explained in the methodologies section, to 
evaluate the long run options. 

In this chapter, different methodologies for determining the ELL are reviewed and some 
of these methodologies are used to assess the ELL and the appropriate leakage management 
strategy for four of the utilities participating in this project.  However, prior to reviewing the 
different methodologies, the following sub-sections provide an overview of what the ELL is and 
some key characteristics of the ELL.   

A What is the Economic Level of Leakage (ELL)? 

With any leakage management strategy, the lower the level of leakage achieved, the 
higher the cost of reducing leakage further.  This is because of the shape of the leakage reduction 
cost curves, which are illustrated in the following sub-sections.  For this reason, it is never 
economic for a utility to aim to totally remove real losses from the distribution system, although 
there may be business, social or public health pressures to achieve very low levels of leakage.   

The ELL is the level of leakage at which the marginal cost of a real loss reduction 
strategy is equal to the marginal value of the water saved.  The following sections illustrate the 
generic derivation of the ELL. 

B Marginal Cost of Water 

The appropriate value to place on water lost through leakage can vary widely, depending 
on the circumstances of the individual utility, and the timescale over which the ELL analysis is 
undertaken (the question of the timescale of the analysis is addressed in the section Timeframe of 
ELL Analysis).  A utility which has an abundance of inexpensive water resources will have a 
much lower value of water lost than a utility which has a water resource deficit and is having to 
impose restrictions on customer water use.  Some of the components that may be included in the 
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value of water lost, depending on the circumstances of the particular utility, are illustrated in 
Figure 6-2.   

For all utilities, the value of water lost will include the marginal costs of water 
production, which are the operating costs that are saved by the utility if it is able to produce less 
water.  Marginal costs of water production will usually comprise the costs of chemicals and 
power used in the treatment plant and pumping, plus any volume-related costs of purchasing or 
withdrawing raw water from a source. 
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Figure 6-2 The value of water lost 
 
 
If a utility has different treatment works with very different operating costs, and the water 

from these different works is supplied to discrete separate zones, it may be appropriate to 
calculate different values of water lost, and hence different ELLs, for the different supply zones.  
Usually, however, if a utility has a number of different treatment works feeding into an 
integrated network, the highest marginal production cost of the different treatment works is used 
as the marginal production cost, because the utility will try to reduce use of water from this 
expensive source if losses are reduced.  Note that marginal production costs can also change 
seasonally. 

In addition to marginal production costs, most utilities will also have some marginal 
distribution costs that should also be included in the value of water lost.  Marginal distribution 
costs are likely to include the power costs of booster pumping stations and the power and 
chemical costs of any in-distribution treatment processes, such as booster chlorination.  The 
marginal costs of production and distribution are known as the short run marginal cost.  This 
term is explained fully in a later section. 

If a utility has limited water resource availability to supply new demands, and has plans 
to invest in the construction of new water resource and/or treatment capacity, which could be 
deferred by a real leakage management strategy, the marginal cost of this capital deferment 
should also be included in the value of water lost.  The value of the marginal cost of capital 
deferment is usually much larger than the marginal production and distribution components, due 
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to the high capital costs of developing new resource capacity and may be higher than the existing 
average retail rate.  The sum of the marginal costs of production, distribution and capital 
deferment is an example of a long run marginal cost.  This term is explained fully in a later 
section. 

In some countries, for example the UK, regulators are also requiring water utilities to 
include marginal environmental costs in the value of water lost, to reflect the cost to society as a 
whole of the loss of water from the environment resulting in low flows in rivers, loss of 
wetlands, falling aquifer levels etc..  In the UK, it is also necessary to take account of the costs to 
society caused by the road works required to repair, rehabilitate and renew the underground 
infrastructure.  As far as the authors are aware, no regulators in North America are currently 
requiring utilities to take account of marginal environmental or social costs in their ELL 
analyses, but given the growing concerns over increasingly scarce water resources in parts of 
North America, it would not be surprising if similar requirements were to be introduced in North 
America in the future.  For example, the Californian Urban Water Conservation Council 
(CUWCC) already have an Environmental Benefits Model and an Avoided Costs Model which 
they plan to roll out to participating Californian utilities in 2007 to help determine whether they 
should implement any particular Best Management Practice (BMP).  One of their BMPs, BMP 3 
“System Water Audits and Leak Detection” is currently being revised and the revised document 
will require participating utilities to achieve and maintain their ELL over a specified number of 
years, taking into account environmental benefits and avoided costs.  Again, the marginal value 
of water lost after the inclusion of environmental and social costs may be higher than the existing 
average retail rate. 

Finally, if a utility has a resource shortage, and is forced to impose water use restrictions 
on customers, the value of water lost used in the ELL analysis should be the average retail unit 
rate, because water saved through leakage reduction can be sold to customers at this rate.   

It may therefore be seen that the value of water lost can vary anywhere from the marginal 
production cost, or wholesale cost, to the average unit retail rate, or higher, depending on the 
circumstances of the individual utility.  For this reason, the analysis of the ELL is specific to an 
individual utility and it is quite possible for nearby utilities to have very different levels of ELL 
because of their differing circumstances. 

C Cost of Reducing Leakage 

The greater the level of active leak detection work undertaken, the lower the level of 
leakage that can be achieved, assuming that all leaks found are then repaired.  Figure 6-3 
illustrates a typical leakage reduction cost curve for different frequencies of regular acoustic 
surveys.  The costs included in this curve are only for the costs of the acoustic survey to pin-
point unreported breaks and do not include repair costs.  Repair costs are not included because 
the total number of breaks to be repaired has not been changed by changing the frequency of 
survey, it is only the run time of the breaks that is affected.  Hence the cost of the repairs is 
unchanged, but the timing of these costs is changed (a factor to bear in mind when preparing a 
budget for implementing a new leakage reduction strategy).  The costs of this curve are total 
annual costs of the acoustic survey at various frequencies. 
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Figure 6-3 Leakage reduction cost curve for regular acoustic surveys 
 
 
It can also be seen from Figure 6-3 that as the level of losses reduce, the gradient of the 

curve increases, with the result that the loss reduction achieved by a further increase in survey 
frequency reduces.  This is because the average run time of all breaks occurring since the last 
survey is half the interval between surveys.  However, the costs of each survey are the same, so 
the total costs of leakage reduction rise linearly with each survey.   

The shape of the resulting leakage reduction cost curve is therefore a hyperbola, and all 
leakage reduction strategies have a leakage reduction cost curve of a similar form, showing 
diminishing returns as losses are reduced.  Figure 6-4 illustrates leakage reduction cost curves for 
three different leakage reduction strategies.  Reactive maintenance activity in this figure means 
only responding to reported breaks and zone flow analysis refers to district metering. 
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Figure 6-4 Cost curves for different leakage reduction strategies 
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For any leakage reduction strategy, the level of leakage reduction that can be achieved is 
also strongly influenced by the average distribution system operating pressure.  This is because 
the higher the operating pressure, the greater the level of background losses and losses from 
reported and unreported breaks while they are running.  This influence is illustrated in Figure 6-5 
which shows leakage reduction cost curves for the same leakage reduction strategy at different 
system pressures.  For this reason, the ELL for any leakage reduction strategy is also strongly 
influenced by the system operating pressure. 
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Figure 6-5 The effect of system pressure on leakage reduction cost curves 
 
 
Recent research has shown that operating pressure has even more influence on achievable 

leakage levels than had previously been believed due to the relationship between operating 
pressure and the rate of new breaks occurring. 

For any leakage reduction strategy, the level of leakage reduction that can be achieved is 
also influenced by the condition of the distribution system infrastructure, particularly the 
condition of service lines and connections.  This is because the poorer the condition of the 
infrastructure, the higher the level of background losses.  This influence is illustrated in Figure 
6-6, which shows leakage reduction cost curves for the same leakage reduction strategy applied 
to different infrastructure conditions. For this reason, the ELL for any leakage reduction strategy 
is also influenced by the infrastructure condition. 
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Figure 6-6 The effect of infrastructure condition on leakage reduction cost curves 
 

D The Economic Balance 

If the curve for the annual cost of water lost and the annual leakage reduction cost curve 
for a specific leakage reduction strategy are added together, a curve of total annual leakage cost 
is derived.  The ELL for this leakage reduction strategy is found by taking the level of loss at the 
minimum point of this curve, as shown in Figure 6-7.  It can be seen that the total cost curve has 
a relatively flat area around the minimum point, which is typical of a total leakage cost curve.  
The optimum level of leakage reduction effort at the ELL for this leakage reduction strategy is 
determined by reading back off the leakage reduction cost curve.  For example, if the strategy 
was regular acoustic surveys, the optimum frequency of survey would be determined. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6-7 The economic balance of leakage 
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This calculated ELL is the optimal leak reduction, specific to the leak reduction strategy 
evaluated. However, this is not necessarily the lowest ELL for the utility. The overall economic 
ELL for a utility is the optimal mix of active leakage control, pressure management, speed and 
quality of repairs and infrastructure renewal.  Within the active leakage control optimization 
there are also the questions of whether it is economic to implement DMAs to improve the 
efficiency of leak surveys and if so, what is the optimal size of DMAs for the utility. Therefore, 
in order to determine the optimum ELL for a utility, the ELL for all possible appropriate leakage 
reduction strategies, should be evaluated.   

It can also be seen that an ELL analysis of this type will not only determine the target 
level of leakage for the utility, but also the best leakage reduction strategy for achieving this 
target.  If the utility adopts this leakage reduction strategy and reaches this target level of 
leakage, it will be managing leakage as efficiently as possible.   

E Timeframe of ELL Analysis 

ELL calculations are undertaken over two different time periods, short run and long run 
using different marginal costs.  The difference between these two marginal costs and the 
situations where each is appropriate are explained in the following sections: 

F Short Run Marginal Cost 

The short run marginal cost (SRMC) may be defined by the situation where one or more 
of a water utility’s inputs used to supply water, usually capital, are fixed (for example, capacity 
of a reservoir, capacity at a treatment works).  Therefore, SRMC will usually comprise operating 
expenditures such as pumping costs and staff costs.  If this definition is considered in relation to 
leakage, in the short term there are various conditions which govern the level of leakage which 
are effectively fixed, for example: 

 
• the average system pressure 
• the condition of the infrastructure 
• installed data collection facilities (telemetry, district metering etc.) 

 
In these circumstances, the only factors that can be rapidly changed to have an impact on 

the level of real loss, subject to available operating budget, are the average run time of reported 
breaks (speed of repairs) and increased frequency of intervention to find unreported leaks.  The 
short run ELL (SRELL) of regular sounding is determined using one of the economic frequency 
of intervention methodologies detailed in the following sections.  When the marginal cost of the 
ALC work is equal to the short run marginal cost of water (based only on production and 
distribution operating costs such as power and chemicals), the SRELL of regular sounding has 
been reached.  Similarly, there may be circumstances where there is a SRELL of improved repair 
levels of service, if this can be achieved simply by changing the effective time of the repair 
crews (for example by paying overtime) without the need to invest in additional repair plant and 
equipment. 
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G Long Run Marginal Cost   

The long run marginal cost (LRMC) may be defined as the change in total costs per unit 
change in output.  LRMC is estimated over the ‘long run’ (the time period over which all costs 
are variable).  It comprises changes in both operating and capital cost.  The timescale over which 
the ‘long run’ is measured will depend on the payback period of the investment under 
consideration.  For example, it may only be a few months for cost-effective pressure 
management schemes, but it may be 25 to 30 years in the case of a major water resource 
development project. 

If this definition is considered in relation to real loss reduction, in the longer term, 
investment in facilities such as pressure management, district metering, improved repair service 
levels which require investment and infrastructure renewal projects will all have an impact on the 
SRELL.  The reduction in the SRELL and the savings and costs associated with the change can 
be compared to the investment costs of making the change.  These investment costs are 
sometimes called transitional costs because they represent the cost of making the transition from 
one steady state to another.  The long run ELL (LRELL) is calculated by a form of investment 
analysis that takes into account a range of factors including: 

 
• The current level of real losses 
• The current SRELL 
• The change in the SRELL that will be realized by the proposed investment 
• The saving in water losses and the change in ALC resources resulting from the 

proposed investment 
• The cost of the investment 
• The payback period 
 
Long run investments can be for real loss reduction, demand management or water 

resource development.  These long run investment analyses are normally determined over a 
lengthy planning period of say 20 to 30 years and are calculated and compared using Net Present 
Values (NPVs).  The ELL determined by a least cost planning analysis is therefore an example 
of the LRELL, as are the ELLs of pressure management or district metering. 

H Characteristics of ELL 

It can be seen from the previous sections that there are several characteristics of the ELL 
which may be summarized as follows: 

 
• The ELL is specific to a utility, and the timeframe of analysis 

o The same utility may have different short run and long run ELLs 
• An ELL may be determined for each leakage reduction strategy 
• The leakage reduction strategy with the lowest cost ELL is optimum for the utility.  
This ELL defines the target level of leakage for managing leakage as efficiently as 
possible. 
• The determination of the ELL for a utility also determines the leakage reduction 
strategy required to reduce leakage to the target level. 
• The ELL for a utility will change over time due to: 
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o Infrastructure improvements  
o Leakage control technology improvements 
o Changes in energy and chemical costs 
o Changes in the supply/demand balance 
o Operating pressure changes 

CURRENT PRACTICE IN THE ANALYSIS OF THE ELL 

In this section, current practices on the determination of the ELL in the UK are reviewed, 
along with the recommendations of AwwaRF project Evaluating Water Loss and Planning Loss 
Reduction Strategies and recent work undertaken by the IWA Water Losses Task Force on this 
subject. 

I UK Practice 

The privatized UK water industry in England and Wales is heavily regulated to ensure 
that it operates efficiently and delivers value for money to customers.  To this end, one of the 
regulator’s requirements is for each water utility to determine their ELL on a regular basis and 
prove to the satisfaction of the regulators that it is operating at the ELL.   

The current guidelines laid down by the regulators for determining the ELL in England 
and Wales are outlined in a set of three linked reports published in March 2002.  These reports 
were jointly commissioned by the Tripartite Group comprising Ofwat, the Environment Agency 
and the Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs (DEFRA).  The reports were 
prepared by WRc with Stone and Webster Consultants.   

Leakage Target Setting For Water Companies In England And Wales: Summary Report, 
The Tripartite Group, March 2002 summarizes the key findings of the study.  Full details of the 
study can be found in the two detailed reports: Best Practice Principles in the Calculation of the 
Economic Level of Leakage Calculation, WRc Report UC 3914A, February 2002 and Leakage 
Performance Indicators, WRc Report UC 3894-2, February 2002.   

The three reports are complementary and together are claimed to represent the current 
best practice for leakage target setting through economic analysis including how social and 
environmental costs should be included.  The reports do not prescribe a methodology for 
calculating the ELL that all water utilities have to use, but rather establish certain key principals 
that water utilities should take into account in the development of their individual ELL 
methodologies.  Therefore there is no single UK or England and Wales methodology for the 
determination of the ELL, instead each of the water utilities uses their own methodology, using 
the principles established by this report. 

Most of these principles are very specific to the UK regulatory reporting process and are 
not relevant outside of this context, so they are not covered in this report.  Probably the most 
important recommendation in the report is that a least cost planning approach should be used to 
determine the ELL.  This recommendation is also specific to the UK, because it recognizes that 
virtually all the water utilities in England and Wales have a very tight supply demand balance, 
with the result that there are opportunities to defer capital investment in new resource projects by 
effective leak reduction strategies.  In these circumstances, the least cost planning methodology 
is the only methodology that can be used to analyze the various options that should be evaluated 
in an ELL analysis and thereby develop the least cost water resource management strategy. 
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The reports also recognize that the level of leakage may fluctuate around the target due to 
a range of environmental influences and that just because a utility beats the target one year, this 
should not result in a new lower target for the next year.  The reports do not provide a 
methodology for determining the environmental and social costs and benefits for inclusion in the 
economic analysis, but instead only offer a framework for developing these costs. 

In practice, the water utilities in England and Wales have developed their individual ELL 
methodologies, taking account of the principals laid down in these reports.  All the England and 
Wales utilities use complex software models to undertake the ELL and least cost planning 
analyses.  However, these models are too complex and data hungry to be used in North America 
at the moment because North American utilities will not have all the data required by these 
models.  Examples of these software models are the APLE and DAMSON models, developed by 
WRc plc., and MELT2 developed by Ewan Group plc.  APLE is a model for assessing the 
economics of real loss reduction strategies and DAMSON and MELT2 are least cost planning 
models. 

It may be seen from the above, that the calculation of the ELL in England and Wales is 
very specific to the regulatory environment in which these utilities operate and the tight 
supply/demand balances that most of these utilities have.  It is also important to note that the UK 
water utilities have been undertaking active leak detection for many years, such that they 
generally do not have a backlog of unreported breaks in their systems, Finally, virtually all the 
UK water utilities have a well established infrastructure of DMAs within the distribution system.   

The circumstances in North American utilities are very different.  Few North American 
utilities have been undertaking sufficient active leakage control to clear the backlog of 
unreported leaks, only a few currently use DMAs and the cost of implementing DMAs in North 
American systems is far higher than typical UK costs.  For these reasons, while it is important to 
have an understanding of UK practice in the calculation of the ELL, the methodologies used in 
the UK are not immediately suitable for use in North America today.   

J AwwaRF Report Evaluating Water Loss and Planning Loss Reduction Strategies 

The AwwaRF report Evaluating Water Loss and Planning Loss Reduction Strategies 
reviewed available methodologies for determining the ELL, each of which the report described 
and advised in which circumstances it would be an appropriate methodology.   

The main methodologies detailed in the report were the economic frequency of 
intervention (BABE) methodology and the least cost planning approach.  The report highlighted 
the fact that before either of these methodologies could be used to reliably calculate the ELL, it 
was necessary for the system to be in what is termed “steady state”.  This means that there is no 
backlog of unreported breaks in the system, except those occurring since the last intervention.  
This steady state situation is unlikely to be achieved in most utilities without undertaking regular 
active leak detection.  The report suggested that unless a utility has been undertaking detailed 
acoustic surveys, and repair of all breaks found, on at least an annual basis for at least the last 
three years, they will most likely have a backlog of unreported breaks in the system.   

The report therefore concluded that the majority of North American systems were not 
currently in this position and they would therefore not be able to utilize these methodologies 
reliably.  For this reason, the report recommended that these utilities should start undertaking an 
annual active leak detection program to remove the backlog, prior to calculating the ELL. 

Because the AwwaRF report Evaluating Water Loss and Planning Loss Reduction 
Strategies considered that the majority of North American utilities would not initially be able to 
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utilize any of the detailed ELL methodologies reviewed, another simple approach was proposed 
based on comparing the ILI obtained from an annual water balance with ILIs of utilities that are 
operating at the economic level of leakage.  The report suggested that if North American utilities 
are short of water resources and have an ILI above 3, they are certainly operating above the 
economic level, and they should implement the recommendation to start undertaking regular 
comprehensive leak surveys.  

Both the economic frequency of intervention (BABE) methodology and the least cost 
planning approach will be described in the following section of this report. In addition, another 
economic frequency of intervention methodology based on the rate of rise of leakage is outlined 
that does not require the system to be in “steady state” and therefore enables North American 
utilities to determine an ELL.  For this reason, the use of the ILI as a first rough indication of 
whether a utility is operating at the ELL is not covered in this report. 

K Recent Work by members of the IWA Water Losses Task Force 

Members of the IWA Water Losses Task Force recognized that the methods of 
determining the ELL that are used in the UK cannot be immediately used by most utilities 
outside of the UK because most utilities internationally are not in “steady state”. They have not 
been undertaking active leakage control, and therefore have a backlog of unreported breaks.  
Internationally there are also few utilities that have DMAs established throughout their systems 
and most utilities therefore also do not have the minimum nightflow data that UK utilities have 
collected. There is often also a larger seasonal variation in demand and night flows than occur in 
the UK.  For these reasons, they produced a simpler and more practical approach to assist these 
utilities move towards the ELL.  The three papers referenced in the following sections detail the 
results achieved to date. 

Lambert, Fantozzi and Lalonde, 2005 

A simple economic frequency of intervention methodology has been developed using the 
rate of rise of unreported leakage (Lambert and Fantozzi, 2005).  It was also presented in a paper 
at the Leakage 2005 conference (Lambert and Lalonde, 2005).  This methodology is designed to 
allow utilities that have been undertaking little or no active leak detection, and are therefore not 
operating under steady state conditions, to assess the economic frequency of intervention of 
active leak detection, and other associated parameters. The methodology is outlined in the 
economic frequency of intervention methodologies section below.  For further details, the reader 
is encouraged to refer to the above papers, which can be downloaded from 
www.leakage2005.com. 

Pearson and Trow, 2005 

Another paper published at the Leakage 2005 conference by IWA Task Force members 
D. Pearson and S. W. Trow Calculating Economic Levels of Leakage, included the new simpler 
approach to economic intervention.  This is a very clear and comprehensive paper that provides 
an excellent summary of the current state of development of the calculation of the ELL.  The 
paper considers the time frame of ELL and explores different definitions of economic short run 
and long run timeframes for consideration of the ELL.  The paper concludes that a suitable 
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definition of economic long run is “the time required for a given asset to pay back its 
investment…” and “economic short run is any period shorter than the economic long run”. 

The paper examines the ELL in the context of a holistic approach to reducing real losses, 
based around the IWA four arrows diagram (see Figure 6-1).  The paper examines each of the 
four strategies for reducing losses individually and explains how each strategy considered 
individually will have a break even point, beyond which the value of the water saved, based on 
the marginal cost of production and distribution, does not justify further expenditure.  The paper 
provides outline details on how to evaluate each of these strategies.  The paper also addresses the 
issue raised above on the differences between the circumstances in the UK water industry and 
most of the rest of the world with respect to leakage management and hence the determination of 
the ELL.  As a solution to this problem, it offers a practical staged approach for moving towards 
the ELL in situations where at the start of the process, the data required for a robust ELL analysis 
simply does not exist.  This practical approach is summarized in Figure 6-8.   

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Pearson and Trow, 2005 

Figure 6-8 Flowchart of a practical approach to achieving the ELL 
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The logic behind the approach is: 
 
• It has been shown in undertaking ELL analyses for numerous utilities that pressure 

management is by far the most cost-effective strategy to use to start reducing real 
losses, often with pay back periods measured in a few months.  Pressure management 
also has the added benefit of reducing break frequencies, which further increases the 
benefit of these schemes.  The operational budget savings from pressure management 
can help fund other components of the real loss reduction program.  The order of 
priority of undertaking pressure management schemes should be: 
o Identify any pressure surges or transients in the network through the use of 

logging at very short intervals, determine the causes and implement appropriate 
solutions to eliminate them. 

• If pumping directly into the distribution system, move from fixed speed pumping to 
variable speed pumping, where possible. 
o Identify areas of high pressure that can be reduced with pressure management and 

implement suitable schemes. 
o Identify areas with large diurnal changes in pressure and flow where pressures can 

be reduced by flow compensating PRVs. 
• Calculate the economic frequency of regular sounding using the rate of rise 

methodology and implement regular sounding at the economic frequency.   
• If possible, undertake a BABE component analysis of the awareness, location and 

repair times of reported and unreported breaks to identify opportunities to reduce 
losses by reducing repair times. 

• In parallel with the implementation of pressure management and regular sounding, 
the performance of the network should be assessed using the IWA ILI and data 
should be collected on the topography, system pressures, burst frequencies etc so that 
more detailed analysis of ELL can be carried out as reductions in leakage are made.  
Initial estimates of ELL will rely on default values and assumptions, but the 
calculations can be refined using improved data from the strategies which are 
implemented. 

 
Pressure management, sounding and improving repair times, will always be far cheaper 

options than infrastructure renewal projects. For this reason, infrastructure renewal projects 
should be considered last. 

ELL METHODOLOGIES 

In the following sections, different ELL methodologies are outlined, with guidance on the 
circumstances when each of them should be used.   

L Short Run ELL (SRELL) Methodologies  

In this section, three SRELL methodologies are outlined: 
 
• Economic Frequency of Intervention Methodologies:  

o Economic Frequency of Intervention (BABE) Method 
o Economic Frequency of Intervention (Rate of Rise) Method 
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• Economic Level of Service for Repairs 

Economic Frequency of Intervention Methodologies 

The economic frequency of intervention methodologies are used to determine the 
optimum interval of regular acoustic sounding for unreported breaks in a system that is not 
sectorized.  There are two alternative methodologies for determining the economic frequency of 
intervention; the BABE method and the Rate of Rise method. For the purposes of this Report, the 
method of estimating economic frequency of intervention from average numbers of unreported 
breaks under ‘steady state’ conditions will be referred to as the BABE EFI method, and that 
based on other methods of calculating rate of rise will be referred to as the Rate of Rise EFI 
method. However, it should be recognized that: 

 
• both methods use a BABE component analysis, once the economic component of 

unreported real losses has been calculated 
• both methods use exactly the same mathematical assumptions for calculating 

economic intervention frequency, but presented in different ways 
• average numbers of unreported breaks is only one of several ways of estimating rate 

of rise, and only works well for large systems under ‘steady state’ conditions 
• the fact that there are several different quick methods of assessing rate of rise makes 

the ‘Rate of Rise’ approach very flexible, and applicable to any size of system, 
whether sectorized or unsectorized, and permanently or intermittently metered.  

  
These two methodologies are detailed in the following sections.   

Economic Frequency of Intervention (BABE) Method 
The BABE EFI method is based on total annual costs of water lost through leakage and 

active leak detection intervention.  This method assumes that the system is in “steady state”, with 
no backlog of unreported breaks except those that have occurred since the last survey.  For this 
reason, it cannot currently be widely used in North American utilities, but it is included here 
because as utilities achieve the steady state system, it is a useful methodology that may be 
preferred to other ways of estimating the rate of rise in large systems subject to regular survey. 

Consider various alternative frequencies of regular acoustic surveys: The average run 
time of unreported breaks before they are pin-pointed during the next survey is half the survey 
interval. 

The total annual cost of active leakage control is determined for different survey intervals 
to develop the active leakage control cost curve and the value of lost water curve generally a 
straight line increasing from the origin.  The total cost curve is the sum of these lines.  Figure 6-9 
shows a typical total annual cost curve, which is a hyperbola asymptotic to a minimum value that 
is in fact the UARL.  However, frequent the intervention, there will always be this minimum 
level of losses due to background losses and some reported and unreported breaks running from 
the time they occur to the time of the repair.  Note, that there are no values shown on the axes of 
Figure 6-9 because this is simply a generic example of a total cost curve.   
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Source: Fanner et al. 2007 

Figure 6-9 Total cost curve analysis 
 
 
The economic intervention frequency, and the ELL, are found at the point of minimum 

total cost.  The BABE EFI analysis is suitable as a stand-alone analysis for the SRELL.  It can 
also be used to evaluate leakage reduction options as part of a least cost planning approach to 
determining the LRELL.   

Economic Frequency of Intervention (Rate of Rise) Method 
The key advantage of the Rate of Rise EFI method over the BABE EFI methodology is 

that it can be used when the system is not in “steady state”. Because there are several quick 
practical methods for estimating ‘Rate of Rise’ it can be used for any size of system (and for all 
sub-systems within a larger system, whether sectorized, metered or not. It is therefore a 
particularly useful methodology for use in North American systems. 

This method uses the following definition of economic intervention: “The frequency of 
intervention at which the marginal cost of active leakage control equals, on average, the variable 
cost of leaking water”. 

If unreported leakage is rising at a rate RR (m3/day/year), and the variable cost of the lost 
water is CV ($/m3), then the minimum total cost of lost water and intervention costs occurs when 
the accumulated value of the lost water equals the cost of intervention CI ($) and the economic 
intervention frequency (EIF) in months is = √(0.789 + CI/(CV x RR)). 

The variable cost of the lost water CV and the cost of an intervention CI are readily 
determined.  RR may be determined using one of a number of methods, depending upon the 
circumstances of the utility.  Whichever method is used, care should be taken to correct for 
changes in average operating pressure (and significant changes in size of system) between the 
two measurements: 
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• If the utility has not previously undertaken any active leak surveys, the rate of rise 
may be assessed by determining the increase in the volume of real losses determined 
from two water balances undertaken several years apart.   
• If the utility has previously undertaken active leak surveys, the rate of rise may be 
assessed by using a component analysis of the estimated average flow rates of the 
unreported breaks found in the second survey, based on the interval between the surveys. 
• If the utility has undertaken occasional night flow measurements (at times of minimal 
exceptional seasonal night use), the rate of rise can be assessed from the increase in night 
flow rate between the measurements. 
 
Using only these parameters, it is possible for any utility to determine: 
 
• The economic frequency of intervention to find unreported leaks 
• The economic percentage of the system that should be inspected each year 
• An appropriate annual budget for intervention costs (excluding repair costs) 
• An economic annual volume of unreported real losses corresponding to the economic 
intervention frequency. 
 
Figure 6-10 shows an example of the relationship between the economic intervention 

frequency, the rate of rise of leakage and the ratio of CI/CV.  It may be seen from these graphs 
that the economic intervention frequency is not very sensitive to errors in the assessment of the 
rate of rise of leakage, except at very low rates of rise. 

 
 

 
 Source: Lambert and Lalonde, 2005 

Figure 6-10 Economic intervention frequencies for a range of RR and CI/CV Values 
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With the exception of large systems in steady state, this methodology is preferable to, and 
more widely applicable than, the BABE EFI methodology based on ‘steady state’ numbers of 
unreported bursts.  

Because the economic intervention frequency (and budget cost, economic unreported real 
losses) are all square root functions of different combinations of RR, CI and CV, the calculations 
are comparatively insensitive to errors in these parameters. 

This methodology does enable any size of system to obtain an initial assessment of the 
economic intervention frequency for regular sounding and a budget in order to justify the first 
stages of a real loss reduction program.  The Rate of Rise EFI analysis is suitable as a stand-
alone analysis for that component of the SRELL.  It can also be used to evaluate leakage 
reduction options as part of a least cost planning approach to determining the LRELL. 

Once the system is in steady state, the SRELL for regular sounding for large systems may 
also be determined using the BABE EFI methodology.   

Repair Costs 
If a utility has a significant backlog of unreported breaks prior to undertaking a real loss 

reduction program, the cost of repairing the unreported breaks pin-pointed by active leak 
detection can easily be one of the largest costs associated with undertaking the real loss reduction 
work, however, the cost of these repairs is not considered in either of the economic frequency of 
intervention methodologies outlined in the previous sections.   

These additional repair costs are a direct result of reducing the level of leakage from a 
higher level to a lower one.  At any point in time, there will be less unreported breaks running at 
the lower level than had been the case before.  The removal of this backlog of previously 
unreported breaks is therefore a one-off “transitional cost”.  This transitional cost, consisting 
only of the cost of the extra repairs required to clear the backlog of unreported breaks, should be 
taken into account in the analysis of the SRELL of regular sounding.  The cost benefit of 
undertaking these additional one-off repairs can be readily assessed using a BABE component 
analysis of the unreported breaks.  Alternatively, the utility may wish to consider implementing 
pressure management schemes to reduce the break frequency so that this backlog of repairs can 
be removed over time within the existing repair budget.   

Economic Level of Service for Repairs 

The two economic frequency of intervention methodologies outlined above are 
specifically geared towards determining the economic frequency of active leak detection.  
However, the shape of the curves used for the other three strategies in the IWA four arrow 
diagram (pressure management, infrastructure management and speed and quality of repairs) are 
very similar to the economic frequency of intervention curve, because in each strategy, the more 
real losses are reduced, the more difficult it becomes to achieve further reductions.  For example, 
let us now consider improving the speed of repairs. 

It is likely that there will be some scope for reducing repair times by improved work 
planning and prioritizing break repairs above other jobs.  As the repair time is reduced further, it 
may be necessary to pay overtime for evening and weekend working in order to meet the level of 
service.  If the repair time is reduced further, very short repair times can be achieved, but it will 
be necessary to recruit additional personnel to meet this level of service, together with 
purchasing additional plant and equipment etc.  At very short repair times, the repair personnel 
will not be efficiently utilized all the time due to the peaks and troughs in workload.  This results 
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in a relationship between the additional cost per repair to meet the shorter repair time and the 
repair time of the form shown in Figure 6-11.   

 
 

 
Source: Pearson and Trow, 2005 

Figure 6-11 The additional cost of repair with reduced repair times 
 
 
The volume of leakage from all breaks, including those found by active leakage control, 

is directly related to the repair time, so it is possible to produce curves similar to the active 
leakage control curves and the economic repair time may be found using similar methodologies.  
The economic repair time will be found when the additional marginal cost of a repair (compared 
with the cost of a repair over an unconstrained repair time) is equal to the marginal cost of 
production and distribution. 

M Long Run ELL (LRELL) Methodologies 

The other real loss reduction strategies require investment, which will have a payback 
longer than the short run period.  Strategies such as pressure management, DMAs or 
sectorization and infrastructure renewal will normally fall into this category.  In these cases, it 
will be economic to make the investment to reduce real losses if the value of water saved over 
the investment period would pay for the implementation costs. 

Once the investment has been made, because the implementation of these schemes has 
reduced the level of real losses, there will be a new (lower) SRELL, which has to be re-
calculated using the SRELL methods above. 

In this section, four LRELL methodologies are outlined: 
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• Pressure Management 
• DMAs 
• Infrastructure Renewal 
• Least Cost Planning (which includes all the other SRELL and LRELL 

methodologies) 

Pressure Management 

The implementation of pressure management schemes will require investment in design 
of the schemes, the construction of PRV chambers, purchasing, installing and commissioning 
valves, controllers, data loggers and telemetry as well as ongoing maintenance costs and eventual 
replacement costs.   

The implementation of these pressure management schemes will reduce the average 
system pressure.  Typically, all possible pressure management schemes will be identified at the 
start of the project.  The capital costs of each of the schemes over time are discounted into 
equivalent annual costs using an NPV analysis and combined with the estimated annual 
operating and maintenance costs.  The benefits from the pressure reduction of each individual 
scheme are calculated using the FAVAD methodologies and expressed in terms of the reduction 
in average system pressure.  The marginal cost of the scheme is calculated as the sum of the 
costs dived by the benefit.   

The schemes will be ranked by the reduction in average system pressure and the schemes 
that have the greatest impact will be implemented first.  Therefore, as more schemes are 
implemented, the benefit of each scheme on the average system pressure will reduce.  Source: 
Pearson and Trow, 2005 

Figure 6-12 shows a typical analysis of possible pressure management schemes, ranked 
by the benefit from each scheme on average zone night pressure (AZNP).   
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Source: Pearson and Trow, 2005 

Figure 6-12 Pressure management schemes ranked by the benefit of reducing AZNP 
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The volume of real losses is proportional to the average pressure.  Therefore there will be 
a break-even point at which the additional cost of scheme implementation equals the marginal 
cost of water production and distribution.  All the schemes with a cost/benefit greater than the 
cost of water would be implemented.  This will establish which pressure management schemes to 
implement and the LRELL of pressure management. 

Pressure management schemes are designed to reduce real losses by reducing both the 
background losses and reducing the break flow rates of all reported and unreported breaks when 
they are running.  However, pressure management schemes have the added benefit that they also 
reduce break frequencies because the stress on the infrastructure is reduced.  The reduction in 
break frequency produces the following additional benefits: 

 
• Reduced repair costs 
• Reduced customer service costs 
• Reduced visit/inspection costs for reported breaks. 
• Reduced risk of interruptions to supply 
• Reduced risk of discolored water problems 
• Reduced compensation payments 
 
Unfortunately, it is not currently possible to predict with any certainty the reduction in 

break frequencies that a specific reduction in average system pressure will produce, therefore 
these additional benefits cannot be estimated with any certainty.  For this reason, it would be 
prudent to ignore these potential benefits and accept that the pressure management schemes are 
likely to generate more benefits than have been included in the analysis.  The alternative would 
be to include a nominal estimate of the additional savings resulting from these benefits and 
deduct this saving from the costs above prior to calculating the cost/benefit. 

DMAs or Sectorization 

Minimum night flow data from either DMAs or sectors provides information which 
enables breaks to be located more rapidly, and it thereby improves the efficiency of active leak 
detection.  The implementation of DMAs or sectors entails costs for the construction of the meter 
chambers, and costs for the installation, operation, maintenance and eventual replacement of the 
meters, data logging equipment and telemetry.  In addition, it is likely that there will be costs 
associated with establishing tight boundaries and maintaining or replacing defective boundary 
valves.  It has been identified in an earlier section of this report that the easiest means of starting 
to sectorize a system in North America is to develop sectors using existing or new pressure 
districts.  In this case, the only costs to consider in this analysis may only be the meter-related 
costs.   

The benefit of implementing DMAs or sectors in terms of real losses will be a function of 
the natural rate of rise of leakage in the DMA or sector.  Not all DMAs or sectors will have the 
same rate of rise, so as with pressure management, it will be possible to rank the DMAs or 
sectors in order of benefit.  The calculation of the LRELL for DMAs or sectors is similar to the 
calculations described above for pressure management.  The calculations will establish an 
economic breakpoint that would give the economic level of sectorisation and the optimum size of 
the sectors. 
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Infrastructure Renewal 

Renewal of the infrastructure of mains and service lines reduces real losses in two ways.  
It is the only strategy other than pressure management that reduces background losses, and it will 
also reduce the break frequency.  Therefore if infrastructure renewal is contemplated as a part of 
a real loss management strategy, it should be targeted at sections of infrastructure with high 
levels of background losses, or a high break frequency (or both of these problems).  In practice, 
unless a utility has DMAs, it will be difficult to identify areas of high background losses (please 
refer to the section of the report dealing with determining the ICF).  However, it is relatively 
easy, if the break data is in some manner associated with the infrastructure assets, to identify the 
assets with a high break frequency.  In most systems, there is a relatively small number of mains 
that suffer from particularly high break frequencies, as illustrated in Figure 6-13. 

 In order to have the greatest impact on real losses, the mains with the highest break 
frequencies would be targeted for renewal first.  The benefit of replacing further mains will then 
be less and the law of diminishing return applies.  A point will be reached when it is not 
economic to replace any more mains.  A similar curve will exist for the distribution of service 
line breaks across the system, although it may be harder to obtain good data on service line 
breaks. 
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Source: Pearson and Trow, 2005 

Figure 6-13 Typical distribution of break rates across the network infrastructure 

 
 
The methodology for determining the economic level of infrastructure renewal is similar 

to that used for pressure management or DMAs.  The cost of infrastructure renewal is estimated 
and the real loss savings are estimated using a BABE component model of awareness, location 
and repair times plus background losses at the assumed ICF.  Additional savings may be 
estimated resulting from reduced levels of inspections, repairs and active leakage control.  The 
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marginal cost is calculated as the cost of the renewal less the savings, divided by the real loss 
saving.  All infrastructure renewal schemes with a marginal cost greater than the marginal 
production and distribution cost should be implemented.  This will determine the level of 
infrastructure renewal for real loss reduction and the LRELL of infrastructure renewal.   

Least Cost Planning Methodology 

The least cost planning methodology is used to optimize all the possible solutions to 
solve an impending supply/demand constraint.  It is therefore an analysis that considers far wider 
issues than just the ELL, but it does impact on the ELL because one of the solutions will be to 
reduce the level of real losses and therefore one of the outputs of the least cost planning analysis 
is the LRELL.  It is used in situations when a utility has investment planned for the development 
of new water resource capacity, or increased treatment plant capacity, designed to improve the 
supply/demand balance of the utility.  It can also be used when no capacity increase is planned, 
but the utility wishes to assess the cost/benefits of other alternative solutions for improving the 
supply demand balance, such as the use of water recycling or increased conservation measures.   

The least cost planning method is a long term net present value (NPV) analysis, 
undertaken over a whole planning horizon, which is usually 25 to 30 years.  The starting point of 
the analysis is the “unconstrained” supply demand balance of the utility over the planning 
horizon.  The demands are projected from the current system demand, based on the best 
available household and commercial/industrial growth forecasts, without the influence of any 
measures planned to restrain future demand. 

When planning new resource capacity, it is normal to allow a margin over the forecast 
demand as a contingency to allow for plant outages which reduce available resource capacity.  
This is shown in Figure 6-14 as headroom, which increases over time as uncertainties increase.  
To ensure that the utility is able to meet peak demands, the new resource capacity should be 
available before total demand, plus headroom exceed the available capacity. 
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Figure 6-14 Supply/demand balance v. leakage 
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In this type of analysis, real losses are considered as a part of the overall system demand.  
The objective of the least cost planning approach is to consider all available options to improve 
the supply/demand balance and maintain the required headroom, including the development of 
new resource capacity.  The effect of all the options considered, except the development of new 
resource capacity, will be to defer the high capital investment in new capacity.  This means that a 
least cost planning analysis will consider all the various alternative options to reduce leakage, 
such as pressure management, district metering, different types and frequencies of active leak 
surveys, reduced repair times, selective infrastructure replacement etc., plus other options to 
reduce demand, such as conservation measures including water recycling, improved irrigation 
management, reduced flush volumes, more efficient appliances, rate restructuring and customer 
education.  The impact of work planned for other reasons, which will affect real loss levels (e.g.  
mains rehabilitation and renewal) is also taken into account in a least cost planning analysis. 

It greatly simplifies the overall least cost planning analysis if the least cost real loss 
reduction strategy is first found, using the methodologies described in the previous sections using 
an economic frequency of intervention analysis, coupled with a short run (ten year) NPV 
analysis, to determine the SRELL and the least cost real loss reduction strategy.  The capital 
costs of implementing each leakage reduction strategy, the continuing operating and maintenance 
costs, together with the “yield” of each strategy in terms of annual volume of water saved and the 
value of water saved are calculated for each of the ten years of the analysis.  The ten year NPV 
of the costs and savings of each real loss reduction strategy is determined using an appropriate 
discount rate.  The strategies are ranked, with the option having the lowest NPV being the least 
cost strategy.  The leakage/cost curve for this strategy is then used in the long run (25-30 year) 
NPV analysis of the other options. 

For each option considered in the long run (usually 25-30 year) NPV analysis, the capital 
costs and timing of implementation, the continuing operating costs, together with the “yield” of 
the option in terms of the annual volume of water saved and the value of the water saved are 
calculated for each year of the planning horizon.  The 25 or 30 year NPV of the costs and savings 
of each option is determined using an appropriate discount rate, and the strategies are ranked, 
with the options having the lowest NPV being the least cost options.   

In a least cost planning analysis, it is likely that the final overall least cost solution will be 
a combination of a number of different options.  The most cost effective options should be 
combined together into viable scenarios so that these combinations of options may be evaluated.  
Leakage reduction will almost certainly be shown to be one of the more cost effective options.  
The 25 or 30 year NPV of each scenario should then be evaluated for a wide range of leakage 
target figures, and the NPV evaluated for each leakage target figure considered.  The scenario 
and leakage target having the lowest NPV is the least cost scenario and the corresponding 
leakage target defines the long run ELL.   

It may be seen from Figure 6-14 that the ELL is likely to be reduced each time a new 
resource project is required, because this reduction allows for deferment of this investment.  
Theoretically, once the project is operational, from a purely economic analysis, it would be 
possible to allow the ELL to rise temporarily, until the forecast demands have developed, 
because initially there is insufficient demand to fully utilize the new available capacity, however, 
in practice this approach is usually politically unacceptable.   

While there is currently no other methodology available for this type of long run planning 
analyses, a least cost planning analysis of this type is complex and it requires numerous iterations 
to determine the least cost solution.  For these reasons, a comprehensive software model is 
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essential to facilitate the analysis.  It should also be recognized that a least cost planning analysis 
requires a considerable amount of reliable data.  The UK water utilities have developed the data 
required to support these analyses because they have been required to provide a wealth of data to 
the regulators on an annual or periodic basis.  The data has also been subject to audit and 
scrutiny by independent auditors before it is submitted to the regulators.  The authors doubt that 
many North American utilities currently have much of the data required to support a least cost 
planning analysis, particularly in respect to leakage reduction strategies. 

N Conclusions on Methodologies 

The EIF (Rate of Rise) methodology is a particularly appropriate methodology for 
determining the economic frequency of regular sounding for utilities which have previously 
undertaken little or no active leak surveys, because these utilities can now begin to manage 
losses economically without the need to first achieve the “steady state” conditions required by 
the other methods.  It is therefore widely applicable for use within North America.  It provides a 
more detailed analysis than the economic ILI and should be used in preference to this 
recommendation of AwwaRF report Evaluating Water Loss and Planning Loss Reduction 
Strategies.   

The practical approach to working towards the ELL proposed by Pearson and Trow and 
the flow chart in Figure 6-8 also provides an excellent roadmap to assist North American utilities 
move towards the ELL.  It will help utilities to rapidly reduce real losses, while at the same time 
ensuring that better data is being collected to refine the ELL analysis over time so that as real 
losses are reduced towards the ELL, the determination of this value can be made more 
accurately.   

If a utility has new water resource development schemes within the planning horizon, the 
least cost planning methodology is the only available methodology for determining the LRELL 
and developing an economic water resource strategy, However, before such an analysis can be 
undertaken, it is first necessary for the system to be in a steady state condition.  In the meantime, 
the utility should determine the SRELL using the EIF (Rate of Rise) methodology and the 
practical approach mentioned above to start reducing real losses and to reach a steady state 
position. 

O Software for ELL Analysis 

In order to undertake an ELL analysis using the methodologies described in this section, 
it really is necessary to use a software model which incorporates these methodologies.  The 
software model does not need to be as complex as the models used in the UK, but nevertheless it 
would be very difficult to undertake the analysis without the use of a model. 

Most utilities would probably prefer to purchase commercial software to support the ELL 
analysis, rather than developing the software in-house.  At the time of writing, the only 
commercially available software developed for use in North America which includes 
components for determining the ELL is the LEAKS suite of software.  This software has been 
developed by ILMSS Ltd for international application and is distributed in North America by 
Veritec Consulting Inc.  The LEAKS suite is available in either metric units or US units for the 
Canadian or US markets respectively.  The LEAKS suite will support all the ELL methodologies 
described in this section except for the least cost planning approach.  Both of the ELL examples 
included in the next section have been undertaken using different versions of the LEAKS 
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software owned by the respective utilities.  The version of LEAKS owned by PWD is an older 
version which was developed several years ago, whereas the version owned by the HRWC is a 
January 2006 version of the software, which has again been updated since this date. Although the 
LEAKS software uses 95% confidence limits in the water balance and economic intervention 
analyses, it does not as yet calculate these confidence limits for the ELL analysis. 

There is currently no commercially available software written for the North American 
market to support the LRELL analysis, so if it is necessary to undertake such an analysis, until 
this gap has been filled, it will be necessary to use one of the UK software packages or develop a 
suitable model in-house.  Unfortunately, the UK packages are only available in metric units and 
do not necessarily use the conceptual approaches of BABE and FAVAD that are recommended 
in this report. 

DETERMINE ECONOMIC LEVEL OF LEAKAGE (ELL) 

As a robust water balance (audit) is a pre-requisite for the determination of the ELL and 
there was no provision within this project to undertake such an audit, we proposed to undertake 
the ELL determinations for the Philadelphia Water Department (PWD) and the Halifax Regional 
Water Commission (HRWC) systems, because these utilities already prepare robust annual water 
audits using the IWA water audit methodologies.  However, having examined the supply demand 
circumstances of both these utilities, it is evident that neither utility has any resource 
development schemes within their planning horizons.  PWD has a declining customer base and 
consequently an improving supply / demand balance.  The HRWC also has plentiful water 
resources and has been aggressively reducing leakage over a number of years, with the result that 
it too has an improving supply / demand balance.  It has therefore been concluded that it is not 
appropriate to undertake a LRELL analysis for either utility.  Instead, the SRELL for both 
utilities has been calculated, but using different methodologies.  The PWD SRELL has been 
calculated using the traditional EIF (BABE) methodology, whereas the HRWC SRELL has been 
calculated using the EIF (Rate of Rise) methodology.   

In addition to the above two ELL analyses that were part of the original project, SRELL 
analyses were also undertaken for the two utilities that joined the project later, EID and SFPUC.  
As these two ELL analyses were similar, they are reported together in this Chapter, but full 
details of the analyses may be found in Appendix E. 

P Halifax Regional Water Commission 

The HRWC is an amalgamated utility, formed through the recent merger of three former 
utilities, and it supplies the whole of the Halifax Regional Municipality (HRM).  HRM is built 
around the harbor with hills on each side, there are significant variations in elevation across the 
system.  The HRWC has been at the forefront of applying advanced water loss management 
techniques to reduce real losses in North America and has implemented both pressure 
management and DMA schemes for real loss reduction.  There are currently a total of 60 
pressure zones and 62 sectors (DMAs).  All the meters and PRVs are connected to the corporate 
SCADA system, so many of the larger breaks are identified almost immediately through a 
sudden increase of flow into the zone. 

The HRWC undertakes a hydrant and valve leak survey of the whole system on an annual 
basis, and in addition surveys individual pressure zones or DMAs when the night time flows 
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indicate the need for intervention.  The utility undertakes an annual water balance using the IWA 
methodology and has been aggressively driving down real losses over the last few years.   

The water balance used for this analysis was the balance covering the period July 2004 to 
June 2005.  The ILI of the system in this balance was 3.5.  The water balance is the starting point 
for the ELL analysis as data from the water balance is used in every part of the analysis.  The 
analysis has been undertaken using the HRWC copy of the LEAKS software suite developed by 
ILMSS Ltd.  This software was kindly loaned to the project team for the purpose of undertaking 
this analysis.  The version of LEAKS used by HWRC is the January 2006 Canada version, 
(v.1a), which incorporates the Rate of Rise EFI methodology.  Figure E-1 in Appendix E details 
the results of the water balance. 

The other key tool required to start the analysis is the BABE component analysis of the 
awareness, location and repair time of reported and unreported breaks.  Figure E-2 in Appendix 
E details the results of this analysis.  One of the interesting and unusual aspects of the HRWC 
system is that most of the reported and unreported breaks in the system are on mains rather than 
service lines.  During the period used for the analysis there were 54 reported mains breaks, but 
no reported service breaks, 129 breaks identified with SCADA, which HRWC treat as 
unreported breaks with a very short awareness time, and 72 other unreported mains breaks, but 
only 31 unreported service breaks.  This pattern is contrary to the norm and is probably partly 
due to the fact that the cast iron mains are susceptible to fractures due to changes in water 
temperature at each end of the cold winters experienced in Halifax and partly due to the deep 
service lines which are laid below the frost level.  The volume of real losses calculated from the 
water balance was 1,980 mg/year (7,495 ML/year) +/- 13.7% and the volume of real losses 
determined by the BABE analysis was 2,047 mg/year (7.750 ML/year), a difference of only 
3.3%, indicating that there are few undetected breaks in the system. 

A Economic Frequency of Intervention 

Using the unreported break data from the BABE component analysis, the rate of rise of 
unreported leakage is assessed by estimating the average flow rate of unreported breaks between 
successive annual active leak surveys.  In this case, the rate of rise of leakage is calculated to be 
6.89 mg/day/year (26,103 m3/day/year), which is a very high rate of rise of leakage on the scale 
proposed by ILMSS Ltd.   

The total marginal cost of water for the HRWC is determined from the marginal cost of 
water production, based on power and chemicals, plus the marginal cost of distribution pumping 
power and fuel, as detailed in Table 6-1. 

 
Table 6-1 

The HRWC marginal cost of water 
Units Marginal 

Production Cost 
Marginal 

Distribution Cost
Total Marginal Cost 

of Water 
(CAD$/ML) 49.4 1.9 51.3 
(US$/mg) 165.6 6.6 172.0 

 
 
The cost of a full system survey using in-house staff, equipment and transport is assessed 

at CAD$219,000 (US$193,920).  The annual volume of unreported breaks, using the above rate 
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of rise of leakage is 0.5 x 26,103 x 365 m3 = 4,764 ML/year (1,258 mg/year), which, using the 
above marginal rate of water, is valued at CAD$244,393 (US$216,406).   

The economic frequency of intervention is calculated using the formula detailed in the 
methodologies section using the marginal value of water, the cost of a system survey and the rate 
of rise of leakage. The economic frequency of intervention is calculated by the software to be 11 
months.  Using this frequency of intervention, 106% of the whole system would be surveyed 
annually and the economic volume of unreported losses in this system is 4,505 ML/year (1,190 
mg/year).  Note that in practice there are other considerations to take into account when 
determining the frequency of a leak survey.  For example, the HRWC will only undertake leak 
surveys during the spring or fall because staff are allocated to other work during the peak 
summer season and the winters are too cold.  This means in practice, the HRWC will only 
undertake one full leak survey per year. 

However, if we assume this theoretical economic frequency of ALC intervention, and an 
average ICF for the HRWC of 2, the volumes of the other real loss components can be calculated 
using the BABE component analysis model.  In this case, it is calculated that losses from 
reported breaks account for 595 ML/year (157 mg/year), unavoidable background losses (ie an 
ICF of 1) are 1,429 ML/year (377 mg/year) and the additional background losses due to an ICF 
of 2 are a further 1,429 ML/year (377 mg/year).  Therefore in total the volume of annual losses 
when the HRWC are undertaking leak surveys at the economic frequency would be 7,958 
Ml/year (2,109 mg/year).  This volume represents the SRELL for a leakage control strategy 
based on active leak surveys in conjunction with the existing levels of pressure management and 
DMAs.  The volume of unavoidable annual real losses is 2,046 Ml/year (540 mg/year), therefore 
the economic ILI using this leakage control strategy is 3.9. The economic annual budget for leak 
surveys is calculated to be CAD$213,100 (US$188,696) for this leakage control strategy. 

The HRWC is already achieving an ILI of less than 3.9, because, unlike almost all other 
North American systems, it has a highly sectorized continuously monitored system, and when 
unreported mains breaks occur they run for a much shorter duration than the 6 months that would 
apply for a more basic policy of regular survey.    

B Additional Pressure Management 

The HRWC already has 60 established pressure zones / DMAs with an average size of 
1,136 connections and a current average system pressure of 511.9 KPa (74.2 psi).  Elevations in 
the HRM vary considerably between a maximum of 160 mH (524 ft) and sea level, because the 
city has developed up the sides of the hills surrounding the natural harbor.  For this reason, there 
are fairly large pressure ranges across some of the existing pressure zones.  It would be 
technically possible to reduce the average system pressure by splitting zones that have a wide 
pressure range into two smaller pressure zones.   

One of the most extreme examples is the 24 East High zone, which is a large zone of 
6,841 connections and has pressures ranging from a minimum of 165.7 KPa (24 psi) to 965.0 
KPa (140 psi), with an average pressure of 572.7 KPa (83 psi).   

The financial benefit of undertaking this work has been tested by evaluating the impact of 
splitting the 24 East High zone into two similar sized zones, which would facilitate reducing the 
average pressure in the existing zone from 572.7 KPa (83 psi) to 365.8 KPa (53 psi) and the 
overall average pressure across the HRWC system to around 494.2 KPa (71.7 psi).  The impact 
of this reduction has been modeled with the software and a reduction in the annual volume of 
real losses of 189.2 ML (46.2mg) is predicted, saving CAD$9,700 (US$8,588) per annum in 
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operating costs.  However, it is predicted that this change would reduce revenue from outdoor 
water use by CAD $3,500 (US$3,098) per annum, reducing the net annual saving to CAD$6,200 
(US$5,490) per annum.  It would cost around CAD$180,000 (US$159,387) to establish the new 
smaller pressure zones using the HRWC’s standard installation design, so the payback period for 
this investment would be around 29 years.  It is therefore concluded that it would not be 
economic to establish further pressure zones in the HRWC.  Note that this analysis has not 
considered the additional financial benefit of reducing the number of breaks by reducing the 
average pressure in this zone because the tools for predicting this reduction are still under 
development by the IWA Water Loss Task Force. 

Additional DMAs 

The HRWC system has full coverage of DMAs, with an average size of 1,137 
connections, however there are a couple of DMAs that are particularly large; the 24” East High 
DMA, which has 6,972 connections and the Sackville High DMA, which has 5,125 connections.  
These DMAs are significantly larger than the recommended size range, therefore it is worth 
considering whether it would be economic to split these DMAs into two or more smaller DMAs.  
Splitting DMAs into smaller units is normally undertaken to reduce the number of service line 
breaks that have to occur within the DMA before they can be detected from the minimum night 
flows.  However, the HRWC system has an unusually small number of service line breaks, so 
this factor is less important than in most utilities and the HRWC staff monitoring the SCADA 
system have proved to be very effective in rapidly identifying mains breaks as they occur.  For 
these reasons, there it is probably less need to reduce the size of these DMAs in the HRWC than 
in typical distribution systems.   

The HRWC DMAs are generally established with and are co-incident with the pressure 
zone boundaries.  The economic analysis of pressure management has demonstrated that further 
pressure management is not economic.  It would be impractical to sub-divide these two pressure 
zones into additional DMAs without also splitting the pressure zones.   

For these reasons, it is concluded that additional DMAs would also not be economic. 

C The HRWC Economic Level of Leakage 

It may be seen from the above analyses, based on current information, that the most 
economic leakage management strategy for the HRWC is a combination of the level of pressure 
management and district metering currently installed, plus regular leak surveys, at a frequency of 
11 months.  The SRELL is 7,958 ML/year (2,102 mg/year) and the economic ILI is 3.9.  

However, the HRWC has recently reduced its ILI to less than this, because it now has a 
highly sectorized continuously monitored system, and when unreported mains breaks occur they 
run for a much shorter duration than the 6 months that would apply for a more basic policy of 
regular survey. This demonstrates what has been previously mentioned, that the SRELL depends 
in part on the method of active leakage control.  

Q Philadelphia Water Department 

The Philadelphia Water Department (PWD) serves one of the oldest cities in the U.S..  
Over the past ten years, PWD has focused strongly on improving its water accountability 
standing and the management of its water and revenue losses.  When the IWA water audit 
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methodology was published in 2000, PWD immediately converted its water audit data to this 
format, which allows its performance to be compared with water suppliers around the world.  
PWD’s new water auditing, leakage management and revenue protection efforts have resulted in 
a reduction of the City’s Non-Revenue Water by more than one third since 1992.  The PWD 
audit spreadsheet is a very comprehensive document running to 29 worksheets of detailed 
information. 

The PWD distribution system is an almost entirely metallic network organized into eight 
pressure zones.  PWD currently has no pressure management zones or district metered areas 
designed to reduce real losses, although it does have 4 DMAs that were initially established some 
5 years ago and are used on a regular basis to monitor minimum night flows in these areas. When 
they are not being used for monitoring, the boundaries of these DMAs are left open, so they are 
operated as temporary DMAs. PWD is currently installing the first pressure managed DMA as a 
part of this project.  One of the unusual features of the PWD distribution network is that it does 
not own any part of the service lines.  This means that the customer is responsible for repairing 
breaks on service lines in the highway, up to the main tap.  It therefore takes PWD longer to 
ensure that service line repairs are completed than the norm.   

PWD leak detection squad spends approximately 53% of its time undertaking active leak 
surveys for unreported breaks.  This equates to approximately 1,100 miles (1,770 km) of network 
per annum, over a system of 3,200 miles (5,150 km).  However, roughly 25% of the system with 
high leakage areas is surveyed annually, while other areas may only be surveyed every five 
years.  The rest of the leak detection squad time is spent pinpointing reported breaks.   

The water balance used for this analysis is the water balance covering the period from the 
July 1, 2002 to June 30, 2003 prepared by WSO under a consultancy project.  Although there are 
later water balances available in the PWD audit format, this balance was used because it was 
prepared using the LEAKS software, version USA (v.2u), developed by ILMSS Ltd.  and it 
included a BABE component analysis of awareness, location and repair time.  This copy of the 
LEAKS software belongs to PWD and was kindly loaned to the project team for the purpose of 
this analysis.  This version of the LEAKS software is an older version, written prior to the 
development of the Rate of Rise EFI methodology, so this analysis uses the BABE EFI model.  
Figure E-3 in Appendix E details the results of the water balance and Figure E-4 in Appendix E 
details the results of the BABE component analysis of awareness, location and repair time. 

A Economic Frequency of Intervention 

The BABE EFI model used in this version of LEAKS assumes that the system is in 
steady state.  In the case of PWD, this is a reasonable assumption because the utility has been 
undertaking active leak detection surveys long enough to have removed any backlog of 
unreported breaks from the system, as is evidenced by the fact that PWD has reduced the volume 
of real losses by a third since 1992.  This version of the LEAKS spreadsheet includes a page for 
analyzing the economic frequency of intervention of regular leak surveys.  The first part of the 
sheet is a subset of the data used in the BABE component analysis sheet, just for unreported 
breaks, together with the marginal cost of PWD water, which is calculated to be $126.60 per 
million gallons ($476.96 per ML) and the cost of an active leak detection survey of the whole 
system as illustrated in Table 6-2.   

The leak detection squad costs approximately $600,000, plus an additional $250,000 for 
vehicles and equipment.  Only 53% of these costs are applicable to active detection of unreported 
breaks and they account for approximately 1,100 miles (1,770 km) per year of survey.  It 
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therefore costs $1,310,545 for a complete survey of the whole system, or US$407.88 
(CAD$460.63) per mile (US$253.44 (CAD$286.21) per km).  It is worth noting that this is a 
very high cost compared with typical costs of leak detection contractors ($160 to $200 per mile 
($99 to $124 per km) for a comprehensive survey).  It is also interesting to compare the PWD in-
house cost with the HRWC in-house cost of US$224.63 (CAD$253.75) per mile (US$139.62 
(CAD$157.67) per km).  However, it should be pointed out that the HRWC survey is basically a 
valve and hydrant survey, supplemented with a noise mapping technique, whereas the PWD 
survey is a comprehensive survey, sounding on every service connection.  This data is used to 
calculate the cost of unreported breaks and the cost of leak surveys for a range of different 
survey frequencies and develop the cost curves. 

 
 

Table 6-2 
Data on unreported leaks and breaks 

0 419 0.0 100% 312.5 0.50 0.5 0.5

0 419 0.0 100% 25.6 0.50 0.5 14.5

0 2742 0.0 100% 110.2 0.50 0.5 0.5

64 2742 23.3 100% 10.3 0.50 0.5 4.5

32 473973 0.07 100% 7.0 0.50 1.0 49.0

32 473973 0.07 100% 7.0 0.50 1.0 69.0

25 74028 0.34 100% 14.2 0.50 1.0 4.0

39 28000 1.39 100% 3.1 0.50 1.0 19.0

16 84470 0.19 100% 7.1 0.50 1.0 19.0

Average current operating pressure = 55.0 psi Real Losses valued at 126.6 $/M.Galls
Cost for 1 complete leak survey 3,213     miles at 407.88      $/mile = $ 1,310,545

Valves

Average 
repair/shutoff 

(days)

Transmission Mains 
Breaks

0.5 x period 
between 
surveys

Transmission Mains Leaks

Distribution Mains Breaks

Distribution Mains Leaks

Services Active PWD 
Repaired
Services Active Customer 
Repaired

Services Abandoned

Hydrants

TABLE A: NUMBERS AND AVERAGE FLOW RATES OF UNREPORTED LEAKS AND BREAKS
Annual 

number of  
unreported 
leaks and 

breaks

Length 
(Miles) or 
number

Frequency 
per 1000

% of metal 
pipes

Typical Flow 
rate @ 71 psi 

Galls/min

Assumed 
FAVAD N1 

Average 
Awareness 

(days)

Average 
Location 
(days)

 
 
 

Table 6-3 illustrates the table used to find the economic intervention frequency.  The 
frequencies of the three leak survey lines are varied in the left hand column with the objective of 
finding the frequency with the minimum total cost.  At the minimum total cost, the marginal cost 
of active leak detection should be equal to the marginal cost of real losses.  It can therefore be 
seen that the middle line of this table represents the economic frequency of intervention, with a 
full leak survey every 62 months.  This is a particularly low frequency of intervention due to the 
very low marginal cost of real losses and the very high survey costs. 
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Table 6-3 
Costs for different frequencies of leak surveys 

Mgal/year Mgal/year Mgal/year Mgal/year Mgal/year $/M.Gals $/year $/year $/year $/MG
24 months 831 831 126.6 105191 655273 760464 815
62 months 2073 2073 126.6 262431 253654 516085 126
84 months 2792 2792 126.6 353465 187221 540686 67

Surveys 
Cost per 

year
Total Cost

Marginal 
cost of 
ALC

Not used in this version

Reported 
breaks

Balancing 
error Total 

Valuation of Real 
Losses from 

Unreported LeaksLeak Surveys every

Unreported 
leaks and 

breaks

Background 
leakage

 
Source: Extract from LEAKS USA software 

 
 

Figure 6-15 and Figure 6-16 illustrate the total cost and marginal cost curves of this 
analysis.  It may be seen that it is far easier to identify the economic level using the marginal cost 
curves. 
 
 

Costs of Active Leakage Control and Unreported 
Real Losses - Regular Survey
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Figure 6-15 Total cost curves 
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Marginal Cost of Real Losses vs Economic  Level 
of Unreported Real Losses, for Regular Survey
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Figure 6-16 Marginal cost curves 
 
 
The result of this analysis is therefore that the economic frequency of intervention is a 

full survey every 62 months and the economic volume of unreported real loss is 2,073 mg/year 
(7,847 ML/year).  Note that this is not the ELL because it is necessary to include the volumes of 
reported breaks and background losses into the analyses to obtain the ELL.   

In this version of LEAKS there is a separate sheet that it used to determine the economic 
frequency of intervention and hence the ELL of total real losses.  In order to use this sheet, the 
ICF is adjusted on the BABE component analysis sheet until the “balancing error”, the difference 
between the volume of real losses from the water balance and the volume of real losses from the 
BABE component analysis, is zero.  This value of ICF and the corresponding volume of 
calculated background losses is than used to calculate the total volume of real losses at various 
frequencies of intervention as illustrated in Table 6-4, which works in a similar manner to Table 
6-3.  Using this analysis, the economic frequency of intervention is reduced to 57 months and the 
ELL for this leakage management strategy is 27,462 mg/year (103,955 ML/year) of real loss.  
The unavoidable annual real loss is 2,204 mg/year (8,343 ML/year), therefore the economic ILI 
for this strategy is 12.5.  PWD is already operating below this level and is therefore below the 
economic ILI based on this strategy. 

There are a number of factors that together result in such a high ELL for PWD.  The high 
survey costs are a factor.  If PWD could reduce these survey costs, the ELL would reduce, but 
not dramatically.  For example, if PWD was able to reduce the survey costs to $200/mile, the 
economic frequency of intervention would reduce to 43 months.  The low marginal cost of water 
is also a factor.  PWD is experiencing a reducing demand as the population of the city declines, 
so there is little prospect of the marginal cost of water rising significantly.  The other factor, that 
is at least as important as these first two, is the long time that it takes to repair service line breaks 
because PWD does not own the service.  These factors explain why there can be such a 
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difference between the economic frequency of intervention and ELLs between the HRWC and 
PWD.   

Table 6-4 
Economic frequency of intervention (Total real losses) 

Customer meters read every 1.0 months Average pressure 55.0 psi
Backlog Work Order Wait Time 25 days   Inf. Cond. Factor  ICF 16.71

Cost for 1 complete leak survey 3,213.03    miles at 407.88  $/mile = $ 1,310,545 $
Real Losses valued at 126.6 $/M.Galls

Mgal/year Mgal/year Mgal/year Mgal/year Mgal/year $/M.Gals $/year $/year $/year
12 months 20,967 4,286 25,253 465 25,718 126.6 3,255,897 1,310,545 4,566,443
57 months 20,967 4,286 25,253 2,209 27,462 126.6 3,476,697 275,904 3,752,601
96 months 20,967 4,286 25,253 3,721 28,974 126.6 3,668,056 163,818 3,831,874

Total Cost
Unreported 
leaks and 

breaks

Total Real 
Losses

Valuation of Real 
Losses

Surveys 
Cost per 

yearLeak Surveys every

Background 
Leakage and 

Balancing 
Error

Reported  
leaks and 

breaks

Background 
+ Balancing + 

Reported.

 
 
 

B Economics of Pressure Management 

It has been shown in the earlier chapters of this report that pressure management is a very 
useful strategy for achieving reductions in real loss volumes.  In this section, the economics of 
pressure management are considered.  It must be recognized that pressure management will not 
only impact on real losses, but also on some customer demand, and hence revenue, to a lesser or 
greater depending on how the pressure control is achieved and how susceptible the customer 
demand is to changes in pressure.  Pressure management will only reduce pressure-dependent 
customer demand.  Such pressure-dependent demand is primarily external to the property in 
irrigation systems and hose pipes for garden watering and washing purposes.  It should be noted 
that many irrigation systems are supplied through their own small size pressure reducing valves 
to limit the pressure acting on the irrigation pipes and to provide a constant irrigation flow rate 
regardless of the upstream pressure acting on the pressure reducing valve.  In these situations, 
changes in upstream pressure will not reduce the amount of water used by the irrigation system.  
Most internal uses are not pressure dependent, except for showers.  For the purpose of this 
analysis, it has been assumed that only 5% of residential consumption is pressure-dependent. 

The current average pressure in the PWD system is 55 psi (379.5 KPa).  Table 6-5 
assesses the impacts on water balance components, income and expenditure if it were possible to 
reduce the average pressure to 40 psi (275.6 KPa).  The volumes of the water balance 
components after pressure reduction are determined using a FAVAD analysis and the N1 values 
given in the table against each item.  Note that this analysis does not include the costs of 
implementing the pressure reduction, which could easily run to $100,000 per pressure zone 
implemented. 
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Table 6-5 
Predicted impacts of pressure management 

Current average pressure for water balance (psi)= 55.0
Possible modified 24 hr average pressure (psi)  = 40.0

% of Residential inside consumption, single resid.  = 95%
% of Residential inside consumption, multi resid.  = 95%

% of metal pipes = 100%
Infrastructure Leakage Index ILI = 11.76 55.0 40.0

M Galls/year M Galls/year M Galls/year $/M Galls Th.$/yr Th.$/yr
98623 0.16 93581 -5042 -3371 -638

7446 0.00 7446 0 3369 0 0
37137 0.05 36550 -587 3856 -2262 -74

1955 0.50 1667 -288 3856 -1109 -36
17374 0.00 17374 0 3369 0 0

3030 0.00 3030 0 3369 0 0
0 0.00 0 0 3369 0 0
0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0
0 0.00 0 0 0 0

66941 0.04 66067 -874 -3371 -111
31682 0.44 27514 -4168 -528

1109 0.00 1109 0 3671 0
30573 0.46 26404 -4168

4855 0.00 4855 0
100% 25718 0.56 21550 -4168 127 -528

Sum of Apparent Loss Components
Real Losses: % of metal pipes  = 

Revenue Water
Non-Revenue Water 
Unbilled Authorised Consumption: Metered and Unmetered
Water Losses

Billed Metered Public
Billed Metered Industrial
Billed Metered Fireline and Fire Hydrant
Billed Authorised Consumption:Unmetered

Billed Water Exported
Billed Metered Residential (inside property)
Billed Metered Residential (outside property)
Billed Metered Commercial

Assumed 
Unit value 

of Sub-
Component

Estimated 
change in 
income 

from 
meters

Estimated 
change in 
Operating 

Expenditure

Total corrected system input volume

Current Water 
Balance 

components 
at psi of

Estimated 
FAVAD 

N1 Value

Predicted 
Water 

Balance 
components 

at psi of

Predicted 
Reduction in 
Input Volume

 
 
 

It can be seen from this analysis that the loss in income due to reducing the outside 
pressures is considerably greater than the savings from reducing real losses, even before taking 
into account the implementation costs.  This is true for any level of pressure management and is 
an inevitable result of the very low marginal cost of water in relation to the average unit retail 
rate.  It is therefore concluded that pressure management is not cost-effective in the PWD 
system. 

C Economic District Metering 

The PWD LEAKS suite includes a sheet designed to investigate the economics of 
implementing district metering.  The starting point in this sheet is to make an initial estimate of 
the number of equal sized sectors (DMAs) it would sensible to try and implement.  In this case, a 
value of 60 sectors has been initially chosen.  Table 6-6 illustrates the data required for this 
analysis and Table 6-7 illustrates the total cost analysis table.  By varying the number of sectors 
it is possible to find the number of sectors that result in the least total cost number.  It was found 
that 59 sectors is the optimum number for the PWD system.   

As the largest number of main breaks are likely to occur on the smallest mains, the next 
step is to estimate the maximum number of connections within a sector that enable you to 
identify a 6 in. main break on the SCADA system when it happens.  In this analysis, it has been 
estimated that it will be possible to identify a single 6 in. main break in a sector with 10,000 
service connections. 
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Table 6-6 
Data required to assess the economics of DMAs 

Whole 
System If No.of equally sized sectors = 59 Real Losses valued at 126.6 $/M.Galls
548001 then Ave. service conns/sector = 9288
3,213 Ave miles of mains /sector = 54

55.0 1
10000 service 

conns
Min no of unreported 6" mains breaks  = 0.9

Average cost of intervention = 407.88 $/mile = $ 22212 per sector
Average mains length surveyed per week = 21.15 miles/week = 18.0 days per Sector

Whole 
system Per Sector

0 0.0 100% 312.5 0.50 0.5

0 0.0 100% 25.6 0.50 14.5

0 0.0 100% 110.2 0.50 0.5

64 1.1 336.5 100% 10.3 0.50 4.5

32 0.5 673.0 100% 7.0 0.50 49.0

32 0.5 673.0 100% 7.0 0.50 69.0

25 0.4 861.4 100% 14.2 0.50 4.0

39 0.7 552.2 100% 3.1 0.50 19.0

16 0.3 1345.9 100% 7.1 0.50 19.0

165 2.8 130.3 10.3 0.50Equivalent No of 6" mains 
breaks =

Depends on 
No. of 

unreported 
equiv. 6" mains 
breaks before 
intervention

Depends on 
time taken 

to intervene 
in Sector & 
locate all 

unreported 
leaks and 

breaks

Transmission Mains Leaks

Distribution Mains Breaks

Distribution Mains Leaks

Services Active PWD Repaired

Services Active Customer 
Repaired

Services Abandoned

Hydrants

Valves

Average 
time (days) 

between 
events % of metal 

pipes

Typical Flow 
rate @ 71 psi 

Galls/min

Transmission Mains Breaks

6" mains break for every
for awareness of presence

TABLE A: NUMBERS AND AVERAGE FLOW RATES OF UNREPORTED LEAKS AND BREAKS

Assumed 
FAVAD N1 

Average 
Awareness 

(days)

Average 
Location 
(days)

Average 
repair/shut
off (days)

Annual number of 
unreported leaks & breaks

No.of Service Conns. 
Length of mains (miles)
Average pressure psi From night flows, can identify 

 
 
 
Once the optimum number of sectors has been determined, Table 6-7 is used to determine 

the economic number of unreported breaks equivalent to a 6 in.  main break that should occur 
before it is cost effective to intervene with a survey to locate these breaks.  The analysis shows 
that 14 equivalent 6 in. mains breaks is the economic number and the total annual cost of this 
strategy (excluding the implementation costs) is $495,112.  The total volume of unreported real 
losses using this strategy would be 1,840 mg/year (6,965 ML/year). 
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Table 6-7 
Analysis of number of breaks prior to intervention 
Unreported 
leaks and 

breaks Total 

Surveys 
Cost per 

year Total Cost

Marginal 
cost of 
ALC

Mgal/year Mgal/year $/M.Gals $/year $/year $/year $/MG
0.93 E6MBs 66.2 66.2 126.6 8,386.8 3,952,460.5 3,960,847.3 57,301.6

14.00 E6MBs 1,839.6 1,839.6 126.6 232,889.9 262,221.8 495,111.7 92.4
48.00 E6MBs 6,644.8 6,644.8 126.6 841,236.4 76,481.4 917,717.8 23.8

Valuation of Real 
Losses from 

Unreported Leaks

No of unreported 
equiv. 6" mains 
breaks (E6MBs) 

before intervention

 
 
 
Although the total annual cost of this strategy is slightly lower than the total cost of 

regular surveys without sectors ($516,085), it is also necessary to take account of the cost of 
implementing the sectors. b This is a once-off transitional cost of installing the meters, checking 
and repairing any inoperative valves that would be required to establish sector boundaries etc.  
As this work has not yet been undertaken in PWD, there are no accurate costs available for this 
work.  The first permanent DMA that PWD are installing under this project is costing some 
$60,000 for equipment and $75,000 for engineering time – a total cost of $135,000.  However, it 
is likely that engineering time will be significantly lower on future DMAs and for the strategy 
currently being analyzed, PRVs are not required.  For the purposes of this analysis, a total of 
$45,000 has therefore been allowed for equipment and $20,000 for engineering time for each 
sector – a total estimated transitional cost of $65,000 per sector, or $3.835m for all 59 sectors.   

Given that the cost saving between this strategy and the current strategy is only $20,973 
per annum, the payback period for this investment would be $3.835m/$20,973 =183 years! It is 
therefore clear that this strategy is not cost effective and would not be, even if the 
implementation costs can be dramatically reduced from the current estimate. 

D PWD Economic Level of Leakage 

It may be seen from the above analyses that the most economic leakage management 
strategy for PWD is regular leak surveys, at a frequency of 57 months.  This is a very low 
frequency of survey partly due to PWD’s unusually low marginal cost of water and partly due to 
the high costs of the leak detection squad.  The ELL is 27,462 mg/year (103,955 ML/year) and 
the economic ILI is 12.5. 

E EID and SFPUC ELL Analyses 

There are no water resource development schemes planned for either EID or SFPUC, 
however, both utilities are required to impose demand restrictions on their customers during 
drought periods.  For these reasons, the ELL analyses for EID and SFPUD were undertaken 
using both a marginal cost of water calculated from power and chemical costs and the average 
retail rate, which would be the applicable rate for the volume of water saved by real loss 
management that could be sold to customers that are restricted during drought periods.   

It takes years to implement a real loss reduction program and achieve the planned 
savings.  Therefore, if a real loss reduction program is to create an additional water resource that 
can be used in this way during drought periods, it is necessary to have already realized the 
planned water savings from the program by the onset of the drought.  Effectively the marginal 
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cost of water is varying over time between the marginal cost of production during normal years 
and the average retail value during drought years.  However, it is not possible to turn a real loss 
reduction program on and off like a tap to match the changes in marginal cost, therefore it is 
appropriate to consider valuing the marginal cost of water at the retail rate in such circumstances.   

EID is a rural utility located in a hilly area of California with the result that much of the 
system operates at high pressures.  Average system pressures in EID are around 108 psi and the 
ILI is 2.3.  A range of real loss reduction methodologies were considered and evaluated using 
similar tools to those used for the PWD analysis.  Using the marginal cost of water, the current 
leakage strategy was found to be the most cost effective.  However, if the lost water was valued 
at the retail rate, the two loss management components that were found to be cost effective for 
EID were reducing the average repair times to 5 days and reducing system pressures using flow 
compensated PRV zones to 100 psi.  With these measures, the ILI for EID would be reduced to 
1.9 and the ELL would be 1,012 mg/year (3.831 ML/year). 

SFPUC serves the City of San Francisco and also has a hilly service area.  The same 
range of real loss reduction methodologies were evaluated as for EID using the same ELL 
analysis tools.  As with EID, the analysis found that using the marginal cost of water, the current 
leakage strategy was found to be the most cost effective.  However, if the lost water was valued 
at the retail rate, it was found to be cost effective to undertake an annual comprehensive leak 
detection survey.  This measure would reduce the real losses by 1,050.59 mg (3,977 ML) for 
SFPUC.   

F Optimal Leakage Management Strategy 

These four examples of ELL calculations demonstrate clearly that optimal leakage 
management strategy automatically results from the ELL analysis, as long as the analysis 
includes considerations of all the options that are appropriate for the utilities circumstances.  It is 
therefore recommended that all utilities interested in reducing their real losses undertake an 
economic analysis of water loss management options once they have developed a robust water 
balance and a BABE component analysis model in order to develop a cost effective low 
management strategy. 

SETTING TARGETS 

The objectives of this project included three questions that should be addressed by the 
project team in relation to setting targets: 

 
• Determine if there is a level of leakage beyond which it is currently infeasible to 

improve, which could be adopted as a goal by utilities. 
• Determine if this goal is best expressed volumetrically or as a percentage. 
• Determine if more than one goal should be established based on geographical region, 

utility size, utility age or other criteria. 
 
These questions will be addressed in this section of the report. 
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R Minimum Level of Leakage 

The IWA Water Loss Task force studied in detail the question of whether there is a level 
of leakage beyond which it is unfeasible to improve.  In undertaking this research, the Task 
Force discovered that the concept of a level of unavoidable loss actually came from the U.S..  
The Task Force developed a formula to calculate the volume of Unavoidable Annual Real Losses 
(UARL).  The formula was developed and tested empirically from data collected from water 
utilities at the forefront of water loss management practice, for well-managed infrastructure in 
good condition.  The formula takes into account the length of mains, the number of service 
connections, the length of the private service connection from the curb-stop to the meter (if any) 
and the average operating pressure.  This formula therefore calculates a level of unavoidable 
annual real losses that is specific to each system.  It has now been extensively tested in utilities 
around the world and found to give excellent results for water loss management purposes.   

The previous research project, Evaluating Water Loss and Planning Loss Reduction 
Strategies, and the 2003 AWWA Water Loss Control Committee Report, which has now been 
accepted as official AWWA policy, both recommend the use of the IWA Water Loss 
methodologies.  These methodologies are now being widely adopted by utilities across North 
America and the UARL certainly represents current best practice in determining the lowest level 
of leakage that can be technically be achieved.   

A Real Loss Target 

Although the UARL represents the lowest level of real losses that could be technically 
achieved by a water utility, it would not normally be appropriate for use as a goal as this level of 
losses is usually significantly lower than the ELL. 

The UARL is used with the Current level of Annual Real Losses (CARL) to calculate the 
Infrastructure Leakage Index (ILI), as seen in the above calculations of the economic ILI for the 
HRWC and PWD.  The economic ILI for the HRWC is calculated to be 3.9 and for PWD 12.5.  
This means that if the UARL was used as a target level of leakage for these utilities, the real loss 
target for the HRWC would be 26.3% of the economic real loss volume and for PWD it would 
be 8.0% of the economic real loss volume! It is clear from these numbers that there is certainly 
no economic justification to use the UARL as a target for these systems.  There will be other 
systems which have a very tight supply/demand balance and major new investment planned for 
developing new water resources which could be deferred through a loss management program.  
In these circumstances, the economic ILI may be somewhere between 1 and 2, but there will be 
few utilities that have an economic ILI as low as 1.0. 

From an economic perspective, it is only appropriate to reduce losses to the economic 
level of leakage.  The ELL therefore should be the ultimate target that a utility strives to reduce 
losses to, unless there are other reasons (e.g., political) that dictate a different target.  However, it 
may take a number of years of leakage management work before the target can be achieved.  It is 
therefore useful to establish a series of achievable annual targets that form a glide path from the 
current level of leakage to the ELL.  Progress towards achieving the ELL can then be measured 
against these interim targets. 
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B Performance Indicators 

There are a range of performance indicators that could theoretically be used to express 
the economic target volume of real loss.  The IWA Water Loss Task Force also studied 
performance indicators for water loss management in detail.  In fact the task force was originally 
formed to develop the water loss performance indicators for the IWA Manual of Best Practice 
Performance Indicators for Water Supply Service, 2000.  The previous research project 
Evaluating Water Loss and Planning Loss Reduction Strategies also studied appropriate 
performance indicators for water loss management in North America.   

Both research project Evaluating Water Loss and Planning Loss Reduction Strategies and 
the 2003 AWWA Water Loss Control Committee Report both recommend the use of the IWA 
Water Loss performance indicators and strongly recommend that percentages are not used for 
indicators of technical water loss performance of a water utility.  This recommendation is made 
because the key problem with the percentage performance indicator is that changes in the level 
of consumption by customers, which has nothing at all to do with the performance of water loss 
management, have a major impact on the percentage value.  For example, real losses will 
increase in percentage terms during a drought when customers are being asked to conserve water 
and will reduce in percentage terms if a new major water customer is connected to the system! 
The IWA water loss performance indicators do not completely ban the use of the percentage 
indicator as it is retained as a basic financial indicator (recognizing that it will be calculated 
anyway!), but it should not be used for technical management of water losses.  This project team 
fully supports this recommendation. 
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Function Level Code Performance Indicator Comments 
Financial: 
NRW by 
Volume 

1 
(Basic) WLPI 1 Volume of NRW  

[% of System Input Volume] 
Can be calculated from 
simple water balance, not too 
meaningful 

Operational: 
Apparent 
Losses 

1 
(Basic) WLPI 2 [gal/customer/day] 

 

Basic but meaningful PI for 
apparent losses.  Easy to 
calculate once apparent 
losses have been quantified 

[gal/service connection/day] 
or: 

Operational: 
Real Losses 

1 
(Basic) WLPI 3 [gal/mile of mains/day] 

(only if service connection density is < 
32/mile) 

Best of the simple “traditional” 
performance indicators, 
useful for target setting, 
limited use for comparisons 
between systems 

[gal/service connection/ day/psi pressure]
or: 

Operational: 
Real Losses 

2 
(Intermed.) WLPI 4 [gal/mile of mains/day/psi pressure] 

(only if service connection density is < 
32/mile) 

Easy to calculate Indicator if 
the ILI is not known yet, 
useful for comparisons 
between systems 

Financial: 
NRW by cost 

3 
(Detailed) WLPI 5 Value of NRW  

[% of annual cost of running system] 
Allows different unit costs for 
NRW components, good 
financial indicator 

Operational: 
Real Losses 

 

3 
(Detailed)

 
WLPI 6 Infrastructure Leakage Index (ILI) 

Ratio of Current Annual Real 
Losses to Unavoidable 
Annual Real Losses, most 
powerful indicator for 
comparisons between 
systems 

Source: Adapted from Alegre et al. 2000 

Figure 6-17 Recommended indicators for real losses and non-revenue water  
 
 
In the IWA manual, it details each performance indicator (PI) as a Level 1 (Basic), Level 

2 (Intermediate) or Level 3 (Detailed), thereby giving an indication of which indication of the 
level of management within the utility each indicator is designed for.  However, the IWA manual 
does not provide details of how each indicator should be used.  The previous AwwaRF project, 
Evaluating Water Loss and Planning Loss Reduction Strategies, included a section of the report 
describing appropriate uses of each performance indicator.  The performance indicators in this 
report, detailed in Figure 6-17, were based on the IWA performance indicators but were given 
new codes (e.g.  WLPI 1) and an additional intermediate indicator (WLPI 4) was added. 

The conclusion of this research was that the most appropriate performance indicator to 
use for setting targets and monitoring performance against the target is WLPI 3.  This indicator 
has two forms depending on the density of service connections.  For urban and suburban systems 
where the connection density is greater than 32 connections per mile (20 connections per 
kilometer), the target should be expressed in unit volume per connection per day 
(gal/connection/day or m3/connection/day), whereas in rural systems with a lower connection 
density it should be expressed in unit volume per unit network length per day (gal/mile/day or 
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m3/km/day).  The benefit of using this indicator, rather than simply expressing the target in unit 
volume per day (or year), is that it takes account of the fact that in most systems the number of 
service connections (and hence the number of potential leak locations) tends to increase each 
year as the population grows.  If the target was simply expressed in volumetric terms, in reality it 
would become more difficult each year to meet the target.  This project team therefore supports 
the recommendation of the AwwaRF report Evaluating Water Loss and Planning Loss Reduction 
Strategies. 

C  Different Targets? 

The purpose of undertaking an economic analysis is to develop an overall cost-effective 
leakage management strategy, establish the budget for implementing the strategy and setting the 
target for the strategy against which implementation can be then be monitored.  Developing and 
implementing a cost-effective system-wide leakage management strategy will be an enormous 
step forward for most North American utilities, when in the past the only target or goal they have 
had to work to was probably a state or province-wide target!  

Against this step forward, what would be the additional benefit of attempting to break 
down the analysis to discrete parts of a system? If it was possible to undertake analysis of these 
sub-systems with the same degree of accuracy as the overall analysis, it is unlikely that the 
overall strategy would change, but no doubt there would be variations in the budgets and targets 
for the individual sub-systems.  However, the overall system-wide average budget and target is 
not likely to be changed.  The benefit is therefore one of improving the detailed implementation 
of the strategy.  This same benefit can be realized on the ground by the staff responsible for 
implementing the strategy, as was observed in PWD - it is not necessary to undertake the 
analysis and develop targets at a sub-system level in order to realize this benefit. 

For the sake of simplicity, it is normal to determine a system-wide ELL and establish a 
system wide target and leakage management strategy.  This is partly because the annual water 
balance and the BABE component models are normally also calculated on a system-wide basis 
and partly because of the difficulties of collating data within a utility broken down below the 
system-wide level in a consistent manner. 

In order to undertake the analyses and develop targets at a sub-system level, it would be 
necessary to determine separate water balances and BABE component models for each sub-
system.  It would also be necessary to undertake the ELL analyses for each sub-system. 

It will have been observed in the above example ELL calculations that much of the input 
data is very high level and some of the estimates used are relatively coarse.  However, when 
calculating an ELL for the whole system, it is at least possible to obtain the data required from 
existing information systems within the utility.  However, if one were to embark on trying to 
determine the ELL for areas within the utility, whether the areas are selected geographically, by 
region, pressure, age of infrastructure or other criteria, it is highly unlikely that the information 
systems would be able to provide the financial and operational data required in these analyses 
split down by the same criteria.  It would then be necessary to make estimated splits of the 
system-wide numbers, thereby introducing further uncertainty into the analysis. 

The only circumstances when it would be sensible to undertake analyses of sub-systems 
would be where different parts of a utility are operated in all respects as completely discrete 
systems, both in terms of hydraulics, operations and information systems.  This situation is only 
likely to occur where formerly separate utilities have been merged, but they are still managed as 
separate business units.  In fact, although the HRWC has been amalgamated, it does still operate 
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as three discrete systems and different leakage targets are set each year for each region, so this is 
an example of a utility where it would be appropriate to determine the ELL for each region. 

For the above reasons, unless the sub-systems are operated in all respects as completely 
discrete systems, the project team does not recommend that targets are set at a sub-system level. 
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APPENDIX A: PARTICIPATING UTILITY INFORMATION 

INTRODUCTION 

Detailed information on current leakage practices of the participating utilities was 
collected and reviewed by the research team using the questionnaire developed as part of Task 1: 
Collection and Assessment of Existing Participating Utility Information.  This section presents a 
comparison of operating conditions, metering practices, distribution system materials, and 
auditing practices for each utility.  The utility information was collected in autumn 2004, with 
the exception of SFPUC.  SFPUC’s utility information was colleted in spring 2006.  Utility 
partners are divided into two categories, Level 1 utilities and Level 2 utilities based upon their 
level of participation on this research project. 

 
Level 1 Utilities: 
1. Arizona American Water Company, Arizona 
2. Community Water Company of Green Valley, Green Valley, Arizona 
3. Metropolitan Domestic Water Improvement District (MDWID), Tucson, Arizona 
4. Birmingham Water Works and Sewer Board (BWWSB), Birmingham, Alabama) 
 
 Level 2 Utilities: 
5. Dallas Water Utility (DWU), Dallas, Texas 
6. El Dorado Irrigation District (EID), Placerville, California 
7. Halifax Regional Water Commission (HRWC), Halifax Regional Municipality, Nova 

Scotia, Canada 
8. Philadelphia Water Department (PWD), Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
9. Seattle Public Utilities (SPU), Seattle, Washington 
10. San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC), San Francisco, California   
 
The questionnaire filled out by each utility in 2004, contained a separate Microsoft Excel 

worksheet for each topic.  Similarly, analysis of the utilities is broken down by worksheet as 
illustrated in Table A-1.  For each analysis, the AWWA WATER:\STATS Distribution Survey 
was used as a basis of comparison. This survey summarizes results from over 300 North 
American utilities and was recently updated in 2003 
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Table A-1 
Utility questionnaire 

Worksheet Questions Information Collected 
Table of Contents 0 Guidance through the document 
Utility Information 
Pipe Mat., Pres., Modeling 
Customer Metering 

36 
22 
5 

Location, contact information, size 
Pipe materials, delivery pressures, modeling 

Meters and meter testing 
Customer Service Lines 16 Material types for lines 
Service Line Responsibility 9 Ownership and responsibility 
Water Supply Auditing 18 Auditing information and data 
Leakage Management 21 Leak detection and repair 

 
 

UTILITY INFORMATION  

The worksheet Utility Information was used to collect general information from each 
utility.  Participating utilities come from around North America, and represent entities of varying 
size, ownership, and supply sources.   

Level 1 utilities serve populations ranging from 3,000 to 675,000 and range in area from 
6 mi2 (15.4 km2) to 759 mi2 (1,943 km2).  All Level 1 utilities but BWWSB rely on groundwater 
as a water supply source.  

The Level 2 utilities serve populations ranging from 100,000 to 2,200,000 and span areas 
ranging from roughly 90 mi2 (230.4 km2) to slightly under 800 mi2 (2048 km2).  All Level 2 
utilities primarily utilize surface water as their main water supply source.  A more descriptive 
summary of Level 1 and Level 2 utilities is shown in Table A-2. 
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Table A-2 
Utility location and size 

Utility Name State Ownership Population 
Served 

Area 
(mi2/ 
km2) 

Pressure 
Zones 

Supply 
% Surface/ 
% Ground 

Level 1 Utilities:       
Arizona-American 
Water 

AZ Private 3,450 6/14 5 0/100 

Community Water 
Co. of Green Valley 
(Community Water) 

AZ Private 15,800 9/23 5 0/100 

Metropolitan 
Domestic Water 
Improvement District 
(MDWID) 

AZ Public  44,000 25/64 7 0/100 

Birmingham Water 
Works and Sewer 
Board (BWWSB) 

AL Public  675,000 759/ 
1943 

20 100/0 

Level 2 Utilities:       
Dallas Water Utilities 
(DWU) 

TX Public  2,200,000 699/ 
1789 

15 100/0 

El Dorado Irrigation 
District (EID) 

CA Public  100,690 220/ 
563 

200 100/0 

Halifax Regional 
Water Commission 
(HRWC) 

NS Public  300,000 94/ 
241 

57 100/0 

Philadelphia Water 
Department (PWD) 

PA Public  1,517,000 130/ 
333 

10 100/0 

San Francisco Public 
Utilities Commission 
(SFPUC) 

CA Pubic 776,733 49/  
125 

20 N/A 

Seattle Public 
Utilities (SPU) 

WA Public  1,300,000 250/ 
640 

67 99/1 

 
 
Table A-3 illustrates and compares the participating utilities by number of connections to 

customers, volume of water delivered to customers, and demand.  The average annual water 
volume delivered to customers is shown in terms of million gallons of water per year (mg) and 
million cubic meters of water per year (Mm3).  PWD has the largest number of customer 
connections, while DWU, serving the largest population, has the largest number of wholesale 
connections.   Of the Level 2 utilities, DWU has the largest minimum and maximum daily 
demands, which are 301 mgd (1,140 ML/d) and 692 mgd (2,620 ML/d) respectively.  Of the 
Level 1 utilities, BWWSB holds the largest number of connections, and also has the highest 
minimum and maximum daily demands for this group, which are 100 mgd (379 ML/d) and 140 
mgd (529 ML/d) respectively. 
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Table A-3 
Utility connections and demand 

Utility Name Total 
Number of 

Connections 

Total 
Number of 
Wholesale 

Connections 

Average 
Annual Water 

Volume 
Delivered to 
Customers  

(mg and Mm3) 

Minimum 
Daily 

Demand 
(mgd/ 
ML/d) 

Maximum 
Daily 

Demand 
(mgd/ 
ML/d) 

Level 1 Utilities:      
Arizona-American 
Water 

1,380 0 121/0.5 0.4/1.5 0.8/3 

Community Water 
Co. of Green Valley 
(Community Water) 

8,250 0 767/2.9 2/8.5 4/15 

Metropolitan 
Domestic Water 
Improvement 
District (MDWID) 

15,316 1 2,928/11.1 5/20.5 12/44 

Birmingham Water 
Works and Sewer 
Board (BWWSB) 

233,000 8 36,955/139.9 100/379 140/529 

Level 2 Utilities:      
Dallas Water 
Utilities (DWU) 

316,875 67 154,200/583.7 301/1139 692/2620 

El Dorado Irrigation 
District (EID) 

34,863 11 10,108/38.3 12/46 94/355 

Halifax Regional 
Water Commission 
(Canada) 

73,650 0 11,474/43.4 34/127 42/159 

Philadelphia Water 
Department (PWD) 

475,273 3 98,623/373.3 235/890 335/1268 

San Francisco 
Public Utilities 
Commission 
(SFPUC) 

172,424 0 26,402/99.9 N/A N/A 

Seattle Public 
Utilities (SPU) 

187,585 27 50,000/189.3 90/341 250/946 

 
 

PIPE MATERIALS, DELIVERY PRESSURE, AND MODELING 

Pipe materials vary considerably for each of the utilities.  A major difference between 
Level 1 and Level 2 utilities is that the larger Level 2 utilities use predominantly metallic 
materials and the smaller Level 1 utilities use predominantly non-metallic materials.  EID, the 
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smallest of the Level 2 utilities, shares similar pipe materials as the Level 1 utilities.  Figure A-1 
shows the material distribution for Level 1 utilities, while Figure A-2 shows the material 
distribution for Level 2 utilities.  Comparing the results from the WATER:\STATS Survey with 
the results of Level 2 utilities shows that the participating Level 2 utilities have a significantly 
higher proportion of metallic pipes with the exception of EID.  Comparing the Level 1 utilities 
with the WATER:\STATS Survey results show a significantly higher proportion of asbestos 
cement pipes used in the Level 1 utilities with the exemption of BWWSB.  
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Delivery pressure, a factor influencing significantly the level of leakage in water 
distribution systems, varies considerably with each utility.  EID, a Level 2 utility, reported the 
highest static water pressure as well as the highest differential pressure of all the utilities.  As 
shown in Table A-2, EID similarly has the largest number of pressure zones of all Level 1 and 
Level 2 utilities.   

MDWID, a Level 1 utility, reported the lowest static water pressure as well as the lowest 
differential pressure of all Level 1 and Level 2 utilities.  As shown in Table A-2, MDWID also 
has a very small number of pressure zones. 

Figure A-3 illustrates average, low, and high static water pressures for each participating 
utility.  With the exception of EID, delivery pressures between Level 1 and Level 2 utilities do 
not vary significantly- all average static water pressures fall within 40 psi (28.2 mH) to 80 psi 
(56.3 mH).  The average pressure levels of participating utilities are very similar to the average 
pressure levels calculated from the WATER:\STATS Survey.  However; the average low static 
pressure of participating utilities (28 psi or 19.7 mH) is considerably lower than the average low 
static pressure from the WATER:\STATS Survey (41 psi or 28.9 mH).  High and low static 
pressures were not available for SFPUC.  
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Figure A-3 Comparison of static pressure levels 
 
 
The survey also reviewed distribution system modeling practices from each of the 

utilities as shown in Table A-4.  WaterCAD (by Haestad methods) is used by MDWID, the 
Community Water Company of Green Valley, and the HRWC.  PWD uses H2O Net, while EID, 
DWU, and BWWSB all use H2O MAP. SPU uses EPANET.   All nine utilities, with Community 
Water Company of Green Valley as an exception, use modeling software that interface with a 
GIS.  Approximately 50% of the utilities also have a billing system that interfaces with a GIS.  
BWWSB and Arizona-American Water Company did not specify modeling software. 
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Table A-4 
Utility modeling 

Utility Name Water Distribution 
System Modeling 

Software 

Last Model 
Update 

Does the 
model 

interface 
with a GIS? 

Does your 
billing system 

interface with a 
GIS? 

Level 1 Utilities:     
Arizona-American 
Water 

none  N/A N/A N/A 

Community Water 
Co. of Green Valley 
(Community Water) 

Watercad/Cybernet 
3.1 (by Haestad 

methods) 

2004 no no 

Metropolitan 
Domestic Water 
Improvement District 
(MDWID) 

Haestad Water 
CAD 

2003 yes yes 

Birmingham Water 
Works and Sewer 
Board (BWWSB) 

H2O MAP  under  
development 

yes no 

Level 2 Utilities:     
Dallas Water Utilities 
(DWU) 

H2O MAP MWH 
Soft 

under  
development 

yes no 

El Dorado Irrigation 
District (EID) 

H2O Map MWH 
Soft 

continuous yes yes 

Halifax Regional 
Water Commission 
(Canada) 

WATERCAD 6.0+ 1998 yes yes 

Philadelphia Water 
Department (PWD) 

H2O Net under  
development 

yes yes 

San Francisco Public 
Utilities Commission 
(SFPUC) 

N/A N/A yes no 

Seattle Public 
Utilities (SPU) 

EPANET 2003 yes no 

 
 

CUSTOMER METERING  

The average utility in the WATER:\STATS Survey database has 47,281 service 
connections with meters and 5,940 service connections without meters.  The number of service 
connections with meters for Level 1 utilities ranges from 1,380 to 233,000.  For Level 2 utilities, 
this range is 34,551 to 474,973.  It should be noted that the number of service connections with 
meters does not necessarily reflect the total number of meters because one connection may have 
more than one meter.  Additionally, a single property or customer may have more than one 
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connection, and thus more than one meter. Similar to the WATER:\STATS Survey data base in 
which about 100% of meters are read by meter readers, the vast majority of meters from Level 1 
and Level 2 utilities are read by meter readers.   

For each utility, the number of service connections with meters per mile and the number 
of service connections with meters per kilometer of pipeline was computed.  The Level 1 utilities 
do not show much variation, ranging from 51 to 65 meters per mile or 32 to 39 meters per 
kilometer.  Within Level 2 utilities, there is a large range of metered connection densities, 
ranging from 28 to 158 meters per mile or 18 to 99 meters per kilometer.  These results are all 
outlined in Table A-5 and Table A-6 for Level 1 and Level 2 utilities, respectively. 

 

Table A-5 
Customer metering, Level 1 

 

Arizona-
American 

Water 

Community 
Water 

MDWID BWWSB 

Total number of service 
connections with meters 

1,380 8,250 15,316 233,000

Miles/kilometers of 
distribution system pipeline 

24/38.4 123/197 299/478 3,600/ 
5760

Service connections with 
meter per mile/kilometer of 
pipeline 

58/36 56/35 51/32 65/39

Total number of service 
connections without meters 

0 0 0 0

Meters read by AMR  0 0 1,885 0
Meters read by Meter 
Readers 

1,380 8,250 15,316 233,000

Meters read manually 
located inside customer 
building premises 

0 0 0 1,000

Meters read manually 
located outside in a pit or 
chamber 

1,380 8,250 15,316 232,000

Customer service lines 
utilizing sub-metering 

0 0 2,000 3,500

Do you have a regular meter 
testing program?  

no no yes Yes

Average number of customer 
meters replaced with new or 
recalibrated meters per year 

50 550 1530 12,000

Average age of residential 
customer meters (years) 

10 15 9 6
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Table A-6 
Customer metering, Level 2 

 DWU EID  HRWC  PWD SFPUC SPU 
Total number of 
service 
connections with 
meters 

316,875 34,551 73,650 474,973 184,824 187,858

Miles/kilometers 
of distribution 
system pipeline 

4,560/ 
7296 

1,229/ 
1966 

866/ 
1386

3,160/ 
5056 

1,167/ 
1,867 

1,839/

Service 
connections with 
meter per 
mile/kilometer of 
pipeline 

69/43 28/18 85/53 150/94 158/ 99 98/66

Total number of 
service 
connections 
without meters 

15,600 30 0 300 N/A 0

Meters read by 
AMR  

0 219 0 459,251 0 159

Meters read by 
Meter Readers 

316,875 34,551 73,650 15,722 184,824 187,858

Meters read 
manually located 
inside customer 
building premises 

6,338 0 121 7,861 3,383 1500-
2000

Meters read 
manually located 
outside in a pit or 
chamber 

310,538 34,332 30 7,861 181,441 1,684

Customer service 
lines utilizing sub-
metering 

0 0 0 100 4,467 ~1050

Do you have a 
regular meter 
testing program?  

yes yes yes yes yes yes

Average number 
of customer 
meters replaced 
with new or 
recalibrated 
meters per year 

31,135 315 2,700 10,000 5,500 875

Average age of 
residential 
customer meters 
(years) 

N/A 12 15 5 25 40
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CUSTOMER SERVICE LINES 

All participating utilities, both Level 1 and Level 2, primarily use copper for their 
customer service lines.  Exceptions are DWU, EID, SFPUC (Level 2 utilities), and Arizona-
American Water Company (Level 1 utility).  DWU uses predominantly cast iron service lines 
(roughly 70%) and copper lines (about 25%).  Arizona-American Water Company also uses a 
high percentage of cast iron service lines (about 45%), and a high percentage of galvanized iron 
(also about 45%).  EID and SFPUC use predominantly polyethylene for customer service lines. 
Both Level 1 and Level 2 utilities show a similar picture as the WATER:\STATS Survey with 
mainly copper and/or PVC service lines apart from DWU and Arizona-American Water 
Company.  Customer service line details for Level 1 utilities are shown in Figure A-4, and for 
Level 2 utilities are shown in Figure A-5. 
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Figure A-4 Comparison of materials used for customer service lines in Level 1 utilities 
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Level 2 Utilities
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Figure A-5 Comparison of materials used for customer service lines in Level 2 utilities 
 
 

SERVICE LINE RESPONSIBILITY  

Eight utilities indicated that the segment connecting the water main in the street to the 
curb stop box is the responsibility of the utility. In the case of SFPUC and PWD it is the 
customer’s responsibility.  This applies to leak repairs on service lines as well.  Similarly, with 
the exception of the HRWC, PWD, and SFPUC, all utilities indicated that the segment 
connecting the curb stop box to the customer meter (or premises, if no meters exist) is the 
responsibility of the utility (including leak repairs).  The segment connecting the customer meter 
to customer building premises (for pit meters) is the customer’s responsibility for all 
participating utilities as shown in Table A-7 and Table A-8 for Level 1 and Level 2 utilities, 
respectively.  Table A-7 includes also results from the 2003 WATER:\STATS Survey as the 
percentage of utilities that responded “Utility” for each line segment ownership.  
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Table A-7 
Service line responsibility, Level 1 

Line segment 
ownership 

Arizona-
American 
Water 

Community 
Water Co.  

MDWID BWWSB WATER: 
\STATS 

(% 
“Utility”) 

Segment connecting the 
water main in the street 
to the curb stop box. 

Utility   Utility   Utility   Utility   91% 

Segment connecting the 
curb stop box to the 
customer meter (or 
premises, if no meters 
exist). 

Utility   Utility   N/A Utility   62% 

Segment connecting the 
customer meter to 
customer building 
premises (for pit meters). 

N/A Customer Customer Customer 14% 

Maintenance 
responsibility (leak 
repairs) 

     

Segment connecting the 
water main in the street 
to the curb stop box. 

Utility   Utility   Utility   Utility   93% 

Segment connecting the 
curb stop box to the 
customer meter (or 
premises, if no meters 
exist). 

N/A   Utility   N/A Utility   60% 

Segment connecting the 
customer meter to 
customer building 
premises (for pit meters). 

Customer Customer Customer Customer 12% 
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Table A-8 
Service line responsibility, Level 2 

  DWU EID HRWC  PWD SFPUC SPU 
Line segment ownership 
Segment 
connecting the 
water main in 
the street to the 
curb stop box. 

 Utility   Utility   Utility   Customer Customer Utility   

Segment 
connecting the 
curb stop box 
to the customer 
meter (or 
premises, if no 
meters exist). 

 Utility   Utility   Customer Customer Customer Utility   

Segment 
connecting the 
customer meter 
to customer 
building 
premises (for 
pit meters). 

 Customer Customer Customer Customer Customer Customer 

Maintenance responsibility (leak repairs) 
Segment 
connecting the 
water main in 
the street to the 
curb stop box. 

 Utility   Utility   Utility   Customer Customer Utility   

Segment 
connecting the 
curb stop box 
to the customer 
meter (or 
premises, if no 
meters exist). 

 Utility   Utility   Customer Customer Customer Utility   

Segment 
connecting the 
customer meter 
to customer 
building 
premises (for 
pit meters). 

 Customer Customer Customer Customer Customer Customer 
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WATER SUPPLY AUDITING RESULTS 

Factors that did not vary by the utility participation level (Level 1 versus Level 2) are cost 
to produce or purchase water placed into the distribution system, average residential rate charged 
to customers, and approximate average industrial, commercial, and institutional (ICI) rate 
charged to customers.  All the utilities were able to provide this information, and all three costs 
are depicted in Figure A-6 (Level 1 utilities) and Figure A-7 (Level 2 utilities).  All utilities but 
PWD, SPU and MDWID show lower rates for production, residential charge out and ICI rates 
than the values based on the WATER:\STATS Survey. PWD, SPU and MDWID show similar 
cost rates compared to the WATER:\STATS Survey. 
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Figure A-6 Comparison of water cost for Level 1 utilities 
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Figure A-7 Comparison of water cost for Level 2 utilities 
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The WATER:\STATS Survey reports that only 62% of North American utilities compile 
a potable water supply audit on a regular basis.  With the exception of SPU and MDWID, all the 
utilities participating in this study compile a potable water supply audit on a regular basis.  Only 
PWD and Halifax Regional Water Commission use the IWA standard water audit format, the 
other utilities each use a different format.  All ten utilities meter water input to the distribution 
system.  Composite meter error is a very important factor in computing a reliable water balance.  
For both Level 1 and Level 2 utilities the error of the water input meter ranges from 0.1% to > 
5%.  Out of all ten utilities, 8 can approximate the composite input meter error as shown in Table 
A-9 and Table A-10.  The average error according to WATER:\STATS Survey is much higher – 
approximately 14%.   

 

Table A-9 
Water auditing- Level 1 

 Arizona-
American Water 

Community 
Water Co. 

MDWID BWWSB 

Regularly compile an 
audit 

yes yes no yes 

Audit format regulatory custom N/A custom 
Audit frequency annually monthly N/A monthly 
Periodic supply 
constraints 

yes no no yes 

Most critical 
constraint 

water quality N/A N/A drought 

Input to the 
distribution system 
metered 

yes yes yes yes 

Input meters test 
frequency 

N/A 5 years annually 10 years 

Composite input meter 
error 

N/A > 5% 0.17% 15% 

Nature of the 
composite input meter 
error 

N/A sticking/stoppin
g or bearing 
failure 

older 
mechanical 
meters 

water hammer, 
trash, or manuf. 
defect 

Input meters tested 
volumetrically or 
through electronic 
calibration 

N/A volumetrically electronic 
calibration 

volumetrically 

Provisions made for 
determining SCADA 
and/or data processing 
errors 

N/A meters are 
manually read 
daily 

none none 
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Table A-10 
Water auditing- Level 2 

 DWU EID HRWC PWD SFPUC SPU 
Regularly 
compile an 
audit 

yes yes yes yes yes no 

Audit format  custom AWWA 
M36 

IWA IWA AWWA 
M36 

N/A 

Audit 
frequency 

monthly annually quarterly annually annually N/A 

Periodic 
supply 
constraints 

no yes no no yes yes 

Most critical 
constraint 

N/A drought N/A N/A N/A withdrawal 
restrictions 

Input to the 
distribution 
system 
metered 

yes yes yes yes yes no 

Input meters 
test 
frequency 

N/A annually annually annually annually N/A 

Composite 
input meter 
error  

1% 5% <1% 3% 2% N/A 

Nature of the 
composite 
input meter 
error 

N/A under-
registra-
tion 

N/A over-
registra-
tion 

under-
registration 

N/A 

Input meters 
tested 
volumetricall
y or through 
electronic 
calibration 

electronic 
calibration 

electronic 
calibration 

both volumet-
rically 

electronic 
calibration 

N/A 

Provisions 
made to 
determine 
SCADA 
and/or data 
processing 
errors 

data 
reviewed 
for quality 
control 

none signal 
validation 

mass 
balance 
analysis 

yes N/A 
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As part of the questionnaire, each utility also computed a water balance, shown in Figure 
A-8 and Figure A-9.  Comparing the water audit result with the WATER:\STATS Survey clearly 
shows that only EID and the HRWC have similar supply and consumption volumes as the 
average of 300 North American utilities.  All other Level 2 utilities are significantly bigger in 
volumes supplied especially DWU and PWD. 
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Figure A-8 Comparison of consumption components for Level 1 utilities 
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Figure A-9 Comparison of consumption components for Level 2 utilities 
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Figure A-10 shows the water loss components as percent apparent losses and percent real 
losses for each utility.  Figure A-10 does not take into account the total water loss volume.  For 
instance, in Figure A-8 it is apparent that MDWID has a very small annual water loss.  Of this 
total loss, the majority water loss is due to apparent losses, although this volume is still relatively 
small.  Although some utilities (MDWID, Arizona-American Water Company) show significant 
difference to the WATER:\STATS survey results it can be said that the average picture of 
participating utilities is very similar to the WATER:\STATS Survey results. 
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Figure A-10 Comparison of water loss components for all utilities 
 
 

LEAKAGE MANAGEMENT  

Table A-11 and Table A-12 show Level 1 and Level 2 leakage management practices.  
All nine utilities except for PWD have a water loss reduction target- half of which are complying 
with agency requirements to address water loss.  At the date of the survey, only Halifax used 
pressure management as an additional leakage management tool.  Halifax is the only 
participating utility using permanent DMAs for leakage management.  DMAs are installed 
through out their entire distribution network.  PWD is another utility where DMAs are used for 
leakage management.  However, PWD has only 4 DMAs in place and they are operated as 
temporary DMAs.   

The vast majority of utilities apply only passive leak detection.  The equipment used 
includes listening sticks, ground microphones, and only a few utilities use noise loggers.  Apart 
from EID all Level 2 utilities use leak noise correlators, only BWWSB of the Level 1 utilities 
uses leak noise correlators.  
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Table A-11 
Leakage management- Level 1 

 

Arizona-
American 
Water 

Community 
Water Co. 

MDWID BWWSB Water:\Stats

Main breaks  15 5 15 1,500 141 
Expenditures on main 
repairs ($/year)    

$3,000 $7,500 $7,200 $2M  $302,028  

Average number of 
repairs on mains  

15 5 15 1,500 125 

Water main to curb 
stop box leaks 

30 125 60 1400 325 

Curb stop box to 
customer meter leaks 

20 125 80 2200 277 

Expenditures on 
service line repairs 
($/year) 

N/A $90,000 N/A $4.1M N/A 

Water main to curb 
stop box repairs 

30 125 60 1,200 542 

Curb stop box to 
customer meter repairs 

20 125 3 800 176 

Leaks on fire hydrants 
and valves 

0 10 10 1,000 38181 

Expenditures on valve 
and fire hydrant 
repairs ($/year) 

N/A $10,500 N/A $200,000 N/A 

Leak repairs on fire 
hydrants and valves  

0 10 10 1,000 38,181 

Expenditures on all 
leak repairs ($/year) 

$7,500 $108,000 $60,000  $6.3M  $1,034,056 

Water loss reduction 
target 

yes yes yes yes 31.6% yes 

Agency requirements 
to address water losses 
and loss reduction 

yes yes no no 23.9% yes 

Leak detection:      
-Passive only  yes yes yes yes 62.2% yes 
-Listening sticks no no yes yes 22.4% yes 
-Ground microphones  no no yes yes 33% yes 
-Noise loggers  no no no no 10.6% yes 
-District Metered 
Areas 

no no no no 3.2% yes 

-Leak noise 
correlation  

no no no yes 30.1% yes 

-Pressure management no no no yes 2.7% yes 
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Table A-12 
Leakage management- Level 2 

 DWU EID HRWC PWD SFPUC SPU 
Main breaks  2,200 399 298 787 111 120 
Expenditures on main 
repairs ($/year)    

N/A  $40,000 $744,000 $1.3M  N/A  N/A 

Average number of 
repairs on mains  

2,200 399 298 787 27 120 

Water main to curb stop 
box leaks 

1100 312 36 1639 627 833 

Curb stop box to 
customer meter leaks 

N/A N/A 47 546 2 N/A 

Expenditures on service 
line repairs ($/year)    

N/A $22,000  $25,000  $3.3M  N/A $1.2M 

Water main to curb stop 
box repairs 

1,100 312 36 1639 627 640 

Curb stop box to 
customer meter repairs 

N/A N/A 47 546 0 2 

Leaks on fire hydrants 
and valves 

1,000 45 108 48 N/A 343 

Expenditures on valve 
and fire hydrant repairs 
($/year)    

N/A $8,000  $8,000  $20,000 N/A N/A 

Leak repairs on fire 
hydrants and valves  

1,000 45 108 48 80 343 

Expenditures on all leak 
repairs ($/year)    

 $1.5M  $70,000 $777,000  $4.6M  N/A  N/A 

Water loss reduction 
target 

yes yes yes no no yes 

Agency requirements to 
address water losses and 
loss reduction 

no yes yes no no no 

Leak detection:       
-Passive only  yes yes no no yes yes 
-Listening sticks yes no yes yes no no 
-Ground microphones  yes no yes yes no yes 
-Noise loggers  yes no no yes yes no 
-District Metered Areas no no yes yes no no 
-Leak noise correlation  yes no yes yes yes yes 
-Pressure management yes yes yes no yes yes 
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Figure A-11 compares each utility by the number of main breaks per year per mile 
(kilometer).  Arizona-American Water Company has the highest ratio of breaks per mile 
(kilometer).  Arizona-American Water Company is followed by DWU.  DWU is also at the top 
of the list in terms of total breaks per year and annual expenditures on break repairs. 
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Figure A-11 Comparison of main breaks per mile (kilometer) for all utilities 
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The comparison of real losses for each utility based on the results from the questionnaire, 
shows that most of Level 2 utilities are in the same range of annual real losses (see Figure A-12).  
PWD shows the highest real losses.  The Level 1 utilities show the lowest levels of real losses 
with Arizona-American Water showing only 0.5 gal/service connection/day (1.9 liters/service 
connection/day) which appears to be a very low value.  This low value indicates that the data 
used for the calculation needs to be verified especially the volume supplied to the system.  

In order to compare the level of real losses between the participating utilities the real 
losses were adjusted to 70 psi (49 mH) average system pressure, assuming an N1 value of 1.  By 
using an N1 value of 1 it is assumed that real losses comprise 50% of burst losses and 50% of 
background losses.  This had a significant impact on the level of real losses in EID and 
Philadelphia, indicating how important pressure is when managing real losses.  EID could reduce 
its level of real losses significantly if the average system pressure could be reduced.  On the other 
hand it shows the positive impact the lower average pressure has on the volume of real losses in 
PWD where the average pressure is below 70 psi (49 mH). 

SUMMARY  

Comparing the results from the participating utilities with results from the 
WATER:\STATS Survey shows that the utilities participating in this research project are very 
representative for the North American water market.  Key points include the following: 

 
• The utilities participating in the project cover a wide range of geographic area, size, 
population, density, ownership, number of pressure zones, and water supply. 
• Of the participating utilities, the larger utilities use predominantly metal materials 
while the smaller utilities user predominantly non-metallic materials. 
• Delivery pressure –varies considerably with each participating utility.   
• All but one utility use a water distribution system modeling software, and all but two 
utilities (both small utilities) have a model that interfaces with a GIS. 
• The number of service connections with meters varies from 51 to 58 meters per mile 
(32 to 36 meters per kilometer) for smaller utilities, and 28 to 158 meters per mile (18 to 
99) meters per kilometer for larger utilities. 
• Both large and small utilities use copper for their customer service lines and service 
line responsibility does not vary from small to large utility. 
• Cost to produce or purchase water, average residential rate charged to customers, and 
ICI rates charged to customers did not vary significantly based on the size of the utility 
with the exception of BWWSB. 
• Although all but two utilities undertake a water audit (in different intervals from 
monthly to annually) no common water audit format is used.  Only Halifax Regional 
Water Commission and Philadelphia Water Department use the IWA standard water 
audit format.   
• All ten utilities except for PWD and SFPUC have a water loss reduction target- half 
of which are complying with agency requirements to address water loss. 
• The vast majority (seven of nine) of participating utilities apply only passive leak 
detection.  Only one utility applies extensive and active leakage control which is Halifax 
Regional Water Commission.  
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• The mains break frequency per mile varies from utility to utility reflecting the 
difference in age of network, pipe material, operating pressure and climatic conditions 
which is also a picture similar to what can be found through out North America.  
• Also the level of real losses varies from utility to utility due to the above given 
reasons.  However, comparing the real loss results with the WATER:\STATS Survey, 
shows that the participating utilities represent very well North American utilities.  
 
Table A-13 provides a summary of the tested leakage management technologies, the time 

line, background and a summary of the results. It also provides the main characteristics of the 
Level 2 utilities.  

 

Table A-13 
Technologies piloted in Level 2 utilities  

 EID SPU PWD HRWC DWU SFPUC 
General utility characteristics 
Population served 100,690 1,300,000 1,517,000 300,000 2,200,000 

 
776,733 

Nr. of Service connections 34,551 187,585 475,273 73,650 316,875 
 

172,424 

Active leak detection no no yes yes yes no 
DMA no no yes yes no no 
Pressure Management yes yes no yes no yes 

 
AwwaRF 2928 Pilot 
testing  

 

Tested leakage management practices 
EID DMA, FMPC Pressure management, FAVAD, ICF 
SPU DMA 
PWD DMA, Pressure management, N1 step test, FAVAD, ICF 
HRWC DMA, FMPC  Pressure management, N1 step test, FAVAD, ICF 
DWU Comparison of conventional leak detection with noise loggers 
SFPUC Comparison of conventional leak detection with noise loggers 

          (Continued) 
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Table A-13 (Continued) 
Background 
EID Existing pressure control zone converted in to permanent DMA 

Existing pressure regulation station converted into DMA inflow chamber 
Bypass PRV converted into metering PRV and former lead PRV was set on stand by 
Flow modulated pressure control, FAVAD, repeated leak detection and repair were 
selected to be trialed 

SPU Existing pressure control zone converted into permanent DMA 
New DMA inflow chamber was designed and installed 
Inflow chamber consists of 12in. (300 mm) main and PRV (stand by) and a 6in. (150 
mm) main and metering PRV (lead) 

PWD DMA was isolated from open grid distribution network – no existing zone used. 
Area selected was suspected to have significant losses 
DMA was designed to have 2 inflows which are located at the opposite boundaries of 
the DMA. 
Initial flow and pressure measurements indicated a very high level of real losses. 
Flow modulated pressure control,N1 step test, FAVAD, repeated leak detection and 
repair and calculation of ICF was selected to be trialed 

HRWC The HRWC has its entire distribution network subdivided into DMAs.  
The DMA selected for this study was created in 2001 with two inflow chambers 
supplying into the DMA. Each chamber is equipped with a 6in. (150 mm) main flow 
meter and PRV as lead a 12in. (300 mm) main and PRV on stand by. 
Flow modulated pressure control,N1 step test, FAVAD, repeated leak detection and 
repair and calculation of ICF were selected to be trialed 

DWU DWU was selected to participate in the trial of comparing leak detection technologies. 
As Dallas has purchased a significant amount of noise loggers it was decided to trial 
conventional comprehensive leak detection against the noise loggers. 

SFPUC SFPUC was selected to participate in the trial of comparing leak detection 
technologies. As SFPUC was in the process of purchasing noise loggers it was decided 
to trial conventional comprehensive leak detection against the noise loggers. 

          (Continued) 
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Table A-13 (Continued) 
Timeline 

DMA selection Completed 
Initial measurements Completed 
DMA design Completed 
DMA installation Completed 
Baseline measurement Completed 
Pressure management Completed  
Leak detection &repair Completed 
Calculation of ICF Completed 

EID 

Final results Completed 
DMA selection Completed 
Initial measurements Completed 
DMA design Completed 
DMA installation Completed 
Baseline measurement Initial baseline measurement completed in Feb 05 – no final base line 

measurements as DMA had to be opened up for rest of project period 
Pressure management Controller was installed but no trials comparing fixed outlet pressure control 

and flow modulated pressure control could be undertaken as DMA had to be 
opened up 

Leak detection &repair Completed 
Calculation of ICF Could not be completed 

SPU 

Final results Partly completed 
DMA selection Completed 
Initial measurements Completed 
DMA design Completed 
DMA installation 90% complete only back up feed was not completed at end of study 
Baseline measurement completed 
Pressure management Fixed outlet control was tested 
Leak detection &repair First round of leak detection and repair completed resulted in a significant 

reduction of real losses 
Calculation of ICF Completed 

PWD 

Final results Flow modulated pressure control could not be trialed during project duration 
DMA selection Completed 
Initial measurements Completed 
DMA design Completed 
DMA installation Completed 
Baseline measurement Completed 
Pressure management Completed 
Leak detection &repair Completed  
Calculation of ICF Completed 

HRWC 

Final results Completed 
DWU Comparison of conventional comprehensive leak detection with noise 

loggers - completed 
SFPUC Comparison of conventional comprehensive leak detection with noise 

loggers - completed 
          (Continued) 
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Table A-13 (Continued) 
Results 

EID • It is feasible to convert an existing pressure control zone into a permanent DMA. 
• Existing PRV station was successfully converted into DMA inflow chamber with little effort and 

investment by converting one of the PRVs (pressure regulation stations usually have a lead and a 
stand by PRV) into a metering PRV. 

• The initial level of real losses in the DMA was successfully assessed. 
• DMA installation proved that the high summer demand, which is 3-4 times higher than in winter 

can still be managed by the stand by PRV. 
• Flow modulated pressure control has proven to be able to provide sufficient pressure when 

needed and reduce pressure when not needed.  Even at an application where summer time 
demands are 3-4 times winter demands. 

• It is possible to reduce the daily average zone pressure by 16 psi through flow modulated 
pressure control without affecting the supply quality. 

• The benefits seen from pressure management (reduction in real losses) would be much more in a 
DMA of bigger size. 

• Leak detection and repair work proved to be successful although ambience noise created by large 
summer night time demands and service pipe PRVs created interferences. These interferences 
were resolved by undertaking the leak survey at off peak demand periods (e.g. autumn and 
winter).  

SPU • Initial measurements indicated that existing 20 in. feed was too large for DMA purposes. 
• A new inflow chamber was designed and built with a 6 in. (150 mm) metering PRV (lead) and a 

12 in. (300 mm) PRV (stand by) which are more appropriate for the operation of the DMA. 
• The new DMA chamber was successfully designed, built and commissioned. 
• Fire flow tests showed that stand by PRV provides necessary back up for the event of a fire and 

the subsequent increase in demand.  The transition between the 6 in. PRV and the 12 in. PRV was 
fast and smooth. 

• Comprehensive leak detection campaign was successfully competed. 
• No further measurements or test could be undertaken as DMA had to be opened up for 

construction work and system improvements inside the DMA and adjacent to the DMA.  
PWD • The DMA was from the open grid network. 

• Initial flow and pressure measurements and MNF analysis showed that the level of real losses is 
too high in order to build cost effective inflow chambers.  Therefore a comprehensive leak 
detection and repair campaign was undertaken and a significant portion of the real losses was 
removed.  

• AMR reading proved to be very useful for the assessment of consumption during the minimum 
night-time flow period. 

• Fire flow tests revealed that the original critical point of the DMA did not provide sufficient flow 
and pressure during such a situation – therefore the DMA was redesigned and the critical point 
was excluded from the DMA. 

• The final DMA design was completed. 
• Fire flow tests proved that emergency demands can be met after the DMA was redesigned and 

the level of real losses was reduced. 
• Instead of one inflow chamber there are two – located at the opposite DMA boundaries.  One 

contains the lead feeding main equipped with a PRV and a flow meter and the other chamber 
contains the stand by feed which is equipped with a stand by PRV (the stand by PRV will only 
come into effect in case of an emergency). 

• The procurement process proved to be a very lengthy process for PWD.  
• By creating the DMA and identifying and operating the boundary valves PWD has gained a much 

better picture of what is actually in the ground as opposed to what the maps indicated. 
• Extensive water quality testing before isolation of the DMA and after has proven that there are no 

impact on water quality due to the creation of the permanent DMA 
• Fixed outlet pressure control provided good results compared to no pressure control.  

          (Continued) 
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Table A-13 (Continued) 

HRWC • The DMA was created in 2001 as a hydraulically discrete zone with two inflow chambers.  
Each equipped with a 6 in. (150 mm) main equipped with lead PRV and meter and a 12 in. 
(300mm) main equipped with a stand by PRV. 

• Flow modulated pressure control allowed to further reduce the AZP during minimum 
consumption periods when compared to fixed outlet pressure control. 

• Flow modulated pressure control resulted in a further reduction of real losses over fixed outlet 
pressure control (which was already applied by the HRWC). 

• It appears that flow modulated pressure control has reduced the number of new breaks in the 
DMA. 

• Cost benefit analysis showed that when reduction of real losses achieved through pressure 
management is valued at the marginal cost of water there is a payback period for the DMA 
chambers of 12 to 15 years. 

DWU From this study it appears that overall there is no mentionable difference between the time needed 
to conduct a comprehensive leak detection survey and the time needed to conduct a noise logger 
survey.  In terms of effectiveness both techniques achieved very similar results.  However, it 
appeared that leak noise loggers are less effective in detecting leak noise generated by plastic pipe 
materials if deployed at the manufacturer recommended spacing.  On the other hand leak noise 
loggers were more successful in detecting leaks in areas with a high level of ambience noise (e.g. 
busy downtown areas). 

SFPUC Both techniques could not detect any leaks in the selected area.  Hence no comparison of the two 
techniques could be undertaken. 

 
 

The cost for the DMA installation on each Level 2 utility is summarizes in Table A-14. 
The cost varies depending on the installation requirements and whether an existing pressure zone 
and its installation can be used or not.  

 

Table A-14 Cost for DMA installation in trial utilities 
Cost for DMA Installation 

Does not include cost for consultants working on design or pressure management installation 
EID equipment $11,000 

 labor $2,000 
SPU equipment $41,000 

 labor $44,000 
PWD equipment $49,000 

 labor $125,000 
HRWC  equipment $52,000 (for two chambers) 

 labor $128,000 (for two chambers) 
DWU  N/A 
SFPUC  N/A 
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APPENDIX B: LITERATURE REVIEW 

INTRODUCTION 

An extensive literature review was recently undertaken for the AwwaRF report 
Evaluating Water Loss and Planning Loss Reduction Strategies.  Hence the research team 
reviewed this literature review in the context of this project and reviewed in addition new 
relevant documents that have been published since completion of the previous literature review.  
The detailed literature review provides information on the following points from each piece of 
literature reviewed. 

 
• Overview of the subject material 
• Applicability to improving leakage management technologies of North American 
utilities 
• Historical value 

DVGW 392 - Network Inspection and Water Losses, German Association of the Gas and 
Water Sector, 2003 

DOverview 

An overview was provided in Chapter 2. 

EApplicability 

The applicability of this document is high as it provides utilities and regulators with an 
example of a very ambitious set of guidelines and regulations for water loss control.  
Furthermore it endorses the IWA methodology and discourages the use of percentages and 
serves as a good reference document for the re-write of the AWWA M36. 

FHistorical Value 

It has a great historical value as it recognizes a nearly linear pressure:leakage relationship 
(for the first time ever in a German standard), encourages the establishment of small network 
districts (similar to DMA) - also so far not common practice in Germany - and recognizes the 
importance of leak run times (awareness, location and repair time) obviously based on the UK 
“BABE” concepts. All in all, a revolutionary document for the rather conservative German water 
sector. 

Kunkel, George. Applying Worldwide Best Management Practices in Water Loss Control, 
AWWA Water Loss Control Committee Report, AWWA Journal, August 2003 

GOverview 

This report was approved by all relevant AWWA committees. It represents a 
considerable development in the AWWA endorsed approach for water losses management.  The 
report outlines the need to conserve water resources in many parts of North America and 
highlights the key role distribution side water loss management plays in the conservation of 
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recourses.  Highlighted are the lack of accurate and consistent water auditing procedures in 
North America and the inappropriate use of percentage figures as performance indicators.  The 
report states that “While many view “water loss” synonymously with leakage, the nature of this 
complex issue is actually three-fold: 

 
• Terminology: Lack of standardized definitions of water and revenue losses 
• Technical: Not all water supplied by a water utility reaches the customer 
• Financial: Not all of the water that reaches the customer is properly measured or paid-
for” 
 
The adoption of a standardized system of water audits and the use of proactive water loss 

control methods are proposed by this report.  The report recommends the use of the International 
Water Audit methodology, definitions and performance indicators developed by the IWA Task 
Force on Water Losses and offers the solutions detailed in Table B-1 to the complex threefold 
problem outlined above. 

 

Table B-1 
Approaches supported by the AWWA Water Loss Control Committee to address water 

usage monitoring and water loss shortcomings in North America 

Shortcoming 
Recommended Approach 

Terminology: Lack of standardized 
definitions of water and revenue losses 
 

→ Apply the International Water Audit 

methodology and Performance 

Indicators 

Technical: Not all water supplied by a 
water utility reaches the customer 
 

→ Apply the four component approach to 

control Real Losses (physical losses) 

Financial: Not all of the water that 
reaches the customer is properly 
measured or paid-for 
 

→ Apply the four component approach to 

control Apparent Losses (paper losses) 

Source: Adapted from AWWA Water Loss Control Committee Report 
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The remainder of the committee report details the IWA Water Audit methodology, 
definitions and performance indicators and discusses the practical approaches to reducing both 
real and apparent losses.  The report particularly recommends the use of the ILI as a detailed 
benchmarking and targeting indicator. In order to help water utilities determine an appropriate 
level of ILI for their particular system, the committee report includes the following guidelines as 
detailed in Table B-2. 

Table B-2 
General guidelines for setting a target level Infrastructure Leakage Index 

Target ILI 
Range 

Water Resources 
Considerations 

Operational 
Considerations 

Financial 
Considerations 

1.0 – 3.0 Available resources are 
greatly limited and are 
very difficult and/or 
environmentally 
unsound to develop 

Operating with system 
leakage above this level 
would require expansion 
of existing infrastructure 
and/or additional water 
resources to meet the 
demand 

Water resources are 
costly to develop or 
purchase 

Ability to increase 
revenues via water 
rates is greatly limited 
due to regulation or 
low ratepayer 
affordability 

3.0 – 5.0 Water resources are 
believed to be 
sufficient to meet long-
term needs, but  
demand management 
interventions (leakage 
management, water 
conservation) are 
included in the long-
term planning 

Existing water supply 
infrastructure capability 
is sufficient to meet 
long-term demand as 
long as reasonable 
leakage management 
controls are in place 

Water resources can 
be developed or 
purchased at 
reasonable expense 

Periodic water rate 
increases can be 
feasibly effected and 
are tolerated by the 
customer population 

5.0 – 8.0 Water resources are 
plentiful, reliable and 
easily extracted 

Superior reliability 
capacity and integrity of 
the water supply 
infrastructure make it 
relatively immune to 
supply shortages 

Cost to purchase of 
obtain/treat water is 
low, as are rates 
charged to customers 

Greater 
than 8.0 

While operational and financial considerations may allow a long-term ILI 
greater than 8.0, such a level of leakage is not an effective utilization of 
water as a resource.  Setting a target level greater than 8.0 – other than as an 
incremental goal to a smaller long-term target – is discouraged. 

Source: AWWA Water Loss Control Committee 
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HApplicability 

This document is very applicable as it is the first recommendation for North American 
utilities to use the new international water balance form and performance indicators published 
and supported by a respected North American institution (AWWA). It could form the basis for 
utilities and regulators to change current methods of measuring and comparing utility 
performance in water loss management. 

IHistorical Value 

This document is of great historical significance as the AWWA has finally agreed to 
discourage the use of percentages as performance indicator, and to use instead the IWA 
performance indicators. It also forms the basis for the re-write of the AWWA M36 which is 
currently (Summer 2006) in progress. 

Lambert A. What do we know about Pressure: Leakage Relationships in Distribution 
Systems? IWA conference on System Approach to Leakage Control and Water 
Distribution Systems Management, Brno, 2001, ISBN 1 86845 722 2 

JOverview 

This document reviews the progress made by researchers and practitioners in the field of 
pressure-leakage relationships and discusses the tests and research undertaken in the UK, Japan, 
Brazil and other countries. The paper identifies the latest methodology for calculating the 
relationships between changes of system pressure and changes of leakage.  The following 
conclusions have been made: 

 
• Pressure management is a fundamental consideration in any leakage management 
strategy. 
• Frequent variations in pressure are associated with higher frequencies of new leaks – 
intermittent supply situations typically result in very high frequencies of new leaks. 
• In continuous supply situations, permanent reduction of excess pressures can 
significantly reduce the frequency of new leaks and breaks. 
• In the equation Leakage Rate L  = Cd A x (2gP)0.5, where P is pressure, the effective 
area (CdA) will vary with pressure in some situations. 
• The most appropriate general equations for simple analysis and prediction of 
relationships between pressure (P) and leakage rate (L) in distribution systems are: 
• L varies with P N1    and     L1/Lo = (P1/P0)N1 
• In the above equations, it is possible for the exponent N1 to range from close to 0.50 
to as much as 2.50, depending upon the mixture of leaks and pipe materials and the 
dominant type of leaks. 
• Undetectable small “background” leaks from joints and fittings in distribution 
systems are quite sensitive to pressure, with N1 values typically close to 1.5 
• Larger detectable leaks from plastic pipes typically have N1 values of 1.5 or even 
higher. 
• Larger detectable leaks in metal pipes typically have N1 values close to 0.50 
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• N1 values for individual sectors can be predicted if pipe material and leakage level (in 
terms of Infrastructure Leakage Index) can be assessed. 
• In absence of knowledge of pipe materials and leakage level, assume a linear 
relationship (N1 = 1.0) 
• The “N1” approach can also be used to analyze and predict relationships between 
pressure and individual components of customer use. 

KApplicability 

This document is very applicable for North American utilities. It explains all the concepts 
associated with the relationship between pressure and leakage in a very “reader friendly” way.  

LHistorical Value 

This document is of great historical significance since it brings together many of the 
findings of the FAVAD group and earlier works in an easy to understand overview, summarizing 
current knowledge on the relationship between pressure and leakage. 

 

Lambert A and Hirner W. Losses from Water Supply Systems: Standard Terminology and 
Recommended Performance Measures. IWA Website, October 2000 

MOverview 

This document, often referred to as the “Blue Pages”, forms one of the key components 
of the paper trail of work provided by the IWA task force.  It is a summary of the work 
conducted by the task force to provide standardized water balance terminology and 
methodology.  A brief discussion of recommended water loss control performance indicators is 
included as well. Readers interested in reading more about performance indicators may also wish 
to read the Aqua Vol. 48 document, which is outlined below. 

NApplicability 

This document represents the foundation of the new water balance style and terminology 
and is always interesting to read to understand the underlying principles. 

OHistorical Value 

This document is the summary of 5 years of work by the IWA task force. It is gradually 
becoming a standard for water balance methodologies, terminology and performance indicators 
for many countries. 
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Lambert A, Huntington D, Brown T Water Loss Management in North America - Just 
How Good is it? DSS New Orleans, September 2000 

POverview 

In a paper to the American Water Works Association Distribution System Symposium 
(DSS), Lambert, Huntington and Brown (2000) compared the water loss performance of seven 
volunteer North American water utilities against an international data set of 27 utilities in 20 
countries, using a range of the IWA recommended performance indicators. 

QApplicability 

The paper demonstrates that the new performance indicators can be used successfully to 
assess the performance of North American water utilities. It also highlights some of the 
difficulties in undertaking this type of comparison as each utility's water balance was prepared in 
a different format, with different terminologies.  The document also provides a simple matrix to 
identify the components of an IWA water balance from an AWWA M36 worksheet. 

While the data from the seven utilities analyzed cannot be considered to be representative 
for the North American water industry, it does indicate that there is room for improvement in 
reducing water losses in North America 

RHistorical Value 

This paper has significant historical value, since it is the first documented attempt to 
apply the IWA water balance and performance indicators to North American systems. 

May, J. Leakage, Pressure and Control, BICS International conference on leakage control 
investigation in underground assets, London March 1994. 

SOverview 

The author begins by stating that the House of Lords in the UK declared in 1982 that 
“pressure control should become a standard feature of distribution systems as they are 
convinced that it can reduce leakage rate and extend the life of the network and improve 
operational costs”. 

The author then explains the work in STC 26 of pressure-leakage relationships and 
questions if one curve can indeed explain the pressure-leakage relationship.  The paper discusses 
the findings of the author with regard to the Fixed and Variable Discharge paths nowadays 
known as FAVAD.  Later in the document the author discusses the various forms of pressure 
control available and the respective merits.  The document concludes with the derived pressure-
leakage relationships and a number of field data test sets supporting the theory. 

TApplicability 

The document has limited applicability, since there are many more recent publications 
covering this topic more in detail. 
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UHistorical Value 

This document has great historical value as it sets out the process of evolution of the 
FAVAD concepts. 

Mayer, Peter, W. DeOreo, E. Opitz, J. Kiefer, W. Davis, B. Dziegielewski, and J. O. Nelson. 
Residential End Uses of Water. AWWA Research Foundation, USA, 1999 

VOverview 

This document is an excellent example of research undertaken to determine the 
components of residential single-family use and encompasses data from older surveys as well as 
data recorded during the research period. The object of the document is to: 

 
• Provide specific data on the end uses of water in residential settings across the 
continent. 
• Provide data on disaggregated indoor and outdoor use (outdoor use varies greatly 
from state to state) 
• Identify variations in water use by fixture 
• Develop predictive models to forecast residential demand. 
 
The document was not set up to provide the specialized data required for the kind of work 

being undertaken by AwwaRF report Evaluating Water Loss and Planning Loss Reduction 
Strategies, however, much useful data can be gleaned from the report and it is hoped further data 
can be obtained from the database, which was recently provided to our working group. The data 
taken from this report will be vital to the calibration of future component based statistical 
models. 

The following key data were obtained during the literature review, which are applicable 
to the objectives of AwwaRF report Evaluating Water Loss and Planning Loss Reduction 
Strategies. The project was set up to analyze data from 12 utilities across North America. 1000 
questionnaires were sent out per utility with varying responses, 1200 data sets were recorded by 
data logger. 

WApplicability 

The data taken from this report will be instrumental in calibrating any component-based 
models and also to calculate minimum night consumption levels.  The following data may be 
used for comparison of parameters used in other component-based models: 

 
• Average population per household was 2.77 people per house 
• Mean indoor use including plumbing leakage is 69.3 gallons per capita per day or 192 
gallons per connection per day or an average flow of 8 gallons per hour. 
• Mean indoor use including leakage measured in the data logged homes was 169 
gallons per connection per day or 7 gallons per hour. 
• An average daily demand for single-family residential homes could therefore be 
estimated at 7.5 gallons per connection per hour. 
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Relevant estimated night use (between 2-4 am) per connection from the data collected is 
as follows: 

 
• Mean indoor use between the hours of 2am to 4 am equals 1.061 gallons per 
connection per hour. 
• Toilet use was found to be a mean of 0.42 gallons per connection per hour 
• An average toilet flush was found to be 3.4 gallons per event. 
• This means with an average of 2.77 persons per connection, the percentage of people 
active during the night flow measurement periods is 4.5%. 
• Another major night-time indoor use was found to be water softeners in 6 of the 
twelve participating utilities. Mean night-time use was found to be 0.325 gallons per 
connection per hour. 
• Pressures were estimated for each of the participating utilities. The lowest pressures 
were estimated as 20 psi and the highest as 500 psi. The average pressure including this 
outrider of 500 psi was 88 psi, however, taking this outrider out gave an average of 75 
psi. The most common average estimated pressure was 60 psi. Looking at the range of 
estimated pressures a realistic AZP could be between 60-80 psi - an average of 70 psi, 
which is equal to 49.2 meters head of water, and therefore close to the UK standard 
reference reporting pressure of 50 meters head. 

XHistorical Value 

There is historical value to this document as it pulls together all of the most current North 
American efforts to better understand residential single-family usage. This data will be 
invaluable to practitioners who wish to use component-based models to predict leakage levels in 
the future. 

South African Standard SABS 0306. The management of potable water in distribution 
systems, ISBN 0-62612046-2 

YOverview 

The SABS 0306 manual is designed to be a national standard for the management, 
administration and operation of water service authorities, with a view to reducing losses in water 
distribution systems. 

The manual starts out with a set of definitions and abbreviations and goes on to identify 
how to establish a management plan and unaccounted for water committee within a utility. 

The manual condones the use of metered districts and specifies the use of the specific 
loss rate as a performance indicator for loss management. Specific loss rate is calculated in cubic 
meters per hour per kilometer of pipe and the manual states that this can also be shown as 
volume loss per property or per connection. The manual specifically states that the use of 
percentage as a PI for loss management is misleading. The manual also promotes the use of 
pressure management as a tool for reducing loss and briefly explains the FAVAD concepts. The 
manual condones the use of both top down and bottom up style auditing. 
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ZApplicability 

This document is very applicable as it could serve as an example for state standards or 
regulations. 

AAHistorical Value 

The document has relevant historical value to this project as it was one of the first 
national standards to refute the use of percentages as a loss management PI. 

 

Thornton, Julian. Water Loss Control Manual. ISBN 0071374345, McGraw Hill, New 
York, USA, 2002 

BBOverview 

This manual pulls together information from around the world in the form of water loss 
control methodologies and case studies.  The manual starts out by identifying the need for better 
water loss management in North America and draws some parallels with what is being 
undertaken in other areas of the world, particularly in the UK.  The manual then takes the reader 
through all of the necessary stages of a water audit and water balance, discussing both the 
AWWA M36 and IWA procedures. The practice of good field data collection and data modeling 
is discussed, and then a section on finalizing the audit and testing assumptions made, by a 
process of sensitivity testing.  After this, the author discusses how to calculate cost to benefit 
ratios for water loss programs and shows a simple method of using a total marginal cost curve to 
identify the best frequency for intervention. 

The manual discusses most of the modern technologies for intervention of both real and 
apparent losses as well as some of the older methods.  The manual goes on to explain when to 
use a contractor and when to undertake an in-house program. It also discusses the benefits of 
performance based contracts and shows how to write and rate a technical and price contract.  The 
manual concludes with several case studies from around the world and various appendixes 
supporting the main text. 

CCApplicability 

This book is probably the most applicable of all documents reviewed under this study. It 
is the only up to date water loss control manual that uses U.S. units and provides all the 
information a water utility will need to perform an IWA standard water audit and design and 
implement an state of the art leakage management strategy. 

DDHistorical Value 

The manual is the most up to date pieces of literature covering this topic in the North 
American context and using U.S. units. It covers a wide range of topics, methods and techniques 
related to water loss control. 
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UK Water Industry Research Limited. “A Manual of DMA Practice”. Report Ref. No. 
99/WM/08/23 ISBN 1 84057 160 8, UKWIR, UK 1999 

EEOverview 

The report provides detailed guidance to those who may wish to use DMAs as a method 
of leakage management. It is a step by step manual, which takes the reader through the following 
topics: 

• Setting up and maintaining DMAs 
• Monitoring leakage 
• Selecting leak detection equipment 
• Directing staff 
• Pressure management 
• Problem solving 
• Data management 

FFApplicability 

The document is applicable should a utility wish to start with DMA based water loss 
control and management. However, it only reflects the UK situation and would therefore have to 
be complemented by other literature more relevant in the North American context - especially 
the results of the AWWARF report Leakage Management Technologies. 

GGHistorical Value 

The document plays an important role as it is one of the more recent detailed manuals 
describing how to manage leakage using DMA control. 

WRc, Report 26. Leakage Control Policy and Practice, Water Authorities Association UK, 
1985 

HHOverview 

This document, first published in 1980 and superceded in 1985 with an updated version, 
purports to have been the result of one of the largest field testing and research efforts into the 
understanding of and control of leakage. The document widely known as the STC 26, has been 
used around the world for many years as the reference manual of choice and while many of the 
methodologies, and in particular the understanding of the pressure-leakage relationship are out of 
date, there is still much useful information in the manual for the untrained operator. 

The manual takes the reader through planning and implementation stages of leak 
reduction exercises and focuses on the use of waste metering districts. The manual is probably 
one of the first in the UK to discuss the merits of pressure management. 
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IIApplicability 

Many of the methodologies, and in particular the understanding of the pressure-leakage 
relationship are out of date, there is still much useful information in the manual for the untrained 
operator - but it is not recommended to use the manual nowadays.  

JJHistorical Value 

Substantial historical value, as this report, although now out of date, was probably one of 
the most widely used manuals in the UK and internationally. 

WRc, Managing Leakage Series, ISBN 1 898920 21 4, 1994 

KKOverview 

This set of nine reports replaced the STC 26 document, which is reviewed above. The set 
is the work of the UK National Leakage Initiative, which was set up jointly by the Water 
Services Association and the Water Companies Association in 1991. 

The work was deemed necessary as a result of changing understanding and technology, 
the advent of privatization, the new regulator OFWAT requiring utilities to report their 
performance levels, public awareness of the droughts which was occurring at the time and the 
media attention on utility losses. The reports are presented in volumes A through J. There 
follows a very brief review of the contents of each volume. Readers are urged to review the 
original work as it is very extensive and forms the basis of much of the component analysis work 
undertaken today. 

 
• Report A is a summary of the set. 
• Report B discusses the objective of developing a methodology for comparing losses 
in different systems with different conditions and discusses the fact that percent is not the 
correct indicator for water loss management reporting. 
• Report C discusses the calculation of economic levels of leakage and strategies to 
meet these levels. 
• Report D deals with unmeasured consumption and per capita use. Many systems in 
the UK do not have 100% metered residential use so consumption monitors were used to 
make estimations of consumption for water balances. This volume may be compared to 
the end user study in North America. 
• Report E deals with component analysis of night flows and the break down of the 
night use to arrive at the estimated leakage levels. 
• Report F discusses the practical aspects required for report E. 
• Report G deals with pressure management and shows how pressure districts should be 
set up. 
• Report H deals with customer side leakage and how and when this should be 
addressed. 
• Report J discusses current technology available at the time and the gaps in that 
technology. 
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The intention of the set of reports was as a tool kit for the leakage manager. The reports 
are still current in many ways although some of the components and relationships have been 
superceded by work undertaken by both the IWA task force and the FAVAD group. 

LLApplicability 

Many parts of the document are clearly still applicable but others are a bit outdated - it 
might be difficult for the reader to identify those. 

MMHistorical Value 

The document has great historical as the first published applications of BABE component 
based leakage modeling developed by Lambert (1994).  

WRc report UC 3914A. Best Practice Principles in the Calculation of the Economic Level 
of Leakage Calculation, February 2002 

NNOverview 

This report is one of the two reports commissioned by the Tripartite Group, referred to in 
the summary report review above. The following overview is taken directly from the report text: 

“This report presents a best practice approach to leakage target setting for water 
companies in England and Wales. This report builds on the earlier report “Report A: Key 
principles in the Economic Level of Leakage Calculation, WRc Ref: UC3893, January 2001”. A 
parallel report, WRc Ref: UC3894 considers the development of Leakage Key Performance 
Indicators. The project has been jointly commissioned by a Tripartite Group comprising Ofwat, 
the Environment Agency and the Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs (DEFRA). 
It is also recognized that leakage targets are set within the political arena; guidance from the 
Environment Minister has indicated that leakage should continue to decline. 

This aspect of the study is primarily concerned with reviewing methods for determining 
the economic level of leakage (ELL) which balances the costs and benefits of leakage 
management. The stated objectives of the work described in this report are to establish a set of 
key principles to be followed when calculating the ELL arising either from best practice aspects 
of companies’ methodology or other improvements proposed by the consultant. To develop a 
forward looking approach taking into account possible changes in technology or practices to 
reduce the cost of leakage detection and repair and changes in future demand patterns and 
climate change. The report then looks to estimate the future trends in technological change and 
the likely impact on the economic level of leakage. The report also considers whether the 
economic level of leakage is the appropriate target setting methodology, and if alternative 
approaches could provide a better basis. The identification of key principles will allow existing 
water company methodologies to be improved to an acceptable standard where necessary 
without requiring companies to implement prescribed detail at each stage. Figure S.1 shows a 
simplified process map for developing leakage targets for the ELL. All of the processes, which 
are shaded in the diagram, have been considered within the project.” 
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OOApplicability 

The document is applicable, although there are some controversies as to the difference in 
use of performance indicators between the work of this group and the work of the IWA Water 
Loss Task Force. It is evident that a standardized internationally applicable method to calculate 
the ELL is needed. 

PPHistorical Value 

There is historical value in this report, which was derived from the desire of a national 
regulator to provide guidance to utilities nationwide in the calculation of ELL, for their annual 
target setting and reporting requirements. 

 
Additional review of books and publications not included in the AwwaRF report 
Evaluating Water Loss and Planning Loss Reduction Strategies literature review or recently 
published 

 

Walski T., D. Kaufman, A. Gangemi, and W. Malos  Establishing a System Submetering 
Project, American Water Works Association 2001 Annual Conference Proceedings 

QQOverview 

This paper presents a project undertaken by the Pennsylvania American Water Company 
submetering the distribution system to improve the calculation of water delivery and 
unaccounted for water in small areas of the system. The selection of flow meters and the 
ancillary work to make use of the flow data recorded is discussed. 

RRApplicability 

The paper is highly applicable as it presents how a North American utility has 
successfully subdivided their system in smaller sectors in order to improve the understanding of 
water delivered and water lost in these sectors. Relevant design and installation issues are 
discussed as well as the overall benefit of the project. 

SSHistoric Value 

The historic value of this paper is considerable as it presents a successful implementation 
of DMAs and pressure management in a North American water utility. This is of special interest 
as it is clearly suggesting that these technologies are applicable to North America. 
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Liemberger R. and Farley M., Developing a Non-Revenue Water Reduction Strategy, 
AWWA ACE Orlando, June 2004 

TTOverview 

This paper outlines a basic Non-Revenue Water (NRW) reduction strategy and is 
intended to motivate utility managers to establish a standard water balance, calculate the level of 
NRW, quantify its components and identify the main problem areas. 

The first step in planning and implementing a NRW reduction strategy is to ask some 
questions about the network characteristics and the operating practices, and then use the 
available tools and mechanisms to suggest appropriate solutions for formulating the strategy.  
Typical questions are; 

 
• How much water is being lost? 
• Where is it being lost from? 
• Why is it being lost? 
• What strategies can be introduced to reduce losses and improve performance? 
• How can we maintain the strategy and sustain the achievements gained? 
 
Part one of this paper deals with the tasks required to investigate and assess the 

components of non-revenue water (NRW) - the first two questions.  In great detail it describes 
this necessary first step in a diagnostic approach to understanding the condition of the network, 
the way it is operated, and the constraints acting upon it. 

The second part of the paper deals with the tasks and tools required to address the 
constraints (the remaining three questions), and to develop a strategy to reduce NRW which is 
practicable and achievable, and which can be adapted for any distribution network anywhere in 
the world - of course including North America. 

UUApplicability 

The paper is highly applicable as it describes the entire process from performing a water 
audit to the development and implementation of a NRW reduction strategy.  

VVHistorical Value 

The only historical value in this paper might be the fact that it can be used by utilities as 
an interim guideline for conducting a water audit in accordance with the new methodology 
before the revised AWWA M36 will be published. 

 

Kunkel G., Developments in Water Loss Control Policy and Regulation in the United 
States, Leakage 2005 Halifax, September 2005 

WWOverview 

This paper discusses the U.S. drinking water regulatory structure and the fact that the 
U.S. drinking water industry is highly fragmented in terms of ownership and regulatory bodies 
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that oversee them.  As a result there are no consistent methods for the calculation of water losses 
and the state standards for the allowed level of water losses vary considerable through out the 
U.S.  The author highlights the fact that policy improvements are needed to promote sustainable 
drinking water supplies.  The paper continues to discuss the need for a uniform and unambiguous 
way to calculate the level of water losses. This need was addressed by the IWA and AWWA and 
the developed standardized water balance was embraced by the AWWA WLCC and is now 
being incorporated into the revised AWWA M36.  The paper also provides examples of states 
where new water loss regulations have been introduced or are currently being introduced. 

XXApplicability 

The paper is very applicable as it describes the current shortcomings in U.S. water loss 
regulations and the recent promising developments over the past years. 

YYHistorical Value 

The document has no significant historic value. 

MacDonald G. and Yates C, DMA Design and Implementation, a North American Context, 
Leakage 2005 Halifax, September 2005 

ZZOverview 

This paper describes the experience of a North American water utility with a typical 
distribution network, designed to provide the necessary fire flows and maximum daily flow 
requirements.  These design criteria demand a need for large diameter transmission and 
distribution piping which result in very low velocities during normal day, and night-time flows.  
The paper provides the local experience of DMA selection, design and operation. The experience 
from the HRWC described in this paper has been a very useful guideline for other North 
American water utilities considering the installation of DMAs. 

AAAApplicability 

The applicability of this document is high as it proves that DMAs are an applicable useful 
leakage management tool for North American utilities. Against the general opinion this paper 
proves that DMAs can be installed and operated successfully even with the existent network 
characteristics and requirements in North America. 

BBBHistorical Value 

The historic value of this paper is considerable as well as it is one of the few documents 
providing North American experiences and results in designing and operating DMAs. 
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Thornton J, and Lambert A., Progress in practical prediction of pressure: leakage, 
pressure: burst frequency and pressure: consumption relationships, Leakage 2005 Halifax, 
September 2005 

CCCOverview 

Members of the Water Losses Task Force - Pressure Management Team continue to try 
to improve the practical methods available for analysis and prediction of the pressure: leakage 
relationship. This paper presents the combination of existing and new material in prediction of 
pressure: leakage relationship under four principal topic headings: 

 
• Predicting pressure: leakage rate relationships using Power Law exponents 
• Extending the range of operating pressures for the UARL formula 
• New information on pressure: consumption relationships 
• Pressure: new burst frequency relationships 
 
The paper concludes with a brief listing of some practical research topics that could 

usefully be pursued, and explains that, by using software specifically designed for pressure 
management, practical predictions can usually be made rapidly without the need for network 
analysis models. 

DDDApplicability 

This paper is applicable as it provides the reader with background on the relationship 
between leakage and pressure and informs about new developments in predicting this relations 
ship based on research data and field test results. 

EEEHistorical Value 

This paper has no special historic value. 

Dickinson M. A., Redesigning Water Loss Standards in California Using the New IWA 
Methodology, Leakage 2005 Halifax, September 2005 

FFFOverview 

This paper discusses the issues involved in changing a Californian 1991 best practice 
standard requiring that water utilities have less than 10% unaccounted for water to instead reflect 
the new IWA methodology and terminology.  The paper clearly stated that although the best 
practice is in force for nearly fifteen years, these standards have been weak and ineffective at 
achieving any real progress toward utility system leakage reduction, despite universal claims by 
the individual utilities that their systems are 10% or less.  The paper also describes the process 
and pitfalls of adopting a more meaningful new requirement not based on the antiquated 
unaccounted for water percentages. The paper explains that the IWA methodology for 
performance indicators and the IWA standardized water balance served a reference and guideline 
for the revision of the Californian Best Management Practice 3(BMP3).  The new BMP3 will 
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incorporate and adapt standardized metrics and performance indicators (e.g. ILI) to accomplish 
the following: 

 
• Encompass all components of water loss; 
• Establish the business case for water loss control; 
• Compare performance in a standard manner using approved performance indicators; 
• Set meaningful targets for reduction of water loss throughout California; and 
• Incorporate data validation into the reporting process. 

GGGApplicability 

The applicability of this paper very high as it shows the experience of an agency charged 
with the responsibility to monitor and evaluate the progress of water agencies and utilities in 
implementing the Best Management Practices, in changing old best management practices into 
new uniform and unambiguous standards.  This is a situation many North American agencies and 
authorities will probably face over the coming years. 

HHHHistorical Value 

This paper has historic value as it provides insight into the process of changing old 
regulations in order to reflect new developments in water loss calculation, reporting and 
comparison on a state level. 

Pearson D., M. Fantozzi, D. Soares, and T. Waldron. Searching for N2: How does Pressure 
Reduction Reduce Burst Frequency, Leakage 2005 Halifax, September 2005 

IIIOverview 

The authors of this paper have collected available data from utilities in Australia, Italy, 
the United Kingdom and Brazil for analysis to determine whether a general correlation exists 
between the reduction in pressure and the change in burst frequency. As a results a new 
correlation factor, N2, is introduced that will help practitioners to forecast the reduction in burst 
frequency when designing pressure reduction schemes. 

JJJApplicability 

The applicability of this paper is not very high as the discussed prediction of relation 
between burst frequency and change in pressure is still being investigated and further research is 
necessary to establish reliable and solid prediction models. 

KKKHistorical Value 

Historical value as the first to assemble a significantly large international data set. 
However, the N2 approach has now been discarded as inappropriate. 
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Waldron, T., A. Lambert, R. McKenzie, D. Pearson and K.J. Brothers. 2004. Water Loss 
Manuals Managing and Reducing Losses from Water Distribution Systems. Queensland. 
Australia. Environmental Protection Agency (Queensland) and Wide Bay Water.  

LLLOverview 

This series of 10 manuals has been developed by the Queensland Government and Wide 
Bay Water Corporation based on the latest IWA Water Loss Task Force techniques and ideas.  
The manuals cover a wide range of issues and subjects including; 

• Economics of Water Loss 
• Water auditing and water accounting 
• Advanced pressure management  
• Apparent losses  
• Leak detection technologies  
• PRV selection techniques 

The manuals provide a wide range of ‘step by step’ checklists, best practice engineering 
procedures and practical case studies.   

 

MMMApplicability 

The applicability of these reports is high as they help the practitioner implement the best 
practice in all aspects of water loss management.  

NNNHistorical Value 

Historically these reports are not of special value. 
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APPENDIX C: UK WATER UTILITIES CUSTOMER SIDE LEAKAGE 
REPAIR POLICIES 

 
Source: OFWAT – Leakage and the efficient use of water 2000/01 report 

Figure C-1 UK water company policies on customer side supply pipe repairs and 
replacements (1st part of Table) 
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Source: OFWAT. – Leakage and the efficient use of water 2000/01 report 

Figure C-2 UK water company policies on customer side supply pipe repairs and 
replacements (2nd part of Table) 
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APPENDIX D: NORTH AMERICAN CASE STUDIES 

HALIFAX REGIONAL WATER COMMISSION (HRWC) – CASE STUDY 

General DMA Information 

The HRWC’s entire distribution network is already subdivided into permanent DMAs.  
Therefore, the project team had to select an appropriate DMA where advanced flow modulated 
pressure control could be trialed.  Another prerequisite was that the DMA needed a sufficient 
level of real losses, allowing the project team to see the results of advanced pressure control.  
The selected DMA is located in the HRWC’s East Metering Zones (Figure D-1 and Figure D-2), 
called Dartmouth Central Flow Monitoring Zone and has the following characteristics (see Table 
D-1): 

Table D-1 
DMA characteristics 

Total Number of Service Connections nr 3158 
Mains Length miles 37 (59 km) 
Connection Density nr/miles 85 (53 nr/km) 
Average Zone Pressure psi 79 (56 mH) 
Average Pressure at Critical Point psi 52 (36 mH) 

 
 
Flow into the zone is metered at two locations, commonly referred to as the Leaman and 

Micmac PRVs.  There is a total of eight locations through which water may flow out of the zone.  
Two of these locations, the Albro Road PRV and the 2in. (50mm) MacDonald Bridge line, are 
metered.  Three locations consist of 3/4in. (19mm) jumpers (i.e., by-passes) around normally 
closed boundary valves.  There is one 3/4in. (19mm) blow-off (i.e., water is discharged to a 
catch- basin) to maintain water quality (i.e., discolored water).  And finally, there are two 
pressure sustaining valves, the Elmwood PRV and Wyse Road PRV that, barring any significant 
decrease in pressure in the neighboring zones, remain closed. Table D-2 below illustrates the 
flows in to and out of the Dartmouth Central Flow Monitoring Zone. 
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Table D-2 
DMA demand scheme 

Flow(s) In 
(data collected13) 

Flow(s) Out 
(data collected 14) 

Net In – Net Out 
= DMA Demand 

Albro Lake PRV 
(Flow/High/Low) 

MacDonald Bridge By-pass 
(Flow) 

Leaman PRV 
(Flow/High/Low) 

Elmwood PRV 
(High/Low) 

Wyse Road PRV 
(High/Low) 

3 x 3/4in. by-passes 
Micmac PRV 
(Flow/High/Low) 

N
et

 In
 

1 x 3/4in. blow-off 

N
et

 O
ut

 

Dartmouth 
Central 
Flow 
Monitoring 
Zone 

 
 
With respect to the current practice of the HRWC, demands in the Dartmouth Central 

Flow Monitoring Zone are derived as follows: 
 
 
Dartmouth Central Demands = (Leaman + Micmac) - (Albro Road + MacDonald 

Bridge) 
 

                                                 
13 High = Inlet, Low = Outlet (supply pressure) 
14 For flows out of the zone the high pressure (inlet) at the PRV is indicative of pressure in the Dartmouth 

Central Flow Monitoring Zone. 
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Figure D-1 East Region map with Dartmouth Central DMA 

Dartmouth 
Central DMA
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Figure D-2 Dartmouth Central DMA  
 
 
Based on this calculation, allowances must be made for the jumpers and the blow-off 

during any subsequent calculations of the estimated net night flow.  Again, under normal 
operations there is no flow at either Elmwood or Wyse Road. 

Initial Flow and Pressure Measurements 

As the DMA already existed before the project started, flow and pressure data was 
already available.  In addition to the pressure data normally collected by the HRWC, pressure 
recorders were installed at the critical node within the DMA as well as at a hydrant 
representative of the AZP (see Figure D-3).  The critical node was identified as the lowest 
pressure on a list of hydrant static pressures maintained by the HRWC.  The AZP was identified 
by firstly, calculating the average recorded static pressure, and secondly, selecting a hydrant with 
a static pressure equal to the calculated average. 
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Figure D-3 Static pressure reading results 
 
 

DMA Chamber Design 

The Dartmouth DMA was installed in 2001 and therefore no design work was necessary 
during this project in order to create the DMA or to build the DMA inflow chambers.  However, 
the equipment currently installed at the two locations through which water is supplied to the 
Dartmouth Central Flow Monitoring Zone is summarized below. 

 
Micmac PRV / Flow – Monitoring Chamber contains: 
 
• 6in. (150mm) Singer diaphragm type PRV (lead) 
• 12in. (300mm) Ross piston type PRV (lag) 
• 6in. (150mm) Krohne magmeter in series with the 6in. (150mm) PRV 
• (i.e., flow through the 12in. (300mm) valve is not monitored; however, the 12in. 
(300mm) valve is normally closed barring failure or maintenance of the lead PRV) 
 
Leaman PRV / Flow – Monitoring Chamber contains: 
 
• 6in. (150mm) Singer diaphragm type PRV (lead) 
• 12in. (300mm) Singer diaphragm type PRV (lag) 
• 6in. (150mm) ABB magmeter in series with the 6in. (150mm) PRV 
(i.e., flow through the 12in. (300mm) valve is not monitored; however, the 12in. 

(300mm) valve is normally closed barring failure or maintenance of the lead PRV).  As per the 
datasheets from the manufacturer the flow ranges for the lead valves are as follows: 
 

Min. Flow Rate =  4.5 m3/hr (19.81 gpm) 
Max. Continuous Flow Rate = 410.4 m3/hr (1,807 gpm) 
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Flow / Pressure Relationship – N1 Step Tests 

The goal of the N1 step tests completed on the morning of August 18th, 2005 was to illustrate the 
relationship between leakage flow rate and pressure.  The flow values recorded during various 
pressure steps were not as stable as desired (see Figure D-4).  In order to conduct an N1 step test 
analysis it was decided to calculate the average flow rate over each 30 minute pressure step.  The 
calculated average flow values were then used for calculating the N1 value.  The inflow to the 
DMA did not stabilize at all during the last pressure step when pressure was brought back to the 
initial values, which is most likely due to an increase in demand.  Therefore, the results of the 
last step have not been included in the N1 step test analysis (see Table D-3). 
 

N1 Step test flow and pressure profile
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Figure D-4 Flow and pressure profile from N1 step test  
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Table D-3 
N1 step test results  

Zone Ref. Halifax Regional Water Commission Date 18-Aug-05
Zone Name

Domestic Properties 3158 nr
Non-Domestic Properties 0 nr

Total Properties 3158 nr
Connections 3158 nr

serv conn length meter to prop line 9.84 miles
Mains Length 36.66 miles

Connection Density 86 per mile
Domestic Night Use 0.80 Gall/conn/hr

0.70 Gall/s
Non-Domestic Night Use 0.00 Gall/conn/hr

0.00 Gall/s
Total Assessed Night Use 0.70 Gall/s

Time Start Time End
Average 

Zone 
Pressure

Total Inflow Physical 
Losses

Calculated Values of N1 for Physical 
Losses

(hr) (hr) (PSI) (Gall/s) (Gall/s) Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3
Start 2:00 2:30 68.35 5.21 4.51

Step 1 2:30 3:00 78.07 5.97 5.27 1.18
Step 2 3:00 3:30 88.05 6.13 5.43 0.73 0.24
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5

 AVERAGE N1= 0.72

IF
Intercept = 0.70 inch2

Average Zone Pressure = 68.35 PSI
Physical Losses = 4.51 Gall/s

THEN
Breaks = 3.66 Gall/s

Background Leakage = 0.85 Gall/s

Central Dartmouth DMA

Pressure Step Test
Zone: Halifax Regional Water Commission - Central Dartmouth DMA
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The N1 step test results indicate that the majority of real losses in the DMA is due to 

breaks and bursts with a small proportion of background leakage.  

Baseline Measurements With No Pressure Control 

As part of the project objectives, a 24-hour diurnal curve absent of pressure control 
(Figure D-5) was recorded.  Given that, in this situation, the PRVs have been installed and 
commissioned prior to the project, this meant the system pressures were actually increased 
temporarily to record this data.  Essentially the PRV at Micmac was set such that it was fully 
open with only a minor difference (approximately 5 psi/ 3.5 mH) between inlet and outlet 
pressures due to headloss across the valve.  The pilot settings at the Leaman PRV were 68 psi 
(48 mH) and the Micmac PRV the pilot settings were 82 psi (58 mH). 
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OOO Minimum Night Flow (MNF) Analysis No Pressure Control 

Based on the 24 hr flow and pressure recording during no pressure control (October 12th 
to October 13th, 2005) a MNF analysis was carried out.  

No minimum night consumption readings could be taken because customer meters are 
located inside the houses and the outside or remote register is limited to a 1.1gallon (10 liter) 
resolution at best.  Therefore, the official minimum night consumption values used by the 
HRWC have been used for this analysis (see Table D-4).  

 

Table D-4 
Assumption behind minimum night consumption values for domestic customers  

US units Metric units
Household occupancy 3.00 persons per household 3.00 persons per household

Night toilet use 6.0% of persons, 03 to 04 hrs 6.0% of persons, 03 to 04 hrs
Average toilet cistern size 3.7 Gallons 14.0 liters

Average night toilet use 0.7 Gallons/houshold/hr 2.52 Liters/household/hr
Assume 1.0% of Household toilet cisterns leak 1.0% of Household toilet cisterns leak
Assume 2.5 Toilet cisterns per household 2.5 Toilet cisterns per household

Assume a leaking cistern runs at 2.6 Gallons/hr average 10.0 liters/hour average
Average toilet leakage 0.1 Gallons/household/hr 0.25 Liters/household/hr

Other household leakage after meter 0.1 Gallons/household/hr 0.25 Liters/household/hr
Ave. Household night consumption 0.8 Gallons/household/hr 3.02 Liters/household/hr

Ave. non-household night consumption 2.6 Gallons/non-household/hr 10.0 Liters/non-Household/hr  
 
 
In order to cross check if the night consumption values used for the minimum night flow 

analysis are representative for the actual night consumption values of Dartmouth Central, the 
following comparison was undertaken.  The average consumption per service connection in 
Dartmouth Central was calculated, based on the billing records for the 3 month billing period 
between October and December.  On the other hand, the average consumption per service 
connection, based on the minimum night flow analysis conducted (using the official HRWC 
minimum night consumption values) between October and December, was calculated.  The 
difference between the consumption values based on the billing records and the minimum night 
flow analysis was only 3%.  
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DMA: Dartmouth Central Flow Monitoring Zone - Halifax Regional Water Commission
MNF Analysis
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Figure D-5 MNF analysis for no pressure control  
 
 
Table D-5 provides the results from the MNF analysis for no pressure control. 
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Table D-5 
MNF results for no pressure control 

Measurement Date Oct 12, 2005
Day Wednesday

Number of Service Connections nr. 3,158          
Miles of mains miles 36.58          
Service Connection Density nr. / mile 86               

Average Pressure over 24 hours psi 87.0            
Pressure at Minimum Night Flow psi 90.3            
Hour-Day Factor 23.4            
Minimum Night Flow gpm 439             
Night-time Consumption gpm 42               
Net Night Flow gpm 397             

Best 
Estimate

Upper 
Range

Lower 
Range

Total Inflow MGD 1.340          1.340          1.340          

Total Real Losses MGD 0.558          0.562          0.542          

g/conn/d 176.6          177.9          171.5          

g/conn/d/psi 2.03            2.04            1.97            

of Total Inflow 41.6% 41.9% 40.4%

ILI 11.98          11.98          11.98          

Unavoidable Background Real Losses MGD 0.047          0.047          0.045          

(ILI = 1.0) g/conn/d 14.7            14.8            14.3            

g/conn/d/psi 0.17            0.17            0.16            

Excess Real Losses MGD 0.511          0.515          0.496          

g/conn/d 161.8          163.0          157.2          

g/conn/d/psi 1.86            1.87            1.81            

Consumption MGD 0.783          0.779          0.799          

g/conn/d 247.9          246.6          252.9          

of Total Inflow 58.4% 58.1% 59.6%

MNF ANALYSIS RESULTS SUMMARY FOR DMA: Dartmouth Central Flow 
Monitoring Zone
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S Fixed Outlet Pressure Control 

The following day the two feeds into the Dartmouth Central Flow Monitoring Zone were 
set to maintain constant outlet pressures.  The outlet settings of the Leaman and Micmac PRVs 
were 55.4 psi (39 mH) and 72.5 psi (51 mH), respectively. 

A 24-hour diurnal profile was recorded to illustrate demand and system pressures under 
fixed outlet control between October 13th and 14th, 2005, (Figure D-6).  As previously discussed, 
demands were calculated based on flows at Leaman, Micmac, Albro Road, and the MacDonald 
Bridge line; the three 5/8in. (16mm) jumpers were closed; the 2in. (30mm) blow-off was open. 

A Minimum Night Flow (MNF) Analysis Fixed Outlet Control 

Based on the 24 hr flow and pressure recording during fixed outlet control (October 13th 
to October 14th), a MNF analysis was carried out.  As no customer minimum night consumption 
meter readings are available the official minimum night consumption values used by Halifax 
Regional Water Commission have been used for this analysis (see Table D-4). 

 
DMA: Dartmouth Central Flow Monitoring Zone - Halifax Regional Water Commission

MNF Analysis
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Figure D-6 MNF analysis for fixed outlet pressure control  
 
 
The results from the MNF analysis are provided in Table D-6. 
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Table D-6 
MNF results for fixed outlet pressure control  

Measurement Date Oct 13, 2005
Day Thursday

Number of Service Connections nr. 3,158          
Miles of mains miles 36.58          
Service Connection Density nr. / mile 86               

Average Pressure over 24 hours psi 76.0            
Pressure at Minimum Night Flow psi 78.9            
Hour-Day Factor 23.4            
Minimum Night Flow gpm 362             
Night-time Consumption gpm 42               
Net Night Flow gpm 320             

Best 
Estimate

Upper 
Range

Lower 
Range

Total Inflow MGD 1.244          1.244          1.244          

Total Real Losses MGD 0.450          0.453          0.437          

g/conn/d 142.4          143.4          138.2          

g/conn/d/psi 1.87            1.89            1.82            

of Total Inflow 36.1% 36.4% 35.1%

ILI 11.06          11.06          11.06          

Unavoidable Background Real Losses MGD 0.041          0.041          0.039          

(ILI = 1.0) g/conn/d 12.9            13.0            12.5            

g/conn/d/psi 0.17            0.17            0.16            

Excess Real Losses MGD 0.409          0.412          0.397          

g/conn/d 129.5          130.4          125.7          

g/conn/d/psi 1.70            1.72            1.65            

Consumption MGD 0.794          0.791          0.807          

g/conn/d 251.5          250.4          255.6          

of Total Inflow 63.9% 63.6% 64.9%

MNF ANALYSIS RESULTS SUMMARY FOR DMA: Dartmouth Central Flow 
Monitoring Zone
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Flow Modulated Pressure Control 

Flow modulation uses specific flow rates at which to target minimum and maximum 
outlet pressures.  Based on these parameters the pressure controller automatically derives outlet 
pressures within the specified range of Pmax and Pmin to be targeted at various flow rates within 
the specified range of Fmax and Fmin.  The settings used to program the parameters for the 
pressure controller are derived based on the data recorded the week of July 31st, 2005, and 
continued data collection and consequent improvement of the settings. 

As it is a rather difficult task to have both inflow points on flow modulated pressure 
control (see problems encountered) the Leaman PRV was set to be the only feed into the area 
with the Micmac PRV on stand by.  Under these premises the Leaman PRV controller was 
programmed with the following settings: 

 
Pmax =  58.3 psi  or  41 mH 
Pmin =  44 psi  or  31 mH 
Fmax =  1,321 gpm or  300 m3/hour 
Fmin =  440.3 gpm or  100 m3/hour 
 
After equipment problems with the pressure controller were resolved, the Leaman PRV 

was set for flow modulated pressure control on November 8th, 2005.  A 24-hour diurnal profile 
was recorded to illustrate demand and system pressures under flow modulated pressure control 
between November 8th and 9th, 2005 (Figure D-7). 

 
 

DMA: Dartmouth Central Flow Monitoring Zone - Halifax Regional Water Commission
MNF Analysis
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Figure D-7 MNF analysis for flow modulated pressure control  
The results from the MNF analysis are provided in Table D-7. 
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Table D-7  
MNF results for fixed outlet pressure control  

Measurement Date Nov 08, 2005
Day Tuesday

Number of Service Connections nr. 3,158          
Miles of mains miles 36.58          
Service Connection Density nr. / mile 86               

Average Pressure over 24 hours psi 72.8            
Pressure at Minimum Night Flow psi 64.4            
Hour-Day Factor 26.1            
Minimum Night Flow gpm 302             
Night-time Consumption gpm 42               
Net Night Flow gpm 260             

Best 
Estimate

Upper 
Range

Lower 
Range

Total Inflow MGD 1.177          1.177          1.177          

Total Real Losses MGD 0.407          0.397          0.450          

g/conn/d 128.9          125.8          142.5          

g/conn/d/psi 1.77            1.73            1.96            

of Total Inflow 34.6% 33.7% 38.2%

ILI 10.98          10.98          10.98          

Unavoidable Background Real Losses MGD 0.037          0.036          0.041          

(ILI = 1.0) g/conn/d 11.7            11.5            13.0            

g/conn/d/psi 0.16            0.16            0.18            

Excess Real Losses MGD 0.370          0.361          0.409          

g/conn/d 117.2          114.3          129.6          

g/conn/d/psi 1.61            1.57            1.78            

Consumption MGD 0.770          0.780          0.727          

g/conn/d 243.9          247.0          230.3          

of Total Inflow 65.4% 66.3% 61.8%

MNF ANALYSIS RESULTS SUMMARY FOR DMA: Dartmouth Central Flow 
Monitoring Zone
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Results 

By comparing the results of the 3 types of pressure control (no pressure control, fixed 
outlet pressure control and flow modulated pressure control) the benefits of fixed outlet pressure 
control and flow modulated pressure control over no pressure control can be analyzed.  Figure D-
8 shows a comparison of recorded flow and pressure during the 3 control modes. 

 
 

 

Figure D-8 Comparing flow and pressure recordings during the three control modes  
 
 
By switching from no control to fixed outlet pressure control a reasonable reduction in 

net night flow (= minimum night flow – night-time consumption) was achieved, even though the 
AZP was reduced only by 10 psi (7 mH).  Another benefit that can be seen is the fact that the 
AZP is relatively stable over the entire day.  Pressure fluctuations due to high or low demands 
have been reduced.   

Looking at the benefits of flow modulated pressure control over fixed outlet pressure 
control, it can be seen that they both have similar AZP pressure.  There is an additional pressure 
reduction achieved through flow modulated pressure control only during the minimum night 
flow period, which results in a further reduction of net night flow.  This control mode allows 
reducing pressure further during periods of low demand while providing sufficient pressure 
during periods of high demand. 
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The next step was to compare the consumption profiles recorded during the different 
control days in order to see whether pressure control has any impact on the customer 
consumption (Figure D-9) or not.  Plus it allows us to analyze if the three control days and the 
related results are comparable. 

 
 

                                           Dartmouth Central DMA 
Consumption @ no control - fixed outlet control - flow modulated control
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Figure D-9 Comparing consumption profiles during no pressure control – fixed outlet 
pressure control and flow modulated pressure control  

 
 
The consumption profiles are very similar with no significant difference between the 

different control days.  The results suggest that the reduction in pressure has no mentionable 
impact on the customer consumption.  Furthermore it also shows that the results of the three 
control days are suitable to be compared with each other.  Table D-8 provides a comparative 
summary of the results recorded during the period of no pressure control with those recorded 
during the period of fixed outlet pressure control and flow modulated pressure control. 
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Table D-8  
Result comparison no control vs. fixed outlet control vs. flow modulated control  

No Control Fixed Outlet Flow modulated
12th Oct Oct 13th, 2005 Nov 8th, 2005

Total Inflow MGD 1.340 1.244 1.177
Total Real Losses MGD 0.558 0.450 0.364

g/conn/d 176.6 142.4 115.4
g/conn/d/psi 2.0 1.9 1.6
% of Total Inflow 42% 36% 31%
ILI 12.0 11.1 9.8                   

Unavoidable Background Real Losses MGD 0.047 0.041 0.037               
(ILI = 1.0) g/conn/d 14.7 12.9 11.7

g/conn/d/psi 0.17 0.17 0.16
Excess Real Losses MGD 0.511 0.409 0.327               

g/conn/d 161.8 129.5 103.6
g/conn/d/psi 1.9 1.7 1.4

Consumption MGD 0.783 0.794 0.813               
g/conn/d 247.9 251.5 257.4
% of Total Inflow 58% 64% 69.1%

Average Pressure at AZP PSI 87 76 72.8   
 
 

Table D-9 
Savings summary of various relevant components – comparing no control; fixed outlet 

control and flow modulated pressure control  

Total Inflow 0.097 MGD 0.066 MGD 0.163 MGD
Total Real Losses 34.2 g/conn/d 27.0 g/conn/d 61.2 g/conn/d
Unav. Background Real Losses (ILI=1.0) 1.9 g/conn/d 1.1 g/conn/d 3.0 g/conn/d
Excess Real Losses 32.3 g/conn/d 25.8 g/conn/d 58.2 g/conn/d
Increase in Consumption 3.6 g/conn/d 6.0 g/conn/d 9.6 g/conn/d

Total savings comparing Oct 
13th and Nov 8th 

Total savings 
comparing Oct 12th 

and Nov 8th Reduction in :
Total savings comparing Oct 

12th and Oct13th 

 
 
 
Based on 24 hours of measurement, the savings realized by the fixed outlet control 

settings, relative to not having the PRVs at Leaman and Micmac, are equal to approximately 
0.097 mgd (357.6 m3) and a reduction of real losses of 34.2 gal/conn/day (129.6 L/conn/day).  
These savings were achieved by reducing pressures by approximately 10 psi (7 mH) throughout 
the day and by approximately 12 psi (8.4 mH) overnight during the period of lower demands. 

Table D-9 shows that savings achieved through flow modulated pressure control over 
fixed outlet pressure control are in the range of 0.066 mgd (245.3 m3) and 25.8 gal/conn/day 
(97.7 L/conn/day).  However, these savings are not purely due to the advanced pressure 
management as the HRWC has repaired two 6in. (150mm) main leaks and a service line leak 
between October 13th and November 8th, 2005. 

The amount of real losses saved through repairing the leaks can be estimated by using 
average leakage flow rates (132 gpm or 8.3 L/s) used by the HRWC for 6in. (152mm) main 
leaks.  Theoretically more water is lost through the two 6inch main leaks than the reduction seen 
in real losses between October 13th and November 8th.  There might be several explanations for 
that: 
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• The repaired leaks had leakage rates much lower than the official average leakage 
rates used by the HRWC 
• By repairing the two 6in. leaks and the service leak, other leaks still existent in the 
DMA might have increased their loss rate, which is a quite common thing to see in 
distribution networks. 
• New leaks might have occurred because of a slight increase in zone pressure due to 
the leaks that have been repaired. 

 
Most likely, the reduction of real losses between October 13th and November 8th, 2005, 

is due to a combination of the above mentioned explanations and the pressure management 
which was applied. 

As the savings of flow modulated pressure control over fixed outlet pressure control were 
not discernable, a second trial took place between May 8th and May 10th, 2006.  The settings 
used were exactly the same as during the initial trial on October 12th, 13th and November 8th, 
2005.  Table D-10 and Table D-11 provide the results of the comparison between no pressure 
control, fixed outlet pressure control and flow modulated pressure control on three consecutive 
week days in May 2006. 
 

Table D-10 
Result comparison no control vs. fixed outlet control vs. flow modulated control May 2006  

No Control Fixed Outlet Flow modulated
May 8th, 2006 May 9th, 2006 May 10th, 2006

Total Inflow MGD 1.320 1.215 1.183
Total Real Losses MGD 0.551 0.410 0.385

g/conn/d 174.5 129.7 121.8
g/conn/d/psi 2.0 1.7 1.7
% of Total Inflow 42% 34% 32.5%
ILI 11.684 10.05 10.45               

Unavoidable Background Real Losses MGD 0.047 0.041 0.037               
(ILI = 1.0) g/conn/d 14.9 12.9 11.7

g/conn/d/psi 0.17 0.17 0.16
Excess Real Losses MGD 0.504 0.369 0.348               

g/conn/d 159.5 116.8 110.2
g/conn/d/psi 1.821 1.519 1.53                 

Consumption MGD 0.769 0.806 0.798               
g/conn/d 243.5 255.2 252.8
% of Total Inflow 58% 66% 67.5%

Average Pressure at AZP PSI 88 76.9 71.9  
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Table D-11 
Savings summary of various relevant components – comparing no control; fixed outlet 

control and flow modulated pressure control May 2006 

Total Inflow 0.105 MGD 0.032 MGD 0.137 MGD
Total Real Losses 44.771 g/conn/d 7.864 g/conn/d 52.634 g/conn/d
Unav. Background Real Losses 
(ILI=1.0) 2.026 g/conn/d 1.249 g/conn/d 3.275 g/conn/d

Excess Real Losses 42.745 g/conn/d 6.615 g/conn/d 49.359 g/conn/d
Change in Consumption 11.644 g/conn/d -2.374 g/conn/d 9.270 g/conn/d

Reduction in :
Total savings comparing May 

8th and Oct 9th 
Total savings comparing May 9th 

and May 10th 
Total savings comparing May 

8th and May 10th 

 
 
 

The savings between no pressure control and fixed outlet pressure control were in the 
same magnitude as during the first trial.  With no changes to the system (e.g. leak repaired) 
between fixed outlet pressure control and flow modulated pressure control it was possible to 
calculate the achieved savings in real losses.  The results comply well with the common 
knowledge that the highest level of real loss reduction is achieved through fixed outlet pressure 
control over no pressure control while the savings of flow modulated pressure control over fixed 
outlet pressure control are of a smaller magnitude.  Also during this trial no mentionable impact 
of the pressure reduction on the consumption patterns and volumes could be seen. 

Conclusions: 

A clear benefit can be seen in managing pressure over no pressure control.  By reducing 
the outlet pressure by about 10 to 11 psi (7 to 8 mH) a reduction in real losses of about 36 to 44 
gal/conn/day (127 to 169 L/conn/day) could be achieved.  

Flow modulated pressure control has shown the benefit of being able to reduce pressure 
further during periods of low demand (night-time) with no impact on the overall supply quality.  
The real losses were further reduced by about 8 gal/conn/day (30 L/conn/day) through flow 
modulated pressure control over fixed outlet pressure control. 

Analyzing the consumption patterns during the three control modes showed that the 
trialed pressure management schemes had no negative impact on the customer consumption. 

After the initial equipment related problems were overcome, it was possible to manage 
the DMA pressure through flow modulated pressure control over the entire period of the study.  

Permanent monitoring of DMA night flow data has shown to be an effective tool to 
identify an increase in leakage levels in the DMA.  Once the leakage level has reached a 
threshold, teams are sent out to detect and repair the leaks. 

Problems Encountered 

B Applying Flow Modulated Pressure Control From Both Inflow Points - Leaman and Micmac 
PRV 

The challenge lies in programming the two PRVs at Leaman and Micmac, given the need 
to predict what flows each meter will record and hence what pressure will be targeted.  Figure D-
10 illustrates the difficulty in finding the right settings for flow modulation from both PRVs.  
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Flow @ Leaman vs. Flow @ Micmac
(the data below was used in attempt to match the control parameters in the Modulo at point of supply)
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Figure D-10 Flow at Leaman vs. flow at Micmac 
 
 
If, for example, flow/demand decreases at one feed, the flow modulated controller 

reduces the outlet pressure; flow and pressure remain constant at the second valve; however, 
assuming the system was balanced the second valve has a pressure advantage that allows it to 
“back feed” into the area previously supplied via the first valve.  It follows that, supplying less of 
an area, flow at the first valve decreases further and likewise the pressure controller reduces 
pressure.  Very quickly the second feed takes over completely and supplies the entire DMA.  
Under these conditions the flow rates exceed Fmax and the controller at the second valve 
maintains an outlet pressure equal to Pmax and little benefit is recognized. 

As illustrated in Figure D-11, this example accounts for the way in which the Leaman 
PRV took over supplying the entire zone during the first attempt to set up the flow-modulation 
scheme in the Dartmouth Central Flow Monitoring Zone. 
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Note: As discussed earlier in this report the outlet pressure at Micmac is set to have an 
advantage over Leaman to accommodate local head loss.  In the figure below, the red line is 
indicative of the pressure Leaman is capable of providing at Micmac based on the recorded 
outlet at Leaman and the relative elevations.  When flow starts decreasing at approximately 
11:25 am, the pressure controller reduces the pressures to such an extent that Leaman can supply 
the entire zone. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure D-11 Initial flow modulation results 
 
 
After the difficulties the project team experienced with finding a suitable setting that 

would allow controlling both PRVs with flow modulated pressure control, it was decided to 
apply flow modulated control on the Leaman PRV with the Micmac PRV on stand by. 

 
Illustrated Results of Initial Flow Modulation Set Up

Dartmouth Central Flow Monitoring Zone
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EL DORADO IRRIGATION DISTRIC (EID) – CASE STUDY 

General DMA Information 

The topography of EID`s supply area is not homogeneous, which is why the distribution 
network is already subdivided in pressure control zones.  Standard fixed outlet pressure control 
using a hydraulic PRV is already practiced on a regular basis in EID.  Therefore, it was decided 
to utilize an existing pressure zone and to make the necessary changes to be able to operate it as 
a permanent DMA.  The selected area is called “North Shingle” and is fed through a single 
inflow point (see Table D-12 for characteristics).  

Table D-12  
EID – general DMA characteristics 

Total Number of Service Connections nr 444 
Mains Length miles 16.8 (27 km)  
Connection Density nr/miles 26 (18 nr/km) 
Average Zone Pressure psi 109 (78 mH) 
Average Pressure at Critical Point psi 77 (54 mH) 

 
 
The existing PRV station for North Shingle is equipped with an 8in. (200mm) main and 

an 8in. (200mm) Pressure Reducing Valve plus a 6in. (150mm) bypass with a 6in. (150mm) 
PRV (see Figure D-12).  In addition, there is a 2in. (50mm) PRV which was converted into a 
pressure relief valve designed to relive pressure from the down stream side if the PRV station 
fails in the open position. 

 
 

 

Figure D-12 North Shingle PRV station before installation of “Metering PRV” 
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Initial Pressure Measurements: 

To analyze the potential for additional advanced flow modulated pressure management, 
historic system pressure of the DMA was analyzed.  In addition, pressure loggers were deployed 
at critical locations through out the DMA at the beginning of March, 2005.  A wide range of 
pressure levels through out the DMA was recorded with around 75 psi (53 mH) at the point of 
highest elevation and about 210 psi (148 mH) at the point of maximum pressure. 

DMA Chamber Design 

Calculations showed that the flow velocities to be expected during the minimum night-
time flow period (typically between 1am and 4 am) on the 8in. (200mm) main would have been 
low and accurate flow measurement would have been problematic.  Hence, it was decided to 
convert the existing 6in. (150mm) PRV on the bypass into a “Metering PRV”15.  The 8in. 
(200mm) main and PRV only serves for stand by purposes in case of an emergency or an 
increase in demand that can not be handled by the 6in. (150mm) bypass. 

Metering PRV Installation 

On the 8th of March 2005, the conventional 6in. (150mm) PRV was converted into a PRV 
capable of metering flow and regulating pressure (see Figure D-13).  After completion of the 
conversion the 8in. (200mm) PRV was set on stand by, to insure that all flow into the DMA 
would pass through the 6in. (150mm) metering PRV.  The 6in. (150mm) PRV was set at an 
outlet pressure of 70 psi (49 mH) and the 8in. (200mm) sleeper valve at an outlet pressure of 50 
psi (35 mH). 

 
 

             

Figure D-13 Installation of retro fit kit to meter flow with 6”PRV 

 
 
Flow measured by the “Metering PRV” and the up and downstream pressure at the PRV 

were recorded by a data logger set to log at 5 minute intervals.  Pressure was also recorded at the  

                                                 
15 The accuracy of the metering PRV is quoted by the manufacturer at +/- 3% of span. Various PRV 

manufacturers offer such kits to convert PRVs into metering PRVs 
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average zone pressure point, point of highest elevation and the point furthest away from the 
DMA inflow. 

Baseline Measurements (Minimum Night-time Flow (MNF) Analysis) at Fixed Outlet 
Pressure Control  

Flow into the North Shingle-DMA was measured for a 24-hour period between March 8th 
and 9th, 2005.  Pressure at the average zone pressure point, at the critical (low) pressure point and 
another critical pressure point was also recorded.  The MNF in urban situations often occurs 
between 2am and 4am.  In North Shingle, the MNF period was found to occur between 1am and 
3am. 

C Assessment of Night-time Consumption 

Night-time consumption during the MNF period for domestic customers was derived by 
manual customer meter readings.  The manual meter reading method involved, reading each 
customer meter two times during the minimum night-time flow period (between 12:30 am and 
01:30 am and 02:30 am and 03:30 am).  Before the readings were taken, the different types of 
customers in the DMA were assessed (low, medium and high density residential). For each group 
a representative number of meters to be read were selected, plus the only agricultural account 
located in the DMA was also selected to be read.  The calculated weighted average for minimum 
night consumption based on the meter readings was 1.65 gal/ conn/hr (6.2 L/conn/hr).  This 
figure compares well to minimum night-time consumption assessed in other North American 
utilities during the same period of the year (March) 

D Results of Minimum Night Flow Analysis 

Total inflow and pressure measured during the MNF test are presented in Figure D-14, 
which also illustrates the results of the component analysis over the 24-hour period. 
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DMA: North Shingle - El Dorado Irrigation District 
MNF Analysis
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Figure D-14 MNF analysis  
 
 
The total inflow into the DMA over the 24-hour period was 0.29 mgd (1,080 m3) 

comprising of 0.115 mgd (434 m3) consumption and 0.171 mgd (646 m3) of real losses.  In terms 
of the IWA Level 1 performance indicator, the real losses were 384.40 gal/conn/day (1,455 
L/conn/day).  The MNF analysis results are summarized in Table D-13. 
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Table D-13 
MNF analysis results summary  

 
 
 
The MNF analysis also calculated the daily volume of consumption in the DMA.  For the 

period of measurement, this was 258.20 gal/conn/day (977 L/conn/day).  Comparing this result 
with the average consumption for the same period based on the billing data, a very good 
correlation of the results was seen.  The average consumption for North Shingle based on billing 
data records was 269.04 gal/conn/day (1,018 L/conn/day). 
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Commissioning of Flow Modulated Pressure Controller 

The flow modulated pressure controller was installed between the 9th and the 14th of 
April, 2005.  The valves were successfully commissioned on the 13th and 14th of April, 2005.  
Due to scheduled upstream line shut down, it was decided to take the pressure modulation off 
line for several days.  Between the26th and 28th of April, 2005, flow modulated pressure control 
was reactivated.  For the first 24 hours the pressure control was done manually, in order to fine 
tune the settings for the flow modulated pressure control.  On the morning of the 27th of April the 
flow modulated pressure control with the modulation profile shown in Figure D-15 was installed. 

Due to several concerns from EID (sufficient pressure at critical pressure point and 
upcoming high demand for the summer season) a conservative profile was applied while 
observing the results closely.  The initial flow modulation profile used was set to reduce the 
outlet pressure by a maximum of 10 psi (7 mH) if the inflow to the DMA was less than 140 gpm 
(8.8 L/sec).  If the inflow was higher than 250 gpm (15.8 L/sec), the outlet pressure would 
increase up to 70 psi (49 mH), which was the initial fixed outlet pressure used by EID at this 
PRV station.  To make sure that fire flow demand was met, the stand by PRV on the 8 in. (200 
mm) main was set to open up if the pressure dropped below 57 psi (40 mH) on the downstream 
side of the PRV. 

 
 

EID Flow Modulation Profile
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Figure D-15 Initial Flow Modulation Profile  

 
 

Valve Instability 

In general, there are various factors contributing to stable control of pressure through a 
diaphragm operated control valve. Key factors are:  

• Correct sizing of the valve (s). 
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• Sufficient pressure differential across the valve for the valve to maintain stable 
control. 
• The speed of change of demand within the district. 
• The tightness of the district boundary valves. 
• The length of pipe work downstream of the valve (s). 
• The ability to bleed air out of the control valve head. 
• The ability to calibrate opening and closing speed of the valve to match demand 
changes. 
• The hardware fitted to the control valve such as heavy duty return springs. 
 
The valve was found to be reasonably stable and as demands picked up during the 

beginning of summer season, the valve remained stable and did not show unreasonable 
fluctuations. 

Comparison Fixed Outlet Pressure Control and Flow Modulated Pressure Control  

Before the flow modulated pressure control was applied, a 24hour measurement with 
hydraulic control (fixed outlet pressure of 70 psi) was undertaken. 

 
 

Comparison Flow and Pressure before flow modulated pressure contriol and with flow 
modulated pressure control
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Figure D-16 Comparison of fixed outlet control and initial flow modulated pressure control  
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The comparison of hydraulic (fixed outlet) control with the initial flow modulated 
pressure control revealed that the applied flow modulation profile was too conservative to see a 
mentionable reduction in real losses (see Figure D-16).  Nevertheless, it showed that flow 
modulated pressure control successfully reduced the AZP during low demand periods (compared 
to fixed outlet control) and increased the AZP during high demand periods to the same levels as 
found during fixed outlet control. 

Monitoring the Effects of Flow Modulated Pressure Control 

Figure D-17 depicts the increase in total demand/inflow and how the inlet, outlet and 
average pressure were affected by this increase.  Of particular interest are the significant 
fluctuations of inlet pressure caused by the increase in total demand in the system and head loss 
upstream of the valve.  The PRV was able to modulate and maintain a stable outlet pressure at all 
times.  This has undoubtedly reduced the number of new breaks in the DMA.  The continuous 
flow and pressure monitoring has proven that the 6in. (150 mm) PRV is able to accommodate a 
significant increase in demand (between April 28th and August 17th the peak demand has 
quadrupled due to the hot weather and high irrigation demands) with no mentionable reduction in 
average zone pressure.  During this phase of the project, the critical pressure point was not 
monitored as the delivery of a pressure logger ordered by EID was delayed several times.  
However, no low pressure complains were received from customers at the critical pressure point.  

During April and May, the pressure controller was able to modulate flow according to the 
demand in the DMA even though the initial flow modulation profile was rather conservative. 

 
 

Pressure Management 28 April to 7 June
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Figure D-17 Total inflow and relevant pressure readings between 28th April and 7th of 
June  
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Between June and July, total demands were 3-4 times higher than in April and only very 
limited flow modulated pressure control took place. The total demand was constantly so high 
that the outlet pressure was kept at the maximum pressure all times by the pressure controller 
(see Figure D-18). 

 
 

Pressure Management 28 April to 17 August
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Figure D-18 Total inflow and relevant pressure readings between 28th April and 17th of 
August  

 
 
The DMA was fed through the 8in. (200 mm) stand by PRV from the middle of June 

until the end of June, as problems with the bias chamber of the 6in. (150 mm) PRV (see 
Problems encountered for a detailed explanation) needed to be resolved.  After resolving the 
problems, no further complications were experienced with the PRV or the pressure controller.   

Between August 29th and September 2nd the maximum reading value initially used by the 
metering PRV was changed from 1,000gpm (63.1 L/s) to 1,800gpm (113.6 L/s) in order to 
ensure that all flow supplying North Shingle could be measured and recorded.  The initial 
maximum reading value of 1,000gpm (63.1 L/s) was the reason why between July and August 
the recorded inflow volumes never exceeded 1,000 gpm. 

The performance of the flow modulated pressure control built confidence in this type of 
pressure management within EID.  Therefore, it was decided that after the summer period a more 
aggressive modulation profile should be applied, reducing the outlet pressure further down by 
10psi (7meters) during minimum consumption periods (see Figure D-19).  The new flow 
modulation profile was applied on the 29th of August. 
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EID Flow Modulation Profile - Initial and New
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Figure D-19 Initial and new flow modulation profile  
 
 
Figure D-20 shows that the new modulation profile enabled the controller to better 

modulate the outlet pressure according to changes in total demand during September 2005, when 
the total demand was still quite high. With the decrease in demand at the end of October 2005, 
the range of pressure modulation was reduced significantly, resulting in outlet pressures that 
were mostly at the minimum level set in the new flow modulation profile. 
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Pressure Management Sept 1st to December 9th
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Figure D-20 Total inflow and relevant pressure readings between 1st September and 9th of 
December  

 
 

Results 

The flow modulated pressure control proved to be suitable and applicable in the selected 
DMA.  Sufficient pressure was provided at all times even during the high demand summer 
period where demands were three to four times higher than during low demand periods.  

In order to analyze the reduction in real losses due to flow modulated pressure control, a 
suitable day comparable in consumption with the baseline day (March 8th, 2005) had to be 
selected.  During November several days were identified with consumption similar to the 
baseline day.  To conduct the MNF analysis and calculate the real losses for the days in 
November the same minimum night-time consumption values were used as for the MNF analysis 
for March 8th. 
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Table D-14  
Comparison of MNF analysis results from baseline day (March 8th) with suitable days of 

flow modulated pressure control  
March 8th, 2005 November 14th, 2005 November 15th, 2005 November 16th, 2005

Total Inflow MGD 0.285 0.272 0.266 0.269
Total Real Losses MGD 0.171 0.139 0.139 0.154

g/conn/d 384.375 313.740 313.876 347.101
g/conn/d/psi 3.522 3.393 3.391 3.736
% of Total Inflow 60% 51% 52% 57%
ILI 9.23 8.89 8.89 9.79

Unavoidable Background Real Losses MGD 0.018 0.016 0.016 0.016
(ILI = 1.0) g/conn/d 41.652 35.287 35.324 35.455

g/conn/d/psi 0.382 0.382 0.382 0.382
Excess Real Losses MGD 0.152 0.124 0.124 0.138

g/conn/d 342.723 278.453 278.551 311.645
g/conn/d/psi 3.140 3.011 3.009 3.354

Consumption MGD 0.115 0.133 0.127 0.115
g/conn/d 258.211 298.600 285.724 258.352
% of Total Inflow 40% 49% 48% 43%  

 
 
The consumption per service connection per day is very similar between the baseline day 

(March 8th, 2005) and the 16th of November (see Table D-14).  Therefore, the results from 
November 16th were compared to the baseline results (March 8th, 2005) in order to calculate the 
reduction in real losses due to flow modulated pressure control. 

 

Table D-15 
Result comparison between baseline day and Nov 16th  

Total Inflow 0.016 MGD
Total Real Losses 37.274 g/conn/d
Unavoidable Background Real Losses (ILI=1.0) 6.197 g/conn/d
Excess Real Losses 31.077 g/conn/d

Total savings comparing March 
8th and Nov 16thReduction in :

 
 
 
Between the 8th of March and the 16th of November the total real losses were reduced by 

37.27gal/conn/day (141.1 L/conn/day).  The savings in real losses are due to a 6 in. (150 mm) 
main break and a 1 in. (25 mm) service line repaired and the flow modulated pressure control. 

The reduction of unavoidable background real losses by 6.197 g/conn/day (23.5 
L/conn/day) is solely due to the applied pressure control (see Table D-15). 

 

E Problems Encountered 

On the 13th of June, 2005, the 6-in. valve at the Ponderosa PRS failed in the open 
position, over pressurizing the system.  Fortunately, the 2 in. (50 mm) pressure relief valve was 
available and put to very good use.  It was necessary to disconnect the solenoid controller from 
the 6 in. (150 mm) valve and return the station to hydraulic controls.  The reason for the failure 
was researched by both EID staff in the field and WSO staff with data review.  It was determined 
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that the reason for the failure was small particles of grit in the bias chamber causing the valve 
controls to stick open.  It was agreed to return the valve into service, install a finer pilot circuit 
filter and continue to monitor the performance of the valve.  The 6in. (150 mm) PRV coped well 
with the high demands during the summer months and no further problems were observed. 

F Conclusions 

Flow modulated pressure control was tested as an alternative to the existing fixed outlet 
pressure control utilized by EID.  It was found to be suitable for use on a system which proved to 
be very dynamic with demand changing by a factor of 3-4.  Conservative control profiles were 
used to build confidence in the method and as a result the volumes of water saved over and 
above that of the fixed outlet control was hard to discern.  This is not a surprise considering that 
even at the maximum control the flow modulated pressure control only reduced pressure by 20 
psi (14 mH) or 18% of the AZP (which equals 109 psi.).  Control was sustainable for the entire 
study period (the only failure being that induced by grit in the system which was resolved by a 
finer pilot circuit filter). 

Due to the fact that demands are changing so dramatically in the North Shingle DMA it 
will be necessary to apply two different flow modulation profiles according to the changes in 
demand.  There should be one flow modulation profile for the low demand period between 
November and April and one for the high demand season between May and October. 

A cursory analysis of the FAVAD and BABE component methods was successful with 
estimated daily consumption coming to within 1% of average billed consumption. 

N1 step tests undertaken in this DMA did not provide useful data.  It was impossible to 
control the demand even during the minimum night flow period due to the small size of the 
DMA.  The smaller the DMA, the more sensitive is the minimum night flow to individual events.  
The benefits seen from pressure management (reduction in real losses) would be much more in a 
DMA of bigger size. 

Leak detection and repair work proved to be successful although ambient noise created 
by large summer night-time demands and service PRV created problems.  These problems were 
resolved by undertaking the leak survey at off peak times. 
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PHILADELPHIA WATER DEPARTMENT (PWD) – CASE STUDY 

General DMA Information 

As an integral part of the AWWARF project Leakage Management Technologies and as a pilot 
for ongoing internal water loss control efforts, the PWD has embarked upon establishment of a 
permanent pressure managed DMA.  The PWD has utilized pilot DMAs in the past on a 
temporary basis (DMA one thru four).   
The DMA designed for this project is called DMA5 and is located in the Germantown area of 
Philadelphia and has two inflow points, one 8in. (200mm) main and a 12in. (300mm) main.  
Both mains were equipped with a tapped ferrule in order to measure the flow into DMA5 by the 
use of insertion flow meters.  The tap on the 8in. main is located at Greene Street and Johnson 
Street. The tap on the 12in. main is located at Chew Avenue and High Street.  This DMA is of 
medium size and comprises of the following elements (see Table D-16 and Figure D-21): 
 

Table D-16 
DMA characteristics 

Total Number of Service Connections nr 2465 
Mains Length miles 15.5 (25 km) 
Connection Density nr/miles 159 (99 nr/km) 
Average Zone Pressure psi 95 (65 mH) 
Average Pressure at Critical Point psi 66 (46 mH) 

 
 
DMA 5 might be considered to be a medium class area of Philadelphia, when talking about 
social background.  It comprises of mainly residential properties with a scattering of small 
commerce and no large industry. 
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Figure D-21 Original DMA5 boundaries and location of inflow points 
 
 

Initial Flow and Pressure Measurements: 

Flows and pressures were measured using temporary equipment during April of 2005.  
The key locations for flow and pressure measurements were as listed below: 

 
• The flow monitoring tap on the 8in. main was located at Greene Street and Johnson 
Street at an elevation of 266 ft (81 meters above see level). 
• The flow monitoring tap on the 12 in. main was located at Chew Avenue and High 
Street at an elevation of 248 ft (76 meters above see level). 
• The estimated average zone point was identified at Pastorius Street and Germantown 
Avenue at an elevation of 268 ft (82 meters above see level). 
• The critical zone point was identified at Duval and Magnolia Street at an elevation of 
322 ft (98 meters above see level). 
 
Measurements were made from each of the flow input points mentioned above, in order 

to ensure that either feed could provide adequate supply to the district.  Measurements made on 
the 8in. main (Greene & Johnson ) can be seen in Figure D-22 and measurements made from the 
12in. main (Chew & High) can be seen in Figure D-23. 
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It is interesting to note that there are some serious pressure spikes which can be seen on 
the pressure logged data.  It is assumed that these spikes are caused by pump changes somewhere 
in the system.  These spikes are quite significant even though damped out by one minute logging 
intervals.  Transients and surges caused by pumping changes, likely form one of the key causes 
of breaks and leaks in the PWD system.  If such pressure spikes are recorded, it is recommend to 
conduct samples of fast pressure logging (intervals of one second or less, preferable 10th or 
100th of a second) with high resolution pressure loggers. The recorded data will enable the utility 
to better evaluate the impact of pressure transients caused by pump changes and any other 
controls which may affect the smooth supply of pressure to the distribution system (such 
measurements were not conducted in PWD). 
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DMA5 - Flow and Pressure at 8 inch inflow point plus AZP and criticical zone pressure
  April 4th to April 5th
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Figure D-22 Initial flow and pressure measurements supplying DMA5 through 8in. inflow 
 
 

DMA#5 - Flow and pressure at 12inch inlet point plus AZP and critical zone pressure
April 6th to April 7th
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Figure D-23 Initial flow and pressure measurements supplying DMA5 through 12in. inflow 
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Fed by either the 8in. (Greene & Johnson) or the 12in. feed (Chew & High), the diurnal 
flows are very similar.  The minimum night flow at the time of measurement was approximately 
1,180 gpm (74.4 L/s) and the maximum peak day flow was approximately 2,000 gpm (138.8 
L/s).  Fed by either the 8in. or the 12in. feed the AZP is very similar indicating that either feed 
can supply the zone during normal demand.  Without pressure regulation the average zone 
pressure can be seen to vary between 80 psi (56 mH) and 100 psi (70 mH) depending upon the 
demand and the head loss across the system. 

The significant swing in pressure in itself lends the zone to benefit from flow modulated 
pressure management.  The flow modulated pressure control has the effect of reducing pressure, 
therefore reducing the volume of real loss.  It also has the effect of leveling out pressures at the 
system extremities, therefore the potential for reducing the number of breaks that occur on the 
weaker parts of the system. 

Assessment of Night-time Consumption 

Normally night-time consumption is estimated for various classes of consumers and 
extrapolated out to provide estimated legitimate night consumption.  However, in the case of 
PWD (DMA5) it was possible to undertake drive by interrogation of the AMR units in the DMA 
in order to assess the legitimate night consumption.  On May 12, 2005, a full sweep of all AMR-
capable accounts in the DMA was conducted around the 2 am hour, and a second meter reading 
sweep was conducted around the 4 am hour.  This method, while better than a complete estimate 
based on a few reads and statistical analysis, was somewhat limited in that not all of the meters 
were read due to the fact that not all of the accounts, including most large meter accounts, were 
AMR capable as yet.  However, considering that there are 2,197 actively billed accounts in the 
zone and 2,005 were read, a simple adjustment was made to attempt to allow for the difference.  
The average night-time consumption per account was 4.7 gal/conn/hr (17.8 L/conn/hr).   

Once the DMA inflow chamber was commissioned in October 2006 a second AMR 
night-time consumption reading was undertaken on October 19th, 2006. The results were very 
similar to the results obtained on May 12th, 2006 with an average night-time consumption of 
4.0gal/conn/hr (15.14 L/conn/hr). When the benefits of fixed outlet pressure control were 
compared to no pressure control were assessed the night–time reading results from October were 
used for the minimum night-time flow analysis.     

N1 Step Test 

An N1 step test was undertaken on the night of April 5th, 2005.  Using flow measured at 
the 8in. inflow point (Greene & Johnson) in order to attempt to get the best resolution reading 
from the insertion meter, flow and pressure were measured at the inlet and average points.  
Pressures were regulated using a gate valve close to the inlet point.  The demand was not stable 
at the beginning of the test and it was difficult to control pressures and flows.  Data recorded at 
the beginning of the test was not usable and the test will be redone once the establishment of the 
DMA is completed.  However, the project team attempted to analyze the rest of the data as best 
as possible and provide an estimate of N1 values obtained.  In order to do this, it was assumed 
that the last three steps were reasonably stable and points from the chart were hand picked using 
best judgment.  Additional step tests will be conducted in the future to better confirm these 
results and analysis. 
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Average Zone Night Pressure vs Effective Area of Leakage 
Paths
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Figure D-24 Fixed area leakage path approximately 0.73 
 
 
The chart above in Figure D-24 shows the estimated effective area of leakage reducing as 

pressure is reduced.  The intercept point on the Y axis is estimated from this data to be 
approximately 0.73 square inches and indicates the area of fixed area leakage in the system (from 
which the volume of recoverable breaks is estimated).  It should be noted that leakage on 
customer side plumbing will also have an effect on the N1 values obtained and therefore the N1 
value is not necessarily indicative only of the distribution system leakage. 

During the N1 test, N1 values were seen to vary as shown in Table D-17. 
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Table D-17  
Effective leakage paths and related N1 values  

Night 
Effective 
Area Equivalent pipe Ø 

Leakage of Leakage  1.60 Inch 
Rate Paths Calculated Values of N1 
Gallons/hr Inch2 Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 
43,410 2.008     
28,939 1.595 1.16    
22,826 1.430 1.06 0.93   

 
 
An average N1 might be estimated at 1.05.  Although this N1 is estimated by dropping 

system pressure from 89 psi (62.5 mH) to 48 psi (33.7 mH) and does not take into account N1 
values at higher pressures as normally seen at the AZP of up to 100 psi (70 mH).  

The N1 value is reducing as the pressure is reduced, which is indicative of a reasonable 
test even tough the demand was not very stable during the test.  Fortunately, the chart shows a 
positive intercept with the Y axis which is also indicative that the zone was shut in properly.  A 
zone with valves which pass water (valves partly open or valves not able to properly seal off) can 
often be identified by an intercept on the X axis.   

ICF Factor 

The ICF is used to estimate and separate the volume of background losses from 
potentially recoverable losses.  The ICF can either be calculated by taking all recoverable 
leakage out of the system and measuring the lowest achievable night leakage rate and then 
dividing this by the background leakage component of the IWA unavoidable annual real losses 
(UARL) formula, or alternatively can be estimated from an N1 step test.  Other options include 
estimating the ICF at the same level as the system wide ILI, by undertaking sensitivity analysis 
or based on ICF values assessed for comparable DMAs.   

The ILI for the whole PWD distribution system is around 11.6.  If all things were equal, 
using the rationale mentioned above then as a first step the ICF might be estimated at around 
11.6 for DMA5.  A sensitivity analysis was undertaken for this DMA which showed the lower 
range to be an ICF of 1 and an upper range to be an ICF of 25.5.  The average of these two 
numbers would be an ICF of 13.2, which is of a similar order of magnitude to that of the ICF 
identified above.  A pressure step test was undertaken as described in Chapter 3.  Background 
leakage was estimated at 27,670 gallons per hour and the resultant ICF was calculated to be 13.6, 
again not dissimilar to the two results cited above.  Finally, temporary measurements were 
undertaken and then all recoverable leaks were pinpointed and repaired and minimum night –
time flow into the DMA was re-measured.  Using this method the ICF was found to be 10.7 
which again is a similar order of magnitude.  From these analyses it appears that a significant 
amount of real losses in DMA5 is due to background losses which can only be reduced through 
pressure management or infrastructure replacement. 
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Initial Estimation of Real Losses 

Using temporary measurements, the assessed minimum night consumption and the ICF 
estimates, a component based MNF analysis was undertaken.  The results showed that the level 
of real losses was significant in DMA5 (see Figure D-25).  About 60% of the total inflow were 
due to real losses. 

 
Zone: Philadelphia Water Department - DMA5
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Figure D-25 MNF analysis for DMA5 fro initial estimation of real losses 
 
 
The component analysis showed that assuming the ICF value used for the calculations 

was in the right order of magnitude, a mentionable portion of the real losses was due to 
background loses. 

Fire Flow Test 

There is no statutory minimum pressure within PWD.  However, PWD has an internal 
guideline which is 35 psi (24.6 mH) at the curb and fire flow minimum availability at any 
determined hydrant of 1,000 gpm (63 L/s) at a residual flowing pressure of 20 psi (14 mH). 

Fire flow tests were undertaken throughout the DMA, with the zone shut in supplying 
through the 12in. feed (Chew & High) and no pressure control.  Of key concern were fire flows 
at the critical elevation (highest elevation lowest pressure) and at the location where the largest 
volume was required to be supplied.   

During fire flow tests, it was identified that with the DMA established and only the 12 
inch feed (Chew & High) opened, the critical elevation point hydrant can only deliver 750 gpm 
(47.3 L/s) at 20 psi (14 mH).  The largest required fire flows are at the bottom end of the district 
where there are a number of senior citizens retirement homes.  The most critical requirement is 
for 3,500 gpm (221 L/s) at 20 psi at Washington and Greene.  With the district closed in and only 
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the 12 inch feed open (Chew & High) with no pressure reduction it was only possible to feed 
2,450 gpm (155 L/s).  These results led to two decisions: firstly, that a second, standby feed is 
essential at Greene & Johnson and, secondly, that the area in the immediate vicinity of the 
Critical Point should be relocated out of the DMA by redesigning the DMA boundaries.  In 
addition, it was decided to conduct a leak detection and repair campaign in the DMA to remove 
the backlog of hidden leaks.  This resulted in a reduction in real losses of approximately 50%.  
The fire flow tests which followed the leak repair were successful and the DMA design was 
completed.  The new DMA boundaries can be seen in Figure D-26.  The DMA is now designed 
to be fed through an 8in (200mm) main feed which is backed up by a 10in (250mm) stand by 
feed.  Removing the excessive level of leakage from DMA5 allowed reducing the size of the 
DMA feeds.  

 
 

 

Figure D-26 New DMA5 boundaries with lead and stand by inflow points 
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Water Quality Monitoring 

Operating a sectorized water distribution system via the use of pressure districts and 
DMAs presents a number of operations and maintenance requirements, but offers several major 
benefits in terms of proactive leakage and pressure control.  Among the possible operational 
concerns generated by additional closed valves, is stagnant and degraded water quality due to 
dead-ended water mains.  PWD has maintained hundreds of closed valves in its water 
distribution system for many decades to serve as boundary valves creating its ten separate 
pressure zones.  These closed valves have been managed successfully without any chronic water 
quality problems, giving good evidence that further sectorization can be employed in the system.  
Still, it is important that the quality of the water in the distribution system be carefully monitored 
and the DMA designed to maintain acceptable water quality conditions.  As part of the design 
process for DMA5, the PWD collected water quality data to define the baseline conditions in the 
distribution system prior to the installation of DMA5.  Water quality sampling and testing was 
also conducted during a lengthy trail period when DMA5 was in place for several months.  By 
collecting and analyzing water quality data in both the “before” and “after” implementation 
modes, the PWD verified that adequate water quality should be maintained during the operation 
of DMA5, and that additional design features to preserve water quality are not needed. 

G Water Quality Monitoring Procedure  

Two levels of water sampling and analysis were designated for DMA5, including: 
 
• Testing for chlorine residual on piping adjacent to the DMA5 boundary – both inside 
and outside of the DMA 
• Multi-parameter testing at three key sites located within the DMA; two of which exist 
in the central area of the DMA and a third which exists at a location distant from the 
primary supply main at Chew Ave. and High St. 
 
A drop in residual chlorine in distribution system water along the DMA boundary can 

indicate stagnation in water piping due to adverse dead-end conditions at closed valves.  
Measuring chlorine residual drop is a good way to uncover troublesome dead-end conditions.  
Also, field testing of chlorine residual is straightforward (samples taken from fire hydrants) and 
easy to assess in the field, allowing a large number of samples to be quickly gathered.  To obtain 
a more comprehensive picture of water quality in the DMA, three sites were also chosen for 
sampling of multiple parameters as shown in Table D-19.  The site at Morris St. and Walnut La. 
(Four Freedoms House – a high-rise residential building) was selected because of its distant 
location from the primary supply main at Chew Ave. and High St. in order to detect any 
degradation that may occur due to increased residence time in the DMA.  Sampling was 
conducted initially in November/December 2004 prior to the closing of valves to form the DMA; 
and again in May 2005, after the DMA5 boundary had been in place for several months.  The 
results of the water quality analysis are given in Table D-18 and Table D-19.  The first ten 
hydrants listed in Table D-18 exist within the DMA5 boundary; and the remaining hydrants are 
located outside of the boundary. 
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Table D-18  
DMA5 chlorine residual measurements 

Philadelphia Water Department – District Metered Area 5 
Measurement of Chlorine Residual as an Indicator of Water Stagnation along the 

DMA Boundary 
Chlorine Residual, mg/L Fire Hydrant (Sample) Location 

November 24, 
2004 Prior to 

establishment of  
DMA5 

May 23-
24, 2005 DMA5 in 

place for over 
three months 

Inside DMA boundary   
North Side (NS) of High, East (E) of Magnolia 1.32 1.57 
SS High, E of Baynton 1.35 1.39 
SS Tulpehocken, E of McCallum 1.36 1.50 
ES Greene, S of Walnut La 1.42 1.73 
ES Morris, N of Walnut La 1.39 1.55 
SS Washington, W of Chew 1.06 1.28 
SS Duval, W of Musgrave 0.98 1.53 
NS Washington, W of Carnation 1.21 0.56 
SS Washington, E of Germantown 0.0016 1.35 
SS Johnson, W of  Greene 1.37 1.53 
Outside DMA boundary   
WS Chew, N of Washington 0.0217* 1.74 
WS Ross, S of  Duval 1.06 1.52 
SS Pomona, W of Germantown 1.18 1.59 
WS Burbridge, N of  Washington 1.46 1.76 
NS Johnson, E of Wayne 0.39 1.75 
SS Johnson, W of Musgrave 1.41 1.68 
SS Johnson, W of  Morton 1.36 1.46 
NS Upsal, W of Emlen 1.62 1.78 
SS Upsal, E of Greene 1.57 18 
NS Hortter, E of Wayne 1.81 1.59 

 
 
A review of the findings reveals that several values in Table D-18 for chlorine residual 

were either suspicious or unobtainable.  However, the accepted data found strong chlorine 
residuals at values well over 1.00 mg/L except for one location: NS of Washington, W of 
Carnation which registered a drop to 0.56 mg/L in May 2005, after measuring 1.21 prior to the 
DMA construction in November 2004.  No further investigation into this somewhat low, but 
acceptable, chlorine value was conducted.  Instead, additional sampling and analysis will be 

                                                 
16 Data deemed to be suspect 
17 Data deemed to be suspect 
18 Sample could not be obtained 
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conducted after the permanent DMA configuration is implemented.  The findings from the 
comprehensive water quality testing at three sites also found superior water quality both prior to 
the DMA implementation and months after it was in place.  All water quality results shown in 
Table D-19 fall within accepted ranges.  Only one measure – the turbidity at Walnut Lane and 
Morris St (the site furthest from the primary supply) exists in the high end of the accepted range.  
This could represent some of the effects of the distance to the primary supply and the location of 
the service connection to this property on a dead-end main.  With considerable testing executed 
for chlorine residual along the DMA5 boundary, and multi-parameter testing conducted for three 
sites within the DMA, it can be concluded that the configuration of DMA5 will not promote 
degradation of water quality.  This conclusion is also supported by the fact that no pertinent 
water quality complaints were aired by customers during the multi-month trial of DMA5 during 
early 2005. 

 

Table D-19 
Water quality sampling DMA5 

Philadelphia Water Department – District Metered Area 5 
Comprehensive Assessment of Water Quality at Three Sites within DMA5 

Water Quality Sampling Location (dates prior to, and during DMA trial) 
6128 Germantown Ave Greene St and 

Johnson St. 
Walnut Lane and 
Morris St. 

Water Quality 
Parameter 

12/1/2004 5/11/2005 12/1/2004 5/11/2005 12/1/2004 5/11/2005 

Chlorine Residual, 
mg/L 

2.52 1.63 1.86 1.65 1.30 1.47 

Alkalinity, mg/L 66 61 71 64 71 64 

Conductivity, 
uMHO/cm @ 25C 

512 440 540 470 545 441 

pH, pHU 7.11 7.33 7.18 7.31 7.19 7.34 

HPC, colonies/mL 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Nonsheen colonies, 
/100mL 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Coliform,  
#/100 mL 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Turbidity, NTU 0.109 0.097 0.112 0.074 0.193 0.225 

Iron, mg/L 0.016 * 0.017 * 0.034 * 

Manganese, mg/L 0.002 * 0.001 * 0.002 * 

 
 
The implementation of DMAs in a water distribution system is a step to a more proactive 

approach to water supply management.  Many North American water utilities perform no 
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proactive leak detection or monitoring, instead responding reactively to leaks and main breaks as 
they occur and cause disruption leading to complaints.  While many utilities execute routine 
sonic leak detection surveys of their systems, employing DMAs offers enhanced capabilities by 
allowing leakage amounts to be quantified and leakage reduction to be measured over time. 

Similar to leakage control, most North American water utilities likely perform only 
cursory hydraulic monitoring (flow, pressure, reservoir turnover).  In properly designing and 
implementing a DMA, the water utility engineer should initially collect data to define baseline 
measures of water quality, hydraulics, leakage and customer consumption.  Invariably, 
deficiencies in normal distribution system operation will be uncovered by this data collection; 
including defective/closed valves, active leaks, stagnant water, low or high pressures or other 
undesirable attributes.  The construction of the DMA allows the water utility to put in place a 
new configuration that not only gives better leakage control, but often improves the conditions 
that existed prior to the establishment of the DMA. 

As part of its initial field investigations, PWD conducted needed repairs on ten valves 
needed to form the DMA5 boundary (out of 23 valves to be closed).  While PWD operates over 
5,000 valves each year, its does not have a scheduled valve exercising program to maintain its 
+80,000 valves; therefore many valves go unattended for decades.  A portion of these valves will 
not function when operated.  This is not unlike most water distribution systems in North 
America. 

The PWD has exercised great caution in the planning of its initial permanent DMA; 
including collecting water quality data to establish baseline quality conditions prior to the 
construction of the DMA, and during a lengthy trial period. Repeat testing during the trial period 
showed no degradation of water quality.  PWD has taken a comprehensive design approach for 
DMA5 in order to demonstrate both the benefits of DMAs and the design objectives that must be 
met, including maintenance of adequate water quality.  PWD will continue to collect water 
quality data once DMA5 is permanently established and maintained.  It is believed that the 
considerable effort exerted by PWD in the design and function of DMA5 will exert an ongoing 
payback well into the future. 

Main DMA Chamber Installation 

The main inflow chamber to DMA#5 was installed in October 2006.  The final design of 
the main inflow chamber can be seen in Figure D-27.  The design of the inflow chamber 
comprises two components:  A 36in. manhole housing the electromagnetic flow meter and a pre-
cast chamber housing the isolation valves, the PRV and the SCADA system RTU.  

Due to the long procurement process only the main inflow chamber could be competed 
within the timeframe of the project.  The main inflow chamber was commissioned on October 
the 16th.  Once the chamber and all the equipment was commissioned a final baseline 
measurement was taken and the benefits of fixed outlet pressure control compared to no pressure 
control were assessed.  
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Figure D-27 DMA#5 inflow chamber on Chew and High 
 
 

Final Baseline Measurements With No Pressure Control 

Initial baseline measurements in April 2005, revealed a high level of leakage in DMA#5.  
Following the initial baseline measurement, a significant amount (around 50%) of leakage was 
removed by a leak detection and repair campaign plus the DMA boundaries were altered during 
the planning phase. Hence, it was necessary to conduct a final baseline measurement once the 
DMA#5 inflow chamber was commissioned.   

H Minimum Night Flow (MNF) Analysis No Pressure Control 

Based on the 24 hr flow and pressure recording during no pressure control (October 17th 
to October 18th, 2006) a MNF analysis was carried out.  
Minimum night-time consumption was assessed on October 19th, 2006 through AMR readings 
covering the entire DMA.  

 
Table D-20 provides the results from the MNF analysis for no pressure control. 
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Table D-20 
MNF results for no pressure control 

MNF ANALYSIS RESULTS SUMMARY FOR DMA#5

Measurement Date Oct 17, 2006
Day Tuesday

Number of Service Connections nr. 2,101          
Miles of mains miles 15.50          
Service Connection Density nr. / mile 136             

Average Pressure over 24 hours psi 99.0            
Pressure at Minimum Night Flow psi 109.6          
Hour-Day Factor 21.7            
Minimum Night Flow gpm 422             
Night-time Consumption gpm 195             
Net Night Flow gpm 227             

Best 
Estimate

Upper 
Range

Lower 
Range

Total Inflow MGD 0.861          0.861          0.861          

Total Real Losses MGD 0.296          0.311          0.281          

g/conn/d 140.7          148.0          133.9          

g/conn/d/psi 1.42            1.49            1.35            

of Total Inflow 34.3% 36.1% 32.7%

ILI 10.65          10.65          10.65          

Unavoidable Background Real Losses MGD 0.028          0.029          0.026          

(ILI = 1.0) g/conn/d 13.2            13.9            12.6            

g/conn/d/psi 0.13            0.14            0.13            

Excess Real Losses MGD 0.268          0.282          0.255          

g/conn/d 127.5          134.1          121.3          

g/conn/d/psi 1.29            1.35            1.23            

Consumption MGD 0.565          0.550          0.580          

g/conn/d 269.1          261.8          275.9          

of Total Inflow 65.7% 63.9% 67.3%

 
 
 

T Fixed Outlet Pressure Control 

The following day a fixed outlet pressure control was measured reducing the outlet 
pressure at the PRV by 20 psi.  A 24-hour diurnal profile was recorded to illustrate demand and 
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system pressures under fixed outlet control between October 18th and 19th, 2006 (Table D-21).  
Demand was again calculated based on the AMR reading. 

A Minimum Night Flow (MNF) Analysis Fixed Outlet Control – 20 psi Outlet Pressure 
Reduction 

Based on the 24 hr flow and pressure recording during fixed outlet control (October 18th 
to October 19th) a MNF analysis was carried out.  The results from the MNF analysis are 
provided in Table D-21. 

 

Table D-21 
MNF results for fixed outlet pressure control – 20 psi outlet pressure reduction 

MNF ANALYSIS RESULTS SUMMARY FOR DMA#5

Measurement Date Oct 18, 2006
Day Wednesday

Number of Service Connections nr. 2,101          
Miles of mains miles 15.50          
Service Connection Density nr. / mile 136             

Average Pressure over 24 hours psi 75.2            
Pressure at Minimum Night Flow psi 77.6            
Hour-Day Factor 23.3            
Minimum Night Flow gpm 351             
Night-time Consumption gpm 195             
Net Night Flow gpm 156             

Best 
Estimate

Upper 
Range Lower Range

Total Inflow MGD 0.783          0.783          0.783               

Total Real Losses MGD 0.217          0.221          0.214               

g/conn/d 103.5          105.1          101.9               

g/conn/d/psi 1.38            1.40            1.36                 

of Total Inflow 27.8% 28.2% 27.3%

ILI 10.31          10.31          10.31               

Unavoidable Background Real Losses MGD 0.021          0.021          0.021               

(ILI = 1.0) g/conn/d 10.0            10.2            9.9                   

g/conn/d/psi 0.13            0.14            0.13                 

Excess Real Losses MGD 0.196          0.199          0.193               

g/conn/d 93.4            94.9            92.0                 

g/conn/d/psi 1.24            1.26            1.22                 

Consumption MGD 0.565          0.562          0.569               

g/conn/d 269.1          267.4          270.7               

of Total Inflow 72.2% 71.8% 72.7%
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B Minimum Night Flow (MNF) Analysis Fixed Outlet Control – 30 psi Outlet Reduction 

Based on the 24 hr flow and pressure recording during fixed outlet control (October 19th 
to October 20th) a MNF analysis was carried out.  The results from the MNF analysis are 
provided in Table D-22. 

 
 

Table D-22 
MNF results for fixed outlet pressure control – 30 psi outlet pressure reduction 

MNF ANALYSIS RESULTS SUMMARY FOR DMA#5

Measurement Date Oct 19, 2006
Day Thursday

Number of Service Connections nr. 2,101          
Miles of mains miles 15.50          
Service Connection Density nr. / mile 136             

Average Pressure over 24 hours psi 66.4            
Pressure at Minimum Night Flow psi 68.5            
Hour-Day Factor 23.2            
Minimum Night Flow gpm 336             
Night-time Consumption gpm 195             
Net Night Flow gpm 141             

Best 
Estimate

Upper 
Range

Lower 
Range

Total Inflow MGD 0.765          0.765          0.765          

Total Real Losses MGD 0.197          0.200          0.194          

g/conn/d 93.8            95.3            92.3            

g/conn/d/psi 1.41            1.44            1.39            

of Total Inflow 25.8% 26.2% 25.4%

ILI 10.58          10.58          10.58          

Unavoidable Background Real Losses MGD 0.019          0.019          0.018          

(ILI = 1.0) g/conn/d 8.9              9.0              8.7              

g/conn/d/psi 0.13            0.14            0.13            

Excess Real Losses MGD 0.178          0.181          0.176          

g/conn/d 84.9            86.3            83.6            

g/conn/d/psi 1.28            1.30            1.26            

Consumption MGD 0.568          0.565          0.571          

g/conn/d 270.2          268.7          271.7          

of Total Inflow 74.2% 73.8% 74.6%
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Results 

By comparing the results of the 3 types of pressure control (no pressure control, fixed 
outlet pressure control with 20 psi pressure reduction and fixed outlet pressure control with 30 
psi reduction) the benefits of fixed outlet pressure control compared to no pressure control can be 
analyzed.  Figure D-28 shows a comparison of recorded flow and pressure. 

 
 

DMA#5 Flow and AZP pressure @ no control - fixed outlet (20 PSI reduction) - fixed outlet (30 
PSI reduction)
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Figure D-28 Comparing flow and pressure recordings during the three control modes  
 
 
By switching from no control to fixed outlet pressure control a reasonable reduction in 

net night flow (= minimum night flow – night-time consumption) was achieved.  Another benefit 
that can be seen is the fact that the AZP is relatively stable over the entire day.  Pressure 
fluctuations due to high or low demands have been reduced and also the pressure spikes seen 
during the initial measurements were eliminated. 

 
The next step was to compare the consumption profiles recorded during the different 

control days in order to see whether pressure control has any impact on the customer 
consumption (Figure D-29) or not.  Plus it allows us to analyze if the three control days and the 
related results are comparable. 
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DMA#5 consumption @ no control - fixed outlet (20 PSI reduction) - fixed outlet (30 PSI 
reduction)
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Figure D-29 Comparing consumption profiles during no pressure control – fixed outlet 
pressure control (20 psi reduction and 30psi reduction)  

 
The consumption profiles are very similar with no significant difference between the 

different control days.  The results suggest that the reduction in pressure has no mentionable 
impact on the customer consumption.  Furthermore, it also shows that the results of the three 
control days are suitable to be compared with each other.  Table D-23 provides a comparative 
summary of the results recorded during the period of no pressure control with those recorded 
during the period of fixed outlet pressure control (20 psi and 30 psi reduction). 
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Table D-23  
Result comparison no control vs. fixed outlet control (20 psi reduction) vs. fixed outlet 

control (30 psi reduction) 
 

No Control Fixed Outlet Fixed Outlet
Oct  17th, 2006 Oct 18th, 2006 Oct 19th, 2006

Total Inflow MGD 0.861 0.783 0.765
Total Real Losses MGD 0.326 0.251 0.230

g/conn/d 155.4 119.2 109.5
g/conn/d/psi 1.6 1.6 1.7
% of Total Inflow 38% 32% 30.1%
ILI 11.760 11.88 12.36               

Unavoidable Background Real Losses MGD 0.028 0.021 0.019              
(ILI = 1.0) g/conn/d 13.2 10.0 8.9

g/conn/d/psi 0.13 0.13 0.13
Excess Real Losses MGD 0.299 0.229 0.211              

g/conn/d 142.2 109.2 100.6
g/conn/d/psi 1.440 1.450 1.52                 

Consumption MGD 0.535 0.532 0.535              
g/conn/d 254.4 253.3 254.5
% of Total Inflow 62% 68% 69.9%

Average Pressure at AZP PSI 99 75.2 66.4  
 
 

Table D-24  
Savings summary of various relevant components – comparing no control to the two fixed 

outlet control modes  

Total Inflow 0.08 MGD 0.02 MGD 0.10 MGD
Total Real Losses 36.20 g/conn/d 9.70 g/conn/d 45.90 g/conn/d
Unav. Background Real Losses (ILI=1.0) 3.20 g/conn/d 1.10 g/conn/d 4.30 g/conn/d
Excess Real Losses 33.00 g/conn/d 8.60 g/conn/d 41.60 g/conn/d
Change in Consumption -1.10 g/conn/d 1.20 g/conn/d 0.10 g/conn/d

Reduction in :
Total savings comparing Oct 

17th and Oct 18th 
Total savings comparing Oct 

18th and Oct 19th 

Total savings 
comparing Oct 17th 

and Oct 19th 

 
 
 
Based on 24 hours of measurement the savings realized by the fixed outlet control 

settings, relative to not having the PRV at the DMA inflow chamber, are equal to approximately 
0.08 mgd (295.2 m3) and a reduction of real losses of 36.2 gal/conn/day (137.2 L/conn/day).  
These savings were achieved by reducing the outlet pressures by approximately 20 psi. 

The following day the outlet pressure was reduced by a further 10 psi (7 mH) resulting in 
a total outlet pressure reduction of 30 psi (21 mH) compared to no pressure control.    
Table D-23 and Table D-24 provide the results of the comparison between no pressure control, 
fixed outlet pressure control (with 20 psi reduction of outlet pressure) and fixed outlet pressure 
control (with 30 psi reduction of outlet pressure) on three consecutive week days in October 
2006. 
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The savings between no pressure control and fixed outlet pressure control were 
significant and in addition pressure spikes caused by booster pumps supplying the area were 
eliminated.  During this trial no mentionable impact of the pressure reduction on the 
consumption patterns and volumes could be seen.  Measurements at the critical zone pressure 
point showed that the reduction in outlet pressure did not cause the critical zone pressure to drop 
below the limits by PWD.  Fixed outlet pressure control has proven to be a very effective tool to 
reduce the real losses in DMA#5.  

Conclusions: 

The work conducted in PWD has proven that it is possible and feasible to set up a DMA 
in an open grid system as found in North America.  The detailed planning and design phase has 
brought several infrastructure related problems to PWD’s attention (such as 10 valves not 
operating properly).   

The extensive water quality monitoring proved that water quality was not effected by 
isolating the DMA from the rest of the distribution system.  

The initial MNF measurements clearly indicated that DMA#5 had a significant amount of 
real losses.  Hence it was possible for PWD to focus its leak detection efforts on the DMA and 
remove a large portion of the real losses through a thorough leak detection and repair campaign.  

Assessing the minimum night-time consumption through AMR has proven to be a great 
benefit to the MNF analysis.  AMR provides the most accurate picture of the minimum night-
time consumption.  

A clear benefit was seen in managing pressure over no pressure control.  By reducing the 
outlet pressure by about 20 to 30 psi (14 to 21 mH) a reduction in real losses of about 36.2 
gal/conn/day (137.02 L/conn/day) or 45.90 gal/conn/day (173.73 L/conn/day) could be achieved.  

The DMA installation was not fully completed within the duration of this research 
project. However, PWD will start monitoring the DMA through data recorded by SCADA and 
flow modulated pressure control was scheduled to be trialed during the last week of November 
2006.  Permanent monitoring of DMA night flow data through SCADA will be an effective tool 
to identify an increase in leakage levels in the DMA.  Once the leakage level has reached a 
threshold PWD teams will be sent out to detect and repair the leaks.   
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SEATTLE PUBLIC UTILITIES (SPU) – CASE STUDY 

General DMA Information 

SPU proposed several potential areas of which an existing pressure control zone (Graham 
Hill) was selected to be set up as a permanent DMA.  The DMA is situated in the Graham Road 
area south of Seattle and comprises of 11 miles (17km) of mains and 1,259 service connections. 
There is a significant elevation change within this district (see Table D-25 for DMA 
characteristics).  

 

Table D-25 
SPU – general DMA characteristics 

Total Number of Service Connections nr 1,259 
Mains Length miles  11 (17km) 
Connection Density nr/mile 119 (74nr/km)  
Average Zone Pressure psi 103 (72 mH) 
Average Pressure at Critical Point psi 72 (51 mH) 
 
 
Graham Hill was supplied through a 20in. (500mm) main.  Figure D-30 shows a map of 

the selected DMA. 
 
 

                                

Figure D-30 Graham Hill DMA map 
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Initial Flow and Pressure Measurements 

The 20in. feeder main was deemed too large for the needs of DMA flow measurements 
and pressure control.  The initial flow and pressure measurements were conducted in February 
2005, to gather the necessary information for the design of a new DMA inflow chamber (see 
Figure D-31).  Flow into the selected DMA along with pressure was measured over 24hrs.  The 
inflow to the area was measured at S. Juneau Street inside an existing vault.  An ultrasonic flow 
meter was installed on a 13.20in. (335mm) main.  Three pressure loggers were installed in order 
to assess the pressure levels through out the area.  Pressure was measured at the Average 
pressure point (5156 Juneau St.), the Highest Elevation point (6052 52nd Avenue) and at the 
point furthest away from the inflow (5230 Brighton Street).  The appropriate size of feeder main 
for the DMA was calculated based on flow and pressure measurements, information about 
changes in demand between summer and winter, plus daily peak factors were taken into 
consideration. 

 
 

Flow and Pressure Graham Hills 23-24 Feb 2005
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Figure D-31 Flow and pressure in Graham Hill DMA between 23rd and 24th of February  
 
 

DMA Chamber Design 

As the Graham Hill DMA is supplied from one feed the inflow chamber was designed to 
include a 6in. (150mm) main equipped with “Metering PRV” to accommodate the daily demand 
(both summer and winter demands) and a 12in. (300mm) main equipped with a normal fixed 
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outlet PRV as bypass which should provide a back up in case of fire flow or other emergencies 
(see Figure D-32 for design details and Figure D-33 for images of the metering PRV and the 
stand by PRV). 

 
 

 

Figure D-32 Graham Hill DMA inflow chamber design 
 
 

Valve and Metering PRV Installation 

The first visit to install and commission the pressure control station on Juneau Rd was 
undertaken from June 15th to June 22nd, 2005.  

The DMA is designed to be fed the majority of the time through the 6in. (150mm) 
pressure reducing valve with a metering function as can be seen in the picture below on the left 
hand side.  In order to ensure that fire flow can be supplied to the DMA a 12in. (300mm) sleeper 
valve was also fitted and can be seen on the right hand side of the picture below.  The 12in. 
(300mm) valve was set at an outlet pressure of 120 psi (84 mH) and the 6in. (150mm) valve at an 
outlet pressure of 132 psi (93 mH). 
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Figure D-33 6in. metering valve with flow control and 12in. sleeper valve for fire flow 
volume 

 
 

C Commissioning 

The valves were successfully commissioned on June 16th and 17th, 2005.  The 20in. 
(500mm) main line feed valve was slowly closed and the low pressure setting for the sleeper 
valve was set.  Next the higher pressure flow control valve was set up and calibrated for 0 to 
1,000 gpm (63 L/s) flow and an outlet pressure of 132 psi (93 mH).  The idea was to reduce an 
additional 10 psi (7 mH) of pressure at off peak times.  During commissioning, pressures were 
manually checked at the average zone point and at the critical node.  In addition, the SPUC 
SCADA pressure sensor was monitored to ensure that no serious pressure deficiencies were 
created.  No pressure complaints were received. 

D Fire Flow Tests 

In order to satisfy operational requirements to operate at the lower pressures, fire flow 
tests were undertaken on June 18th, 2005.  One by one, four separate fire hydrants were flowed in 
order to define the available flow for a potential fire and also to ensure that the 12in. (300mm) 
valve would actually open under duress.  As the hydrants were gradually brought online, flows 
increased from approximately 250 gpm (16 L/sec) to in excess of 2,000 gpm (126 L/sec).  The 
6in (150mm) valve was able to supply sufficient water to the district up to around 1,850 gpm 
(117 L/sec) at which time the head loss across the valve became too great and pressures dropped 
off.  A smooth switch was observed as the 12in. (300mm) valve opened and handled the majority 
of flow volume.  Further flow measurement was not possible as the 12in. (300mm) valve was not 
equipped with a metering kit. 
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E Baseline Measurements Flows and Pressure 

Once the valve was commissioned initial baseline flows and pressures were measured 
with a fixed outlet control using standard hydraulic controls in order to test valves stability.  The 
flows and pressures seen below in Figure D-34 show the initial results. 

 
 

Initial Baseline Flow and Pressure Measurements @ Fixed Outlet Pressure Control
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Figure D-34 Baseline flows and pressures with fixed outlet control 
 
 

F Valve Instability 

Various factors contribute to stable control of pressure through a diaphragm operated 
control valve. Key factors are: 

 
• Correct sizing of the valve (s) 
• Sufficient pressure differential across the valve for the valve to maintain stable 
control 
• The speed of change of demand within the district 
• The tightness of the district boundary valves 
• The length of pipe work downstream of the valve (s) 
• The ability to bleed air out of the control valve head 
• The ability to calibrate opening and closing speed of the valve to match demand 
changes 
• The hardware fitted to the control valve such as heavy duty return springs 
 
Initially, the valve was reasonably stable however, as demands picked up during the end 

of the first day, a definite swing was created in the district and the valve was hunting. 
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G Valve Calibration 

On Monday June 21st, 2005, the valve was retrofitted with a C-Pod 4-20mA to pulse 
signal converter and left to log flow and pressure for 24 hours in order to properly see how the 
valve responded to changes in demand during the diurnal cycle. 

On Tuesday June 22nd, 2005, the valve was calibrated by slowing down both the opening 
and closing speed of the valve in order to reduce the swing in the valve. Swing was reduced from 
approximately 8 psi (5.6 mH) to approximately 4 psi (2.8 mH) and the valve was left to run 
hydraulically for a further day.  The reduction in deviation of the valve outlet pressure around the 
mean controlled outlet pressure can be seen in Figure D-35 below. 

 
 

Valve calibration
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Figure D-35 Slowing the 6in. (150mm) valve down to improve stability 
 
 
Because of system improvement projects in the DMA and adjacent to the DMA, no 

further pressure management work or DMA measurements could be conducted.  However, this 
installation proves that it is possible to convert existing pressure control sites into DMAs and it is 
possible to meet fire flow demands in pressure controlled areas. 
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DALLAS WATER UTILITIES (DWU) – CASE STUDY 

Introduction 

Dallas Water Utilities (DWU) was selected to undertake a comparison of best practice for 
leak detection and pinpointing.  As DWU has recently invested in the acquisition of leak noise 
loggers, it was decided to assess the effectiveness as well as the advantages and disadvantages of 
noise loggers compared to conventional comprehensive leak detection undertaken by a skilled 
leakage inspector. 

DWU selected two areas named Deep Ellum (see Figure D-36) and Fare Park (see Figure 
D-37), where these technologies could be trialed and compared.   

 
 

 

Figure D-36 Deep Ellum 
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Figure D-37 Fair Park 
 
 
The two test areas have a total of 21.31 miles of mains.  Three mains materials are 

present in the two areas, which are Ductile Iron (DI), Cast Iron (CI) and Polyvinyl Chloride 
(PVC).  Both areas have a relative low density of service connections, which does not favor the 
comprehensive leak survey method.  In general, the advantage of a comprehensive leak survey 
lies in the fact that every fitting is sounded (including service connection valves) whilst noise 
loggers are designed to be installed on main line pipe fittings, which are usually spaced further 
apart in the distribution network.  In a network with a high density of service connections the 
comprehensive leak detection has more sounding points available than the noise loggers. 

Design of Comparative Test 

The goal of the test was to evaluate the effectiveness and applicability of the two leak 
detection technologies in a fair and reproducible way with the same conditions for both 
technologies.  Therefore, every day a section of the two test areas was selected and a highly 
trained leak detection expert from WSO conducted a comprehensive leak survey in this area.  
Every day the leaks found were marked on a distribution map and notes were taken about the 
length and material of mains surveyed.  After the leak detection expert had completed his survey, 
DWU leak detection team members deployed noise loggers in the exact same area and left the 
noise loggers in place over night.  The next day, DWU leak detection team members went back 
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to the area, collected the noise loggers and verified the noise picked up by the loggers.  The leaks 
found were marked on a map and notes about noise picked up by the loggers with no discernable 
leak found were made.  DWU leak detection team members followed their general practice and 
deployed the noise loggers at spacings smaller than stated by the manufacturer. 
Table D-26 gives an example of the stated manufacturer recommended spacing between noise 
loggers and the spacing the DWU leak detection team used.  On average DWU deploys the noise 
loggers at half the distance of what is quoted as necessary spacing by the manufacturer. 
 

Table D-26  
Example of noise logger deployment sheet for day 1 

 
 
 
The number of leaks as well as the time to complete the surveys was of interest.  

Therefore, both the leak detection expert and the DWU leak detection team members kept track 
of the time needed to complete their work (see Table D-27). 
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Table D-27 
Example of comprehensive leak detection sheet for day 1 

Day 1 Size Material length of distribution network surveyedLeak noise yes/no leak confirmed yes /nototal time spent
6" CI 0.4 miles   yes yes
8" PVC 0.65 miles
10" CI 0.20 miles
12" DI 0.45 miles
16" CI 0.36 miles

Distance 2.06 miles Leak detection 3.5 Hours  
 
 

Type of Noise Loggers Used for Study 

DWU purchased (Permalog KM3 noise loggers) noise loggers that can be deployed on a 
permanent or temporary base.  In the case of DWU, they were purchased to be deployed 
temporarily and moved from area to area of the distribution system.  The noise loggers once 
installed on a pipe fitting, detect the leak noise over night and transmit the information to a 
receiver module which may be hand-carried or vehicle-mounted.  Each noise logger unit adapts 
itself automatically to its environment.  If no leak is present, a signal is transmitted to indicate 
normal background conditions (NO LEAK).  However, as soon as a possible leak is detected, the 
noise logger unit enters an alarm state and transmits a signal to indicate a LEAK condition.  This 
information is collected and stored by a receiver module. 

The DWU leak detection team members have received a comprehensive training in the 
use of the noise loggers by the noise logger distributor. 

Comprehensive Leak Detection  

It is important to mention that the comprehensive leak detection was carried out by an 
experienced and fully trained leak detection expert.  The leak detection survey was conducted 
using sonic detection equipment including a ground microphone survey instrument and a leak 
noise correlator.  Field leak detection methods consisted of direct contact listening with the 
ground microphone at each hydrant, valve, air relief valve (ARV), and service connection that 
was found during the survey.  The ground microphone was also used as probe rod between direct 
contact points at approximately 10 foot intervals if necessary. 

Results 

The results from the two different survey technologies have been prepared for 
comparison in a table (see Table D-28).  

The noise loggers were deployed only for one night and during the next day the DWU 
leak detection team verified the leak noises indicated by the noise loggers through leak noise 
correlation.  As the DWU leak detection team members did not keep accurate track of the time 
necessary to verify the leak noises indicated by the loggers an average of 15 minutes of follow 
up work per leak noise was assumed (it is felt that this estimation is definitely not overestimating 
the time involved to verify the indicated leak noise). 

Pipe diameters larger than 12” were surveyed by both methodologies which, in theory, 
should not be included in the direct comparison as there are limited access points for the noise 
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loggers on larger pipes.  However, neither of the two technologies picked up a leak on a pipe 
larger than 12inches in diameter. 

 

Table D-28 
Results of comprehensive leak detection and noise logger survey 

CI DI PVC Total CI DI PVC Total CI DI PVC Total
1 0.96 0.45 0.65 2.06 3.5 1 1 4 1.75 5.75 1 1
2 1.2 0.35 0.6 2.15 3.5 2 2 2.5 1.25 3.75 2 2
3 0.6 1.4 2.00 3.3 0 2.5 2 4.5 0
4 1.0 0.2 0.2 1.40 2 1 1 2 1 3 0
5 1.4 0.4 0.26 2.06 3.5 0 3 0.5 3.5 0
6 2.2 0.8 3.00 4 1 1 3 2.25 5.25 3 3
7 2.0 1.0 0.35 3.35 3.1 2 1 3 2 0.25 2.25 1 1
8 0.8 1.55 0.30 2.65 2.6 0 2 0 2 0
9 1.6 0.54 0.50 2.64 3 0 2 0 2 0

11.8 6.69 2.86 21.31 28.5 6 0 2 8 23 9 32 7 0 0 7

Leaks foundmiles of mains surveyed
Conventional detailed leak detection

Leaks foundtime to deploy 
noise loggers 

time to 
confirm leak 

Total 
survey time 

Survey time 
(hr)

Noise logger survey

Day

 
 
 

• During the first three days the two technologies produced the same results. 
• On the 4th day, a leaking fire hydrant off a 12inch PVC main was detected through 

comprehensive leak detection. This leak was not picked up by the noise logger that 
was only 15 feet away from the leaking hydrant. 

• On the fifth day, no leak was detected by both technologies. 
• On day six, a 12inch CI break was detected by both technologies.  However, the noise 

loggers detected in addition a leaking fire hydrant and a leaking 2inch gate valve. 
This area was a busy and noisy area in downtown Dallas, where it appears that the 
noise loggers had an advantage over the comprehensive leak detection technology.  

• On day seven, only one leak was picked up by the noise loggers which was on a fire 
hydrant off a 12inch CI main (leak also picked up by comprehensive survey).  Two 
more leaks were detected by the comprehensive survey, one an 8inch CI main and 
one on an 8inch PVC main.  The noise logger was only 100feet away from the 8inch 
PVC main leak. 

• During the last two days no leaks were detected. 
 

Conclusions 

HTimely Effort  

From this study, it appears that overall there is no mentionable difference between the 
time needed to conduct a comprehensive leak detection survey and the time needed to conduct a 
noise logger survey.  In total it took 5.5 hours more to conduct the comprehensive leak detection 
than it took to deploy the noise loggers. However, in addition a significant time was necessary to 
confirm the leak noises identified by the noise loggers.  

In total, the noise logger survey took 3.5 hours longer than the comprehensive leak 
detection survey. 
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IEffectiveness and Advantages of Technologies 

Several points need to be highlighted: 
 
• In total, 2 leaks were detected on PVC mains of which none was picked up by the 

noise loggers.  This may indicate that the noise logger technology has problems in 
detecting leak noise generated by a PVC leak or that the spacing needs to be 
significantly less than specified by the manufacturer in order for the loggers to be able 
to detect the leak noise . 

• Comprehensive leak detection did not pick up a leak that was identified by the noise 
loggers during a survey in a busy and noisy downtown area.  This confirms the 
general perception that one of the advantages of noise loggers is their effectiveness in 
areas with a high level of ambient noise. 

• The time needed to conduct the survey was similar for both methods. 
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HALIFAX REGIONAL WATER COMMISSION (HRWC) – NOISE LOGGER TESTING 

Background 

For the purpose of testing and training, the HRWC has allowed a small active leak to 
persist on a section of 8” (200mm) ductile water main in a quiet residential area.  This “test” leak 
is at the threshold of acoustic detection given the proximity of contact points with the water main 
and the low flow rate, which is believed to be less than 1gpm.   

To evaluate noise loggers as a leak detection tool at the HRWC, correlating noise loggers 
were first deployed at the test leak to determine how well they “listen” and to determine the 
maximum effective distance that could be used between loggers.  The eight loggers were 
deployed at various contact points around the leak location and set to “listen” for several 
intervals throughout the night.  Similar to most correlators tested at this site, only the two closest 
to the leak were able to hear it, indicating that loggers would have to be deployed on every 
system valve, including hydrant valves, to be effective in the HRWC’s metallic distribution 
system.   

Clearly, each correlator and noise logger manufacturer may have unique signal 
processing and filtering, as well as different accelerometer technology, yielding different results.  
In general, the loggers tested were as capable of detecting leaks as the correlators that had been 
tested at the HRWC, with the advantage of “listening” during the night. 

Deployment 

Over the course of several days, the loggers were deployed on system and hydrant valves 
in areas that had been acoustically surveyed and noise mapped by the HRWC leak detection 
teams at night, using hydrants only.  Areas that had been identified as having active leaks and 
areas where no leakage was identified by the leak teams were covered.  In all cases, the loggers 
were placed during the day, set to “listen” for several intervals throughout the night, and 
retrieved and analyzed the following day.   

The loggers were also tested on a section of 8” (200mm) PVC where the HRWC is able 
to simulate leakage to evaluate correlator success on plastic pipe.   

JFindings 

The loggers are equipped with strong magnets that provide coupling with valves or other 
metallic contact points.  A clean contact surface is required to ensure the best possible results.  
At the HRWC, main system and hydrant valves are accessed through valve boxes.  Through the 
winter months, road salt and other debris infiltrate the valve box, often covering the operating 
nut.  For this reason, considerable time was spent cleaning the valve operating nuts to prepare for 
the loggers.  In several cases, misalignment of the valve box prevented the installation of the 
logger.  The noise loggers were successful in detecting the known active leaks previously 
identified by the leak detection teams.  No new leaks or leak sounds were identified by the 
loggers.  Similar to other correlating devices, the accuracy varied from site to site and the leak 
location was confirmed with amplified listening equipment. 

The loggers failed to identify the simulated leak on PVC which was easily detectable by 
surface sounding with amplified listening equipment and ground microphone. 
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Pros:  
 

• The loggers can be deployed during the day and “listen” through the night when 
ambient noise is low and leak noise is high.  In most cases, system pressures are 
higher during the night, increasing leak noise levels. 

• Loggers are relatively simple in their operation and require no special skills. 
• The data from correlating loggers can be saved and analyzed at a later time using 

different pipe data or measured sound speeds for increased accuracy in 
pinpointing. 

• They are very effective in hearing leaks. 
 
Cons: 
 

• The loggers are very expensive to purchase. Eight correlating loggers with 
software cost approximately $20,000.  It is too expensive to purchase enough 
loggers to survey the distribution system effectively in a timely manner. 

• After identifying the leak, confirmation and pinpointing is still required.  Similar 
to correlators, correlating loggers are not always accurate in leak location. 

• Loggers cannot discriminate leak sounds from control valve sounds or flow 
through other mechanical devises, such as backflow preventers and, therefore, can 
return false results. 

• Unless equipped with filtering, interfering noises (electric motors, 60 Hz etc) on 
the pipe can return a false positive or prevent the logger from hearing a leak noise. 

Conclusions 

The noise loggers tested at the HRWC were very capable of detecting and recording leaks 
sounds on metallic pipe; in particular, with the advantage of “listening” during the quiet night 
period, however, the tests performed at the HRWC did not yield results as optimistic as the 
manufacturer claims.   

Noise loggers would not be a cost effective tool for surveying at the HRWC.  The HRWC 
leak detection teams can sound 150-200 contact points during every shift, recording all leaks 
sounds on system maps.  Obvious leaks can be pinpointed and marked for excavation during 
each shift, therefore reducing leak run time, where noise loggers require further pinpointing of all 
identified leaks.  With eight loggers, it would take more that three years to survey the complete 
distribution system.  The HRWC’s leak detection teams can survey the complete system within 
four weeks.  Increasing the number of loggers would decrease the survey time, however, it 
quickly becomes cost prohibitive. 

Loggers would be valuable in busy downtown, commercial or industrial areas that require 
sounding during the night, or any area that cannot be accessed by leak detection personnel during 
the night.  In these cases, loggers would be deployed to identify if there is a need for further 
investigation.   
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APPENDIX E: DETAILED ELL ANALYSIS 
Fastcalc Pro Canada Version  1a 10th Jan 2006 Data entry

Defaults

Currency = $C Volume units 
= Ml and m3

Utility Halifax Regional Water Commission DS 01/07/2004 to 01/07/2005 = 365 days 

System Whole System No Calculation by Date

Ml
A WOS: Own Sources: Lake Major 34135.55 0.00% 0.00 34135.55 2.0% 121328 67.7%
A WOS: Own Sources: Pockwork 16300.56 0.00% 0.00 16300.56 2.0% 27666 32.3%
A WOS: Own Sources: Total 50436.11 0.00% 0.00 50436.11 1.5% 148995 100.0%
A WI: Water Imported (Specify bulk meters) 0.00 0.00% 0.00 0.00 0.0% 0 0.0%

SIV: SYSTEM INPUT VOLUME 50436.11 0.00% 0.00 50436.11 1.5% 148995 100.0%
A BACE:Water Exported (Specify meters) 0.00 0.00% 0.00 0.00 0.0% 0 0.0%

WS: WATER SUPPLIED = SIV - BACE 50436.11 0.00% 0.00 50436.11 1.5% 148995 100.0%
A BACM1: Billed Authorised Consumption: Metered 28590.8 1.0% 21279 56.7%
A BACM2: Billed Authorised Consumption: Metered 13466.1 1.0% 4720 26.7%
A BACM3: Billed Authorised Consumption: Metered 124.4 1.0% 0 0.2%
A 0.0 0.0% 0 0.0% $C / m3 $C x 1000 %

8254.8 9.9% 174994 16.4% 0.0813 671.4 2.2%
A 0.03% of WS 13.7 1.0% 0 0.0% 0.2780 3.8 0.0%
C UACU: Unbilled Authorised Consumption: Unmetered:    Estimated as 0.938% of WS 473.2 100.0% 58296 0.9% 0.2780 131.6 0.4%

7767.9 12.2% 233289 15.4% 0.0690 536.0 1.8%
C UC: Unauthorised Consumption: Estimated as 0.203% of WS 102.5 100.0% 2737 0.2% 0.2780 28.5 0.1%

A/B ALMUR1: Apparent Loss - meter under-registration: Meters less than 
3" 1.00% of BACM1 288.8 50.0% 5428 0.6% 0.2780 80.3 0.3%

B ALMUR2: Apparent Loss - meter under-registration: Meters 3" or 
greater 2.00% of BACM2 274.8 50.0% 4915 0.5% 0.2780 76.4 0.3%

B ALMUR3: Apparent Loss - meter under-registration: Bulk FS and 
Hydrants 0.00% of BACM3 and 

UACM 0.0 50.0% 0 0.0% 0.2780 0.0 0.0%

B 0.0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0.2780 0.0 0.0%
666.1 33.6% 13079 1.3% 0.2780 185.2 0.6%

7101.8 13.7% 246369 14.1% 0.0513 350.8 1.2%
A % of period system pressurized = 100.0% 365.0 days 30321.0 $C x 1000

19.46 Ml/day

km metres

A Lm: Mains Length, km 1388.80 Yes 1.0% UBL in litres/day  = (20 x Lm + 1.25 x Nt + 33 x Lp) x (P/50)1.5
A Nh: Number of Fire Hydrants 7891 1.0% UARL in litres/day  = (18 x Lm + 0.8 x Nt + 25 x Lp) x P
A Nb: Number of Separately Billed Properties 82100 1.0% Ml Ml $C x 1000

A R: Ratio of billed Service Connections (Ns, main to curb-stop) 
to Billed Props (Nb) 1.000 1.0% per day in period in period

Ns: Number of billed Service Connections 82100 1.4%
A Nu: Number of  Unbilled Service Connections 1702 1.0%

Nt: Total Number of Service Connections                     mains to 
curb-stops, = Ns + Nu 83802 Yes 1.4%

DC: Density of Connections/ km of mains = Ns/Lm 60.3 1.7%
C Lp: Average pipe length, curb stop to meter (m) 7.5 20.0%

Lp: Total pipe length, curb stops to meters (km) 615.75 20.0%
B P: Average pressure when system pressurised (psi) 73.8 3.0%

P: Average pressure when system pressurised (m) 52.2 3.0%

16.4 10.0% 14.7 18.0
2.2 10.0% 2.0 2.4

Best Op23 PI > 1.3 33.7% 0.9 1.8
1.3 33.7% 0.9 1.8

Best Op24 PI > 232 13.8% 200 264
14.0 13.7% 12.1 15.9
3.47 14.3% 2.97 3.97Real Losses Detailed (IWA Level 3, Op 25) Infrastructure Leakage Index ILI (non-dimensional)

Apparent Losses (IWA Op23) % of Water Supplied (Distribution Systems)
% of System Input Volume (Bulk Supply Systems)

Real Losses Basic (IWA Level 1, Op24) Litres/service connection/day, when system pressurised
m3/km of mains/day, when system pressurised

Non Revenue Water Basic (IWA Level 1, Fin36) % of System Input by Volume
Non Revenue Water Basic (IWA Level 1, Fin37) % of System Input by Value

249.8 19.3%

IWA BEST PRACTICE PERFORMANCE INDICATOR UNITS OF PERFORMANCE INDICATOR Best estimate 95% CLs as 
+/- %

Lowest 
Estimate

Highest 
Estimate

Yes POTENTIALLY RECOVERABLE 
REAL LOSSES = CARL - UARL 13.85 5056

4.2%

CURRENT ANNUAL REAL 
LOSSES CARL 19.46 7102 350.8 13.7%

UNAVOIDABLE ANNUAL REAL 
LOSSES UARL 5.61 2046 101.1

COMPONENT OF REAL 
LOSSES

95% CLs 
as +/- %

UNAVOIDABLE BACKGROUND 
LEAKAGE 3.92 1429 70.6 5.8%

CARL: CURRENT ANNUAL REAL LOSSES (when system is pressurized)     

SYSTEM INFRASTRUCTURE AND PRESSURE DATA
Valid for 

UARL& ILI 
calc?

95% CLs as +/- 
%

ASSESSMENT OF UNAVOIDABLE REAL LOSSES, AND VOLUME AND COST OF 

Notes: If Lm and Lp are in and pressure P is in

ALDCD  Customer meter data handling errors
AL: Sum of APPARENT LOSSES
RL: REAL LOSSES

Cost of running system in period =

BACU: Billed Authorised Consumption:Unmetered
NRW:  NON-REVENUE WATER  
UACM: Unbilled Authorised Consumption: Metered

WL WATER LOSSES

Correction to 
metered 
volume

% of System 
Input Volume

Calculated Value of NRW as % of 
System Running Costs in Period
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WATER BALANCE CALCULATIONS Volume in   
period      
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Confidence 
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Variance       

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR 

IWA Terminology Recorded 
volume in period

Systematic 
error 

correction

Note:Calculations should be based on a 12-month period for all aspects of the worksheet to function correctly

Bulk supply (BS)                                       or 
Do most customers have private storage 

tanks? Paul Fanner

WATER AUDIT AND LOSSES PERFORMANCE INDICATORS PROGRAM 'FASTCALC' . Data from another Worksheet
ANNUAL WATER BALANCE CALCULATION IN IWA STANDARD FORMAT, WITH 95% CONFIDENCE LIMITS Calculated Values

 

Figure E-1 HWRC water balance (using PIFastCalcs software) 
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Figure E-2 HRWC BABE component analysis of awareness, location, Repair Time 
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Figure E-3 PWD water balance 
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Version 2u Data entry Defaults Calculated

 

Utility Period July 1 2002 to June 30 2003 = 365 days

System J. Thornton Date

1 days 0.25 days Background Reported Unreported Total Percent

14 days 0.25 days MGall/yr MGall/yr MGall/yr MGall/yr of total

14 days 15 days Reservoirs 237 0 0 237 0.9%

180 days 5 days Trans. Mains 351 27 0 377 1.5%

2 days 40 days Dist. Mains 2296 213 156 2666 10.5%

70.0 days Services 17821 4039 248 22109 86.9%

One Leakage Survey every 12.0 months 20.0 days Hydrants & Valves 0 7 61 67 0.3%

6.0 months Totals 20705 4286 465 25456 100.0%

180.0 days 55 psi 8.8% 25718 MGall/year

16.50 262 MGall/year

TABLE A: CALCULATION OF LOSSES FROM REPORTED AND UNREPORTED BREAKS

Reported 12 419 312.5 0.50 24 30 0.50 5.9

Unreported 0 419 312.5 0.50 4380 4386 72.37 0.0

Reported 22 419 25.6 0.50 336 696 0.94 20.7

Unreported 0 419 25.6 0.50 4380 4740 6.40 0.0

Reported 940 2742 110.2 0.50 24 30 0.17 164.1

Unreported 0 2742 110.2 0.50 4380 4386 25.52 0.0

Reported 199 2742 10.3 0.50 336 456 0.25 49.2

Unreported 64 2742 10.3 0.50 4380 4500 2.44 156.0

Reported 305 473973 7.0 0.50 336 1296 0.48 146.1

Unreported 32 473973 7.0 0.50 4380 5340 1.97 63.2

Reported 1221 473973 7.0 0.50 336 2016 0.75 909.9

Unreported 32 473973 7.0 0.50 4380 6060 2.24 71.7

Reported 663 74028 14.2 0.50 4320 6000 4.50 2983.0

Unreported 25 74028 14.2 0.50 4380 6060 4.54 113.6

Reported 32 28000 3.1 0.50 48 528 0.09 2.8

Unreported 39 28000 3.1 0.50 4380 4860 0.81 31.4

Reported 20 84470 7.1 0.50 48 528 0.20 4.0

Unreported 16 84470 7.1 0.50 4380 4860 1.82 29.2

4750.8

TABLE B: CALCULATION OF BACKGROUND LEAKAGE MGall/day MGall/yr 

Background leakage through Service Reservoirs: Capacity  Mgall 0.648 236.5

Assumed background leakage through structure = 0.000% of capacity/day

Gall/hour @71psi Gall/hour Gall/day MGall/yr 

Background Leakage on Transmission mains 419 8.5 1.50 16.50 55.0 58695 40018 960431 350.6

Background Leakage on Distribution Mains 2742 8.5 1.50 16.50 55.0 384495 262149 6291568 2296.4

Background Leakage: Services 548001 0.33 1.50 16.50 55.0 2983865 2034397 48825532 17821.3
 
BACKGROUND LEAKAGE CALCULATION ASSUMPTIONS: Table B shows estimated volumes lost from background (undetectable) small leaks. These are calculated using IWA standard values for well-maintained infrastructure in good 
condition at 71 psi (50m) pressure, multiplied by an Infrastructure Condition Factor (ICF) to allow for the actual propensity for background leakage for this particular network. The ICF should be assessed from field tests (which have not yet 
taken place). Background leakage is sensitive to pressure, so the estimates of background leakage at 50m pressure are adjusted for actual pressure assuming background leakage varies with pressure to the power 1.5 (Favad N1 exponent = 
1.5). This calculation gives the benefit of doubt to recoverable system leakage in that it does not take into account any background service reservoir leakage.

Estimate taken from GK's Water Audit

Length (Mile) or 
Number

IWA values at 71 
psi 

Assumed  FAVAD 
N1 Value

Infrastructure Condition 
Factor ICF

Average 
pressure

Background Leakage Calculation

Valves 0.0004 100% 480

480

100% 1680

1680

Hydrants 0.0025 100% 480

480

Services active 
PWD repaired

4.16

100% 960

960

Services active 
Cust repaired 100% 1680

1680

Services 
abandoned

100% 6

6

Distribution 
main leaks 100% 120

120

Transmission 
main breaks

391.5

100% 6

6

Transmission 
main leaks 100% 360

360

Distribution 
main breaks

Average 
MGalls lost 

per leak

Ave. Annual 
Loss Mgall/yearReported or 

Unreported
Annual number 

of  breaks
Length (Miles) 

or number
Frequency per 

1000 units
% of metal pipes

Typical Flow rate 
@ 71 psi 
Galls/min

WATER BALANCE BEST ESTIMATE TO +/-

 ICF BALANCING ERROR  =

Assumed FAVAD N1 
for this type of break 

or leak

Average Awareness 
(hours)

Average 
Location 
(hours)

Average repair/shutoff 
(hours)

Average 
duration 
(hours)

Hydrants and valves

Average awareness time = System variables

Average awareness time = Average pressure

Hydrants and Valves Services PWD repaired

Unreported Leaks and Breaks (A) Services Customer repaired

Active service Mains leaks>12"

Abandoned service Mains leaks <12"

Mains breaks Mains breaks > than 12"

Mains leaks Mains breaks = < than  12" 

Whole System Calculation by Jun-04

Reported Leaks and Breaks (A) Work Order System Waiting Time (LR) BABE ESTIMATE OF COMPONENTS OF REAL LOSSES

LEAKAGE ECONOMICS ANALYSIS KNOW-HOW SOFTWARE for USA: LEAKSUSA From another sheet

Annual BABE model - review of levels of service for leak detection and repair

Philadelphia Water Department Fiscal Year 2003

 

Figure E-4 PWD BABE component analysis of awareness, location, repair time 
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FULL ALPHABETICAL LIST OF WATER LOSS MANAGEMENT 
DEFINITIONS 

This section covers a wide range of water loss management terms.  Explanations are kept 
brief, details on methodology and further descriptions can be found in the relevant chapters of 
this manual.  This section includes the preceding water balance definitions for completeness and 
is organized in alphabetical order. 

KActive Leak Detection (ALD) 

ALD is a pro-active policy a water utility implements if it decides to search for hidden 
leaks.  ALD includes in its most basic form planned regular sounding with leak detection devices 
or instruments. 

LAnnual Water Balance (AWB) 

A component analysis of inputs, exports and uses of water within the distribution system.  
Every drop of water input to the system is allocated to one use component of the water balance, 
in accordance with the standard annual water balance definitions. 

The annual water balance should be determined on an annual basis for the same period 
each year, usually either for the fiscal year or the calendar year. 

MApparent Losses 

Includes all types of inaccuracies associated with customer metering as well as data 
handling errors (meter reading and billing), plus unauthorized consumption (theft or illegal use).  
It is important to note that reducing apparent losses will not reduce physical water losses but will 
recover lost revenue. 

Note: Over-registration of customer meters, leads to under-estimation of Real Losses.  
Under-registration of customer meters, leads to over-estimation of Real Losses. 

NAuthorized Consumption 

The volume of metered and/or unmetered water taken by registered customers, the water 
supplier and others who are implicitly or explicitly authorized to do so by the water supplier, for 
residential, commercial and industrial purposes.  It also includes water exported across 
operational boundaries. 

Authorized consumption may include items such as fire fighting and training, flushing of 
mains and sewers, street cleaning, watering of municipal gardens, public fountains, frost 
protection, building water, etc.  These may be billed or unbilled, metered or unmetered. 

OAverage Zone Night Pressure (AZNP) 

The AZNP is the average pressure during (low consumption) night hours measured at the 
Average Zone Point. 
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PAverage Zone Point (AZP) 

The AZP is the point in a certain zone or area of the distribution network which 
represents the average pressure in this particular part of the distribution network. 

QAwareness Duration 

Awareness Duration is the average time from the occurrence of a leak until the water 
utility becomes aware of its existence.  The awareness time is influenced by the type of applied 
ALD policy. 

RBABE Concepts 

The Breaks And Background Estimates (BABE) concepts were developed by the UK 
National Leakage Initiative between 1991 and 1993.  The concepts were the first to model the 
components of physical leakage objectively, rather than empirically, thus permitting rational 
planning management and operational control of strategies for their reduction. 

SBackground Losses 

Background losses are individual events (small leaks and weeps) that will continue to 
flow, with flow rates too low to be detected by an active leak detection campaign unless either 
detected by chance or until they gradually worsen to the point that they can be detected. 

TBacklog of Leaks 

Substantial number of hidden leaks accumulated over time because of the absence of an 
ALD program.  The removal of the Backlog of Leaks is in most cases perfectly justified from an 
economic point of view and is often the beginning of regular active leak detection and repair. 

UBilled Authorized Consumption 

Those components of Authorized Consumption which are billed and produce revenue 
(also known as Revenue Water).  Equal to Billed Metered Consumption plus Billed Unmetered 
Consumption.. 

VBilled Metered Consumption 

All metered consumption which is also billed.  This includes all groups of customers such 
as domestic, commercial, industrial or institutional and also includes water transferred across 
operational boundaries (water exported) which is metered and billed. 
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WBilled Unmetered Consumption 

All billed consumption which is calculated based on estimates or norms but is not 
metered.  This might be a very small component in fully metered systems (for example billing 
based on estimates for the period a customer meter is out of order) but can be the key 
consumption component in systems without universal metering.  This component might also 
include water transferred across operational boundaries (water exported) which is unmetered but 
billed. 

XBottom-up Analysis 

A Bottom-up Analysis of real losses entails the  analysis of night flows into a small area 
of the distribution system, taking account of household and non-household night use components 
to determine the volume of real losses in the area. 

YBreaks 

Events with flow rates greater than those of background losses and therefore detectable 
by standard leak detection techniques.  Breaks can be visible or hidden. 

ZBreaks And Background Estimates (BABE) 

see BABE concepts 

AABreaks 

Equivalent to the term Breaks, used in the UK and internationally 

BBComponent Analysis of Real Loss 

Determination and quantification of the components of real losses in order to calculate 
the expected level of real losses in a distribution system.  The BABE concepts were the first 
component analysis model. 

CCComponent Analysis of Use 

Determination and quantification of the components of use by building up the total use 
volume of a component from individual usage events, estimates of the volume used in each event 
and the number of events in the period under consideration. 

DDCritical Pressure Point 

The critical pressure point is the point in a certain zone or area of the distribution network 
with the lowest pressure due to topography or hydraulic losses through the distribution network.  
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It is critical to ensure that adequate pressures are maintained at this point when introducing 
pressure management. 

EECurrent Annual Real Losses (CARL) 

The volume of water lost from all kind of leaks (Breaks and Background Losses) during 
the (annual) reporting period.  This includes water lost from (still) hidden breaks as well as from 
breaks which were found and repaired during the year.  It also includes possible losses at the 
utility’s storage tanks and is equal to the component Real Losses of the Annual Water Balance. 

FFCustomer Metering Inaccuracies and Data Handling Errors 

Apparent water losses caused by customer meter inaccuracies and data handling errors in 
the meter reading and billing system. 
 

GGDeutsches Institut fuer Normung (DIN) 

DIN, the German Institute for Standardization, is a registered association, founded in 
1917.  Its head office is in Berlin.  Since 1975 it has been recognized by the German government 
as the national standards body and represents German interests at international and European 
level. 

HHDistribution System 

The totality of the network infrastructure, comprising service reservoirs, mains, service 
lines, valves and fittings of all types used to transport and distribute water from the utility’s 
treatment plants or points of delivery of imported treated water to the point of delivery to the 
customer.  The Distribution System includes the treated water transmission system. 

IIDistrict Metered Area (DMA) 

Hydraulically discreet part of the distribution network, ideally with one but sometimes 
with two or more inflow points equipped with bulk meters.  District metering involves the 
permanent monitoring of minimum night flows into DMAs.  It is a leakage management 
technique targeted at reducing the awareness duration for new leaks. 

JJEconomic Level of Leakage (ELL) 

The economic level of leakage is found by determining the level of losses where the sum 
of the cost of the real loss reduction and the cost of water lost is at a minimum. 
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KKEconomic Level of Apparent Losses (ELAL) 

The economic level of apparent losses is found by determining the level of losses where 
the sum of the cost of the meter change-out or other method of reducing apparent losses and the 
cost of revenue lost is at a minimum. 

LLEconomic Meter Changeout Frequency 

The economic meter change out frequency for a utility is determined through an analysis 
of the ELAL and is usually expressed either in terms of the number of years the meter has been 
in service, or the volume that has passed through the meter, or a combination of the two criteria. 

MMExcess Losses 

A component based real loss analysis is used to determine the part of real losses which is 
in “excess” of all other leakage components.  The volume of Excess Losses represents the 
quantity of water lost by leaks that are not currently being detected and repaired. 

NNExceptional Night Use 

Individual night uses by commercial, industrial or agricultural users where the flow rates 
used at night are a significant proportion of the minimum night flow recorded during a minimum 
night flow measurement.  Exceptional Night Users are identified in advance of the measurement 
through local operational knowledge so that the use by these customers during the period of the 
measurement can be recorded and taken into account. 

OOFixed and Variable Area Discharge path (FAVAD) 

Losses from fixed area leakage paths vary according to the square root of the system 
pressure, while discharges from variable area paths vary according to pressure to the power of 
1.5.  As there will be a mixture of fixed and variable area leaks in any distribution system, loss 
rates vary with pressure to a power that normally lies between the limits of 0.5 and 1.5.  The 
simplest versions of the FAVAD concept, suitable for most practical predictions, are 

 
Leakage Rate L (Volume/unit time) varies with PressureN1      or   L1/L0 = (P1/P0)N1 
 
The higher the N1 value, the more sensitive existing leakage flow rates will be to changes 

in pressures.  The FAVAD concepts have for the first time allowed accurate forecasting of the 
increase or decrease of Real Losses due to a change in pressure. 

PPHidden Losses 

Alternative term for Excess Losses 
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QQInfrastructure Condition Factor (ICF) 

The Infrastructure Condition Factor is the ratio between the actual level of Background 
Leakage in a zone and the calculated unavoidable Background Leakage of a well maintained 
system. 

RRInfrastructure Leakage Index (ILI) 

The ILI is a performance indicator of how well a distribution network is managed 
(maintained, repaired, rehabilitated) for the control of real losses, at the current operating 
pressure.  It is the ratio of Current Annual volume of Real Losses (CARL) to Unavoidable 
Annual Real Losses (UARL). 

ILI = CARL /  UARL 
Being a ratio, the ILI has no units and thus it facilitates comparisons between countries 

that use different measurement units (metric, U.S., or imperial). 

SSLeak Duration 

The length of time for which a break runs is apportioned, in the BABE concepts, into 
three separate time components - awareness, location and repair - the duration of each of which 
is separately estimated and modeled; Leak Duration equals Awareness plus Location plus Repair 
Time. 

TTLeakage Management 

Leakage Management can be classified into two groups: 
 
• Reactive Leak Detection 

• Active Leak Detection (ALD) 

UULeakage Modeling 

Leakage modelling is a methodology to analyse 24hr inflow and pressure data of a 
hydraulically discreet part of the distribution system.  Using the FAVAD principles and the 
results of the N1 Step Test the measured inflow can be split into: 

 
• Consumption; and 

• Leakage; and further into: 

- Background Losses 

- Breaks (= losses which can be recovered) 
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VVLosses at Utility’s Storage Facilities 

Losses from leaking treated water storage facilities caused by e.g. operational or technical 
problems.  These losses include leakage through the tank structure, overflows, evaporation etc. 

WWLeakage on Service Connections up to point of Customer Metering 

Water lost from leaks and breaks of service connections from (and including) the tapping 
point until the point of customer use.  In metered systems this is the customer meter, in 
unmetered situations this is the first point of use (stop tap/tap) within the property.  Leakage on 
service connections might be reported breaks but will predominately be small leaks which do not 
surface and which run for long periods (often years). 

Leakage on Transmission and/or Distribution Mains 

Water lost from leaks and breaks on transmission and distribution pipelines.  These might 
either be small leaks which are still unreported (e.g. leaking joints) or large breaks which were 
reported and repaired but did leak for a certain period before that. 

XXLegitimate Night Consumption 

Legitimate Night Consumption is part of the Minimum Night Flow and is normally 
composed of three elements: 

 
• Household night use 

• Non-household night use 

• Exceptional night use 

YYLocation Duration 

For reported leaks and breaks, this is the time it takes for the water utility to investigate 
the report of a leak or break and to correctly pin-point its position so that a repair can be carried 
out.  For Unreported Leaks and Breaks, depending on the ALD method used, the location 
duration may be zero since the leak or break is detected during the leak detection survey and 
therefore awareness and location occur simultaneously. 

ZZMinimum Night Consumption 

Equal to Legitimate Night Consumption 
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AAAMinimum Night Flow (MNF) 

The Minimum Night Flow in urban situations normally occurs during the early morning 
period, usually between around 02:00 and 04:00 hours.  The MNF is the most meaningful piece 
of data as far as real loss levels are concerned.  During this period, consumption is usually at a 
minimum and therefore real losses are at a maximum proportion of the total flow.  The 
estimation of the real loss component at Minimum Night Flow is carried out by subtracting an 
assessed amount of legitimate night consumption for each of the customers connected in the zone 
being studied. 

BBBN1 Factor 

The N1 Factor is used in the FAVAD concepts to calculate pressure/leakage 
relationships: 

Leakage Rate L (Volume/unit time) varies with PressureN1      or   L1/L0 = (P1/P0)N1. 
The higher the N1 value, the more sensitive existing leakage flow rates will be to changes 

in pressures.  N1 Factors range between 0.5 (corrosion holes only in metallic systems) and 1.5 
with occasional values of up to 2.5.  In distribution systems with a mix of pipe materials, N1 
values might be in the order of 1 to 1.15.  Therefore, a linear relationship can be assumed 
initially until N1 Step Tests are carried out to derive better data. 

CCCN1 Step Test 

The N1 Step Test is used to determine the N1 value for areas of the distribution network, 
and thereby determine from the N1 value how real losses in the zone are split between breaks 
and background losses.  During the test supply pressure into the area is reduced in a series of 
steps.  The reduction in flow into the zone and the change in pressure at the Average Zone Point 
are recorded.  The data is then analysed to determine the “effective area” of leakage in the zone 
and to compare this with the change in effective area caused by the change in pressure.  From 
this comparison, it is possible to determine the N1 value and to determine the ratio of fixed size 
holes (breaks) and variable sized holes (background leakage).  Caution should be exercised when 
interpreting the results of this test in systems containing plastic pipe materials because breaks in 
plastic pipes can have N1 values of 1.5 and in certain circumstances up to 2.5. 

DDDNight Day Factor (NDF) 

Pressure in a water distribution system varies with demands throughout the 24-hour day.  
For systems served by gravity from reservoirs, pressure is normally highest at night, between 
02.00 and 04.00 hours, when consumption is lowest.  Pressure is lowest when consumption is 
highest, generally around the principal meal times.  The minimum flow, measured over one hour 
during the night when flow is at its lowest (Minimum Night Flow), is generally used as the initial 
basis for calculating losses from the system.  Since leakage is pressure depending, it is higher 
during night hours than during the rest of the day and thus it would be incorrect to multiply night 
leakage by 24 to obtain the losses over 24 hours.  Therefore, the loss rate at night (in gph) is 
multiplied by a “Night Day Factor” of less than 24.  The Night-Day Factor is calculated from the 
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pressure profile.  Note: The NDF can sometimes be more than 24 hours, for example under 
special circumstances in pumped systems or where sophisticated pressure control is practiced. 

EEENight Flow Test (NFT) 

Zone inflow and pressure measurement carried out during night hours, usually between 
02:00 am and 04:00 am to measure Minimum Night Flow and corresponding Average Zone 
Pressure. 

FFFNon-Revenue Water 

Those components of System Input which are not billed and do not produce revenue. 
Equal to Unbilled Authorized Consumption plus Real and Apparent Water Losses. 

GGGPassive Leak Detection 

Same as Reactive Leak Detection. 

HHHPressure Management 

Pressure Management is one of the fundamental elements of a well designed leakage 
management strategy.  Pressure Management is best undertaken in conjunction with district 
metering.  Pressure Management seeks to optimize system pressures to minimize losses, while 
maintaining adequate levels of service. 

IIIPressure Managed Areas (PMAs) 

Hydraulically discreet parts of the distribution network, often with one but sometimes 
with two or more inflow points equipped with Pressure Reducing Valves (PRVs).  PMAs can be 
identical with DMAs, can be larger areas which consist of more than one DMA or can be solely 
set up for pressure management without any district metering, the latter of course being not 
advisable. 

JJJPressure Reducing Valve (PRV) 

Pressure Reducing Valves are traditionally understood as devices to be used in case of 
excessively high pressures, e.g. in systems with widely varying altitudes.  In the case of Pressure 
Management, PRVs are to be understood as control devices used to reduce, regulate and manage 
operating pressures. 

KKKPressure Step Test 

Equivalent to N1 Step Test 
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LLLReactive Leak Detection 

Reactive Leak Detection (also known as Passive Leak Detection) is practiced in many 
water utilities – whether economically justified or not.  Reactive Leak Detection is reacting to 
Reported Breaks or pressure drops, usually reported by customers or noted by the utility’s own 
staff while carrying out other duties.  Under normal circumstances, the overall level of leakage 
will continue to rise under Reactive Leakage Control. 

MMMReal Losses 

These are the physical water losses from the pressurized system and the utility’s storage 
tanks, up to the point of customer use. In metered systems this is the customer meter.  In 
unmetered situations this is the first point of use within the property19. 

The annual volume lost through all types of leaks, breaks and overflows depends on 
frequencies, flow rates, and average duration of individual leaks, breaks and overflows. 

Note: Although physical losses, after the point of customer use, are excluded from the 
assessment of Real Losses, this does not necessarily mean that they are not significant or worthy 
of attention for demand management purpose. 

NNNRecoverable Leakage 

Equivalent to Hidden or Excess Losses. 

OOORepair Time 

The time it takes a water utility to organize and shut off the flow from the leak once it has 
been pin-pointed. 

PPPReported Breaks 

Reported Breaks are those events that are brought to the attention of the water utility by 
the general public or the water utility’s own personnel.  A break or a leak that manifests itself at 
the surface will normally be reported to the water utility whether or not it causes nuisance such 
as flooding. 

QQQRevenue Water 

Those components of Authorized Consumption which are billed and produce revenue 
(also known as Billed Authorized Consumption).  Equal to Billed Metered Consumption plus 
Billed Unmetered Consumption. 

                                                 
19 This will be a new approach for many U.S. utilities where the customer is responsible for the pipework 

from the main stop.  However, the new approach is reasonably consistent with the point of use for internally metered 
properties, (which covers most of Northern U.S. and Canada) and it will encourage utilities to better manage repairs 
on customer pipework. 
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RRRService Connections 

A service connection connects the main to the measurement point or the customer curb 
stop, as applicable.  Where several registered customers or individually occupied premises share 
a physical connection, e.g. apartment buildings, this will still be regarded as the one connection, 
irrespective of the configuration and number of customers or premises.  The “number of service 
connections” (Ns) variable is required for the calculation of several performance indicators.  The 
Ns variable is also used to calculate the unavoidable annual real losses (UARL) in a system, by 
taking into consideration the unavoidable leakage expected to occur on service connections 
between the main and the curb stop or property line.  It is then added to the other components of 
UARL (on mains, and on pipes between the curb stop/property line and the customer meter) to 
calculate the total UARL. 

SSSSystem Input Volume 

The volume of treated water input to that part of the water supply system to which the 
water balance calculation relates.  Equal to Own Sources plus Water Imported: 

 
• Own Sources: The volume of (treated) water input to a distribution system from the 
water supplier’s own sources allowing for known errors (for example source meter 
inaccuracies).  The quantity should be measured after the utility’s treatment plant(s).  If 
there are no meters installed after the treatment plant, the output has to be estimated 
based on raw water input and treatment losses. 
 
• It is important to note that water losses at raw water transmission pipelines and losses 

during the treatment process are not part of the Annual Water Balance calculations. 
 
• Water Imported: The volume of bulk supplies imported across operational 
boundaries. Water imported can be either 
 

- Measured at the boundary meter (if already treated) 
- Measured at the outflow of the treatment plant (if raw water is imported and 

there is a separate treatment plant) 
- in either case, corrected for known errors (for example transfer meter 

inaccuracies). 
 

• Mix of raw water: If raw waters imported are mixed with own source raw water in the 
treatment plant, there is no need for a differentiation and the total production (output) 
of this one or more plant(s) is used as the basis for the System Input.  As always, 
corrections have to be made for known errors.  As with the “Own Sources”, it is 
important to note that water losses at raw water transmission systems and losses 
during the treatment process are not part of the Annual Water Balance calculations.  
In case the utility has no distribution input meters, or they are not used and the key 
meters are the raw water input meters, because these are the meters that they buy the 
raw water on, the system input has to be based on the raw water meters and treatment 
plant use/loss has to be taken into account. 
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TTTTop-Down Audit 

Equal to Annual Water Balance.  An Annual Water Balance is often referred to as a Top-
Down Balance, or Audit, of real losses because it is an analysis of the whole system, starting 
with the total system input and accounting for all uses to calculate the volume of real losses.  
Contrast the approach used to determine real losses in a Top-Down Audit with that used in a 
Bottom-Up Analysis. 

UUUUnaccounted-for Water 

Because of the widely varying interpretations and definitions of the term “Unaccounted 
for Water”, it is strongly recommend that this term be no longer used by water loss practitioners 
in North America.  If the term Unaccounted for Water is used, it should be defined as having the 
same definition and determination as Non-Revenue Water. 

VVVUnauthorized Consumption 

Any unauthorized use of water.  This may include illegal water withdrawal from hydrants 
(for example for construction purposes), illegal connections, bypasses to customer meters or 
meter tampering. 

WWWUnavoidable Annual Real Losses (UARL) 

Real Losses cannot be totally eliminated.  The estimated volume of Unavoidable Annual 
Real Losses (UARL) represents the lowest technically achievable annual Real Losses for a well-
maintained and well-managed system.  Equations for calculating UARL for individual systems 
were developed and tested by the IWA Water Losses Task Force (Lambert et al., 1999), allowing 
for: 

 
• background leakage – small leaks with flow rates too low for sonic detection if non-

visible 
• reported leaks and breaks – based on frequencies, typical flow rates, target average 

durations 
• unreported leaks and breaks – based on frequencies, typical flow rates, target average 

durations 
• pressure/leakage rate relationships (a linear relationship being assumed for most large 

systems) 
 
The UARL equation recommended requires data on four key system-specific factors: 
• Length of mains 
• Number of service connections 
• Location of customer meter on service connection (relative to property line, or curb-

stop in North America) 
• Average operating pressure 
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XXXUnbilled Authorized Consumption 

Those components of Authorized Consumption which are legitimate but not billed and 
therefore do not produce revenue.  Equal to Unbilled Metered Consumption plus Unbilled 
Unmetered Consumption. 

Unbilled Metered Consumption 

Metered Consumption which is for any reason unbilled.  This might for example include 
metered consumption by the utility itself or water provided to institutions free of charge, 
including water transferred across operational boundaries (water exported) which is metered but 
unbilled. 

Unbilled Unmetered Consumption 

Any kind of Authorized Consumption which is neither billed nor metered.  This 
component typically includes items such as fire fighting, flushing of mains and sewers, street 
cleaning, frost protection, etc.  It is a small component which is very often substantially 
overestimated.  Theoretically this might also include water transferred across operational 
boundaries (water exported) which is unmetered and unbilled – although this is an unlikely case. 

YYYUnreported Breaks 

Unreported breaks are those that are found by leak detectors undertaking an active leak 
detection program.  These breaks go undetected without some form of active leak detection. 

ZZZWater Audit 

Equal to Annual Water Balance. 

AAAAWater Balance 

Equal to Annual Water Balance. 

BBBBWater Losses 

The difference between System Input and Authorized Consumption.  Water losses can be 
considered as a total volume for the whole system, or for partial systems such as transmission or 
distribution systems, or individual zones.  Water Losses consist of Real Losses and Apparent 
Losses. 
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LIST OF ABREVIATIONS AND WATER LOSS MANAGEMENT 
DEFINITIONS 

ALD   active leak detection 
AMR   automated meter reading 
ANSI   American National Standards Institute 
AWB   annual water balance 
AWWA  American Water Works Association  
AZNP   average zone night pressure 
AZP   average zone pressure point 
 
BABE   breaks and background estimation 
BURLA  bottom-up real loss assessment  
BW   Bristol Water plc 
BWS   Bristol Water Services Ltd 
BWSC   Boston Water and Sewer Commission 
 
CARL   current annual real losses 
CCU   Charlotte County Utilities 
Cd   coefficient of discharge 
CdA   effective area 
conn/km  connections per kilometer   
conn/mile  connections per mile  
 
DEFRA  Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs   
DIN   Deutsche Industrie Norm (German Industry Norm) 
DMA   district metered area 
DVGW  German Technical and Scientific Association for Gas and Water 

  
DWR   California Department of Water Resources 
 
EL   excess loss 
ELAL   economic level of apparent losses 
ELL   economic level of leakage 
EPA   Environmental Protection Agency 
 
FAVAD  fixed and variable discharge paths  
 
gal/conn/day  gallons per connection per day  
gal/conn/d  gallons per connection per day  
gal/conn/day/psi gallons per connection per day per psi pressure    
gal/conn/hr  gallons per connection per hour  
gal/customer/day gallons per customer per day   
gal/mile/day  gallons per mile of mains per day   
gal/property/day gallons per property per day    
gal/s    gallons per second 
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GIS   geographic information system 
GNP   gross national product 
gph   gallons per hour 
gpm   gallons per minute 
GPM   gallons per minute 
GSM    Global System for Mobile Communications 
 
HPFS   high pressure fire system 
HRWC  Halifax Regional Water Commission  
 
ICF   infrastructure condition factor 
ICR   infrastructure condition rating  
ILI   infrastructure leakage index 
ISO   International Organization for Standardization 
IWA   International Water Association 
 
km   kilometer(s) 
KPI   key performance indicator 
 
L    leakage rate   
L/conn/d  liters per connection per day    
L/conn/hr  liters per connection per hour    
L/hr   liters per hour   
L/s   liters per second   
LD&R   leak detection and repair   
Lm   length of mains   
Lp    total length of private pipe, curb-stop to customer meter 
LPI   leakage performance indicator    
 
m3   cubic meters   
m3/hour  cubic meters per hour    
m3/km mains/day cubic meters per kilometer of mains per day    
M36   AWWA Manual “Water Audits and Leak Detection”  
mA   milliampere   
mH   meters head of water 
mg   million gallons   
mgd   million gallons per day   
mi   mile(s) 
ML/d   mega liters per day 
MNF   minimum night flow 
MNFA   minimum night flow analyses 
MWRA  Massachusetts Water Resources Authority  
 
N1    the power law exponent for the pressure/leakage relationship 
Nc    number of service connections 
NDF   night day factor 
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NFT   night flow test 
NNF   net night flow 
NPV   net present value 
NRW   non-revenue water 
 
OFWAT  Office of Water Services (UK)  
Op23   IWA performance indicator for apparent losses 
 
P    average system pressure 
PI   performance indicator 
PMA   pressure managed area 
PRV   pressure reducing valves 
PRV   pressure reducing valve 
psi   pounds per square inch 
 
RL   real loss 
RLC   real loss components 
RLCA   real loss component analysis 
 
SCADA  supervisory control and data acquisition  
SIC code  standard industrial classification code  
SMS   short message service 
SRF   drinking water state revolving fund 
STC 26  WRc Report 26 “Leakage Control Policy and Practice”  
 
TIRL   technical indicator for real losses 
 
UARL   unavoidable annual real losses 
UFF   unaccounted-for-flow 
UFM   ultrasonic flow meter 
UfW   unaccounted-for-water 
UKWIR  UK Water Industry Research 
USEPA  United States Environmental Protection Agency  
 
Vc   center line velocity 
Vm   mean velocity 
 
WBWC   Bay Water Corporation  
WJWW  Westchester Joint Water Works  
WLPI   water loss performance indicator 
WRc   Water Research Centre (UK) 
WSAA   Water Services Association of Australia 
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